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PREFACE 

Tus part, in which the serial numbers enter the three thousands, consists 
largely of documentary texts chosen for the interest of their individual content. 
Some illuminate the history and administration of Roman Egypt. Others, in 
dated literary hands, have a palaeographic value (3030, 3034, 3051, 3076). 
Others again go beyond the Egyptian context, and contribute to the study of 
Roman law (3016), of the Roman Empire (3019-3023), and of the Early 
Church (3035, 3055, 3057). 

Mr P. J. Parsons, who is responsible for this part, wishes to record his 
warmest gratitude for the many corrections and improvements (often not 
specifically acknowledged) which he owes to the other general editors and to 
Prof. H. Lloyd-Jones, Dr. M. L. West, and Prof. H. C. Youtie. 

The compositors and readers of the Oxford University Press have exercised 
their customary skill and patience in the production of the volume. The index 
is the work of Dr. M. W. Haslam. 

Po); PARSONS 

ABU IRS 

E.G. TURNER 
General Editors of the 

di une 1973 Graeco-Roman Memoirs 

Z71978 
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NOTE ON THE METHOD OF PUBLICATION 

AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Tue method of publication follows that adopted in Part XXXVI. As there, 

the dots indicating letters unread and, within square brackets, the estimated 

number of lost letters are printed slightly below the line. In the new literary 

texts, corrections and annotations which appear to be in a different hand from 

that of the original scribe are printed in thick type. Non-literary texts are 

printed in modern form, with accents and punctuation, the lectional signs 

occurring in the papyri being noted in the apparatus criticus, where also faults 

of orthography, etc., are corrected. Iota adscript is printed where written, 

otherwise iota subscript is used. Square brackets [ | indicate a lacuna, round 

brackets ( ) the resolution of a symbol or abbreviation, angular brackets ¢ > 

a mistaken omission in the original, braces { } a superfluous letter or letters, 

double square brackets [] ]] a deletion, the signs ‘ ’ an insertion above the line. 

Dots within brackets represent the estimated number of letters lost or deleted, 

dots outside brackets mutilated or otherwise illegible letters. Dots under letters 

indicate that the reading is doubtful. In the new literary texts letters not 

read or marked as doubtful in the literal transcript may be read or appear 

without the dot marking doubt in the reconstruction if the context justifies this. 

Lastly, heavy Arabic numerals refer to Oxyrhynchus papyri printed in this 

and preceding volumes, ordinary numerals to lines, small Roman numerals to 
columns. 

The abbreviations used are in the main identical with those in E. G. 
Turner, Greek Papyri: an Introduction (1968). It is hoped that any new ones will 

be self-explanatory. 

NOTE ON INVENTORY NUMBERS 

The inventory numbers in general follow a set pattern, of the form 20 

3B.37/D (3)a. Here ‘20’ is the number of the present cardboard box; ‘3B’ refers 

to Grenfell and Hunt’s third campaign at Oxyrhynchus; ‘37’ is the series number 

given inside that year to the metal packing box; ‘D’ indicates a layer of papyri 

inside that box. A few inventory numbers have the form A. B.32/A(6); these 
refer to the separate series of Ashmolean boxes. 



NOTE ON THE TERMS 
‘RECTO’ AND ‘VERSO’, ‘FRONT’ AND ‘BACK’ 

AND THE USE OF ARROWS (-, |) 

THE terms ‘recto’ and ‘verso’ are strictly applicable to papyrus only in those 
cases (which are in a minority) where a recognizable part of a roll is preserved. If 
there is doubt whether a roll can be recognized, the terms used here are ‘front? 
and ‘back’, in conjunction with arrows placed beside the first line of the text 
to indicate the direction of the fibres in relation to the writing. A horizontal 
arrow (—) means that the fibres run in the same direction as the lines of 
writing; a vertical arrow ( | ) means that the fibres run at right angles to the 
lines of writing. 

To avoid confusion it must be stressed that an arrow of this sort refers 
always to the relationship of the writing to the surface on which it stands, that 
is, the vertical arrow is not used simply to indicate the back of a papyrus which 
has on the front a text running parallel with the fibres. It means that the writing 
of the text on the side in question runs at right angles to the fibres. The addresses 
of letters and other endorsements are often written parallel with the fibres on 
the back, while the main text is written parallel with the fibres on the front. 
It will be readily understood that because of the method of manufacture of 

papyrus sheets this means that the endorsement runs at right angles to the 

text on the front. However, since an arrow refers only to a single surface, such an 

endorsement will be preceded by the note ‘Back ~’. 

These signs can be applied to codices, since in them the writing is normally 

only horizontal across the page. The arrow in horizontal position > will 
therefore indicate a page of a codex in which the fibres run in the same direction 

as the writing, horizontally; an arrow in a vertical position will mean that the 

writing, if horizontal, crosses the fibres, which are by inference vertical. It is 

necessary to set this point out explicitly since the basis of use of the signs > |, is 

not that laid down in P. Antinoopolis III p. xu; and a theoretical defect of the 

new basis is that it cannot be used to describe a page of a codex which bears 

no writing. 

When the terms ‘recto’ and ‘verso’ are applied to parchment codices, it is 

proposed to retain the time-honoured meanings ‘recto? = a right-hand page, 

‘verso’ = a left-hand page. 



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO PAPYRI 

PUBUODSHE DIGBY ee EEE 

EGYP RP EXPLORATION sOCl bi 

P, Ant. II 88. 3. For tod Komretrov xall rH J¢ wntpdc read 100 Koucceirou xd[trw. ri ]c pntpoc ra. (See 

J. Bingen, Essays in Honor of C. Bradford Welles 231-4.) 

P. Ant. II 99. 14. For ], apdrepov read |yyporepor, e.g. wolynpdrepov. (E, G. Turner.) 



I. NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

2999. Heston, Hota: or Meydrau ’Hota 

Plate I A. 16 6E 2°2X 11:6 cm. Second/third century 
A narrow strip, with the first few letters of twelve consecutive lines. The hand is 

a small and neatly executed example of the Severe Style. On the back, traces of cursive. 
Line 12, if the articulation 7’ oin(c) is accepted, points clearly to the Hesiodic 

“Hota or Meyda ’Hotar; and the general content confirms this attribution. 
3-11 belong together; the beginning of the section is marked by a forked para- 

graphus. The matter parallels fr. 251 MW: sons of Butes (8) marry daughters of 
Hyllus (10) in the house of Ceyx (3? 5?). 

12 should begin a new section. But it is followed (not preceded) by a forked 
paragraphus, and by a blank space of c. 5°5 cm. before the foot (which may or may not 
be the original lower edge). The space would be large for a normal margin. The most 
obvious explanation is, that we have the end of a roll and that 12 1s a reclamans. Against 
this it must be said that reclamantes are normally marked off; and in any case there is no 
certain instance later than the first century A.D. (See S. West, Scriptorium 17 (1963) 
314f.) But there is a parallel in the Xenophon, 698: this too is later (third century) 
and here too the coronis follows the linking words. The scribes of both the Hesiod 
and the Xenophon may have misunderstood an antique exemplar. 

Otherwise we should have to assume that the paragraphus under line 12 is mis- 
placed ; or that the single line constitutes a self-contained episode. 

The fragment has some structural interest. The paragraphus below line 2 should 
begin a new section ; but no part of 7” of can be read in line 3; therefore it begins a new 
sub-section, as e.g. fr. 25. 34, not a completely new family. But to what genealogy 
does it belong? Fr. 251, from the MeydAa ’Hota, narrates the same marriage in an 
account of the family of Hyllus. If the same subject was treated in 2999, it will have 
been from some other angle: the Butidae, perhaps, or Ceyx. 

If our fragment is the end ofa roll, and line 12 was a reclamans, we could infer that 

line 11 ended a book. It is tempting to identify 12 with fr. 73. 1, which is restored 

exempli gratia as 7° oin Cyowjoc ayarXe|iroto dvaxroc; and in that case the new book 

began with the episode of Atalanta. Dr. M. L. West, to whom I am much indebted, 

remarks that fr. 73. 1 is the first line of a column, as one might expect the first line of 

a book to be; and suggests that the division is between books I (ending with 2999 11) 

and II (beginning with Atalanta). But of course the identification and explanation of 

line 12 is by no means certain. 

The hand is not, so far as I can tell, the same as in any of the manuscripts pub- 

lished in POxy. xxviii. 

C 8788 B 



2 NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

ror, 16 
Bov7| 
Touko | 

10 vrAAd || 

Twvy | 

money 

1 A thick upright with a cross-bar at middle height projecting to the left; more ink above to right 

2 A curved back in two movements, running into the paragraphus, with cross-bar at middle height: € 

or @? 3 Of p, the first upright and beginning of cross-bar 4 .[: foot of upright, e.g. 7 5 Be- 

fore 7: a point of ink at line level, followed by a low curve: poss. « (but more curved than in 3 and g) 

_[: a high point of ink, as tip of e.g. 7, v 6 Horizontal, as of r; two verticals, perhaps with trace 

of ink between them (7?) ; foot of vertical, short gap, another vertical perhaps crossed at foot by de- 

scending diagonal (v?) ; top left arc of circle at middle height (0? poss. ¢?) 7 Of @ the upper 

loop and ends of the cross-bar 8 Of 7 the left tip and the foot g .[: a long descender (7, 

v3; p? 6?); possibly more ink at upper left 10 _,[: low ink, as of left foot of A 11 .[: lower 

left of square (€? w? too sharp for o) 12 Of y, the left half only (junction too low for 4) 

2 The traces at the beginning of this line are confused. But the strong oblique which descends 

well below line level looks unsuited to any letter. I have taken it as part of a forked paragraphus (parts 

of the horizontal show as well), though it extends less far to the left than the (final) paragraphus under 

line 12. 
4 on.[: Butes had a daughter Hippodameia (Diod. 4. 70. 3); Ceyx had a son Hippasus (Apd. 

Qo Fo “Flo 
8 Bov7[: Butes as son of Poseidon, Hesiod fr. 223; Bovrida: fr. 251(a) 2. 
g rouxo,[: Tol Kov[pac West. 
10 vAuS.[: ‘YAASa or ‘YAASac seem the only real possibilities, given the trace. Two daughters of 

Hyllus marry two sons of Butes (fr. 251). The patronymic occurs (as the name of a nymph) in Ibycus 
fr. 1. 41 P.: see Barron, BICS 16 (1969) 130. 

Il tay yelv- West. 
12 nowncy[: the articulation 7’ of cx{ is the most likely, and in turn recommends identification 

with fr. 73. 1. 7’ oinc x[ cannot be excluded, though the genitive of the formula is not so far attested 
in the fragments. 



3000. ERATOSTHENES, HERMES 3 

3000. ERATosTHENEs, Hermes 

Plate II 
20 3B.37/E (1-2) b 9'4 X 16°5 cm. First century B.c./first century A.D. 

Scanty remains from the last two columns of a poem which the end-title shows to 
be the Hermes of Eratosthenes. The intercolumnium is occupied by cursive scholia to 
col. i, mostly on text now lost; if the last line of text aligned with the last line of scholia, 
the column will have had c. go lines originally. The back is blank. 

The main text is written in an inept bilinear hand, decorated with occasional 
emphatic left-pointing serifs ; characteristic letters are a with rising cross-bar, bulky e, 
« divided, pointed y, wide v, w with a left-sloping centre bar. This type should belong 
to the later first century B.c. or the earlier first century A.D. : see the examples in Roberts, 
GLH pls. 9-10. Of the annotators, one wrote capitals with a rather thick pen (schol. 
II, 19) ; the most prolific used a small, neat half-cursive ; a few notes, in the same general 
style but more boldly written, are perhaps by yet another hand (schol. 5, 9, ? 12). 

The new fragment adds a new fact, which has some interest despite palaeographic 
difficulties attaching to it: the poem had about 1,600 lines. For the rest, we now have 
the last two half-lines of the poem, about ‘tongue’ and ‘writings’; and in col. i re- 
ferences to Paphus, to a temple which escapes rain, to bare feet, and to a kneading- 
trough. None of this coheres with the book-fragments, which describe the suckling of 
the young god, and his thieving, and a vision of the heavenly spheres (Powell, Coll. 
Alex., pp. 58 ff.). But the range of such a poem is unpredictable. The Hermes of Philetas 
extended to Polymela (Coll. Alex., p. 91 fr. 5); it is at least possible that 3000 col. i 
concerned itself with Cinyras (schol. 17 note). 

I am greatly indebted to Dr. M. L. West for his help. 

‘ Correct the statement in A. S. Hollis’s edition of Ovid, Met. viii (Oxford, 1970), p. xii n. 1. 



4 NEW LITERARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

Col. i col. u1 

— | ls _wecarreAedepn| I 

aVvTEC 1 yvycoc||radoc|| ~3- yparrrocavO pure [ 

|, ,covrne 2 KuTrpocnpn 
. 3 tpotroAictradoc 

eco 19 [PAIITYECAN® 
5 JaterroAAa 

|cavrec 

Juccwr[  |* [],.0 

PLGICO ene 

10 |,@c 

|Seqr, |, o1deqAwpevn o1ovTrAavooue , { 

J? uy, . .ncwrovepov 

|’aurovpnuopevov 

[omnvicacavBpexnoleuc 

Pvnr’a, VTA1TrOC epee [ 

}o urrode, .. [ J 
] eparocbevo| 

142 OP [ ] ‘ : LO i 

Je 3 flow... -3- api x... | 5 

7 

]8arAaBavocayyocti 

|4rapamAnciovckapaBakt 

| Sovapalarpupwvrs 

16| 

Have ae @ (1 1] 
pew alae C1] 

Text i1 ],: oblique back as of a 3 ]|,.: upper left arc of circle; foot of long descender, point 
level with tops of letters 7 Of |v only the right-hand prong 8 xv... ,: first, high horizontal, tips 
of two verticals below; last, upper arc of circle? 9 |..[: high point of ink, then probably acute 
accent 10 |.: serifed upright, trace of high horizontal to right 

iit _,: foot at line-level; foot of descender ; oblique foot as of right side of A 2 [: high and 
low points of ink, as from an upright 

Scholia 4 .[: perh. top curve asofeetc.  ],.w: foot of upright, oblique foot joining upright (vp ?) ; 
upright (c?) 5 em,,.: upright or left side of curved letter; remains of circular letter (9 0 w ?); 
trace of horizontal; high oblique (abbreviation stroke ?) 6 |.: top arc of curved letter y,: up- 
right 7: upright and cross-bar as of + g a, : top of oblique sloping down from left to right; top 
of upright 10 de_,,: first, long high horizontal; last, left-hand arc of circle Ul op,{: 
upright, junction at top as of v 12 .[ ]: perhaps an oblique back (a ?) with vy written above it 
pv... : left corner as of a, 6; foot of descender ; angular back (a? <?) 17 a: suprascript letter has 
oblique descending to join vertical (v ?) a, : two uprights joined by flattish top 



3000. ERATOSTHENES, HERMES 5 

I i yAdcca mréXew Scepy| 1 
Javrec : n vijcoc [|Nagoc]] ypantic avOpamw | 

J gpuotione * Kémpoc, 4 a iv 3 tpotroAic Madoc 
= KaAdv 19 [PAIITYEC AN@(PQII_) 

5 ate 7oAAd 

ee ee 

we 

SemO(etiK@c) of SE dAcpévn ofov TAavepév[n 
6 

| 
| 
] 
] 
] 
Pcuvicrycw 16 iepov 
J’abrov pr) bdpevov 

Bémnvica édv’ Bpéxn 6 Zevc 

J9vnA(_) av- viArtroc ‘“Eppqc 

}°uméSeroc [ J 
] *Epatocbévoluc 

pa OF Ane. oe) ] 
et? Ou... dpubu(oc) X... [5 

|3mAaBavoe Gyyoc t1 

]tapamAnciov ckapdBaxe 

S06 ai paflar hup@vrar 
16] 

]avOep( yaa.0 |] 

Text Col. i 3 ] ¢prodvnc: Homer has €prodvnec | “Eppetac twice (Il. 20. 34, Od. 8. 322). No other 
Alexandrian poet uses the word, or indeed the commoner ép.ovnoc. 

4 |v Kaddv, él Kaddv: for x or evi, e.g. Il. 20. 248 modgec 8° &x pd0o1, Od. 7. 96 &0” evi mémdor, 
Od. 5.57 7@ & vipdr | vaiev. 

5, Jare, ] dre, Ja re (e.g. of Jd re oAda Lloyd-Jones). 

7 j¥ccwu: the marginal note (gloss?) ] ,[]yu may or may not refer to this word; in any case it is 
doubtfully read (perhaps ]y7,). 
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8 Jvaxut,,,: Kizpis might be acceptable as a reading. Leonidas, AP 6. 293. 1 worvia Kurpu. 

10 jywe or |rwe. 

Text Col. ii 1 yAdeca: if A is accepted (and the only palaeographic alternatives are a or (just pos- 

sibly) « or v), yA@cca seems inevitable. Then 6’ vepy[, du’ epn{, duepn|. If 5vepr) was intended, the sense is 

still ambiguous: active (Od. 9. 43 dvep@ 708/) ; mortal (so perhaps Ibycus fr. 1. 26 after Od. 6. 201, see 

BICS, 1969, p. 128); wet (Hes. Op. 460, Call. fr. 239). Perhaps the poet contrasts oral tradition with 

the written record (ypamric). 

2 ypanric: Od. 24. 229 ypamric decivwy (schol. rac karatvceic), ‘scratches’; Ap. Rhod. 4. 279 f. 

of 5% rou yparric warépwr bev eipvovrat, | KUpBiac ofc vu macas 6801 KrA., ‘records’. In both passages the 

form is accusative, and presumably Eratosthenes followed precedent (Schwyzer i 564 quotes contracted 

nominatives only from Xenophon and Antiphanes). The annotator’s ypanrvec (schol. 19) must then 

be a variant rather than a gloss. 

SBT Iliad 19. 233... drpuvrdy... ere 5€ H A€Evc Avriypdyeroc. xalpe Sé Kal “Epatocbévne raic 

rovatraic expopatc, cic 7d ““aroAAy avTiyaynrvc” (Erat. fr. 31 P.; cf. fr. 33). 

avOpdémw [: the trace perhaps suits dvOpdawy better than -mau. 

5 apiu( ) X,,,,[: the numeral might in theory be alphabetic or acrophonic, see the parallels 

(up to 1928) set out by Ohly, Stichometr. Untersuch. 83-5 (add Menander, Sicyon. 426) ; but the balance 

of the evidence suggests that a formal copy, especially at this early date, would have an acrophonic 

total. In that case X = 1,000. 
The next trace is an upright, cross-bar joining at the top right: presumably [! or a compound. 

Immediately to the right is low ink, apparently the foot of a long descender ; then a point at line-level. 

I suggest that these traces together belong to TF, ‘500’: this eccentric form, with the middle leg pro- 

longed as if for sampi, appears in the end-title of PLitLond. 22, Iliad xiv, of much the same date as 3000. 

The remaining figures are represented by a high point ofink ; a short rubbed space ; a low horizontal ; 

rubbed space for one or two letters, with part of a low horizontal at the end; then the break in the 

papyrus. If this line centred approximately with the one above, there may have been one more letter 

beyond the break. If it followed pattern in having ornamental underlining at start and finish (but not 

in-between), the second low horizontal can be identified as ornament; but the first must be the base 

of a letter, i.e. of the numeral Nora Ne 

On these suppositions, the complete total will have been XP [2 or 3]: minimum perhaps 

XTFAALAA, 1,540; maximum XTPHIALA A, 1,670. 

Scholia 1-3 This is normal doctrine; Paphus as the name of the island is late (Itin. Anton. Marit. 

pp. 526 and 478 Wesseling Cyprus sive Paphus; so Servius on Georg. 2. 64). In 2688 6 pntpotodciz[ov 

will mean ‘founder of the capital, Paphus’ (Lloyd-Jones). 

5 em’: the reading (rather than em") seems guaranteed by a trace from the cross-bar of 0. of 

8¢ «rd. follows after a space, and perhaps in a different hand. It is therefore not certain that the two 

comments have the same reference. 
émiO” might be resolved ém8 (eric) ; the meaning (to judge from the Iliad Scholia) would be “used 

as an adjective (not as an appellative or a proper name)’, e.g. 2 Il. 3. 445a Erbse vyijcw 8” &v kpavaz . . - 

dSnrov, mérepov dvowa KUpidv éctw... 7 emBeriKGe THY Tpaxeiav ; Il. 4. 235a? pevdéccur Apicrapxoc 

émberinac dc cadécr. ‘Eppantac mpocnyopixoy we BéAecw. 

of 8¢ dAwpmevn, ofov mAavwpér[n looks like a gloss on some congener of aAdcfar. I should guess at 

arc, which certainly has ambiguities enough to deserve explanation: (a) ‘vagabond’, Iliad 12. 433 
v.l. yuri) xepvijric GAfric ; Page, GLP 122. 17 axopucro{c djAqric; Dion. Perieg. 490 v.1. adjridoc (aAnwovoc 

cett.) Ainrivnce; Heliod. 7. 7 twa r&v dyepoucdv Kal ddnP&c adjrw; (b) ‘song sung at the festival of 
Erigone called Aiorai’ (Athen. 618 e, Pollux 4. 55) or the festival itself (Hesych. s.v.) ; (c) Et. Magn. 62. 5 
Adjric: twee tiv >Hpwydvnv rip *Inapiov Ovyarépa, 67. mavtaxod Cntobca Tov matépa nAGTo: of d€ AiyicBov 

kal Kdurayuvicrpac daciv. of 5é ryv Madewitov tod Tuppnviov bvyarépa. of d€ tiv Mijdecav, ore wera Tov 

ddvov Tav raiSwv mpoc Alyéa karépuyev aAnrevcaca. of S€ tiv ITepcepovny dud7e Tove mupode aAodvrec 

Téupara Twa mpocepepov adh ovrw MeOdd.0c; cf. Hesych. s.v. Aldpa. 
If the guess is right, and if both comments have the same reference, the general outline might be: 

‘epithet (c) rather than noun (6); others interpret simply as ‘‘wandering” (a)’. 
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6-8 The altar or temple of Aphrodite at Paphus was never rained on: Varro ap. Servius Aen. 1. 415, 
Pliny, WH 2. 210, Tac. Hist. 2. 3 (a different point, apparently, in 2688 5). The same thing is said of 
other places, e.g. the temple of Athena at Nea (Pliny l.c.), the statue of Artemis Kindyas at Iasus 
(Polyb. 16. 12). 

Given a reference to Paphus above, and a possible reference to Adonis below, the Paphian temple 
might be in point. Its founder is variously reported (Roscher s.v. Paphia 1562 f.): Agapenor, Aerias, 
Cinyras. Cinyras, according to Apd. 3. 14. 3, was great-great-great-great-grandson of Hermes, and 
father of Adonis. 

6-7 Perhaps ‘He (the poet) represents the temple as not being rained on. . .”; for cuvécrne cf. e.g. 
ZA Iliad 15. 86 and 679. adrdv looks likely as a reading; a certainly begins a word (there is blank 
papyrus before it; and it aligns with line 8). But I can see no obvious meaning for it unless it is intended 
as neuter and equivalent to adropuarov. 

g On vyAuroc ‘barefoot’ see Gow on Theoc. 4. 56; the same gloss in Hesychius. If v7Auoc is 
a variant, I do not know how v7" is to be expanded. 

11 After jw a curving stroke like the beginning of «; then apparently blank until op [ (perhaps 

opr[). 
12 .[ ]: perhaps a for dv(rl rod). 
13-15 For similar definitions, see Gow on Theoc. 15. 115. In ccaddBar the beta is oddly shaped, 

perhaps corrected ; the other letters are certain. The word is not attested elsewhere; if right, it must 
be a compound of cxagoc/-n and aBaé. 

17 aveu(): several different resolutions are possible; the only clue is the possible mention of 
flowers in the legible part of the note. Given 7Ad@avoc in 13, it is tempting to write dv0eu(a) : Hesychius 
dvOewar avdbenar Kal wala ric (cf. Pollux 6. 76). The whole context would then come close to Theoc. 
15. 115 f. etdara @ dcca yuvaikec emt mAabdvw movéovra, | dvOea picyoucar AevK® mavroia paredpw ; 
Theocritus no doubt intends to etymologize av@eua, from dvOoc rather than dvariOnw. It looks as if 
Eratosthenes had the older writer in mind. 

The cakes in Theocritus are offerings to Adonis. One might speculate: Adonis, the Paphian temple 
of Aphrodite (6), Paphus (1) itself, might all belong to the story of Hermes’ descendant Cinyras, or of 
Adonis (whom Aphrodite hid in a chest, Apd. 3. 14. 4: cf. Eratosth. fr. 4 P.). But only the third of 
these pointers is more than speculation in itself. 

a: perhaps a nu above the alpha, i.e. av(ri 70d). Then av@wd{ would be tempting, though the 
flat top suggests 7 rather than v, and w ends with anomalous down-stroke. 
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3001. Homeric VERSES 

Plate III 
27 3B.44/D (1-2) b Prati 7 5x 14cm Second century 

One piece, and three small fragments, from an illustrated text. Frr. 2 and 3, 

which have traces of paint at the foot, might belong to the upper part of fr. 1; but I 
have not succeeded in joining them. Fr. 4 has remains in red and black, but no writing. 

In all the back is blank. 

The hand is an informal example of a familiar type (e.g. 1619, 2159-2164, 2328, 

2520), decorated with horizontal and oblique half-serifs. I should assign it to the 

second century. 

The legible content of fr. 1 is in hexameters. The subject is Homeric: the scene, 
Ihad 23. 65 ff., in which the ghost of Patroclus appears to Achilles. Homer’s Patroclus 
dwells mainly on his funeral; but adds a short prophecy of Achilles’ death (23. 80 f.). 
This is the theme developed by our writer: Achilles tries to set out ; each time the ghost 
turns him back, then utters a speech of warning (10 ff.). The language too is Homeric: 
indeed, half the lines are taken verbatim from different contexts in Iliad 16-24. The 
composer shows no obvious parodic intention; his work is apparently a straight-faced 
half-cento. This assumes that the episode had a heroic frame: the funeral, as in Homer, 
or (say) the battle at the Scaean gate in which Achilles met his death.! But other 
speculations are possible, see fr. 3. 3 note. 

The illustration stands close in technique to the other examples of the same period : 

2331, PSI 1368, the Paris Romance (Pack? 2641 ; Weitzmann, Ancient Book Illumination 

pl. 51). The heavy pen outlines are sometimes further thickened with dark grey wash; 
colour (red, black, and pink) is added in patches. There is no background, and no 

frame or border: the figure simply poses in mid column. 

The figure faces to the reader’s right. He leans forward, right arm (red) extended ; 
the right leg (red) is straight, the left leg (black) is bent; the face is red, eye and nose 
indicated in black. He wears a bowler-shaped hat or helmet ; below this, a tunic belted 
at the waist and partly blacked in below (alternatively, a mail kilt) ; cross-hatching on 
the legs perhaps indicates high boots or greaves; a red patch by the shoulders will be 
a floating cloak. The left hand grasps a spear (partly hidden behind the body) and 
a small red shield. 

The illustration may (but need not) attach to the lines which follow. If so, the 

figure will be Achilles, arm outstretched towards a ghost now lost on the right. A 

promising scene for illustration, though not represented elsewhere (R. Bianchi Ban- 

dinelli, Hellenistic-Byzantine Miniatures 85 ff.). 

1 This episode was treated in the Aethiopis (Proclus, Chrest. p. 106 Allen). But I cannot believe that 
3001 comes from early epic. 
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Someone thought it worth while to copy and illustrate this odd confection. Dr. 
M. L. West suggests a possible connection with the Homeristai. To judge from the 
literary sources, these groups wore armour, and recited and enacted Homeric scenes 
(Petronius 59; Ach. Tat. 3. 20. 4; Artemidorus 4. 2, p. 245. 19 Pack) ; the documents 

show that they performed regularly in Egypt (POslo iii 189. 12 n.). 
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iat 

a ip 
ia eee goal aa 

illustration 

]...emv.U..0.]...¢..2 orl 
lyneheccTnKeryoowcare| 

5 Acu qv... yeakarar| 
Jcaxwdoppncere ya, | 
|ceAPewOul | wv, apov ,| 

}., cored Ju, [}rap.« 
}.azpo[]kAo cae []...poc.. | 

10 |uvncamatpocc | |obeo | 

].ndeberiyn| , IvrAupnel 
]_ peytukaxo Tabeewp | [ 

Jenr[|comabayer pray! 
Je... mmarl.J.[. Jeyepurer| 

Fr. 1. 1 0 or w; then sloping back as of A 2 ],,.[: tail as of A; short blank: curve joining 
low horizontal and upright, w? j,: 7 or 7 3 ]...: shallow curve, joining top of vertical: 
high point above, traces at line-level (6, A ?) ,.[: oblique top and foot as of A; long high hori- 
zontal (r?)  ],,,: end of low curve, horizontal above (e, c ?); then probably 7 5 ].: norm 
e,:dorA_ »v.,,,: top arc of oval letter (or upper curve as of 4) ; point at line-level; upright; lower 
part of circular letter? 6 .v: thick (corrected?) horizontal, down-stroke to left __{ : left curve 

as of o 7 ],:¢€or@  v,,: initial curve as of w; curved terminal as of »; foot of upright; right 
end of high horizontal 8 ],..: serifed foot of descender: bottom arc as of € 8 0 c w: lower curve 

ofoorc  v,:trace of high horizontal, foot of upright (7?) p.:lowerarcofe@oc [:eor@ 9g]: 
norm o,:oore j,,,:¢€or@;high point of ink; part of high horizontal or curve 10 ,[: lower 

arc of « 8 oc w, perhaps trace of cross-bar .[: upright 11 ],:loopand curving tail as of uw 
12 ],: curving foot o,: tops of two uprights 13 v,: upright 14 ]u,.: upright, joined from 
right at top and middle; 7 or 7 |,[: top and vertical as of + 
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Feet 

..]. ema []..[.].n.¢. poe 
pu ly7) ede{utcrynKer yoowcd TE [mupopern Te Tliad 23. 106 

5 IT |nrcidyv, , ovca Kataz| 

dc|cake 5° dpprjcere tvAaw|v 22. 194 

_ JceADew Oulpléwv jr apou | 

TOCCAKL LLY TpoTapoLb| ev amroctpepacke TapapOac 22. 197 

ee ere tee 
10 “uvijcae tatpoc cele lo, Oeot|c emeixen’ Ayired 24. 486 

pnde Oerw yr p\nv ACe>aby< | 
mp Te Kakov Trabew: pe|yOev dé TE vYTLOC eyvw 17. 32, 20, 198 

En Tic aT?” abav<atywv _ propel ClO 93 

eur ddAla] tlov]c ye diret [Exaepyoc Amod\Awv 16. 94 

Fr. 1. 3 ,.],s5emvA: w looks the least unlikely interpretation of the first trace, but the join is dif- 

ferent in 8 yy. mvA might perhaps be wAe or Ao (though the expected junction in ) does not show). 
At the end «{ is likely (rather than v,[) ; warpox[ cannot be read. 

5 ..,ouca: the articulation assumes another participle. Of the letters, o is dubious: the arc seems 

to have ink inside (as of @), but also a tiny closed loop at the lower right corner. I cannot interpret all the 
ink as belonging to any one letter; perhaps therefore o as a correction of some other letter (v?). Before 
this, two possibilities: (a) the high curved trace might combine with the foot to give A (or possibly 6 or 
x); but I don’t see how to proceed. (b) The curve may be a letter on its own. Just possibly IT] nAetdnv 
epyouca; not IT|nAeidn vevouca. 

6 and 8 take over Iliad 22. 194 and 197; the composer replaces the intervening Homeric lines with 
one of his own; and must have replaced Aapdamawy in 6. 

7 _, |ceA@ew: e|ceAO. hardly suits the context. 
Jz,apov: perhaps peydpov, but the letters would be oddly small and crowded. @vpac peyapwy 

Od. 19. 30 etc.; Ovpéwy Od. 21. 47 and 191. 
.[: e.g. glapa Aduvov oddev (Od. 20. 258). 
g We expect a formula to introduce the speech which follows. The final traces allow yd0[ov; but 

ampoc cannot be read (more like ,¢poc). 
II x7[p]nv has to mean ‘bereaved of a son’: an ill-considered borrowing from Andromache’s 

lament for Hector (JI. 22. 483 f.). 
13 f. Adapted from Iliad 16. 93 f. px ruc a’ OvdAVpTro10 Dedv aievyeverdwy euPyn wddra xrdA. TT prapl 

suggests itself; but the right side of 7 ought to be visible. 
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Fr. 2 Fr. 3 

> Poof Sen ane 
}.¢y{] Mal Oe, Karav| 

J, .@avol Jee, KAeva a. [ 

|, .ovog J.ecc, .€p[ 

aaah [ illustration 

}rcel 
illustration 

Fr. 2. 1 ,,.[: low curve as of ¢ etc.; serifed foot: lower part of oblique or curve oars 

second trace upright, prob. t 4 ],.: upright; spots of ink in rough triangle, 5? _[: high point 
5 J...: second flat top and upright as of 7: then flat top curving down at left, as of c 6 Of r 
only the upright and perhaps the left tip _[: left-hand arc as of o, 4, etc. 

Fr. 3. 1 ,,A: curved foot as of A; then perhaps right side of 7 or 7 3 a,: traces of a round 
letter? 4 ],: traces on a triangle, 8? 5 Second perhaps x« or 1 6 ¢,: foot and 
junction as of A 7 ].: oblique foot, as of A 

Fr. 2. 5 Not immo KeAnrivew (Il. 15. 679). 
Fr. 3. 3 «d«Aeia(c) could be read; the non-Homeric form might raise doubts about the general 

content of the piece. But clearly all is uncertain. 

3002. ETHOPOEA 

19 2B.75/J (e) 17X27 cm. Fourth century 

A set of twenty-six hexameters, complete except for a few small lacunae; the text 
occupies the upper part (slightly more than half) of a single sheet; the lower part, 
and the back of the sheet, are blank. 

The hand is a neat example of a common Byzantine type, which has beginnings in 
the third century and appears almost unchanged in the sixth (e.g. in the Dioscorus 
papers, PLitLond. pl. vii). In 3002 the loop of ¢ is still relatively small, which suggests 
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an early date. I should compare e.g. PHermRees 2, and assign the text tentatively 
to the fourth century. 

The scribe writes trema fairly consistently, colon and elision-mark from time to 
time. Iota adscript is omitted in 12 [Tpudpw and 13 vojcnc; otherwise it appears re- 
gularly (notice 15 and 25 dative plurals in -yuc-. There are no itacisms. All in all, in 
orthography as in script, this is a very professional piece. 

The text might be classified as an ethopoea. This exercise is defined as peyncec 
NOovc droKeysevov mpocumrov, ofov rivac dv elzou Adyouc AvSpopayn emi “Exrops (Hermo- 
genes: Spengel, Rh. Gr. ii p. 15). Some short hexameter pieces of this kind appear in 
the Anthology; the papyri have produced others (AP 9. 457 ff.; Heitsch, Gr. Dichterfr. 
nos. 21, 26, 37, 38). Some of these start from Homeric situations, and one (21 H.) 
treats a situation which Homer himself deals with at length. 3002 is different, in that 
it follows its Homeric original (Iliad 1. 207-14) very closely. Homer’s Athena restrains 
Achilles in a speech of eight lines. Her last two lines are rendered in the same compass 
by 3002 25-6; the material of her first six lines takes up all of 3002 1-243; there are no 
substantive additions, except perhaps in 21-2. In this respect the new text comes close 
to the alternative exercise of paraphrase, though all examples known to me (some of 
them very elaborate) are in prose: see ZPE, 1970, pp. 138 ff. 

The paraphrast makes his way partly by rhetorical expansion and partly by 
simple repetition ; his sentences join only in asyndeton or with 5¢. The vocabulary is 
basically Homeric, with additions from later hexameter poetry. The metre ignores 
Callimachean niceties (19 and 20 have word-end after both seventh and ninth elements ; 
20 lacks a secondary caesura (d70|8prjccwv) ; 25 is a clear breach of Meyer’s bridge) ; 
equally it shows no Nonnan tendency to consider accent at the line-end. A piece of 
threadbare sub-Homer, by a writer incapable of thinking more than one line at a time. 

—> te pev [elm Tpwece Kopicceo xe[tplac, Ayred, 

Kal Eiplo|c actupéAucrov épucc[d|uevoc Koréeckec, 

mpoppovewc Kev eywye cuveipylcla dacyavov avri: 

et d€ Teoic Aavaoic Awpyccealt, oldxér? Adin 

5 mrelGerar odd “Hpn BactAjioc: icyeo Baccov, 

icyeo Kal Hv troduTpovla mladcov, AyAred: 

pnkere 8 apyupéenc emysdcceo yletplece KwmNC, 

pupveTw ev Korea céo hacyavlov|: odk em’ Ayatoic 

avopopovor ce TaTip pevedy| toc] erpllellape ITnrevc, 

10 ov ce Oé€ric pone Hea BactAHe [hlovfa: 

paAAov ducpevéecce Kopvccelo], 17) Aavaol?|cuv] 

coic érdpoic IIpidpw dé Kal videl[e] réuov | |. nv 
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punvidoc apyadénc mAjcov pevoc, evTE voycyc 

“Exropa kat Tpdwv Kpatepov ctparov: ob én Axavove 

15 dacyavov ev KAucinuc €OnEa0* Gvprov axeverc 

cotc érdpoic ; eméecct Kopvcceo’ avTl 8° aKwKAc 

Klal Eupewv pvOoucw epidpaivoucw €Tatpot, 

dlucwevéac KTEivoucty Opwopevouc TrEpt YAAKGU' 

fleided prot BactAfjoc, (va Tpoinv adaraéne 

20 cv col papvdjrevoc Kal UrodpHccwv céHev GAKje- 

Lejvw amockédacov moduTmplolva, pun cé Tec av7p 

AialKidnv Baptpnvy év oysvydlvouc|w aelcne: 

ody eTdpouc Kpatepdv cle] yépwv [eduda|Eato Xeipwv, 

alAknevra 8° érevEev [| avr [.....] Aque.. .[] 

25 }|Oeinuce Oefjuc emureieo: cot d[€ Kev a|broc 

Auccopevoc Kat SMpa mépor Bal ciAedc| Ayapeuvev. 

5 ovd’ BactAnioc icxeo 6 icyeo axAdev: 7 KwITNC Q mA€evc 10 BaccAni 
[Plovna: 12 nv 15 €Onéao- 16 Kopucceo: 6” 17 eTarpou- 18 yaAkar- 19 iva 
22 aeucnu 24 6’ [: curving back as ofe ],: upright, perhaps join to top left  _[: upright, 
or back asofe __]_: high right side, as of o 25 |@: horizontal joining ¢« at mid height 

‘If it had been the Trojans against whom you were arming your hands, Achilles, and raging with 
your invincible sword drawn, I myself would willingly have drawn sword along with you. But if it is 
against your own people, the Greeks, that you arm yourself, Athena no longer agrees, nor does queenly 
Hera. Restrain yourself quickly, restrain yourself and put an end to the wrath which brings so many 
sorrows, Achilles. No longer clutch the silver hilt with your hands; let your sword remain in its scabbard. 

It was not against Greeks that your father, valiant Peleus, brought you up a slayer of men; it was not as 
killer of the king that the goddess Thetis bore you. Arm against the enemy instead, not against your 
comrades the Greeks; send a (threat?) to Priam and his sons; fill your spirit with painful wrath, when 
you see Hector and the strong army of the Trojans. It was not against Greeks that you sharpened 
your sword in your tent. Do you feel bitterness in spirit against your comrades? Arm yourself with 
words: comrades strive with words, instead of sharp edge and swords; their enemies they kill in rout 
with bronze weapons. I would have you spare the king, so that he may sack Troy, fighting along with 
you and assisting your valour. Dissipate the wrath which brings so many sorrows, lest some man 
in later generations sing of you as Aeacides heavy in wrath. It was not to be a strong man against your 
comrades that aged Chiron taught you; he made you valiant... Obey the goddesses your friends; 
and king Agamemnon himself would beseech you and give gifts.’ 

1 The initial sign is more than an elongated cross; the horizontal turns down at the left, up at the 
right. Perhaps a version of the crossed N, for which see <PE 10 (1973) 150. 

kopucceo xe[fpjac: AP g. 460. 3 Ladddc éf’ “Exropi xeipa Kopiccer Huerépnv (one of a series of 
hexameter epigrams on Homeric themes). In Homer kopvccecOau appears absolute, or with an instru- 
mental dative. 
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2 Od. 9. 300 etc. Eidoc 6éd epuccduevoc mapa Eenpod. 
acrupédxrov: not in Homer ; Callimachus ete. 
3 cvvecpy[cja: a very rare verb, which elsewhere means ‘draw together’. Homeric usage would 

require the middle. 
5, BaciAjvoc: in Homer only Od. 16. 401 yévoc B. 
6 Cf. especially Od. 24. 543 icyeo, made Sé vetkoc. 
modvmnpovla: HHCer. 230, Merc. 37 and later poets. 
7 Il. 1. 219 %, Kal én’ dpyupén xwry, Od. 8. 403-4 Karn | apyupén; Od. 11. 531 Elfeoc 8’ érepalero 

Kuomny. émpdcceo (the reading is certain) conflates -areo and -paccao. 
g Il. 22. 421 ITevc, 6c uw Erixre Kal erpede mwa yevécBar. 
10 Il. 15. 254-5 Toidv ror doccntijpa Kpoviwy |... mpoenKe trapecrapevar; 18. 184 “Hp pe mpoénxe. 
12 méuipov is virtually certain; what follows ends in Anv or dyv. Perhaps ala ecAnv; cf. Nonnus, 

D. 20. 193 f. 
13 Od. 2. 199 wrncrdoc dpyadéns; Il. 17. 384-5 Epidoc... dpyadénc; Od. 3. 135 pjvioc e& odoqe. 

Homer always has -voc, not -.Soc. 
mAjjcov evoc : an odd extension of Il. 1. 103-4 péveoc péya dpevec. . . tiumAav7’, and similar expressions. 
14 Kparepov crparév not in Homer (xparepdc... Pddayyac etc.). 
15 —VVv ev kXcinew Il. 9. 263 etc. 
@ujov ayevecc: Homer has only the participle, Il. 5. 869 etc. 
17 Il. 16. 260 epdpatrwcw ovrec; Il. 2. 342 éméecc’ epSatvopev. 
18 Ll. 9. 243 spwopeévove b76 Karvod, Il. 8. 86 KvAwddpevoc rept xadAKG etc. 
20 vodprjccwv not in Homer; A.R. 3. 274, Musae. 143, Nonn. D. 48. 297 (all in the same sedes). 
21 Il. 19. 77 (v.1.) pv dvacrevdywr. 
22 Od. 1. 302 iva tic ce kal oxvydvwy ed elm etc., adapted to refer forward to Homer: a touch of 

spirit, for once. 
Bapvunrw: not in Homer; several times in Nonnus. 
24 Perhaps ¢7’ dvrifBr., mode, . .[, avri[Biouc mloAeuecrd[c founders on the tau, which does not 

suit the trace. wJoAepicca{e (Rea) could be read; an aorist of this verb is not attested elsewhere. Cf. 
Il. 3. 435 avtiBiov adAepov rrodeuilerv. 

aAkyevra: first in HH 28. 3. 

26 Od. 4. 130 etc. répe Spa. Homer has kpetwv Ayapduvev, never Bacirede A. 

3003. Homeric NARRATIVES 

19 2B.76/D (1-2) a 15°8X 15°5 cm. Second century 

Remains of two columns, written in a round informal hand with frequent cursive 

forms ; the back is blank. The scribe writes middle stop in i 3, and several times a high 

stop in the form of a short oblique; there are occasional accents and breathings, some 

perhaps by the second hand which added a correction at ii 15. The Homeric lemmata 

begin a new line at i 12 and 11 15; they begin in mid line at 1 3 (but this is just a con- 

tinuation of the passage preceding) and 1 2 and perhaps 11 19. 

The text falls into sections: 1 3 the Phlegyae, i 12 Aeneas, the death of Anchises, the 

founding of Aenea; ii 3 Danae and Perseus; ii 15 the aegis and Amalthea. Each section 

begins with a lemma from Homer. The lines chosen come, in correct sequence, from 

Iliad 13, 14, and 15. They are widely separated, and selected for their mythological 

content. 
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Prof. Erbse, to whom I am indebted for much help, compares 418, Polit 73; 

PSchubart 21 (see Merkelbach, Archiv 16 (1958) 117 f.): all these contain collections 

of Homeric icropia, of the kind which lies behind the medieval D-Scholia. (See M. 

van der Valk, Researches on the Text & Scholia of the Iliad i 303 ff.) 

3003 treats the Phlegyae and Aeneas in almost as much detail as the D-Scholia. 

As might be expected in compilation literature, there is a wide but not complete over- 

lap ; despite general uniformity of matter, and extensive verbal coincidence, each story 

has at least one unique detail (i 3 the home of the Phlegyae; i 19 ff. the foundation of 

Aenea). But the narratives in col. ii (3 ff., and especially 15 ff.) show considerable 

abridgement against the medieval versions; it may be that our copyist became bored 

and started to epitomize. 

The D-Scholia are quoted from Dindorf’s edition (vol. 11, Asi, Bevin. 

Col. i 

7 lL la 
ee @ecc|ado[t] Kadovvrale 1] ecTopia 7ra- 

c. 8 ] le pelra Dreyvac preyladAnto|poc. Pre- Ml. 13. 302 

yuar,...lovvtec fep8 veav edni[Cov|ro Touc zre- 

5 prouxouc]* OnBarwy de evAaBovpe|vw |p avrouc 

ov mrepe ZnOjov Kat Auduova terye’C’ouce THY Tow: €t- 

xe yap Ap|duwy amo twv Moucwv Avpav xpucyy: 

du nc Touc| ABouc errefev 0 ovKete NADov a1 Dreyu- 

Ce Jec ewe amofavovtwy twv trepe Zy[Golv 

10 cov Evpu|wayw tw BaciAer exnpxovto Ka ero |... | 

fe | avrouve ArokAwy KateTaptialpwcev“ 

Bnvae ex] Awevay tov 8 ictarov €[up]ev oprAov’ Il. 13. 459 

Tpovac aAjoucne Aweac arrorAewv prea Tov 7a- 

tpoc TH|v Opebacav ynv evavayncev le|pc Afar | 

a ‘Racin Niamey Zorn: 
cnv dua, Tle TO ynpac Kat Tov KoTOV TeAEVTYCAL 

te. |n Se to Tov viov Awvetov: omrov Kat Ta 

vuv tadoc| Ayyecou KaAovpevoc: yevopevou Se 

dete: |v kata mpvpvay dyce Tw cvaKe THC 

20 ],ou mepe[ |. p.v emectnriae €lvOa Kata 

thv Adpolditnc Thc pynTpoc evToAlnv K|rLlee 7r0- 
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Col. ii 

1 J ,opevar| 
wjovearec [| |], Salah Aava- 

ne Kadduchupov _[ Il. 14. 319 
A pyouc BactAewe [ 

5 vouwevw Twrral 

Kpewato: o de opy | 

Ka[@llavrmy Barrer _[ 

Badaccav: 7 [],..[ 

vncw ava |}, Bl 
10 Tye BactAevac | 

yap exad_goral 
UKTeAe_ : cuvt| 

gevyovro, [..].[ 
Bete Pee 
== elpec 

15 ada cv y ev xepct [AaB avyiSa Buccavoeccav Pea re- Il. 15. 229 

xovca Aia | [] [ 
abeevn TOV ruil 

Kat Oud. 7) Sel 

mv Auadfiay  { 

=o yavroce p,._ || 

Kevat TavTyy AL 

ree (lh ]: very long descender, p or ¢ 2D |.8 5% & G8 & 
iit J), : upright, right horizontal at top 2 |,,: first a long descender as of p or ¢ Guat: 

upright 7 .[: round back and cross-bar (e or 8) 8 [:longdescender ],: upper curve as 
ofc ,,{ upright with projection at middle height; curve and top as of a A p 9 ,[: peak as of 8A 
II .o: upright and horizontal as of + I2 |«: upper curve as of € c €,.,: curved back and 
cross-bar (<« 6 c): upper curve and horizontal to right (e 6); upright with horizontal bar above 
13 ,[: top of upright 14 ..,,: upper left quadrant as of c; 0?; upright with horizontal above; 
upper left quadrant as of c xX. : upright, upright, trace of cross-bar between? .u: upper curve, 
low tail joining v (a?) 16 ,,[: upper curve and cross-bar as of 8; top of upright _[: upright 
with cross-bar to right 17 ,: foot of upright 20 €.: upright ,: upright with cross-bar 
at middle height _[: upright 21 Space before A[ 

(Col. i) *... “‘Ephyrians” is a name for Thessalians; the story is in... ‘‘Or against the valiant 
Phlegyans”’: the Phlegyans, who lived in. . ., used to plunder their neighbours. As the Thebans were 
taking precautions against them, Zethus and Amphion and their friends built a wall for the city; 
Amphion had received from the Muses a gold lyre, with which he charmed the stones. So the Phlegyans 

C 8788 Cc 
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stopped coming, until after the death of Zethus and his friends they were attacking every year with 

their king Eurymachus... Apollo hurled them into Tartarus. 

‘‘To go to Aeneas; and him he found last in the throng”’: after the capture of Troy, Aeneas sailed 

away from his native land with his father and was shipwrecked around Athos... They were saved, 

but it came about that Anchises died from age and fatigue; and he was buried by his son Aeneas, at 

the place where there is still the so-called Tomb of Anchises. And... he says that a dove alighted on 

the rudder of his ship (??); and there, in obedience to the behest of his mother Aphrodite, he founded 

DOU 09 6° 

Col. i 2-3 The end of comment on Jl. 13. 301, followed without paragraphing by lemma and 

comment for 302: ’E¢vpouc pera OwprccecBov | 7é werd Dreydac peyadijropac. 

2 Oecclaro[e glosses "Edvpouc ; 7] icropta 7a|[pa should name the authority. rove KaAovpevouc Kpav- 

peviouc ev OeccaNla, cic AroANSwpoc ictope? LA (Oecpwrovde XB; of pev Oectrpwrove... ot 6€ Kpavvwviouc 

ST). If Apollodorus was cited here, the name must have been abbreviated : the initial lacuna in 3 has 

room for c. 8 letters only. The following lemma is set off by a blank space, which may itself have 

extended back into the lacuna. 

3-11: Il. 13. 302. Our text and XA agree very closely in outline (but A adds a reference to the 

burning of the Delphic temple, and cites Pherecydes); some of the same material in T; a single 

sentence in B. 
3 peylaAnro |poc: simple error for -ac. 

4 ZA has épruvav xatocxobvrec; T mentions Gortyn or Daulis.! Jowvrec will be the participle ; 

what follows ought to be a place-name. But the substantial remains fit no known place-name. I read 

.¢¢€p0 viv, in which the ¢ is almost certain (the left half of the bowl, and the foot of the descender) ; 

after @ the trace (complicated by a long descender from above) looks most like €; before ¢ is a single 

low point, which might be the tip of c preceding (but unusually low) or the top of (wv) below (unusually 

high), or belong to a substantive + or p. BeOyviav is unattractive both as a reading and as a home for 

Phlegyae. 
8 emeev 0: 6 ‘for which reason’ looks rather high-flown. Did he intend ézeufe 610? 

g e.g. ded.d7 Jec (Erbse). 
10 xa,e70,[: perhaps car’ ¢ro¢ (Rea). Kal ¢ro,[ (e.g. éroA[uy-) makes it harder to imagine a con- 

struction for the next line. 
12-21 Jl. 13. 459. Our text and A agree very closely; nothing in B and T. 
12 A dash is written above (Aw)e(av): presumably a mark of quantity, rather than a means of 

separating paragraphs. 
13 amomAéwv: ‘seltsam, exspectes azrodura@v’ (Erbse). 
15 e.g. cw lOévrwr. 
17 e.g. exndevO |n. 
17-18 «at Ta | [vov: Kaur is an acceptable reading, except that all four letters are touched by a 

horizontal stroke at line-level (it may extend also to the final a, but the surface is damaged). Did the 
scribe mean to delete the words? XA has ézov kal viv. 

18 ff. A has: Odibac 5é adrov Aivetac 6rov Kal viv radgoc éecriv Ayxicou Aeyopevoc ev Tuavyn Kata BovAncw 
Thc pntpoc A. wédAw Exricev. 3003 clearly gave a more circumstantial account. At the beginning, 
Erbse suggests: yevopevov 8€ | [rod avéuolv kara mpvuvav. The rest depends on two doubtful readings: 

cvaxt: c looks certain (not ¢). The traces following are the top of an oval, and the upper right-hand 
arc of a circle: I have taken these together as the prongs of v. 

mepe.[.].p.v: after wept, upright and high cross-bar, as of y or 7 or 7 or square c; before p perhaps 
the top loop and cross-bar of ¢; after p a much damaged letter, perhaps the loop and tail of a. 

I have tried two approaches. (1) “Aeneas tells... to halt at...’. wept .[. lepay would then bea 
geographical expression, locating Aenea. But I have found no suitable reading. (2) “He says that a 
dove alighted on...’. But this requires the reading zepi¢[rlepdv, where the space is really too narrow 
for +; and in any case ¢yjc now lacks a subject. Neither (1) nor (2) makes sense of cvaxu, if it derives 
from céagé ‘a kind of pulse’. The word may be corrupt: 7@ olaxe rH{c | [vec ad]rod would at least have 
some relevance. 

1 Gortyna is a mistake (or variant) for Gyrtona: see the other sources for the habitat of the 
Phlegyae, collected by H. Grégoire, Asklepios 113 f. 
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2A has a vox nihili, ev mvarn. mavoc, like cOa€, is a kind of beans or pulse: but this coincidence seems to lead nowhere. Possibly ev IT38vp, across the gulf from Aenea? 
Col. ii 1-2 I have not identified the subject. There are two clues. (1) It looks as if an authority was cited : 7) éc]|ropeta rlapd. (2) The next lemma begins at the end of line 2, not in a new paragraph: when this happens at i 3, the lemmata come from consecutive lines. But (1) leads nowhere, for the extant scholia cite authority several times between 13. 459 and 14. 319. (2) would point to 14. 317 (Iécovinc) as the subject; but the argument is shaky, see 19-21 note. 
2-14 Jl. 14. 319. Our text has the same story in outline as AB, omitting the underground chamber and the role of Proetus; but the wording differs substantially. Supplements might assume that the line- length was the same as in col. i, ice. c. 35/40 letters, cf. 15. 
3 .[: the trace is indeterminate. The lemma may continue with A[kpucwwyyc; or the comment begin here. 
4-6 Danae was daughter of Acrisius king of Argos; she became pregnant; when her father asked who her lover was, she answered ‘Zeus’. Restore (as Erbse suggests) muvOa]|vopévw 76 talrpl - - - 

ame ||Kpetvaro. 
6-7 e.g. 6 Sé dpyi[cOele - - - etc Adpva]|xa. 
8-9 e.g. mplole, [, Betcay S$ adriy Cepipw rH] | vicw dvadla]uf[dver. But I can’t read a suitable participle (in the sense of mpocevexOetcay) at the beginning. 
IO-I1 e.g. ex] | tHe Bacirelac plevyer 6 Axpicioc’ odrw] | yap éxadeiro 6 ma[7yp. But what then is the reference of 13 ¢evyorroc? 
12 The most likely reading is exreAegel, ie. exreA€cei(v) ? In the margin an oblique stroke, which 

may refer to this line or the next: does it mark a passage needing correction? 
15-19 Jl. 15. 229. Approximately the same in outline as AB (T has a quite different note) : but 

here Rhea deposits the child with... and Themis; and Themis takes it to Amalthea; the rest of the 
story (the Titans and the childhood of Zeus) is omitted. 

15 xXepce Corrected to yeupecce by a second hand. 
17 ¢€.g. 7a]|pabeuévn tov maida. (Not ka |ra- or e|ra-, since there is preserved papyrus where the 

cross-bar of t would show.) 
19-21 It is tempting to restore this as comment on 15. 256, where AB write ‘Epujc 6 Aude Kal 

Matac rjc AtAavtoc edpe pay. Then 20 yavrroc edpe ...[ (the remaining traces are too slight to confirm 
Avplav), 20-1 ydpy]|Kévar ravryv Aléyerar. This means that a completely new topic begins after the 
vacat in 19, which is not impossible. But the absence of paragraphus is disquieting ; and I can think of 
nothing for the beginning of 20 except yi]|yavroc as a description of Atlas. 

3004. GNoMOLOGY 

Plate I 
25 3B.55/D (c) 9°57 cm. First century 

A slip of papyrus, written in a cramped and ugly hand without lectional signs ; 
the letter-forms may be compared with those of 216 (Roberts, GLH 10a) and assigned 
to the earlier first century. The writer made several mistakes, and one line at least is 
hopelessly garbled: a school exercise, perhaps. 

The slip contains iambic gnomaz; the first line begins with a, the second with Bs 
and so on up to v, where the set breaks off. The same hand has added a single line, 
not related to the series, on the back. Lines 1 to 7 pursue a single topic (filial piety) ; 
1 to 3 even form a syntactic unit, and so in effect do 4 and 5. From 8 on there is no 
more relation between successive lines than might be expected in a group of precepts 
for the good life. 

Such alphabetic sets are not new: S. Jakel, Menandri Sententiae Pap. II, VIII (also 
incomplete), IV (in reverse order). IV, like our text, begins with an attempt at 
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continuous sense. These examples make it clear that the set was constructed by selection 

from larger compilations; but it seems likely enough that the writer could supplement 

them from his own invention or adaptation, especially when he wished to produce 

a sentence of more than one line. In fact, of the fourteen lines in 3004, three occur in 

the transmitted Sententiae. The rest I have not identified elsewhere. 

One at least of the unattested lines may go back to New Comedy. Clitopho in 

line 1 has no obvious function. Assume that the name was taken over regardless from 

an original dramatic context: it would be tempting to assign the line (and accordingly 

line 2, which completes it) to the same play as Menander fr. 598 K: 

aicyvvopma Tov tratépa, KXevropOv, povov. 

avriBAémew exeivov od dvvycopat 

aduk@v: Ta 0° dAdAa padiwe yeipwcopat. 

Both are very filial sentiments. Clinia might have addressed Clitipho, in Terence’s 

Heauton, in such terms; and there is nothing to stop us attributing the two fragments 

to the Menandrean original. But clearly the possibilities are too wide to make specula- 

tion worth while. 

The survival of the proper name may seem odd. But there is an instructive 

parallel. Monost. 698 reads padvpoc eav He tAovcioc mévnc ecn (and so verbatim Pap. 

II 17 Jakel). The same line appears in an alphabetic set (Pap. IV 8 Jakel) as pa6vpoc 

éav nc, Davia, wévyc écer. Korte (Archw xiv 126) suggested that Phania was the rich 

man of Menander’s Citharista; and that wAovcioc is an adaptation, to make the line 

more intelligible in isolation. 

On gnomologies see 3005 introduction. 

>  apern<v> vomle KXevroddv evv| 

BeBordryta Kal didtav THY mpol 
\ € G \ ” 

yrode we 6 maryp ederke TouToc, Top] 

dikavov evOUc ecTw ayamav unrépa* 

5 ex lUncev euoxOncev eEétpepe | 

C&\p iver’ abtav amddoc abroic thy yal pw 
€ \ \ /, b) A \ A 

700] peta TOUTWY edTUXETY Kal SucTUY| Ely 

elpamreve Tovc Te Suvapevouc olc. [ 
ie a \ A he 
icd|rnTa Teyway ju7) TAEoveKTEty und[ eva 

\ vn“ 4 / ’ 7 10 Klakov av dunce Kepdoc dduvyicyn _ | 

A€lwv evorxwy veBpocicticuppa | 

LJeurnco mAovtdv Tov<c> Tmevytac €d Trovel|v 

vleovdadexakatwitatn¢ TUXNC 

14 (Back |) Aedc ede SiS|[upllwer SeEvav [ 
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3 ¢.,: back and base of round letter: foot of descender 5....[: upright?; upright; up- right or back of rounded letter; high point of ink Sarna. [: closed loop, perh. o ligatured to following letter ; third trace perh. a (8), or 0, or loop of B or ¢; fourth prob. A; last « or 0 WO) ILE right end of thick horizontal; riser as of ) 

1 Supplement e.g. efv[ae povyy. 
2 Supplement e.g. rijv mpd[c yovetc. Stobaeus IV 25. 31a (author unknown) BeBaorépay éxe TY gtAiav (Gaisford : 7. f. €. MSS.) apodc rove yovetc, 
3 I suppose ere rodrd cou 76 pf c, ‘gave you life’, though I cannot parallel the phrase. 
5, Read ex]¥nc’, €uoxOnc’, e€€0pers(ev). Menander fr. 685 K is similar : <)> edeEapnv, eriKTOV, extpepar, gird. This suggests eférpewer (I. efeOpeys’) ed[iAncé ce in our text, but phi is unlikely as a reading. 
6 «ivex’: Lloyd-Jones remarks that the Attic form is odveca (see Barrett on E. Hippolytus 453-6). Extant Menander uses only évexa. 
7 790]: e.g. Monost. 303. Pap. III 7 and g Jakel dc 78d yovéwy kal réxveny btuAta. 
8 Monost. 337 Oepameve rv Suvdpevov alel c? wpeXetv. Our writer perhaps intended rovc ye, and 

then <c>o.; but I cannot read a suitable infinitive at the end. 
9 Monost. 362 (ux Z, cat Mk, om. A). The apparent infinitives here are probably simple mis- 

spellings ; read ria, mAeovéxrer. 
10 At the end, wA[éov suits the traces well. 
11 A€]wy seems inevitable, since the initial lacuna (which corresponds exactly with p] in line 12) 

will scarcely hold more than two letters. Then évo.xdv or ev otxw{v}; at the end perhaps cuppay[-. 
If some form of ve8psc was intended, we could compare the proverb 6 veBpdc rév Aéovra (Lucian, 
Dial. Mort. 8. 1). But it may well be corrupt: Aéwy év otkw ddA6c ect cUupayoc? (I owe this view of the 
general sense to the Press Reader: compare the fable in Aesch. Ag. 717, Aristoph. Ran. 1431. As an 
alternative model he suggests Aristoph. Pax 1189 otxor yey A€ovtec, ev payn 8’ dAdmeKec.) Or cere may 
conceal eic ri (Lloyd-Jones). 

12 Monost. 478 (but there ddedeir). 
13 veov at the beginning, perhaps rd ris r¥yns at the end (though the sigma of rfc has been corrected 

or overwritten). I can make nothing of the middle. 8¢ looks like a correction ; A might be intended 
instead of 8; € is overwritten on what was perhaps the shaft and left cross-stroke of 7, so that the com- 
bination resembles @. The sense should be véov évra See ce kKaptepetv ta tHe TUxNC (Lloyd-Jones). 

14 At the end, probably deéidv y[épa. I have found no parallel for this pleasing line: is it a varia- 
tion on a yelp trav yetpa vile? 
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3005. GNOMOLOGY 
Plate II 

g 1B.181/G (b) 13°5 X 18-5 cm. Second/third century 

The recto of this roll contained a register of persons; the register mentions the 

gth year of Domitian (i 4) and an unspecified (current) 7th year (ii 1), and refers to an 

epicrisis in the end year of Hadrian (ii 3). The back has been reused for an anthology 

of iambic gnomai, written in a Severe Style of familiar type. 

The anthology is arranged under subject-headings : i 12 [epi eddo€lac] Kat adogtac, 

20 [rept édAmiSoc] kal dmpocSoxjrov (both set off by a scalloped border above) ; i 1-11 

presumably belong to a section epi ydputoc Kal dyapictiac, continued from the preceding 

column; the blank beginnings ii 4, 9, and 14 imply similar indented headings. 

Paragraphi separate individual gnomai, some of which extend to more than one line 

(i 2-3, 11 2-3, 6—7, 10-11). 

This sort of arrangement (as against the commoner alphabetic series) has some 

parallels in papyrus anthologies: see Machler, Mus. Helv. 24 (1967) 70 ff. Equally 

it recalls Stobaeus, who has sections wept dyapucriac (ii 46, including 3005 i 2-3, 6-7), 

mept eddoglac (ii 17, lost), and epi eAmidoc, wept tOv map’ eArida (iv 46-7, including 

3005 i 21 and perhaps 24). 

Stobaeus is the parallel for another remarkable feature. In col. ii, where the left 

margin is preserved, it can be seen that the scribe noted the source of the quotations : 

rob a(dtob), Kédak(oc), Cuvepadi(cyc), [Bor?]wr(iac). Colax and Synerosa are plays of 

Menander; so too is Boeotia, assuming the supplement to be correct. 

This raises a further question. Two or three plays of Menander are explicitly 

referred to in col. ii. Four or five lines in col. i are identifiable elsewhere ; all belong to 

Menander. The presumption is, then, that the unidentified lines come from the same 

author. There is one argument against this: tod a(drod) (ii 2) would normally mean 

‘from the same writer’, and imply that other writers were cited. But the sense ‘from 

the same play’ is at least possible, and should be preferred. 

If the anthology is entirely Menandrean, it has no exact parallel. There is indeed 

a recension of the Monostichoi under subject-headings (Jakel, Menandri Sententiae p. x1) ; 

the heading etc dyapicriav includes 3005 1 6-7. But that collection confines itself to 

single lines, and never notes the source. 3005 is therefore unique in form; and, since 

it overlaps very little with other surviving collections, it provides new material at 

least for Menander’s vocabulary. 

For gnomic anthologies in general, see S. Jakel, Menandri Sententiae (1964). Some 

new texts have appeared since this edition: 2661; Rech. de Pap. 2 (1962) 114; Mus. 

Helv. 24 (1967) 71; 3004; 3006. Full publication of the Greco-Coptic versions, and 

bibliography, in ZPE 3 (1968) 15 ff. (with corrections in ZPE 8 (1971) 288, CE 47 

(1972) 351)- 
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Col. 1 

Jourov avrapkyc[ 

OvxXL THY auTyY Ex leu 

dvavovav autwv etc] exactoc Kat AaBw[v 

lev rove mracw avOpwrrotc yaptc 

Jumupevp’ axapy| \Sere 

aet 0 0 cwbetc ectily ayapicrov ducet 

a nAenrar Kat Te|OvyKev 1 yapec 

|rraby Kpwvee didov 

|KoTwc yapw 7” exer 

],cavtic amrodoin yapw 

JeTae Tpomrwe yapec 

| Kav adogévac 

Jvect’ evdoéva 

|.vor’ ovd adoévac 

| ,uvncer, TeTTapwv 

].c7” tcwe| \Oevn 

|]. yap wva 

|pa: un Ta mpoc Tpudynv 

]poc Tov oyAov evdokia 
~~ ~~ ww ww 

| Kae ampocdoxynTov 

w Zev TrodAvtyrnO ovlov ecz’ eAmic KaKoV 

|macw Kakwv 

}.0.0. J...v weet 
|pocdokay| 
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Col. ii 

th oo 
Tov a | ],ocw [ 

[ _Jexo9 

5 Koda _ ara] 

cupep® 7. pL 
Sees 

Je" _ wc dul 
| [ 

10 i evvotap| 

| _ara | 
}.zpe | 
Jere) 

ae 
15 Jered, 

eel 

ii Long flat base joining upright (w ?) 2 ],: high horizontal as ofr _.[: long descender 
6 w,,: left-hand arc; foot of upright 11 .[: upright 12 ],: short vertical _[ round back, 
oore 16 ],: upright j, upright 

Col. i To judge from the probable supplements in 2-3, 6-7, and 21, the lines of this column lack 
c. 15 letters to the left. 

1 Alourdv; then adrapenc [v — or adrdpky du —. 
2-3 Menander fr. 477 (Stob. ii 46. 8). 
4 This line projects some five letters further to the right than any other. It seems unlikely that 

the anthologist would include a trochaic tetrameter ; in any case the diaeresis would fall awkwardly 
after rotc. Perhaps the quotation included the last word or two of a line, followed by a complete tri- 
meter: long, but not long enough to be set out in two lines as with 2-3. Cf. Monost. 743 réOvnx’ ev 
avOpwrroicw Famaca xadpuc (macuv ) xapic Meineke), which suggests réOvnKev] év here. 

5 €]umvpevu’ seems the only possibility. Then dxapy{c], or dxapq if the small lacuna was blank; 
d° érc or 6€ 7. The 7 has been corrected, perhaps from a; but the final intention is clear. Extant 
Menander uses dxapyc adverbially, ‘all but’ (Austin on Aspis 307). There is not much room for a con- 
struction. It is, I suppose, just possible that the sense extended into line 6, which must then have had 
some form other than that transmitted in the MSS. Or 5 might be corrupt: dxapi[c] 8’ ér’ <e>f? 
Lloyd-Jones. 

6-7 Monost. 42-3 = Men. fr. 478 and 479 (Stob. ii. 46. 9 and ga), except that fr. 479 continues 
with a further line to make a couplet. MSS. of Monost. give dydpicroc; the Papyrus agrees with L 
of Stobaeus in the neuter, which is clearly to be preferred (Kithner—Gerth i 59). 

8 cup |rabq: cf. Monost. 385 xpivec didouc 6 Kaupdc. 
9 «l|KoTwe. 
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10 ],¢ ay vic: the initial trace looks most like a right-hand arc, i.e. Joc or Jwe 
12 Supplement mepl evdogiac, or perhaps rept ddéyc. 
13 |v é€cr’; or Elvecr’, cdlvect’. 

14 ],vor’: + has been corrected, perhaps from p. é]pior’ suggests itself; but the initial trace is 
part of a low upright; with v, which tends to the right, one might expect to see the upward continua- 
tion. 

15 ].vyncer,: the first trace is a short upright, or right-hand arc, at about half line-height: this 
suggests 0 or p fot $ or «)s at the end, probably the top of a damaged c. I have found nothing to fit 
either ~vy7jcete OF -vy7nC etc. Three or four cubits is the entire kingdom of even the most famous in death 
(Comp. ii 57 f. Jakel). 

16 }.cr’: the traces (a high point, horizontal at mid height below) would suit ecr’. After wwe 
there is space for two letters; there is no sign of ink, although the surface is well preserved. 

ee LS a junction, probably the right half of y. Cf. Menander fr. 306 odK éctu woryod mpadypa Tipurd- 
tepov. | Pavarov yap ect wyov. 

18 ‘Seek modest sufficiency, not luxury.’ 
19 mlpdc. ‘Fame with the mob is not worth having.’ 
20 mept eAmidoc] Kal ampocdoxrrov. 
21 Menander fr. 289 (Stob. iv 46. 8): Naukleros. 
23 moe: many lines follow this pattern, e.g. Monost. 520. 
24 Perhaps Menander, Cith. fr. 7, cited by Stob. iv 46. 9 immediately after line 21: obtw 7 mpGyp” 

> > - 

ect’ emimovoy TO mpocdoKav. 

Col. ii 1 If the alignment with col. i is exact, this will have been the sixth line of col. ii. Enough 
margin survives to show that no note of source was attached to this line or the two (now lost) before 
it: l.e. a citation of at least four lines. 

2 tov a : Tod a(vrod) in Stobaeus refers to the author. But here the note (again perhaps in 10) 
stands on a par with the names of plays in 5 etc.; understand accordingly 706 adroé Spduaroc. The line 
cited perhaps began 70 cwd[povety or sim. 

3 Perhaps ody 6 Of e.g. Ofedc. 

5 Kodaxk(oc). The line was perhaps Monost. 35 dAalovelac otic exhevyer dienv. (Menander fr. 
520, a line and a half, is too long.) 

6 Cuvepa(cync). The traces suit 7¢.p[@; but none of the known lines with this beginning (Monost. 
634, 657, 675) goes well with aAafoveda. 

]w7 : of Menander’s known titles, only Bowwria and Crpatidrar fit the two surviving letters ; and 
if the marginal notes began in alignment with one another, Crpatiw7(@v) is too long. 

we 7U is a very common beginning: Monost. 855 etc. 
10 The trace in the margin is a long horizontal, which would suit rov a] . 
12 The traces suit wrpic[. Possibly Menander fr. 335. 1 (Monost. 861) & tpickaxodaipwy, dctic @v 

mevnc yapel. 

13, 15 Ol]eztc. 
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3006. GNoMOLOGY 
Plate IV 

32 4B. 1/H (1-2) a 28 15 cm. Third century 

This piece contains two columns, full height but much damaged, from an antho- 

logy of iambic gnomai. The hand is a plain round one, with large pointed initial 

alphas. I should assign it to the third century rather than the second (notice the large 

f, and the long-tailed form of a with no bow). The back is blank. 

All twenty-six lines begin with alpha. This collection was therefore more am- 

bitious than 2661 and the papyrus reprinted in Jakel’s Menandri Sententiae Pap. XIV; 

and comparable with the medieval Monostichoi, from which we have the end of a third- 

century version in Pland. 77 (Pap. III Jakel). At least twenty of our twenty-six lines 

recur in the Monostichot, though only occasionally in the same order (6, 8-9, 11 = Mon. 

4-7; 17-18 = Mon. 16, 18). Of five which certainly do not appear in the Monostichoi, 

four are unidentified ; the other is ascribed by Stobaeus to “‘Hippothoon’ (1. 13 and note). 

It was to be expected that such anthologies would draw largely on a common 

stock, without overlapping completely. Equally characteristic are variations within 

the tradition: 6 and 23 show substantial changes of wording ; 26 agrees with Stobaeus 

against the Monostichot; 3 and 11, and perhaps 2, preserve readings superior to those 

of the MSS. 

For bibliography, see 3005 introduction. 

The bracketed figures in the margin of the text refer to the Monostichot. 

Col. i 

> ......)... Hal7] alkolve 8 opa (48) 
_...1,.@ moda BAamrovrat Bporotc (17) 

amav To| Kepdoc TO adiKkov TiKTL BAaByv (8) 

avOpwrroc wily weuvnco THC KOWNC TUYNC (10) 

5 avarrauct|c €CTL tlwlp KQKWV TAVTWY UTTVOC (76) 

a.|.[....].gep tov Bliov] ra a[playypara (4) 
avdp|oc Tle TI POCTILMTOVTG ylevyorwc pepe (15) 

abavarov exOpav un pvdlac|ce Ovnro[c] wy (5) 

amraé aKouce Touc eXevep|ojuc kal|Alov (6) 

10 apyovre mHov Kaw SuKawwe Kat adiKw|c 

a peyouev avdov TavtTa Ly poyprenprel O |. (7) 

avdpwv ducewy Kapmoc ov[K] al7o|ANfurae (28) 

apictov avdpe [K]7[q]ua cuvraby|c yuvn 
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Col. i 

adu| Kov To| Avmw [Tove ptrovc EKOUCLWC (11) 

57 cevepl. ec. serra 
ayal| ov | Mlely[e|crov n | plolvycuc ECT MEL (14) 

ayeEel TO Oe[vlov TOUC [K Jako uc Tpoc THY ducnv (16, 80) 

avOpwrrov ovTa ceavTov [avapumvyck Get (18) 

acvrd\o }yectoc EcTL 7 7 ovnpia (36) 

a aera. J.L..J,.[,..]wxe row Bliov (3) 
apdp_wv S|ucewy [evlce cwrnpec Oeor 

avOp| w |rroc wip yeuyv |wcke TNC oplyne KpaTrew (22) 

avo [..J..0.Je.[..Je.( day, [ (252) 
arate K\a)ipw xalpely exe Tpvywpleva (9) 

ae raven Ol iho w ict L].LeBo ovpay | 
avOpw| moc alruywy [clwle[rae v]ro z/nc eAmdoc (30) 

2 ],,a: second is flat top as of + 6 ].[: flat top as of r  ],: upright, horizontal joining 
from left at two-thirds height (ligature? or just possibly « with looped top) TE ©, 5505 : lower tip 
of left-hand are (e, c?); foot of upright, horizontal above; upright with horizontal joining from left; 
round letter, o perh. c; round letter? something suprascript _—_.[: upright 23 Jp.: lower left arc of 
circle vu [: upright ._.[: oblique tail as of a, ; foot with right-pointing serif 25 |uBo.o: 
oblique foot as ofA _—_—[: foot of long descender 

1 Perhaps @ pu) mpocy|Kke>e, as in Monost. (and 2661 4). But the first trace, a low point of ink 
(above a in line 2), is left unexplained. 

2 Perhaps aBovdA‘ja ra moAAd; the traces suit, but the supplement looks a little long. dBovdla yap 
moAda (Monost.) cannot be read. 

3 L. tikrex. A new solution to an old problem: MSS. of Monost. have dmav 76 Képdoc ddixov péper 
(rikrer €) BAdByv; Jakel prints ddicov <dv> (Meineke). 

5 The same text in Monost. (except that MSS. of group I’ write ampaégia in place of davoc); and 
(garbled) in the Greco-Coptic version, see PE 3 p. 26, 3-6 note. Jakel prints the transposition avamavac 
Umvoc éctl Tv tavTwv Kaxav (Erbse). 

6 In Monost. this line begins atta ce didacker. Here |néec or JevEéer would be possible readings, but 
not jage. 

9g L. dkotca. 
10 L. wedfov. Unidentified. 
11 avdov: the scribe intended dAdov (which cannot be read, for it leaves unexplained the rising 

stroke before Aov). Monost. has jetc; aAXov greatly improves the sharpness of the line. 
12 L. dukatwy. Monost. has the singular avdpoc duxaiov. 
13 ‘Euripides fr. 164” N. But the ascription to Euripides is dubious. Stobaeus, the only source, 

quotes the line under the heading “Imo8dwyroc (iv 22a. 14) ; it can be attached to the preceding citation 
(from Euripides’ Antigone) only by ignoring this heading. Observe that our line 4 = Monost. 10 ap- 
pears at Stob. iii 22. 25 under “Imzo@dov, Other fragments of “‘Hippothoon/-os’, TGF? p. 827 (B. Snell, 
T7rGF i pp. 321 f.). 

14 L. Aumety. 
15 Unidentified. The traces allow e.g. dvOp[wmo]e écrr¢ .7.[. 

19 Monost. has acvAddyicrov, rightly. Cf. 3005 i 6-7 n. 
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20 Monost. has del 76 AuTobv exdiwxe Tod Blov (aodiwKe Stob.). Here z[o Av}z could be read; but 

I am not sure that the other traces fit. 
at L. S8]xaiwv. Unidentified. It occurs to me that something similar may have stood in the 

gnomic text published in Rech. de Pap. 2 (1962) 114. The first lines of this slip read: 

varravrwvevee 

JecDeoupavrwy 

IntnpecevBpxpovw 
We might try: dya0&ly dmdvrwy ect [cwrAplec Oeol, | Pavdwy [Se ... ntnpec ev Bp<axet> xpovw. But I 

can think of no supplement for the second line more plausible than Awf |nrfjpec or dyA |ntipec. 

23 Monost. has: avdpéc movnpod (ravoupyod 0) dedye cuvodiay del (rac cuvavAlac 0, THY cuvouciay th) 

Here avdpd{c zJov[n]po[6 might be read, assuming that the letters were well spaced. Jv following has 

been crossed through, and one or possibly two letters (the first rounded) written over it. Perhaps 

duye was corrected to gevye. Then write dvdpd[c movn polo dledyle] <cuvo>diav a<e>i. (The alternative 

avdpo[c mlor[7 pod clup[o |d¢av, .[ does not explain the suprascript.) 

a4 L. éxe. 
25 Unidentified. ZPE 3 p. 27 ll. 25f. dvev 5é mAnyie ode cfc pavOdver Ta ypappara (sic). But od 

pavOfave. here would be objectionable on two counts: 6[ does not suit the apparent trace of a long 

descender; and the letter before ov looks like A (rp |uBoAov, rep |BoAov). 
26 The papyrus agrees with Stobaeus against the MSS. of Monost. (avip arvydv be cdlera taic 

eAricw). 

3007. ErHicAL QUESTIONS 
Plate V 

22 3B. 19/D (1-4) a 9°7 X 15:7 cm. Second/third century 

This text is written in an easy Severe Style on the back of a second-century register. 

The scribe was practised but hasty: itacism is common; iota adscript once rightly, 

three times wrongly. There are no lectional signs. i 2, 4, and g end with space-fillers. 

The work is divided into sections by forked paragraphi: i 25, ii 9g. In both cases, 

the new section began with a group of indented lines, three or more for the first, four 

for the second. These were presumably titles or headings. 

The subject of i 1-24 is clear: the different treatment to be accorded to friends, 

according to the ease or acerbity of their temper. The point is illustrated with a pleasing 

apologue (which I have failed to parallel elsewhere) about a shopkeeper and the hand- 

ling of his wares. The moralist (aé.@ 12) addresses himself to a singular audience (& 

éTaipe 13). 

We might guess that the whole work consisted of ethical zpoBAjpara, set out at 

length in the headings and then resolved by the moralist in discussion. Plutarch’s 

Quaestiones Conviales follow the same sort of pattern for the miscellaneous topics treated. 
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Col. i 

Lio mpegs cared ile Me ah ].707(] 
Te ovTwc| ],ae 708 
xelpovloc Kepa|uov Kal 

atey.o[t|épov ameKpet- 

5 vato 6 KamnAoc Stu ede Col. ii 

[r]@v ev old |ynpav Ke- 
/ \ > rs 

payiwy Kal ef mA€twe cuv- I weal 

tpeein prepa BrAaBre ct 
’ , ~ + ee) \ A Ye 

ecti: TO 8° amo Tob Tapei- er | 

10 xXov Kav ev ovov cuvTpeEl- tpl 
~ > \ ~ / > 

Bie amd Tic Sucwdiac a- 5 o[ 

ToAovpeba a€i& Tolvev val 
\ ‘Ry a Kal cé, @ ETaAipe, TapaTrAy- 7 

/ / \ 

clwe prerayerpilecBar Todc e[ 
s \ \ ¢ a ia 

15 cuvnberc Tove cove WeTEp [ 

6 KamnAoc TOV Képapor, 10 [ 

Kal Totc ductpémoic adtav [ 

evrAaBécrepov 7) Tote ért- [ 
/ ~ ¢ \ 

etKect ypycOat: ot ev dof 

20 yap emveketc Kal dpe- ae{ 

Aovjpevor Tpdwe Exoucuw 15 rf 

ayav Kat BopBopov KeKet- dal 
/ / 

vnpevov diadépoucww ev| 

ovdev. de [ 5a ‘ 

25 oe Jromabew al 
[ ee. cre 20 auzl 
[ ile 

iz .,..[: upright; upright with cross-bar at middle height: indeterminate trace; upright 
followed by low point j,:highcurvedtopasofe  ],,: upright and cross-bar, y or 7?; back and top 
of round letter 2 }|,: long horizontal joining top of a 5 l. éfy 7 1. mAciw 8 1. 
cuvrpiBein, pixpa, BrAaBn 10 1. cuvrpiBfe 25 7,[: high curved top and trace of cross-bar, 
as of € or p 26 ],,: shaft and top (r y zw ?); shaft and top (7 y 7 ?) 

‘ . (when a neighbour asked him why he took such care in handling) the inferior and cheaper 
jars, the shopkeeper replied : ‘‘Because’’, he said, ‘‘even if quite a number of the wine jars were smashed, 
there isn’t much damage done; but if even one of the jars of pickled fish gets smashed, we shall die 
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of the stench!’’ So I must ask you too, friend, to handle your acquaintances in much the same way that 
the shopkeeper handles the jars, and to treat the difficult ones more carefully than the amiable ones. 
The amiable ones take it easily, even if they are neglected, <whereas the difficult ones . . . rage> terribly 
and exactly resemble stirred-up mud.’ 

Col. i 1-2 Supplement e.g. ac dé] 6 yeirwy [adrov Ap lero z[l] go|Te ovrwd...... j,ac, Weneed a verb 

in line 2: at the beginning odrwc[ or otrw cl (given the general standard of orthography, odrwc would 
not necessarily entail a following vowel) ; at the end probably |ra: (the trace does not suit Jcav). E.g. 
[emurere |rar. 

21-2 Prof. E. G. Turner suggests that the scribe has omitted a clause: we need something to 
balance of yév, and in any case the muddy image hardly flatters the amiable friends. E.g. <of 8€ 8UcKoAou 

. ayvwpdovec Exoucw> ayav KTA. 

25 m¢[pi or mp[dc would suit the trace. At the end, ] 70 maeiv or |ro wafetv; or even pw |rorabetv 
(the use of this verb extends beyond the medical writers cited in LSJ: see Lampe, PGL s.v.). 

3008. Prose ABouT DUALIsM 
Plate VI 

19 2B.76/F (6-7) b 8 x 16:6 cm. Third century 

The lower part of a column, with a margin of 5:5 cm. at the foot. The hand is 

a fine mature Severe Style; the scribe writes occasional middle stops, and in 2 a supra- 

script bar for vy. The back is blank. 

The author is clearly combating a view which supposes a dudc in respect of each 
c@pa; and argues that, since the terms of each dyad cannot be distinguished by sense- 
perception, they cannot be distinguished at all. Such a dyad (15 ff.) is adréc IDAdrwv 
and 7 ITAdrwvoc otcia. It may be that the view attacked regarded both these as céjpara 
(but this depends on the reading and interpretation of line 7). 

This is a peculiar doctrine. I had at first taken the piece to be a direct assault on 
the notion of odcia: what is the point in distinguishing Plato from Plato’s odcta, when 
the senses see only the one body with its set of outward qualities? But if both parts 
of the dyad are caara, something more subtle is implied. Prof. A. H. Armstrong has 
been kind enough to give his view. He thinks that the author is attacking a doctrine 
(Stoic or Stoic-influenced) according to which the ‘substance’ of an individual body is 
itself'a distinct bodily entity ; but he finds no closer parallel than the position maintained 
by Tertullian (de Anima 9) that the soul is a corporeal substance as well as the body, 
and accordingly has shape and dimensions. 

Even the larger context is hard to discern. The only clue is the use of TAdrwv 
as an exemplary name, ‘someone’. The Aristotelian commentators use it so; but (in 
Alexander of Aphrodisias at least) almost always paired with Socrates. Sextus Em- 
piricus has ‘Plato’ alone, and very commonly. But our text comes from no extant work 
of Sextus.! 

‘ Since this was written, Mr. David Hughes has transcribed what is quite probably another frag- 
ment of the same work. The author says, in outline: ‘Philosophers agree about nothing—one of them 
even says that silver is black. You can hear more uproar from a houseful of philosophers than from 
a houseful of madmen.’ The tone is clearly satirical. If 3008 comes from the same hand, we need not 
expect any great subtleties of doctrine. 
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PR a dl reel 
caudewat THe Tmepl Exacto(v) 

/ ~ 

Aeyonerne TOV cwpdtwr 
/ 

duddoc adidyvewctov aichhj- 
\ 

5 cet THY O[Llapopay eyovcyc: 
> A ~ 

el yap cOpa prev idiwe Trot= 

ov ofov ITatwv cwua,. | 

odcia Tob [TAdrwvoc, Svadopa 
\ / - ) ” 

5é dawopevn tovtwr odk €- 

10 CTW OUTE CY7pLATOC OUTE 
/ a / YS 

Xpwuatoc ovte preyeJouc ov<TE> 

bophjc adda Kat Bapoc icov 
\ / ¢ b) x > / 

Kal T|U|oc 6 abtoc apupote- 

piv, Tive diatpobvrec dpw 

15 Kal] xapakrhpe vov pev 

dycomev adtod IThatwvoc 
~ \ ~ > / > 

vov d€ THe odciac avTtAap- 

BavecBbat tHe [Xdtwvoc ; 
> \ , > / 

€l ev yap ectiy tic duado- 

20 pa, AeyécBw peta arodet- 

Eew|c: ef dé unde Aéyew 

1 ],[: low point, then foot of oblique joining vertical (v ?) _],,,,: oblique foot as of ); foot of 
vertical; lower arc as of 0; descender asofz __ [,]: oblique foot; long descender as of p _].[: long 
descender as of p 2 ekacTo 6 idwwe 12 icov 15 vuv pev 18 mAatwvoe 
2I space (punctuation) before ec 

*. .. of the dyad which is mentioned in connection wth each of the bodies, a dyad which possesses. 
a differentiation indiscernible by the senses. For if a body is properly something like (?) Plato, but 
the essence of Plato is a body (?), and there is no apparent difference between them either in form or 
in colour or in size or in shape, indeed the weight is equal and the outline the same in both, by what 
definition and characteristic shall we distinguish and say that we are apprehending now Plato himself, 
now the essence of Plato? If there is some means of differentiation, let it be stated together with a 
proof! If on the other hand (it is not possible) even to state it...’ 

7 The reading at the end of the line causes great difficulty. Given the contrast drawn in 15-18, 

we might expect ITAdtwy and IThdrwvoc otcia to be opposed to one another: cHpya pév ought then to 
be answered by cdma dé. But the reading cpa 5’ 7 is impossible: 6 would be anomalous, and a hori- 
zontal connecting with the putative 7 remains unexplained. Palaeographically, the first trace might 
be a lop-sided 0; then a long horizontal with perhaps a trace of vertical projecting just above it; then 
a vertical. This all suggests 671. But what is the sense? ‘If a body has particular qualities, as Plato is. 
a body, because it is the essence of Plato...’? And what then is the antecedent of rovrwy in line 9? 
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3009. Epistula Philippi (DEMosTHENES XVIII 221) 
Plate VI 

26 3B.47/J (6-7) a 8X 14°5 cm. Second century 

The top of one column from a bookroll; the back is blank. The hand is a heavy 

four-square one, ornamented with oblique and horizontal serifs; a has a horizontal 

cross-bar, 8 comes well below the line, ¢ is very large. The general appearance recalls, 

e.g., PSI 1213 (Eupolis Prospaltio’) ; compare other examples of ‘Roman Uncial’ dis- 

cussed by Cavallo, Ann. Scuol. Norm. Sup. di Pisa, 1967, pp. 209 ff. A date in the second 

century seems likely. 

Demosthenes, in de Corona § 221, instructs the court clerk to read out ‘letters of 

Philip’ (letters, that is, which Philip had sent to the Peloponnese, see § 218). In the 

manuscripts there follows a note EIJICTOAAI, but the texts are not quoted. 

In 1942 Larsen published a much-damaged piece from a roll of de Corona (PHaun. 

5). This inserts between § 221 and § 222 complete copies of two letters: one (col. iv 

11 ff.) to the boule and demos of Athens; the other (iv 32-v 15) to the strategor and 

hee of Boeotia. 

3009 contains the text of a letter, no doubt from Philip, to the demtourgot and 

synedroi of the Peloponnesians. The wording after the prescript is apparently identical 

with that of the Bocotian letter in PHaun. This is a fact of some interest for the textual 

history of the Demosthenic ‘documents’. 1377 shows that one such document (the 

letter to the Thebans, § 167) was already in the text in the late first century B.c. PHaun. 

5 shows that some texts included documents which the medieval MSS. do not preserve. 

3009 now shows that such documents might exist in variant forms: the Boeotian and 

the Peloponnesian versions differ only in minor details; they can hardly have been 

designed for different places in the speech, for only here is the raising of troops relevant. 

Either then they were to coexist after § 221, in which case PHaun. 5 has omitted the 

Peloponnesian version ; or they are alternatives. It is certainly true that in the context 

of § 218 Peloponnesians have an expected place, and Boeotians have not. Perhaps dif- 

ferent recensions of the forgeries circulated, just as different selections from them 

appeared in different texts of the speech (PAnt. 27, introduction). 

PHaun. 5 is in poor condition ; more of it can now be read with the help of 3009. 

A photograph of col. iv appears in PHaun. as plate 1; Prof. T. Larsen has been kind 

enough to send me a photograph of col. v, and to check some points on the original. 
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> ~— movvnct[wv Tore Sn 

Houpyouc] Kat [Tou 

cuvedpot[c] xa[tpew 

fosoeordalov (1. f 
5 €yparypa afelpr. 

Trwtev orm, [...]. 
aye 
TaxicTny Kat vuly v 

[Ly TrEPL TWY AUTWY 

10 emrectetla yparysw 

de Kale] mpoc Meccy 

VLOUC UTEP TWV ETTL 

KNPUKELWY Kal TWY 

adlwy Tw Kownt 

15 cuppepovTwv 7 

vik av mpocdeEa 

plat Tac Tapa Tw A 

Onvavewv azroKpt 

cetc BovAopar [ylap Kat 

20 THV ekewly yvlw 

Env mpocAlaBerly 

. 

7 €...: possibly a narrow upright letter before this; after é perhaps an upright (v), or traces may 
be part of €, then o or possibly ¢; c or o ], : upright y,:left-hand arc, asofc? +f,,: first 
upright, then oblique apex as of a 8 vu: of v only the left prong 

*. .. to the demiurgi and synedri of the Peloponnesians, greetings. I have written... before about 
the soldiers, so that... fastest. . .; and now I have sent you a message about the same matters. And I 

shall write to the Messenians too about the peace negotiations and the other matters of common 
interest, once I receive the replies of the Athenians. For I want to have their opinion too...’ 

1-3 Cf.‘Dem.’ 18.157 BactAedc Maxedévwv Didurmoc Iedorovynciwy r&v ev 7H cuppayia tote dnuroup- 
yotc Kal totic cuvédpoic Kal Totc aAAowc cuppadyxorc macu xaipew. The beginning of the prescript (as far as 
meAo) will have occupied the last two lines of the preceding column. 

4 mplolrelplov: mporepay PHaun. For what follows diy is an obvious guess, but not one particularly 
suited to the traces of PHaun. (3009 has only indeterminate remains of ink.) 

text wept rv crpatwwrady. Palaeographically, afe]pe tw. .patrwrwv is acceptable in 3009; ¢r can be 
read only on the supposition that some of the ink is stray. In PHaun., Prof. Larsen still considers 
crparn- more likely than crpati- and so certainly it looks in the photograph. 

6-8 Presumably éawc dv - - - rv raxlcrnv. In 7 the traces allow e.g. €]|£ (cov[t]hv erpar-. But this 

C 8788 D 
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will not provide a verb. (And Jrau seems not to be a possible reading of J, v.) Alternatively we might 

look for a noun in -£vce. 

8 Kat poly vu: I should expect «al vév é. But this would make a long line; and PHaun. seems to 

have kav vup uf 

12 f. emxnpuKewwy: vro- PHaun., not an attested word and presumably simple error. 

15 ff. PHaun. has vx av Se | Se€oar, where -opat is corrupt for -wpar, and de spoils the grammar 

(perhaps therefore a dittography). 

20 f. PHaun. is read xal tiv exelvaly ,],, «AaBew yoopunv. The photograph would allow exeww[y] 

mpocdaBew, to accord with mpocdl,... |v of 3009. 
A very tentative reconstruction of the text PHaun. 5 iv 35 ff.: 

Kau mpotepav .[.,, eyparba me Pope tw crpatialtwy c. 10} (col. v 1) ..[...]..[ 6 18] ? Kae voy vl py Tepe 

rwv av] 3 [rwy emecrea ypalw Se [kar mlpoc + Meccnvilove umep tlw vroxnpuskermy Klar Tw a |AAwy 

tov Koltlvn cupdelpovrwr] nuk av {Se} 7 deLouar [.... mlapa trav Adnvabwy armoxpicierc PBovAlopac 

yap 9 Kau THY Exel] tpocdaBeww 1 yropny [e]va Koulvn] doypar[e] THY ecpyynv w,.[,.,], wv mouwspar mpoc 

rac adAac toAec Kabwe au cuvOnKar ., |, ],oucu. 

3010. NARRATIVE ABOUT IOLAUS 
Plate I 

29 4B.46/K (1) a 13°2 X 23°5 cm. Second century 

This curious piece consists of a single block of writing, complete on three sides but 

damaged at the right. The beginning and end of the text are written in double column ; 

the middle, lines 14-33, makes a single column running the full width of the sheet. 

The back is blank. 

The writing is a careful round book-hand, of the type of the great London Hyperides 

(Roberts, GLH 13b) but plentifully ornamented with horizontal serifs. Compare e.g. 

2441, 2469 and introduction. It is likely to belong to the earlier second century. 

There is no punctuation, except paragraphi; the quotation in 309 ff. is set off by 

a short blank. Final nu is twice written as a horizontal bar (3, 7). Line 2 ends with 

a space-filler. 

The strange format is dictated by the content. Lines 1-13 are narrative, set out in 

two columns which read consecutively. 14-33 contain a speech in verse, whose long 

lines need more width. In 34 the narrative begins again in narrow column. The sense 

shows that at least one complete column has been lost to the left. 

The bare outline of the narrative is clear. Some person, X, is being initiated into 

the mysteries of Cybele (1-9), and perfects himself in them in reliance on his friend 

Nicon (37-9). X then addresses Iolaus and a cinaedus (14); this speech is (appro- 

priately) in the Sotadean metre. X says that he has become a gallus in order to help 

Iolaus; he knows everything; Iolaus must trust him (31). And Iolaus accordingly 

undergoes instruction from him (34-6). 

The gallt are normally figures of fun: we should not expect this to be a dignified 

composition. And in fact the speech exhibits notable vulgarisms of language: edyer 
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(14) and xpvBe (31) are unliterary, Bweiv (30) coarse, the scansion (I) oAdé unparalleled. 
The narrative parts, so far as they survive, are unexceptionable ; the remarkable feature 
is the unmediated quotation in 39 ff. These oddities, and the detailed interpretation 
of the text, are discussed in BICS 18 (1971), pp. 53 ff.! It is there suggested that 3010 
represents a tradition of Greek comic novel, on which Petronius drew for the Satyricon. 

t Professor E. R. Dodds has since suggested a most ingenious and convincing reconstruction of the plot. He writes: ‘According to me, the keyword is 86A@ Bewetv (30), contrasted with dSoAov (26). The story concerned a young man called Iolaus who tried to gain access to his beloved by pretending to be an eunuch. For this purpose he induced his friend X to study under a gallus (1) and transmit to him the mystic knowledge so acquired (3, read 81’ dy ?), lest he should fall foul of a fellow mystes (4.) by getting the technicalities wrong. In the sotadeans X reports to Iolaus some specimens of the jargon he has learned (hence the odd mixture of religious and vulgar language). This would account for some puzzling words. ri cur7Geva[y (20) would be ‘their way of talking’. vex[po]y drado[y (21) would be a sardonic description of a real gallus, ‘a walking corpse’. tov véOov (22) would not be an illegitimate but a sham gallus (cf. Catullus 63. 27 notha mulier). And Iolaus’ father would have something to lament (25)—his son’s becoming a kinaidos. Finally, the double entendre of rédevoc yddXoc (37) would have a much sharper point.’ This reconstruction finds further support in Terence’s Eunuchus, where Chaerea adopts 
much the same stratagem. 
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Toppytwv b70 Tob yaA- fopety | 

Nov cvopalopevey vov KAnpw| 

pavOdver 8v dv didacKu(v) xc SemAnp| 

euedev iva pire Tapa- emHA0e mp0 || 

Técn TH cuppuctn, TE- Kal Kata TUyy|V 

NecBevru 5é ToMAYd adrov evpw | 
—— 

Kal didaybevre OnAvK7}(v) 

evdyer) “IdAae yaipe kal Kivaide curry: 

puctuxoc Aoyo [], .crucouc mapnyopy| 
yaAXoc ‘yeyou| |, *LoAae Sta. Sg) (* G O1l6. er 18) -o 

Netkwv jav| Jadvacevarro | 

iva yadAov éxy| Jvetdéra mavra 

ofda dé cd rice [ |ravra 8’ ofda 
\ , \ id 
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1 .,.p: foot with serif, foot with right hook; lower arc of @ or 0; foot below line-level , ,w: 
foot with serif, foot with serif; foot with serif below horizontal at line-height LONOw eno os 

foot with serif, foot with right hook , : foot with serif, foot curving to the right Th back 
of €Aocw 12 ka,: upright  ([: serifed upright 13 7,: low point of ink, high point 
ofink _[ upright 14 ,a:Aoryx 15) eh Cop CuLVelolie (oles Elplou Mpricliy man ener : 

top of upright; high point; top of small curve (p?) ; left end of high horizontal; top curve as of « or c; 
high horizontal with medial junction (as of 7), end joins another upright? ; left end of high horizontal; 
high oblique, as of x; top curve of e 8 oc 16 ]|,,: foot with serif; lower curve of oro 6: 
lower curve ofe 8oc 8a,,,: € orc; € or 9; high point 17 .[: high point 18 ([: serifed 
upright 1g .[: low oblique as of A 8: oblique top (a 6 4) 20 .[: serifed upright 2p lis 
serifed upright ,{ : back curve of e 8oc 22 [:eor 8 23 .[: high-point 24 Ko, ,:foot with 
serif; foot with serif 26 ,a: high oblique as of « 27 |,: part of right handcurve’ x«x,: high 
point 28 |, foot with serif, foot with right hook ¢,,: low point; right angle as of y ora ||: 
back curve of « 80 30 ys, : tips of middle and high horizontals —_.{: back curve of e oc w 
31 ,.[:oorc; upright with serifed foot Socuaae : upright with serifed foot ; foot curving strongly 
to right; serifed upright with high horizontal (7 or 7); curving foot or lower curve? serifed foot? 
trace of upright or curve; oblique foot as of A or part of curve 34. 0, : probably a space-filler 
as in 2 35 |.: high horizontal 36 ].: right end of cross-bar, as of 7, 40 du, ,: top of 
6 or A; upper curve of € Joc 41 |,: sloping back as of a A pw 42 .[: back curve of « 6oc 
43 |, : parts of upright 44 .[: back curve of e 8oc w 47 .[: lower curve of € 90 cw 
50 ,[: apparently the left half of 6, with the apex continued into a closed loop 

*... secrets being named (what were called ‘secrets’?) by the gallus... he learns, through whom 
he was going to teach, so that he should neither fail (?) his fellow initiate but, once he had been initiated 
in many ways and taught to wear female (garb), . . . there should be allotted to him (?) ... And being 
full of teaching, he came to Iolaus, and finding him by chance..., said: 

‘Noble Iolaus, greetings; and you, cinaedus, silence! I, the mystic, will exhort (you) in... words 
(?). Ihave become a gallus .. ., Iolaus, for your sake; Nicon (taught me?) . . ., so that you might have 
a gallus (to help you?) who knows all. I know who (what?) you. . . I know all, the custom (love-affair?) 
...the oath, the unburied corpse (?)..the bastard... all...the cry of the women...and your 
house, mother, your bedroom; I know the laments of the father, Eurycleia (?) (and) that she is aware 
(?) ...cinaedus, and the birthday (?)...I know the call (invocation, invitation) and the cinaedus 
jesting (?) ... how he joked how he fled . . . resolution, utterance, cutting off... that you are going 
to screw by stealth .. . so conceal nothing from me...and I want, Iolaus, your (?) ... And you will 
realize, for time intervening...” 

And Iolaus is taught by the mystic all the things he had learned, and he (the mystic) is a perfect 
gallus, having trusted in his friend Nicon. ‘“There is nothing better than a clear friend—not wealth 
nor gold; the mob is an inconsiderable substitute for a true-hearted friend .. .”’’ 

I ToppyTwy: pyTwy is virtually certain, the rest very likely. Restore a]|voppijtwv: mystic ‘secrets’ 
suit the context. 

3 Ou’ dv: the reading of the letters is certain ; and other possible articulations (dvOave iSvov, wavOdver 
diov) seem to have no future. 41’ dv duddcxu(v) EweAAev should mean ‘the man through whom he (himself) 
would come to teach’, i.e. his teacher ; this fits the context, in so far that the subject undergoes instruc- 
tion here (7, 10) and gives it later (35 f.). 6v might refer to a noun earlier in the sentence; or pavOdver 
might govern it directly. 

4. mapamécy: the verb can mean ‘go astray’, ‘err’: 7. 7H Suavota (Vett. Val. p. 73. 25 Kroll), 
mond Tu mapemece Tb KaOjKovTOc (Polyb. 8. 11 (13). 8) ; in Christian authors it is a technical term for ‘fall 
into sin’ or ‘lapse’. All examples I have seen use the verb absolutely; or construct it with a dative of 
that in which one errs, or a genitive of that from which one strays. Here apparently a personal dative. 
Is the meaning ‘fail’ or ‘fall behind’? 

5 ff. On the assumption that 8-13 were of about the same length as the lines of the first column, 
i.e. 15 to 19 letters, the general sense might be reconstructed thus: reAecOévri S€ moANaxdc Kal SiSaybevre 
OnrvKn(v) dopety [ecOAra ...,.. vow KAnpwlO7 .,. + Sdalyfe 5€ wAnplnc yeyovadc] émAAOe mpdc [rév 7IdAaov | 
Kal Kara TUxn|V ] adrov edpwy [ Cio ro Ol ee MAN NCC OOF 
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7. Female dress is a familiar trait of the galli: H. Graillot, Le Culte de Cybéle 298. Supplement 4% 
{écOjra or [croAjp. 

9 E.g. «Anpw[O9, to govern the datives in 5-7. But I have no idea what is supposed to fall to 
the lot of the full initiate. 

9-10 dida]xq%c suits the context; then 8é mArplyc, 5é mAnp[wOetc; or 8 eAnp[On. 
12 kara rvyn[v: the final trace is of an upright, serifed at head and foot (not e.g. KaTaTuxa[y). 
13 adrov edpay [ is likely. (Correct the statement in BICS 1971 p. 56: single points of ink remain 

from the top and left arcs of omicron.) At the end restore a verb to introduce the speech which follows. 
14-33 The metre is Sotadean. The basic scheme: 

GY “pwy —e¥y == 

A longum may be resolved; the brevia may be contracted. (The book fragments are analysed by F. 
Podhorsky, De Versu Sotadeo, Diss. Vind. 1895 ; Guéraud, BSAA 31 (1937) 180 ff. discusses two important 
later inscriptions. There is a summary of results in W. J. W. Koster, Traité de métrique grecque 207-9.) 

All lines which are certainly read conform to this scheme ; none requires the additional licence of 
an ‘irrational long’ (~— uv — for —U — vu, ——— © for vv). Lines 14 and 32 are not exceptions: scan 
*Io\ae as three syllables with initial consonant, and cLwmn as a spondee. Line 35 is probably corrupt; 
in 16 and 17 the ends are uncertain. 

14 evyevq: the late form of the vocative, known from papyrus documents: e.g. 2407 3 edyev9 
(proceedings of public meeting, late third century). It is common in proper names, see Schulze, 
Kl. Schr. 87 fF. 

*JéAae: both here and in 32 we can save the metre and remove the hiatus by assuming the prosody 
joAae. But this is itself anomalous. For c(v)w77 there are parallels in the documents: spellings in which 
prevocalic iota within a word drops out are found occasionally in the Ptolemaic period (Mayser-Schmoll 
126) and more commonly in the Roman period. But for the reduction of initial iota I find only fourth- 
century evidence: (1) Synesius has *Incoéc as aspondee, and other Semitic names are treated similarly 
by other Christian writers; (2) od7éc iéra ypdder begins a hexameter in Terentianus Maurus (Gr. Lat. 
vi 340. 501 ff.; similarly Ausonius, Tech. 13. 7). And in these the second vowel is long. 

xivaide: cf. 26-7. Cinaedi existed as professional dancers (2575 3-4 note) ; lnc (hap, Oy, Wye, i 
joins scurrae, cinaedi, moriones. But the name is often interchangeable with galli: e.g. Suet. Oct. 68, 
Martial g. 2. 13, Apul. Met. 8. 26 ff. 

cw : nominative or dative; the 7 is certain, though its cross-bar is damaged; and there is no 
ink after it. I have no parallel for the grammar, if it means ‘silence!’ But the sense is suitable: the 
cinaedus is to observe eddnuia for the mystic utterance which follows. Alternatively, we could attach 
c.w77 to the next line. But there is no obvious gain. 

The prosody is c(t)w7y, not cywmn; the preceding vowel is not lengthened. A vulgarism (see 
above on *J¢éAae), not an imitation of Callimachus or his models (fr. 191. 31 and Pfeiffer’s note). 

15 I assume that rapyyopy| is a word by itself; to judge from the metre it lacks either one or three 
syllables at the end; since the line is already a long one, the former is much more likely. The outline 
then is: 

—- v-v”V —-UYYU — Uru = 

pucmiKoc oye: le neeesy uc mapnyopy|. 

The rest depends on the reading before wapyyopn. exc, Arc, ove and cc are all possible; before that 

Aoy is nearly certain. Then the top of a circular letter, i.e. in the context ¢ or 0. Aoyoc suggests 

itself, but the short high trace doesn’t favour c; the spacing is against Adyou; Adyov, Adyou, Adyoule all 
possible. 

We might combine possibilities, as e.g. 

ei 

puctixdc Adyoulc] .. .¢guKofe mapnyopylcw. 
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I have not found a reading for the letters before -cruxovc, though the traces are substantial enough to 

check a guess: possibly Adyou[c]e wetixotc. rapnyopn|- allows a wide range of tenses, moods, and persons. 

16-23 A rectangular piece of papyrus is lost from the middle of these lines: the gap is of c. 10 

letters, 4. to 6 syllables. 
16 yeyov[: -[a, -[ev, -—[we. At the end, perhaps ’IdAae 81a cé. ‘I (or ‘he’, if the speaker affects the 

third person) have become a gallus for your sake, Iolaus.’ But the single trace following might belong to 

a projecting cross-bar of e; and after that the papyrus seems to be blank. If then this is the line-end, 

VUVYU YU 

dca cé is most unwelcome. 
17 Neixwyv par[: I assume that Nicon here and in 26 is a proper name, as in 38; though v(€)i«dav 

is equally possible in itself. Nicon made the speaker a perfect gallus (37-9), in which capacity he in- 
structs Iolaus. Here perhaps Nelkwyv p’ av - - - ¥8 va yaAdov exy[c Fy —|\verdora ravra 

JaSvacevarro [: I can think of no convincing articulation. 6.4 cév introduces a vulgar form of the 

pronoun, known from documentary papyri of the second century and later. 

TQ NIE DE END NS SAS ae 

otda de cd ticu,[ ] wavra 8’ ofda. 
cd seems inescapable; presumably it stands outside an interrogative clause to which it belongs. Then 
ruc v.{ or ricu,[; the final trace is most like A (6 would show more of its base-stroke). 

90 —| Vrem—e H—VYE VKH VU =e VS = 

Thy cuvnbevaly |nv tov 6pxov. Mr. Peter Brown points to an instructive parallel, 
Men. Samia 624 f. dpxoc, md00c, | xpdvoc, cuvifer’, ofc edovdAovunv ey. This commends the meaning 

‘love-affair’ for cuvyfeva here. 
21 ve.[: ve] is the obvious interpretation of the remains (Nei[kw]y, Nei[kw|va, etc.). But I think 

vex, possible: vex[polv atadoly? 
|recc: plural of |revc? or a verb? or Jn’ eic? If vex[polv drado[p is right at the beginning, the line 

will be a long one: end a[v — — 
22 Perhaps — uv vy -GuVY" vu = = 

tov vobov vo .[ |ra@v yeyor[, 
vo [: either voe[ or vof[ again. 
23 Cuecdew: I cannot read any other letters. Mr. C. H. Roberts and Prof. R. Merkelbach have 

vu UG = = 

suggested that this is a corruption of cuiAnv. At the end probably xa.[ 
24 te cyv: rather than récyy, unless the vestigial cross-bar of e is delusory. The line is disjointed, 

though metrically perfect. But p[y7]épa is the only doubtful part, and I don’t see how to avoid the 
supplement. 

25 OnpuxAecav: this might be a mispelling of OnpixAecav. But Mr. M. D. Reeve and Dr. M. L. West 
have suggested that the corruption is more serious: the writer intended EdpvxAeav. This emendation 
has two advantages: (1) Apyvouve matpoc will scan ——vUv, a normal metron; the form ——v-—, with 
‘irrational’ long, does not occur elsewhere in the piece ; (2) the name might provide a subject for cvvovd|. 

At the end [u—-. 
26 Multiple ambiguities. Net«wv(-) or vexdyv (see on 17) ; Neixwv adodov, Neikwv’ adodrov, Neikwva 

ee NOI ae 

ddAov. End perhaps kal ra yevéd{u’ 
27 End ckaf[9uv——. cKwmrew seems the most likely connection. 
28 End [-yuu——. 
29 End [GU uv—-. A verb here must govern 30: ofda? The final trace looks like p{ ; but the noun 

anoKkonnpa is not attested (the verb dmoxoméojrou once in Hesychius), and azoxo77 or -f fits awkwardly 
in the list of accusatives. Perhaps aoxom7[u]Jv [ can be read. 

go End [-9vv--. 

gr Either wyde ev scans as a spondee; or «pve scans as a trochee; or & pe KpvBe mcr] makes 
—vvv-—with ‘irrational’ long. 

32 tocov: To cov rather than récov. After "IéAae apparently cc (if the two elements belonged to- 
gether in 7 or 7, one would expect the cross-bar to show). tcrope[w consists with the traces, but the 
hiatus is odd. 
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33 Perhaps pé[c]oc: ‘you will realize it; for time intervening...” End: [-9yyu --. 
36 pepabdxe: for euepabjxer? The omitted augment is not surprising in late Greek. But pabdw 

is nowhere attested. 
37 6] de: the space allows only one letter. If the supplement is correct, Iolaus was taught by X (the 

speaker in 14 ff.) ; and X is a perfect gallus, thanks to his friend Nicon. 
39-44 Euripides, Or. 1155-7, except that odS€ ypucde (41) replaces od rupavvic of all MSS. 

3011. Narrative aABour AMENOPHIS 
Plate V 

No inventory number 13X17°5 cm. Third century 

The front of this piece contains the upper part of a column of accounts, written 
in a rapid third-century cursive; the items include vadA(ov) EVA(wr) cuKxap(wwv). The 
back has been reused, upside down, for 3011: the lower part of a column, more or less 
complete, with a left margin of 2-2 cm. and a right margin of 4-5 cm. The hand of this 
verso text is an inept one of literary pretensions, written with a thick blunt pen; it has 
some likeness to Roberts, GLH 23b (a.D. 260-70). The scribe’s clumsiness, together 
with rubbing and heavy stains at top and foot, make the reading often very dubious. 

The greater part of what survives is a speech, addressed to the speaker’s ‘brother’. 
At line 21 the narrative resumes: ‘And Amenophis, hearing this, rejoiced greatly.’ 
This sounds like the end of an episode; to judge from the width of the right margin, 
it was also the end of the roll. 

The name Amenophis is the only clue to the content of the piece (I assume that 

this is the name intended, however it may have been spelt, see 21 note). There are 

two obvious candidates. (1) Amenhotep son of Hapu: historically, a high official under 

Amenhotep III; by the Ptolemaic period he had divine status, and was credited 

with a book of wise sayings; as sage and prophet he appears in Manetho’s Jewish 

story (below). See H.-W. Helck, Einfluss d. Militarftihrer 2-3; Manetho, ed. W. G. 

Waddell (Loeb), pp. 122 f. (2) King Amenophis is the monarch addressed in the 

Oracle of the Potter (<PE 2 (1968) 208); a King Amenophis was identified with 

Memnon (Manetho fr. 52 Waddell, FGH 609 F 2 p. 38); a King Amenophis appears 

with the son of Hapu in the Jewish story. The one name could apply to three or more 

distinct historical kings; it is not clear whether the literary tradition bothered to dis- 

tinguish. 

The sage and the king figure together in Manetho’s account of the Hyksos (fr. 54 

Waddell, FGH 609 F 10). King Amenophis desired to see the gods. The wise prophet 

Amenophis son of Paapis advised him to purge his country of lepers and other unclean 

persons. The king accordingly transported them all to work in the quarries. The seer 

Amenophis feared divine vengeance for this outrage and committed suicide, leaving 

a written prophecy of disaster. The quarry-slaves were eventually assigned Avaris 

as a home. They chose a priest of Heliopolis, Osarseph, as leader. He promulgated 

a law forbidding them to worship in the Egyptian fashion. He invited in the 
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‘Shepherds’ from Jerusalem. King Amenophis crossed the Nile to oppose them; but, 

py Seiv Oeopaxety vopicac, retreated again to Memphis, and then with all his army to 

Ethiopia. Meanwhile the Jerusalemites ruled Egypt most savagely; and Osarseph 

changed his name to Moses. After thirteen years Amenophis returned and expelled 

the ‘Shepherds’. 

3011 might fit the retreat to Memphis. But the connection is tenuous. And 
nothing in the papyrus narrative proves translation or derivation from an Egyptian 

source. Egyptian romance did circulate in Greek translation: we have both Demotic 

and Greek texts for the story of Tefnut (S. West, JEA 55 (1969) 161 ff.) ; see further 

Barns, Akten d. VIII. int. Kongr. f. Papyrologie (Wien 1955) 29. But there was nothing to 

stop Greek writers constructing free fantasy around Egyptian figures : the story of Seson- 

chosis (1826, 2466) is perhaps an example. 

oval, Lede 
J..9.77. wendel 

_ Javrnde exer quel 
] 
] 

ec|Tw mywv dvo 

To de vdwp EecTW pe- 

Xpl Tw yovaTtwv 

Alourov ovv adeAde 

10 avdpayabyncov ert- 

ov je Kat dvaTtepa- 

cov Tnv Cadac<c>av 

travta evlewc €A- 

Of] .v we av cou Aeyw 

15 TauTn S€ Tn 0bW Oo LLE- 

yac feoc Epync Kar 

N pupiwvujoc Bea 

Eucey rAavwpevn 

Whaat alae 
20 ca Tov Blact|Aea Twv 

Gewy [.,,], 0 de Aue 
vw ,.. [tralura axov- 

cac peyadAlwe] exapy 
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1 ],[: upright below two patches of ink (e.g. 7, v) ee ey : second is circular, then top of up- 
right (e.g. o. or w); then c or perh. 0; then ¢ or @: then foot of upright (-ceu?) 2 ],.: lower part 
of upright; then ¢ with high bar, or p with double serif o,: left-hand are (<?) 7m, .: curved foot 
as of «; then another foot 4 lyr. : corp 14}, short upright 19 €, [: upright, then 
upright with top horizontal joining from left (together = 7?) ...: third is top of upright; then 
left-hand arc (e.g. 0, or loop of a) 22 ¢__.[: first perhaps lower left quadrant and cross-bar ; 
last is top of upright 

« **... towards Memphis; and this road involves a journey of three days (??). The width of the 
road is two cubits, and the water is up to the knees. Therefore be a man, brother, put me on (your 
shoulders) and traverse the sea, in all things advancing at once as I tell you (?). It was by this road 
that the great god Hermes and the thousand-named goddess Isis, wandering . . . seeking the king (?) 
of the gods, Osiris (?) ...’’? And Amennophis(?), hearing this, rejoiced greatly.’ 

2 |mpoc ti Meude{ looks a good guess. But Méude{w makes a long line ; and Méu¢e{u|v an awkward 
division. Rea suggests Meu¢e{?|Sa]. 

3-4 Turner’s reconstruction gives good sense: (8dc...) mpdc THe Meudeli|da:] adrn 5é exer 
HpE|[p@lv tp<@v wdpov. (rlavrp is another possibility; but makes it difficult to supplement the be- 
ginning of the line.) 

9 Alortov: of o a lower left quadrant ; of: only the lower part. For the expression see Tabachovitz, 
Etudes sur le grec de la basse époque 30. 

13-14 €A@[w|y is difficult to avoid. Either another imperative has fallen out; or rdvra must be 
adverbial, ‘in all respects’ or ‘everywhere’. 

15 ff. If lines 20 f. are correctly reconstructed, the reference is to Isis’ search for Osiris after his 
death (e.g. Plutarch, de Is. et Os. 14-15; Egyptian sources are listed in J. Gwyn Griffiths’s commentary, 
P- 315). According to Diodorus 1. 17 and 20, Hermes (and Heracles) was left to assist Isis during 
Osiris’ absence ; Hermes and Isis together sacrificed to him after his death. I do not know any account 
in which Hermes joined Isis in the search, as he does apparently in the papyrus. 

18 Evcw: of ¢ only the back; of » the first upright, and a point from the foot of the second (not c). 
Read *Jcc. 

19 f. Cnrovca: ¢ is likely (though it contains an oblique bar which might make a misshapen e) 
of a the loop and tips from the back. But the sentence still lacks a main verb. 

20 tov Blacc|Aea: only the last three letters are sure. At the beginning almost anything could be 
read from the damaged and stained traces. 

21 {..,],: the last trace is an upright, with diagonal joining from the left: » possible. ”Ofcipip 
would do. But equally *Q[po|p, if it were appropriate (Hopfner, Fontes p. 295: Anubis and Isis search 
for the lost Horus) ; we should then need a new reading in 20. 

21-2 Apevy.d,,.: before ¢ the traces are just consistent with w (two short parallel uprights). 
At the end »{ rather than ¢[: Auewaddew? Apevaddw? 

> 

3012. Romance (ANToNIus DIOGENES?) 
Plate VI 

27 3B.43/C (1-2) a 12X11 cm. Second/third century 

This scrap comes from a very handsome roll, written in a good Severe Style. The 
upper margin is of c. 5 cm. The left margin (c. 4 cm.) is twice the width of the inter- 

columnium (c. 2 cm.): probably, then, the beginning of a roll. The numeration in 

the upper margin, added by a different hand, may be a book-number (see note). Lines 

2,9, 10, and 14 end with space-fillers. The back is blank. 

The content, so far as discernible, is sentimental narrative. There is a narrator 
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d gf.), probably female (g f.); a letter has arrived (1-2) ; the narrator perhaps 

reacts with a noble utterance (8) and a reference to her troubles (g). Aewia (3) looks 

like a proper name. 

These data allow a guess. The novel of Antonius Diogenes (summarized by 

Photius, Bibl. no. 166, II p. 140 Henry) was narrated by a Deinias; much of it re- 

peated a narrative of Dercyllis, about the adventures of herself and her brother Man- 

tinias. It is tempting to regard Dercyllis as the ‘I’ of our text, and restore her name in 

line 5. 

If this guess is right, we have the beginning of one book of ra bmep OovAnv amucra. 

The text adds little. No crucial letter appears in Photius’ summary. And the case for 

attributing PSI 1177 to Antonius is not strengthened by two minor verbal echoes 

(1-2, 9-10 notes). 

See in general R. Helm, Der antike Roman? 29 f.; Kl. Reyhl, Antonius Diogenes 

(Diss. Titbingen 1969). 

[..]4 
—  evertictoAntav al 

Taedn oveywoe [ 

Toca, , lowwdeura [ 
Sica serene) eel 

5 gl... .lepe.[ 
v[., Jdeava [ 
c[.].. apevnl.].L 
Twyeyvavav poet || 

peendyToucewav = [| 

Ge Mog eelalur alle 
7. dr Llev[..J.vel Je [ 

lv vOuckate | 

]crrovdn Bool, 

ee ea 

i 2 Oblique foot as of A 3 Joww: of « the lower part of the shaft (too high in the line for 7) 
4 .,[: parts of uprights _.[: upright and oblique horizontal as of« _],: curving tailasofa  ],: 
top of upright [ ]: space for one or two letters, ifnecessary 5 .[: upright, upper part slopes to 
left 6 [:obliquefeet,asofaorA .[: oblique foot, as of a or » 7 |... : first oblique foot; third 
diagonal joining upright, asofy —_J,[: point at line-level 8 |p: upright joining horizontal (as of y), 
further trace as of second upright [ ]: space for one letter, if necessary 10 Tn. : 7 corrected 
(from €?); high junction as of y c etc. .[: upright ], : high horizontal ..L: high point, then 
upright and horizontal as of y, 7 —_—‘|, : tip of high horizontal 11 .[: oblique foot asofa ],: 
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[..]4 
1 2) bev emectoAy Tad- 

Ta €d7jAov: eyw de 

mwcal low Aewia 

ciPeiee eae 
5 P, A]epxy[Ad,., 

vf... Jdeay Aral... 
cL.J. .vadwryl..., 
Tw ‘yevvatay Tpoet | 

pee 707) TOtC Euwav- 

10 TH¢ KaK[ot]e a, [], 
a... Jev[. .). vel Je 

|p eb0d¢ KaTe- 

|, emovdje Bov- 

ihe, 

end of horizontal at middle height 12 |y,: hook at line level (e or c) 13 ],: tips of hori- 
zontals at middle and full height (e?) 14. ],,,,: first horizontal, joming top of upright 
].. : upper part of crossed ‘z’ (i.e. horizontal at middle height bisecting space-filler ?) 

Top margin. [,.]4: 6 alone, or any two- or three-part numeral ending in it. It is not likely to be 
a column-number, for we seem to have the beginning of a roll. Perhaps, then, a roll- or book-number. 
(Antonius Diogenes wrote in twenty-four books: thus 4, [«]6, and [«]é are all possible restorations.) 
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1-2 Cf. PSI 1177. 22 Kal edxAov (70 ypappareiov) rade. 
3 If wdc or wwe is separate, the rest can be articulated either (a) al, , Joww, Aewia; or (b) af, , Jou, 

® Aewia. (a) makes difficulties: 7Jo.@ leads nowhere, a{yplou@ has no obvious meaning here. With 
(b) we might consider eya 6€ mdc aly clor, d Aewia; then, as Dr. Rea suggests, . [Juel.], A€éafup]e. 

4 Ae, .[: the first trace is like no other preserved letter in the piece ; it might be the upper part of €, 
as formed in similar hands. Then traces consistent with the left side of a or 2. 

4-5 The spacing allows édy[y, Alepxu{AXi, edn, [d A lepxu[Ari, edn [7 Alepxv{Aric. The last best suits 
the reconstruction proposed for 3~4. 

7-10 Reconstruction depends on line 8. zpoe: (not mpdec) seems unavoidable; the small lacuna 
following might hold one narrow letter; a wide letter, or any further writing, ought to be visible on 
the papyrus preserved at line-level further to the right. In 9 74n might be ambiguous (757, 767). 

E.g. mpoeiue (1. -ar) Sn totic euavrjc Kaxlot|c... The phonetic corruption is unwelcome; but 
the participle mpoei{< would be awkward, and I can fit no other part of zpotnpe. 

g-10 PSI 1177. 25 7a] éauric Kaxd. 
10 7,,: apparently mem, mi, or mom. 

Ir e.g. €lay [uw |gvw[ulev. The line results from the junction of two fragments: the first has 1-10 
and in 11 7[,. }z.[ Jev, the second has rr Jay[, ,],vw{ and 12~14. The vertical alignment is guaranteed 
by a prominent fibre; the exact join is strongly suggested by an oblique crease which appears on the 
back of both fragments. 

3013. ARGUMENT oF A Tereus? 
Plate III 

21 3B.26/H (8-9) a 19°5 X 14:6 cm. Second/third century 

The front of this papyrus is occupied by two damaged columns from a register, 
which mentions amounts of land and grain belonging to individuals in various Oxyrhyn- 
chite villages (Senepta, Muchis, Sinary, Nesla). Some entries begin with a cross-shaped 
check-mark. 

On the back, across the fibres, is 3013. Both columns of text are complete at head 

and foot; but of col. ii only the left-hand half remains. The intercolumnium is nearly 

2 cm., the margin before col. i is c. 5 cm. Probably, therefore, we have the beginning 
of the roll or sheet. The narrative ends with the second column; there is no means of 
telling whether there were further columns treating further stories. 

The hand is a decent semi-cursive of the second or third century: 7 appears both 
in cursive and in capital shape; « and « are always cursive; Kal is written as a cursive 
« with one additional stroke. The scribe wrote no punctuation, except in 30 ay’vowy 
(this use of the apostrophe, rare before the third century, suggests a later rather than 
an earlier date) ; he has final iota adscript correctly in both places which require it (5), 
and once in error (15). The copy is a careless one: the mispelling IZpé«n is repeated ; 
two passages seem certainly corrupt (2, 27). 

The complete lines of col. i have 23 to 26 letters; those in col. ii which can be 
restored most plausibly have 19, 21, 23, and 24. The scribe sometimes leaves gaps, 
partly at least to avoid roughnesses in the writing surface: so that the estimating 
of lacunae is not easy. 

The text—a narrative of the story of Tereus, Procne, and Philomela—seems to 
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have stood complete in these two columns. The first begins with a heading set out in 
the upper margin: Typede [1 SjdOecic. The obvious parallels for such a heading come 
from the “Tales from Euripides’. These epitomes have a common form: (title) o6 dpy7 
(first line) 7) Sé dmdBecic. (See 2455, 2457, PSI 1286, PMilVogl. 44. 420 (Electra) is 
damaged at the beginning; 2544 (Phoenissae) begins at the top of a column with the 
narrative, and may or may not have prefatory matter in a preceding column.) Simi- 
larly the hypotheses to Menander, 1235. 

3013 resembles the ‘Tales’, and the mythographic hypotheses which descend 
from them, in the vagueness of its content : nothing is said about production or drama- 
turgy; it is not even clear how much of the story was treated directly, how much 
merely assumed. But the ‘Tales’ are at least attached to a particular play by the cita- 
tion of the first line. 3013 has nothing of the sort: and the question must arise, whether 
it is simply mythographic narrative, or whether the use of the word té6ecic proves 
connection with a play. 

Only two classical authors are known to have written plays about Tereus : Philocles, 
see Aristophanes, Av. 281 and scholia; and Sophocles, see frr. 581-95 Pearson (add 
Ammonius, de Diff. p. 79 Nickau, app. crit. to § 301; and perhaps Page, GLP no. 24). 
The later tradition, with the exception of Hyginus, presents a fairly consistent story : 
see Apollodorus II p. 99 Frazer. And this story is presumed to go back to Sophocles. 
The story, like 3013, sets the scene in Thrace; this must have been the normal fifth- 
century view, to judge from the vigour with which Thucydides polemizes against it 
(2. 29. 3). 

If then our text is the hypothesis to a play, it is likely to be the play of Sophocles. 
If so, we may take it as confirmation that the standard story of the mythographers 
goes back to Sophocles; and especially that the play took place in Thrace and not in 
Daulia. As a composition the text has similarities with the Euripidean summaries: 
the initial proper name, verbs in the past tense, ambitious vocabulary. The heading 
differs, in omitting the first line ; but this short form is the norm in the medieval hypo- 
theses to all the tragedians. 

An alternative is to see the piece as an exercise in narrative, like the school pieces 
in Ziebarth, Aus. d. ant. Schule 17b and 40. I am not sure that d}7dé6ecic excludes this 
possibility; nor do verbal coincidences with preserved mythographers. But we need 
positive evidence of amateurishness. Mis-spellings (3, 5) and garbling (2, 27) may be 
the fault of the copyist; and so perhaps zpecButepwrépav (4). There remains only the 

odd syntax of 7 mpocayopevcac and 12 afew, and the anacoluthon in 20-23. 
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col. i col. u 

\ Tnpeve|, . J), Gectc 

| vdtwvotrwvabynvarwvduy ,c vocdel] , [junrnal 

a xovbvyarepactpoxnvraupiro eyAwccorop. , [ 

_pAavrynvrpechutepwrepav 20 Trapayevajrevoc|, 

5 _ Joxnvrnpevyapuwrelevéer| , |au bpaxnveatip|, 

: | OpaxwrBactrer cecyeveE duvapevnc| 

_, |. Meveovmrpocayopevcac cuvpopave.udo| 

iTuvypovovdedteAPovTockat emruyvoucadenTp| 

BovdopevnctncmpoKvycbea 25 fevavlndrorur| 

10 cacBournvadeAdyvnEvwceTov ovctpynBercakan[ 

TnpeatropevcacBaer abynvac vy , epewvoicAal 

afewodeTraparyevopevocerc iTuvechayrace| 

abyvackae [| Geccu,o catrapeOnke| 

TouTrave.ovoc| |, | Oevoviat 30 Bopavay’ vowr{ 

15 peecotropycac| |, |netnerrat devdercareye| 

docodetamuc| |, |vAagac andwrndey | 

dvetrapbever| |aBoupe deoTypeuc| 

1 ],,: foot of upright ; lower part of upright 2 ],: peak as of a or A .¢: upright, point at 
middle height 6 ].: upright  .c: upright, turning left at foot 7 3 ar OL & Tl eve: 
trace of high horizontal 13 .[:yora ], : low horizontal v.o: high horizontal, low point 
below 14 ],: short upright, high points of ink above 19 .[: upright, vestige of cross-bar at 
middle height 32 .[: part of curved back 
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3013. ARGUMENT OF A TEREUS? 

Tnpeve: [1) b}rdOecic 

IT\avdiov 6 rév AOnvaiwy duv dct nc, 
€lxwv Ovyarépac IIpdx<vnv Kal Brro- 

LpAav, tiv mpecBurepwrépav 

[Tplox<v nv Tnpet yapor elev€er [7]a 

TO|v Opaxdv Bacir€?, dc ecyev && 

ad|rfc viov mpocayopevcac 

"Iruv: xpovov 8€ SteAOdvToc Kal 

Bovdopevyc tic [I pdxvyc bed- 

cacBar THY adeAdrv, HEtwce TOV 

Tnpéa mopevcacbar etc Abyvac 

afew: 6 dé mapayevomevoc ec 

Affvac kal én[ | etc bard 

Tob Ilavdiovoc [rv 7alpbévov Kat 

[ecotropycac [HpacO|n{u} rH}c maL- 

ddc: 6 b€ Ta mHc[ Ta od d|vAakac 

Svetrapbever|cev: evAlaBovpe- 

voc d€ pur) TH a[SeADH pevicy 

eyAwccotoun| ce THY Tatda: 

Tapayevajtevoc [dé elc THY 

Opaxny Kat THe D[roprjAac od 

duvapevyc [exAadety TH 

cuvdopav dv’ Udoluc eurvuce: 

emvyvotca be 7 LIpldxvyn tiv aX7- 

Bevav Cnrorum|ia TH éecxaTn 

oictpybetca Kal [ ¢. 7 

vynv ,epewotc ral Bodca Tov 

"Irvuv échaylace [kai cabeyjca- 

ca TrapeOnke [7@ Tnpet: 6 d€ ri 

Bopav ayvody [édayev: ai 5é duya- 

devfetcat eyélvovto 7) Lev 

andwv 7) dé xe|Adubv, eros 

d€ 6 Typevc, 

49 

*Tereus: the hypothesis: 
Pandion, the ruler of the Athenians, having (two) daughters, Procne and Philomela, united the 

C 8788 E 
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elder, Procne, in marriage with Tereus the king of the Thracians, who had by her a son whom he named 

Itys. As time passed, and Procne wished to see her sister, she asked ‘Tereus to travel to Athens to bring 

(her back). He, after reaching Athens and receiving the girl from Pandion and making half the return 

journey, fell in love with the girl. And he disregarded his trust and violated her. But, as a precaution 

in case she should tell her sister, he cut out the girl’s tongue. On arriving in Thrace, and Philomela 

being unable to speak her misfortune, she revealed it by means of a piece of weaving. When Procne 

realized the truth, driven mad by jealousy... she took Itys and killed him and after cooking him 

served him up to Tereus. He ate the meal without realizing. The women took to flight and became, 

one of them a nightingale, one a swallow, and Tereus a hoopoe.’ 

1 [1) d]7d0ecic: the two traces before 8 look like the foot of an upright, followed by a short upright 

(unless this is ink which has run on a prominent fibre). I have taken them to belong to a m (right foot) 

and to a straight-sided 0, but it is not (palaeographically) a reading which leaps to the eye. The space 

will not allow [08 7 djard0ecic or [7) 8€ bld0ecic. 

3 IIpéx<v>qv: so in 5 but not in g. Perhaps a phonetic error, though I can find no parallel 

closer than 8pax<u>%, which occurs sporadically in documents (Dr. Gignac refers to BGU 1602 B 11, 
PRossGeorg. II 19. 54, PTebt. 397. 32, Wilcken, Ostr. 674. 3). 

4 mpecBurepwrépay: paralleled only in the document M. Chr. 57. 15. Double comparatives of 

course occur early, and become frequent later; but the double -repoc is not expected (Mayser i 2. 
61 f., Schwyzer i 535. 8). Perhaps then (as Rea suggests) a simple error: mpecBu{repw}répav. 

13 Perhaps ég[irpe|hOeic. (ey[xerpe|cBetc would suit the sense equally, and fill the lacuna, for which 
[vrpe] is a little short. But the trace before 6 fits the flat-based loop of ¢ better than the lower curl of c.) 

18 ff. The lines of the second column have lost about half their length. The very probable restora- 
tions in 21, 24, 31, and 32 give line-lengths of 23, 24, 21, and 1g letters. 

23 &’ Udoluc is certain, not ddijc or ddacwaroc. The account must have been brief and unexplicit, 
in the space available: contrast Apollodorus 3. 14. 8 i¢yvaca ev wémAw ypdupatra; Conon, Warr. (FGrH 
26 F 1) 31 wérdov idaivouca ypader Ta 7aOn Tote vypace. 

27 vnv.epewouc: of the damaged letter there remains the right-hand half: an angle best suited 
to o or perhaps to 5 (though this is normally wider and flatter). Under the corruption there should 
be a reference to the Erinyes: cf. remotely Ach. Tat. 5. 5. 6-8 do yuvaikec etc Ev mvéoucar Kal UBper 
Kepacacar THY CnAoturiav Seinvov emwoodcr TOY yapwv aTuxectepoy .. . edetmvycev 6 Typede deimvov “Epwvwv. 
If the readings are right, emendation is required: (a) Kat [yevoué]vn trepude (but the adjective is not 
attested) ; (b) Kal [wewavnue|yn b<m>0 ’Epwd<o>c (Rea). 

Alternatively, we might try to read vy 7) 8’ ’Epewotc (for -dc): ‘.. . she, like a Fury,...’. This runs 
into two difficulties: (a) v,epewouc looks a better reading than 7 <pewvoic (there is no sign of the left 
upright of 7); (b) the sentence in 24-6 is left without a main verb. 

33 The end, apparently, though the break in the papyrus might conceal further writing in the 
same line. 
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3014. Gnomon oF THE Intos Locos §§ 35-41 
Plate VII 

20 3B.30/F (1-3) b 12°5 X 22 cm. First century 

The Gnomon of the Idios Logos has been known 0 far only from the complete copy 
published as BGU V. The new text comprises a single column to full height, damaged 
at the left and in places much rubbed. One initial trace remains from a second column. 
The back is blank. 

The hand is a rapid professional cursive, comparable e.g. with Schubart, Pal. 
Abb. 28 (a.D. 31) and 30 (a.p. 40/1), PGB 15b (A.D. 39) and 16a (a.D. 42). Short 
blanks are used as punctuation in lines 3, 12, and 13; blank line-spaces separate the 
sections (one of them, between 4 and 5, Shows the end of an extended paragraphus). 

The text in BGU was compiled, if not copied, under Antoninus Pius. 3014, to 
judge from the hand, belongs as much as a century earlier. It avoids some minor 
errors: 12 of ev (6 pev BGU), 17 76 Hrrove (nyrov. BGU); at 13 it has the expected 
npicer, against ru[ccc]a which Schubart read reluctantly on palaeographic grounds. 
But there are more substantive variations : 

3 f. the property of soldiers who die intestate and without heirs eiusdem generis 
goes to the camp: 3014 is now the earliest evidence for this rule; BGU omits the 
clause. 

g f. those who go into self-imposed exile are allowed one-twelfth of their property. 
BGU attributes this concession to Antoninus Pius, 3014 to some earlier (but illegible) 
authority. Both copies have adrofc masculine (against Naber’s misguided adraic, see 
Museum, 1920, p. 221). 

17 the spacing in 3014 excludes the garbled text of BGU. I suspect that Aiyurtiouc 
alone stood here, and that 7} dcroic is a marginal addition (deriving from a later change 
of law?) which BGU misplaced. 

By and large, however, the text shows remarkable stability. We cannot tell whether 
the numeration of sections was the same. Only one number survives, that is pl for 
the first section of column two. This is 18 in BGU: so there can have been no very large 
variation. 
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+> rode crparevopévouc] Klat| aduabérouc TekevT@vTac § 35 
VEN / \ / a“ o ~ 

efov réxvoic Kal cuyyev|éc[w] KAnpovopety oTav TOD 
es 

el 
abrod yévouc cw olf werepxopevot: eay d€ 17) [ 

c.10 J.[....]...9 TapepBorn  (vac.) [ 

les [ 
5 Tov emt ddvor|c 7) peilocw dpaprypacw KoAalo- § 36 [ 

every 7) Kat Sua] dpoiac aitiac adbaiperov puyiy €- [ 

Aopevww Ta B|rdpyovra davadapyPdverar SiSoz|ac , , 

c.12 |. .Twv Kal Taic yuvaréiv ev dpyuptouc | ||. , 

c.14 |, adrotc 8¢ 76 SbwdeKaTov timo — [ 

10 12 Jou [.].£.],.,,0v ewvexenpriOn (vac.) [ 
] [ 

of mapa mpoct|dypata Bact€wy 7) emdpywv te mpldgav- 8 37 

aaa | rec axaTadrAjruc] eCypuw@byncav ot wev TeTApTW LEpEL 

tic ovclac ot Se] Hyuicer dAXor Se €€ Aw (vac.) [ 

] [ 
of €€ acric Kjat Aiyurr{(jou yevoule|vor pév[over wev 3-38 

15 Alydrrvo adorépou|c 5¢ KAnpovopotce Tov|c ‘yovetc 

] [ 
‘Pwpaiov 7 “Pwplaiac Kar’ dyvouav cuven6| dvtwv § 39 

c.14 Ta TéeKva TO QrTove yéver alKodovbe? 

] [ 
Ta Tept TOV el|cay[d|yTwr ovc jun Sel eic THLv AdeEavdpe- 8. 40 

wv Trodtelalp [vor] iyepolve|Kjc yelyover duayvwcewe 

] [ 
20 eav Alydrtuoc ek Kor|piac aplé|Ay| tae § 41 

Q vmo (= timo) 

1-3 This article is usually thought to derive from a letter of Hadrian of a.p. 119 (M. Chr. 373). 
This letter allows soldiers’ children, born during the period of service, to claim é€ éxeivou Tod pudpouc Tod 

Siatdyparoc, ob Kal roic mpoc yévouc cuyyevéce SiSora. The new copy of the Gnomon is most probably 

earlier than Hadrian. Either then line 2 must be supplemented somehow else; or the inference is false. 

But in any case the provisions of the Gnomon and of the Letter are not coextensive. Children might 
have been born to soldiers before they entered the army; and these were presumably legitimate. 

Children born during the period of service were illegitimate, because their fathers were legally debarred 
from marriage. Hadrian is concerned only with the illegitimate ; the innovation is to allow them rights 

under the clause unde cognati. The Gnomon is formulated more generally, and perhaps refers to legitimate 

offspring. 
3-4. In BGU article 35 finishes at of werepydpwevor. The new clause should refer to cases in which 
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there are no heirs eiusdem generis. At the end euBody is clear, tapeuBodn possible. The point must be 
that the dead man’s property goes to the camp as a whole. This arrangement is implied in a letter of 
Hadrian (Dig. 28. 3. 6. 7) about succession in cases of suicide: ‘divus Hadrianus dedit epistula ad 
Pomponium Falconem ut, si quidem ob conscientiam delicti militaris mori maluit, irritum sit eius 
testamentum ; quod si taedio vitae vel dolore, valere testamentum, aut si intestato decessit cognatis 
aut, si non sint, legioni ista sint vindicanda.’ (Cf. Ulpian, Dig. 40. 5. 4. 17.) A full statement in a con- 
stitution of a.D. 347, Cod. Theod. 5. 6. 1 = Cod. Just. 6. 62. 2: *...cum aliquis fuerit rebus humanis 
exemptus atque intestatus sine legitimo herede decesserit, ad vexillationem in qua militaverit res eiusdem 
necessario pervenire.’ 

]...7 tapeuBodn: perhaps e.g. di8or]ar 7H TapeBoAH (for the verb cf. Gnomon line 66); the only 
doubt is the tau of 7, where one would expect the vertical to be visible. The traces allow Jae but 
not |e. But of course it may have been a nominative, ],.. % mapeuBordn. 

7 ff. BGU reads: SiSorar Sé réxvorc adt&v 76 i Kal raic yulvaliély at ev dpyupiw mpotkec, Kal adbrotc 
5 76 (B Avrwvivolc] Kaicap 6 xvproc cuvexdpncev. 3014 differed slightly in several places: 

7-9 Following BGU we might reconstruct: 8éSoz[au 5¢ | 70 t rote réxvouc] adrady Kal tale yovactly 
<at> ev dpyupio.c tplot|xec. This satisfies the traces. But (1) the supplement at the beginning of 8 is 
long, even given the elasticity of cursive hands; (2) the fraction is written in line g as word, not numeral; 
(3) line 9 needs an extra word, if mpfotkec ......... ka|t adrotc dé is right. (1) and (2) could be eliminated 
by assuming an omission: ] adr@v <76 Sé€karov>. I see no way of dealing with (3). 

g-10 There is nothing against xa]i adroic 8€; for the rest, the clause will have been the same in 
outline as in BGU, but couched in the passive. The concession is attributed to someone, whose name 
in the genitive should follow izé at the beginning of line 10. If the someone was an emperor, the word- 
ing should follow one of two basic patterns: rod 008 X; or X xalcapoc rod xupiov. 

The traces are substantial. After Jov parts of horizontal and upright (7, 7, v ?); then a small 
space which may or may not have contained a whole letter; then the foot of an upright; then another 
small space; then part of a loop (0, p, a?); then horizontal and upright as of 7 or ligatured 1; then 
foot of upright with another point high up above it; then a point of ink at line height: e.g. |. rAou or 
}.Aov, even perhaps | .AXov. Kkupiov seems to be excluded; and I can fit no imperial name (it would have 
in any case to be a long one). 

Legal sources (Mommsen, Strafrecht 1010 f.) do not help. They give the purpose of the concession 
as viaticum ; but again J cannot identify évodiou (or é¢-) or ddouropixod or odiatiKod here. 

16 BGU has Ad ‘Pwpatov 7} ‘Pwyatac kar’ dyvorav cuvedOdvtwv 7 acrotc Alyumtioc ra TéKva HyToVe 
yever dxodovbe?. In this dcrote Alyumriouc is clearly garbled, and #yrov for r@ #rrom is simple error. 
Line 17 may have had the correct version of the first phrase as it does of the second; the whole phrase 
would certainly be long for the space, but A’yumriouc by itself would fit neatly; BGU will have in- 
corporated and misplaced a marginal note. 

3015. ExTRacts FRoM Court REcorRDs 

35 4B.101/K (5) 22°2X 21 cm. Early and century 

This sheet, which contains items of case-law about testamentary disposition, has 

been folded nine times across the writing, and then in half along its width; these 

folds explain the repeated damage-pattern in lines 14-16. The copy was made after 

the death of Trajan (6, 13), but not much after, to judge from the hand. The back 
is blank. 

Three decisions are cited. Of the first (1-5) only the end remains. The second 

and third are complete: one (6-12) dates from 8 May 109; the other (13-27) from an 

unknown year of Trajan; in both the judge is the prefect Sulpicius Similis ; both begin 

with the ‘extract formula’ (8, 14), and mention consultation with the consilium and 

a legal assessor. All three decisions, then, are probably extracted from the prefect’s 
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commentarii; and the extract comprises his general statement about the point of law, 

followed by the verdict (which is marked off in 4 and 25 by the asyndeton). 

This collection has considerable similarity with 2757, which contains (in consecu- 

tive columns) decisions of the prefects Colo (a.p. 70) and Lupus (71/2~-72/3). The out- 

line is much the same: date, parties, extract phrase. The two columns carry the 

numbers 15 and 1({6]: an extensive series. It might be that 3015 belonged to this 

series, and had the name of Similis as its heading (now lost). In favour of this supposi- 

tion is community of subject : 2757 ii concerns the right of fathers to disinherit any of 

their children at choice, much the same point as 3015 22 f.; 2757 1 deals with a con- 

tract made by a man now dead, so that the issue may have been similar. On the other 

hand, 2757 and 3015 seem unlikely to belong to the same roll: the hands are different, 

and 3015, with its wide left margin (4 cm.) and straight right edge, looks like a separate 

sheet. Further, 2757 was found in the third year of Grenfell and Hunt’s excavations, 

3015 in the fourth. 
All three cases concern the rights of testators. In the first the prefect announces 

his intention of judging by ‘the laws of the Egyptians’ (3) ; in the second he decides 

that the testator had full discretion, as being an ‘Egyptian’ ; in the third he refers simply 

to ‘the law’ (20). It seems clear, then, that Similis made his decisions under local 

law, which was less strict in its provisions ; and this is why he needs the help of Artemi- 

dorus the solicitor, and from him cites this law at second hand. 

It is an interesting question whether this is in some way a new departure. Similis 

deals with a similar question in the edict 237 viii 21 ff. + PMerton ii 101, which con- 

cerns the rights of Egyptian women over their husbands’ property under local law 

(éyywpra vopysa). The edict and the decisions in 3015 would fit the thesis of Tauben- 

schlag about of rév Alyunriwy vopou (Law? 6, Op. Min. ii 108 f.): he suggested that 

the phrase designates a new code, introduced in the second century and applicable 

to all ‘Egyptians’ in the Roman sense (including, that is, the Greeks of the metropoleis). 

It might be, then, that Similis had taken some step to recognize or systematize local 

law in the matter of matrimonial and inherited property; and found himself dealing 

with a whole group of test-cases in consequence. But there are objections to the general 

thesis: see Wolff, ZSS 70 (1953) 42 f. And in particular 2757 i1 seems to presuppose a 

very similar situation c. A.D. 72: there too a vouKdc expounds ‘the laws’, and concludes 

that the testator has full discretion; only a specific reference to ‘Egyptians’ is missing. 

mavmpaciov (21) is a new word, which apparently describes a practice familiar 

from demotic contracts. Our text shows the same practice in use, in the early second 
century, among the Greeks of the metropoleis. 

I have particular obligations to Prof. P. W. Pestman, for a discussion of this 
difficult document. 
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= I Nils dicted siere 48 ates 
. J. Bove kK} [luce eddducrév ecrw adbrovc 

duxJavodorety m[pd|c rode Alyumriwy vdpouc 

elf’ ofc e€ecte kali peradvaribecBar: Kade Si- 

5 €Oe|ro 6 TeXevTiHclalc. 

(€rouc) 8 Beod Tparavod [aya vy: Apevoc cal Caparriwy 

auddrepot ITroAeuatov mpoc Abnvddwpov Kat 

Arodwuov: ex tev pybévtwv: CovA(miktoc) 

Ciptdtc rvPdpevoc Aprepuddpov tod é&y- 

10 youevov Tol vc] popouc Trept Tod mpdypatoc 

Kal cuvradrjcac Toic cup[BlovAouc édy: Alyv- 

m7 \tuoc elyev e€ouciay Kabwc Bovrerat SiabécOar. 

(€rouc) | Be08 Tpaltjavio|6 Tou K emt trav Kara Tpidwva 

mpo|c Ad... ] pel” €|repa]: CovdAlrixcjoc Circ 

15 cuvA]ady|cac tote cuvBlovAouc] Kal avalKow |wcapeploc 

Aplrewdaipw yopur® lpn: Aléyerar [.. J ove [... 
|... odte 7 yuvn ed? Fc Kawdrepov Te cuvedavy|cev 

6 TaTIp TOD yapobvroc ovTE of viol adbTAc TeEpletce 

ofc edvvato KatéxecBar TA KaTA THY cupdwvriar, 

20 aKupov ecTw On TOOTO TO ypappwa* 6 Sé vopoc we A€- 

yetat Sidwew eEovctav TH TO Travmpaciov oltKovopLy- 

cavTe Kal KaTacxovTa Totc TéKVvoLC TA LOva eKAE- 

Eacbar €€ adrayv eva Kal KAnpovdpov Trovnca: odKOUV 

Tapamrecovcyc Thc Seutépac achadrelac ele THY TpO- 
/ > 's ‘ / by atten > ~ e. > ha 

Tépav aveKapifsev TO Oikaov: eEjv adT@ we eBovAeto i) ov 

drabécbar KAnpovdpoue KatadurdvrTe Tove Tratdac av- 
a oS e > / \ / 

TOU ep OlC ETTOLIJCATO TO TTAVTTpPacLov. 

8 covd 21 ovkovopy-: ov suprascript above an undeleted w 

‘«< it is best that they should decide cases in accordance with the laws of the Egyptians—under 
which it is possible even to alter the terms of the will. The will which the deceased made is in order.” 

‘Yr. 12 of the deified Trajan, Pachon 13. Arius and Sarapion, both sons of Ptolemaeus, against 
Athenodorus and Apollonius. From the pleadings. Sulpicius Similis, after inquiring about the case 
from Artemidorus the interpreter of the laws and talking with his advisers, said: ‘‘As an Egyptian, 
he had the right to make his will on whatever terms he wished.” 

‘(Yr....] of the deified Trajan, Tybi 20. In the case of Tryphon etc. against Did..... After 
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other matter. Sulpicius Similis, after talking with his advisers and referring the case to Artemidorus 
the lawyer, said: ‘‘.. . neither the wife, over whom the father of the bridegroom made a more recent 
agreement, nor her sons, are alive, on which parties the (property) in the agreement could be entailed— 
this document is now void. The law, I am told, gives to a man who has negotiated a ‘general sale’, 
even though he has entailed his property on his children, the power to choose out one of them and 
make this one his heir. It is therefore (not?) the case that, with the disappearance of the second bond, 
the right reverts to the first one. It was open to him to make his will on whatever terms he wished, 

o: 39.9 

(provided that?) he left as heirs those children of his in whose name he made the ‘general sale’. 

1-2 The validity of a will has been challenged. The prefect dismisses the claim, on the ground 
that under the ‘Egyptian laws’ the testator had a perfect right to change his dispositions. 

What is in question, then, is the right peradvariBecbar. This is a right which Greek wills often reserve 
(e.g. PStrass. 284. 4, BGU 1654. 6, PWisc. 13. 3); BGU 895 documents the disposal of the estate of 
a peradiatiOeuevn. The plaintiff obviously could not claim that the procedure was illegal in all cir- 
cumstances. There must have been something special about the earlier will: perhaps a ckaroy7. 

2 Perhaps |vopov ovk [é]x[o]uct. (Of |p only the diagonal, and a spot of ink suitable for the second 
vertical; of the first o a left-hand arc. After -wov a short space, apparently blank. Of v in oux, only the 
top left curl. Then ]y[Juc rather than ]A[]ucc.) If this is right, I suppose the general sense is: “To 
those who have no claim to be judged by (Roman? Greek?) law, we do best to return judgements by 
Egyptian law’; write vouov rather than e.g. «Aypo|yéwov. But I cannot make a smooth sentence. 
Is [€]x[o luce verb or participle? Is adrovc subject of dixjavodoretv? or object? (but then a dative might be 
expected). 

gf. AprepidHpov: on the nomikoi see Taubenschlag, Op. Min. ii 161 f.; W. Kunkel, Herkunft u. 
soziale Stellung? 269 f. This Artemidorus might be identified with Clau. Artemidorus, who appears in 

the same capacity in a similar case of a.p. 124 (M. Chr. 84) : see 11 f. note. 
11 f. The same general principle is cited in M. Chr. 84. 16 f. (with which cf. 2757 ii). There Blaesius 

Marianus, by delegation from the prefect Haterius Nepos, hears a case about inheritance: Aphrodisius 
had entered into an dypadoc yapoc with Sarapous; one of their sons, Horigenes, had died, bequeathing 
his estate to one of his brothers and to his cousin Ammonius; Ammonius now claims that the bequest 

was valid, because Egyptians may leave their property to whomever they like; Aphrodisius argues 
against him that the son of an unwritten marriage has no right to make a will in his father’s lifetime. 
Marianus, after consulting with Clau. Artemidorus, rejected Ammonius’ claim. 

Why does Marianus reject the general principle? Arangio-Ruiz suggested that Marianus gave 
Roman practice the preference over native law: but there are arguments against this view (H. J. 
Wolff, Written and Unwritten Marriages 60 ff.), especially if it is the same Artemidorus who gives expert 
advice in both M. Chr. 84 and 3015. More probably, the principle ca8a&c BovAerar SiabécOar was an 
established one; but the particular case of a son of an unwritten marriage, making a will in his father’s 
lifetime, does not fall under its provisions. Note the implication (M. Chr. 84. 28 f.) that the son of a 
written marriage would be in a different position. 

16 ff. I am not clear about the outline of this complicated case; and the ambiguity of ov«ovy in 
23 adds to the obscurity. The persons involved are: the father (F), his son who marries (S), a wife (W), 
sons of W. It seems likely that W is the wife of S (rather than F) ; and that the other children (22, 26) 
are children of F. The point at issue must be the will of F. The difficulty lies in deciding how many 
separate documents are referred to. Very tentatively I suggest three stages: 

(1) mavmpacov: F, when he married, ‘sold’ his property to his wife (21 note) and entailed it on their 
children, This agreement is called mporépa (achadeca) in 24 f. 

(2) F’s son S marries W; F makes some agreement in favour of W and her children. This agreement 
is referred to by kawérepov tt (17: ‘later’ than stage 1?), cundwyvia (19), ypdupa (20), devtépa achaiea 

(24). W and her sons die (18), so that the agreement lapses (24). 

(3) F makes a will, in which he names one of his children sole heir (23). This heir must be the de- 
fendant of the suit, i.e. the Did{ J of 14. 

Two points are therefore central to the decision: that the beneficiaries of (2) are dead, and the 
agreement accordingly irrelevant; and that the existence of (1) is no bar to (3). 
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Further questions could be asked about the real situation : how much of the property was involved 
at each stage? and how far do the stages overlap temporally? Prof. Pestman suggests that (1) concerned 
the whole estate; (2) concedes part of the estate to W and her children; (3) appointed a sole heir to 
the rest, at a time when (2) was still valid (this explains why (2) comes into the case at all), Later W 
and her sons died, and F died, so that the whole property is now in play. 

Any reconstruction has to explain two sections of the argument in which the wording is ambiguous: 
23 ff. odcovv might be positive or negative. If negative, the line is: ‘The ‘sale’? does not exclude 

the appointment of a single heir; therefore it is not the case that the lapsing of the second agreement 
revalidates the first (because the third—the will—is in fact valid).’ If od«ody is positive, and the 
basic situation has been correctly described, we shall have to transpose stages (2) and (3). Argument: 
‘The “‘sale” does not exclude the appointment of a single heir; therefore it is the case that the 
lapsing of the second agreement (in favour of W and her children) revives the former (agreement 
under which Did[ _] was made sole heir).’ 

26 karadurdvre might represent more than one mood. Does it mean ‘although he had (originally) 
left (all) the children as heirs. . .’? Or ‘provided that his heirs (or in this case, single heir) are those 
(or among those) in favour of whom the ‘‘sale’”’ was originally made’? Both elliptical. 

16 f. Unless dxupdy ect 75 (20) stands in asyndeton, we need a subordinating conjunction ; in 
fact rel fits well in 17 (before o¥re a single upright, and before that indeterminate spots of ink). 

A}éyerax begins the sentence; there is no space for «c before it. In what follows, ,[ is the left tip 
of a high horizontal (7? 7?) ; ], is probably @ or 7; ,[ perhaps c, assuming that the trace below is the be- 
ginning of 17 7. 

21 maympaciov: here and in 27; otherwise only in an unpublished petition to Petronius Mamer- 
tinus, prefect A.D. 133/7 (35 4B.64/D (1) a). In the petition the situation is much the same as here. 
The petitioner’s father married according to rac voptwac map’ Alyumrioi [cluvypadac, and made a 
katoxn of the property of both parents (a special share for the eldest son, other shares for the brothers) ; 
here too the word zaympdciov occurs (damaged context) in connection with xaréxew ; and here too the 
difficulty arises from a will made later by the father. No Greek source throws any light on the meaning 
of avmpdcov. But it is likely to be an Egyptian institution. I am inclined therefore to explain the 
word from the Demotic contracts described by Pestman, Marriage and Matrimonial Property 37 ff. (the 
Greek subscriptions call them cuvdAAaypa or cvyypad? tpodiric). In these contracts, which are often 
drawn up some time after the actual marriage, the husband acknowledges to the wife that he has sold 
her his entire property, in return for the token payment (snk) which the wife had made him; sometimes 
he adds a clause of settlement : “To you (on behalf of) the children, whom you have borne me and which 
you will (still) bear to me... (the whole property) belongs.’ These two elements correspond to 
mavmpac.ov and KaTOX?. 

Pestman 41 regards zpémpacic as the Greek name for this procedure: see PMich. 347 (A.D. 21) 
and PMich. 121 R ITiietc. (a.p. 42). He has suggested to me by letter that ravmpdcuov and mpémpacic 
in fact describe the same practice from different points of view: it is a sale of the whole property (zav-) 
but also (since the seller retains the right to dispose of it by testament) a provisional sale (zpo-). 

22 f. “The husband is quite free to appoint his heirs, within certain limits, provided that at least 
one of the children, for instance the eldest son, is appointed heir... . The stipulation pertaining to the 
law of succession is, therefore, inserted in our deeds to indicate who will be the heir of those who are 

heirs-at-law ; when no heir is appointed, those who are heirs-at-law, all the children, inherit the pro- 

perty on that account’ (Pestman 128). Cf. the negative form 2757 ii? 
24 mapamecovcnc: the normal meaning would be ‘having been mislaid’, cf. the examples collected 

by Youtie, <PE 1 (1967) 171; in three of them the document is explicitly said to be invalid for this 
reason. But I don’t see that this can be relevant here. The sense ought to be ‘lapse’, ‘become in- 
applicable’. 
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3016. JupiciAL PROCEEDINGS 
Plate VIII 

No inventory number 14°5 X 19°3 cm. 28 May 148 

This document is an extract from the prefectoral day-book, copied in a heavy 

round hand of literary pretensions; the copy is not likely to be much later than the 

events recorded. ‘The back is blank. 

The extract concerns proceedings of 28 May 148: presumably in the prefect’s 

court. All that survives belongs to a single clause in the genitive absolute: ‘when 

decisions of the xenokritai (who are listed) had been read out (and the decisions are 

quoted verbatim in Latin), ...’. The apodosis will have begun in line 22. 

The xenokritai are the point of interest. The evidence available does not allow 

a certain conclusion about their functions; but it seems worth collecting the material 

and venturing a suggestion. I am grateful to the legal seminar which discussed the 

document in London (notably Prof. J. A. C. Thomas and Prof. Peter Stein) for putting 

the difficulties in a clearer light. 

The xenokritai in this document number fifteen; they are Roman citizens; they 

return a decision in Latin. It is obviously likely, though not to be proved, that they 

functioned in Egypt. The case apparently concerned a freedwoman: 13 | mulier de qua 

agitur [, 15 ]., libertina ae, [, 18 ] ,, seru[ (clearly reading and articulation are doubt- 

ful in 15 and 18, but the three passages may be thought to buttress one another). The 

dispute may have been about her status libertatis or about her ownership. 

The noun was known otherwise only from two inscriptions: BSA 26. 163 (Sparta, 

Trajan/Hadrian) Eudocimus €evoxpirne ec AddBavra; IGR iii 681 = TAM ii 508 

(Pinara, ? i B.C.) ri Tod celpvordrov SixatoddéTov Kal THY TOV Eevoxpitav S{cadd |yecw. 

In both, as in Cicero’s reference to peregrint tudices in Cilicia (ad Att. 6. 1. 15), interpreta- 

tion has differed between ‘judges for aliens’ and ‘alien judges’ (i.e. judges brought in 

from outside, perdweumra Sixactjpia). See Magie, RRAM ii 1383. The second inter- 

pretation fits the Spartan who went to Alabanda in this capacity; in the two other 

sources the context gives no foothold. 

A new piece of evidence accrued quite recently. In Eretz Israel 8 (1967) 46 ff. 

Prof. Polotsky publishes three pieces from the archive of Babatha.! This archive, re- 

covered at En Gedi by the Dead Sea, dates from the years a.D. 125-32; its owner, 

Babatha daughter of Simon, lived at Maoza near Zoar, south of the Dead Sea, in the 

new province of Arabia; she was presumably a Jewess, and certainly not a Roman 

citizen. Babatha’s son was a minor; the boule of Petra provided him with a guardian 

(PEng. 27). In the same context belong duplicate copies of a Greek formulary (PEng. 

28-9), which virtually translates the Roman formula for the tudicium tutelae (Lenel, 

Edictum para. 124). 

What is odd about the formula is, that where the Roman text would be sup- 

1 The documents are reprinted as SB X 10288; and discussed by M. Lemosse, The Irish Jurist 3 
(1968) 363. For the archive in general, see Y. Yadin, Bar Kokhba 222. 
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posed to have zudex esto, the Greek has éevoxpirat écrwcav. Prof. Polotsky rendered the 

word by feregrini iudices. Prof. Seidl has approved the rendering (SDHI 33 (1967) 

550 f.; Studi in onore di G. Grosso ii 345 ff.), in the sense ‘judges for aliens’ ; he compares 

the Greek «pirat who are to deal with cases among Greeks in the fourth Cyrene Edict 

(Ehrenberg and Jones, Documents 311). 

Neither this meaning, ‘judge for aliens’, nor the other, ‘imported judge’, seems 

likely to fit 3016, in which the judges are Roman citizens and return a verdict in Latin. 

But if they are a Roman institution, and concerned with a case of this kind, it would 

be tempting to think of them as recuperatores. There is some evidence to support this 

equivalence. 

So far as I can discover, no regular Greek translation of recuperator is known. 

Seid] thought he had found one in PFamTebt. 24. 2 émi ric dvarrijcewe [rv addor |prov- 

pevev [ (Labeo, 1965, pp. 37 ff.) ; this certainly answers the basic sense of the Latin. On 

the other hand, CGL iii 336. 44 f. has kpitypiov E€vov iudicium peregrinum and kpirrprov 

E€vov recuperatorium. €evoxpirnc would then render not the Latin word, but the origin 

of the Roman institution as described by Aelius Gallus (i B.c.) : ‘reciperatio est, .. . cum 

inter populum et reges nationesque et civitates peregrinas lex convenit, quomodo per 

reciperatores reddantur res reciperenturque, resque privatas inter se persequantur’ 

(Festus p. 342 L). 

Recuperatores certainly occupied themselves with cases of status. Thus Claudius’ 

oration BGU 611. 3 f. fixes their minimum age at 24, since they have to judge [causas] 

servitutts libertatisque. See B. Schmidlin, Rekuperatorenverfahren 86 ff. (The evidence, as 

might be expected, is confined to Italy and to the first century A.D.) Nothing is said about 

their numbers. But we might compare the provision of the Lex Aelia Sentia (Gaius i 20) 

for the manumission of slaves under thirty: they do not become citizens unless manu- 

mitted vindicta after proof of adequate motive before a consilium which, in the provinces, 

is to consist of twenty citizen recuperatores and to be convened on the last day of the 

conventus.* 

The discussion is necessarily inconclusive, because the details of the actual case 

are not available. It is at least clear that these evoxpirat must be different from those of 

the Greek inscriptions. If they are recuperatores, we have interesting evidence for the 

survival of older Roman judicial forms in Egypt; and reason perhaps to reconsider the 

En Gedi formulary, which otherwise preserves strict Roman form, even though its 

users were not citizens. 

The lower part of the papyrus, with the Latin text, is badly rubbed and stained. 

The readings offered for the Latin are for the most part very doubtful. 

I We have no mention of this consilium in Egypt, unless our text provides one. Contrast Gnomon 
of the Idios Logos §§ 19 and a1. 
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> (m.2) drropvnp(aticwav) yyeudvoc 

érouc ta Avrwvetvov Kaicapoc Tob Kupiou 

Tlatvu y 

avayvacbecav aropacewy Eevoxpt- 

5 trav PX(aoviov) [Tiov, ’IovAiov Mwepovadc, 

MereiXlov Aidvpov, BaBidiov ‘Povdov, 

KX(avdiov) Penivov, Kacciov AiPepadtc, ’Exou- 

tiov KA\a|vdcavod, ’LovAtov IT pdxdov, 

*TovAtov .wpatov, Kal, A}oAAwapiov, 

10 Addelov Advyov, PrA(aoviov) Afvo|puciov, 0.  ,¢ 

A}roAdwapuc, *IovAltojy Ma€ipov, 

_|Avov Aupwviov t&v tore, 

eens 

] muljer de qua agitur _[ 

].[. , Jusa_oetisadue[ 

i: ], libertinaae, _[ 

J.Jun.n.[ 
Jnonuidet[ 

peeserull 

].usexaco  [ 

SS I Restate sse[ 
jsa... uid 

|, AmorArg, 

I v7opyy4 5 dA: 7 KA 10 dd: 

‘(2nd hd.) From the commentarii of the prefect. (rst hd.) 
Year 11 of Antoninus Caesar the lord, Pauni 3. 
After the reading out of the decisions of the xenokritai Fl. Pius, Julius Minervalis, Metilius Didymus, 

Babidius Rufus, Cl. Geminus, Cassius Liberalis, Equitius Claudianus, Julius Proclus, Julius ,oratus, 

aie arate Apollinaris, Alfius Longus, Fl. Dionysius, ...... Apollinaris, Julius Maximus, ..... Ammonius, as 
follows... “‘... the woman who is the object of the case...” ...’ 

6 MerevAiov: for the Metilii, see Syme, RS, 1968, p. 138. 
Bafidiov: Schulze, Z. Gesch. Lat. Eigennamen 132 n. 4. 
7 f. “Exoutiov: Schulze, ib. 355; nomen of the emperor Probus, according to Aur. Victor Ep. 36. 2; 

Fl. Equitius was cos. ord. in 374. 
9 ,wparov: the trace (assuming the first part of the ink to be the tip of the preceding v) looks most 

like the junction of two obliques i.e. 6 A yu (less likely v) ; but lacks the characteristic left-pointing apex. 
I find none of these attested as names. 

Kal, ,: presumably an abbreviation of Cassius. 
10 AdAdeiov: cf. M. Alfius Coma, ex-signifer, BGU 610 (CPL 115) of A.D. 140. 
TORO cle ee : not Ovadelpiov. oveAe might just be read, with the first e much cramped, whether 
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as a mis-spelling, or as part of Velenius or Velesius; or better Odye[piov, Umerius (see Schulze for these 
names). 

11 “JovAliolv Magiuov: it is obviously likely that some at least of the judges are veterans; this 
man might be identified with the soldier who appears in BGU 610 (CPL 115) of A.p. 140. But the name 
is not distinctive. 

12 ,|Avov: A’]Aiou looks too long. Jacov is not a possible reading. 
urore|: the papyrus is broken after the e. This was probably the line-end ; but one cannot be sure 

that vaore[ra| was not written. 
13 Assuming that the scribe wrote vmore|[raypévwr, there will be room for some two letters before 

mulier (st, an), or for a short blank; if daorera|yuévwy, some four letters (e.g. quod) or their equivalent. 
mulier: u is quite substantial; of / only a point of ink from the horizontal; of 7 only a point from 

the top. 
de qua agitur: for the phrase in verdicts, cf. FIRA iii 86. 9-10 ‘necessariam fuisse inspectionem 

aedificiorum et loci, de quibus aput me actum est’ (decision of Senecio, sub-prefect of the fleet at 
Misenum); 164. 11 ‘eorum locorum, de quibus agitur, factam determinationem...’ (decision of 
arbiter ex compromisso, i/il A.D.). 

14. Before oe apparently m or n,. More than one articulation is possible: et is adue[; alternatively 
the woman’s name might be (e.g. <oilo)us Amoetis (daughter of Amois). If the former, perhaps 

}, Samo. 
17 non uidet{ur? 
21 jsa: there seems to be an oblique stroke above and to the right of a. 

3017. Epict oF PREFECT 
Plate IX 

2 1B.94/J (b) 9°5 X21°5 cm. ¢. A.D. 176/7 

This edict was copied on the back of the petition 26728. The copy is a careless and 

illiterate one; the scribe often corrected himself, overwriting or blotting out his mistakes ; 

two insertions (4 and 12) are in blacker ink, perhaps by a different writer. The hand 

has literary pretensions: in the manner of Roberts, GLH 23b (a.D. 260/270), but less 

elaborate. 
The edict itself dates from the prefecture of Ti. Pactumeius Magnus, a.p. 176-7. 

This copy must be at least forty years later, for the petition on the front was sub- 

mitted in A.D. 218; it is written in brown ink, which would normally suggest a date in 

the late third century or after (Turner, Greek Manuscripts 22 and n.). 

The prefect refers to petitions which have been answered with a subscription or 

a letter of the form évrvyé pou zpo Byuaroc. He rules (lines 1-13) that such petitioners 

must present themselves within ten days of receiving the reply; otherwise it becomes 

void. The same time-limit applies to the ‘registering’ (évypdgew) of such subscriptions 

(13 ff.). 

The general background to this measure is clear. The petitioners are, as usual, 

present in Alexandria (or some other assize town) ; they receive their reply on the spot ; 

they have no physical difficulty in presenting themselves within ten days of receiving 

it. This personal attendance in town could be very prolonged and inconvenient (e.g. 

486) ; and it might be thought that Magnus designed his measure to speed justice and 

relieve the petitioner. If so, the purpose is well concealed; the whole thing reads as 

a reproof, not as a concession. 
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The details of the corrupt and damaged text are often very doubtful, In particular, 

we need to know the implications of évrvyé jot mp6 Bryatoc (5 note) and of the procedure 

called évypadew (13 ff. note). 

v 

1G} 

20 

25 

30 

Titoc Tlaxrovpy| , {voc Mayvoc €map- 

Xoc Aiydrrov Aatyeu|y Z rah TLWEC vTr0- 

ypadac étuyov dédtec ByBrcidva 
WA \ \ / lo el ‘€ mucTOAaC TOV TpOTTOV TOUTOV 

cow / \ & o9 oN \ 

EvTuxXe Lot m™po Pyyaroc”’ 7 ETA 

ro Sudtaypa TobTO TYxoLEV, icTW- 
oe A \ > \ : fh ¢ 

cav OTt ea pu1) evTOC SEK TLE- 
aA ~ lal \ ¢€ \ 

pav Tod AaBety Thy broypadyy 
an Ni ’ x > i) THY emucTOAHV EVTUY , TAL 

wy? € ~ 7 \ A 

ov8? dTL0bv KapmwcecBat mpoc TO 
7 nv / > / 

mréxew 7) vouiny axodovbiav 
SAN / / an“ > 

7) ‘SeSuxacwevov cuvredevap 7) €tc- 

mpatrew opetAnuarow| |... Mev- 

Tou Kat droypapac ToLavTac evypd- 
ra K 3 1 

pace Siayvedcopar |], ev evToc 

Tob abrod wpicuevov TAV t NLE- 
~ > iy ” \ € 

pav evyparwe, ictwcay Tac U- 
NY > Var Ae alle) > A 

mroypapac adroic ‘etc ovdev Ypy- 
/ > (4 \ a ~ 

ciwouc ecopevac [K]la[t] rod Aourod 

odrwc mea, [..Jl.J.....«a pde 
coe ], kat €AaBov 

“al i imeem: 
(eS eee eae 
lehBeole eit ost 
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I waxrovpn] , [ioc 2 1. réves 3 1. dévrec BBA: « written over v 4 e:l.9 roviv 
written over a 7 Q -croAnv: 7 written over a v 10 -ecau: € suprascript over deleted a 
17 ictw- 1g ecou-: € corr. from some straight-backed letter 

“Titus Pactumeius Magnus, prefect of Egypt, says: 
If any persons, on handing in petitions, have received subscriptions or letters of this form, namely 

“Submit the case to me before the tribunal”, or if any persons should receive (such subscriptions) 
after this edict, they must know that if they do not submit the case to me within ten days of receiving 
the subscription or the letter, they will reap no benefit as regards (securing? delaying?) either due 
legal procedures or execution of judgement or as regards recovering debts... Further, if they register 
even such subscriptions, I will settle them within the above fixed period of ten days; <but if they do 
not> register them <within the ten days>, they must know that the subscriptions will be of no benefit 
to them, and for the future likewise...’ 

1 The known limits of this prefecture are April/August 176, and 28 March 177 (BASP iv 100). 
3-4 To judge from 8 f., émcroAdc is linked with dmoypaddc; 86<v> rec BiBActSa intervenes awkwardly 

(misplaced by the scribe?). rév rpdaov rodrov presumably applies to both nouns. 
5 évrux€ jor mpd Byjaroc: I have found this phrase only once elsewhere: PFouad 24. 1-4 Avradmoc 

Atovicioc 6 iepedc [Kal apxidixacriec ef rev: Kal mpd Brjardc jor évrulye (report of proceedings, ¢c. A.D. 1443 
the hearing recorded in lines 5 ff. no doubt results from this instruction)—here spoken, not written. 
Similarly the petitioner in PMich. IX 534 reports (10) évéruyov mpd Bryaroc. 

mpo Byyaroc by itself is commoner. Reports of Proceedings may begin with a location-formula 
of the type ev Apcwotry apo Bypyaroc (PAmh. 80. 7, PStrass. 5. 7, 41. 1, 179. 4, PThead. 15. 2) ; others 
have émi Byaroc in the same context (PTebt. 569, PFouad 21. 4 etc.) ; more specifically dvayvwcbévroc 
Tod BiBAcidiov mp0 Bryjaroc (237 v 13). Similarly in PSI 1357. 5 the strategus receives instructions from 
the prefect mpd Bywatoc adrod. 

One of two contrasts might be implied. (1) The petitioner appears in person (does not simply apply 
in writing) : see PFouad 24. 2 note. (2) Pro tribunali might be opposed to de plano, cf. Modestinus in 
Dig. 27. 1. 13. 6-11: persons who seek to be excused service as tutor or curator must apply within a fixed 
period, amdxpy d€ evroc ric mpobecuiac evruxely wdvov... xpi Sé Scapaprvpacbac (Kruger: pu papr. 
MSS.) zpo Pryaroc 7 GAdwe emt tropvnpdrwr. ddvarar S€ Kal BrBAld.a emdodvar yapGOev, cic of adtoé 
gacw avtokpatopec (Severus and Caracalla): the point here is, at a formal session of the court. The 
same notion, I think, lies behind two other formulae: &ruxé joe SixdCovts which appears as subscription 
to petitions at PAchm. 8. 33, 1558 9, PStrass. 196. 12; and 2343 7f. xara riv droypadiy. . . mapay- 
yetAalc] evruxety cou emt Tdv dropuvynpd|twr, which illustrates Modestinus and in which the crucial issue 
is again that the application should appear in the formal record (see PBeattyPanop. 1. 100-1 note). 

Two further questions: why is the time-limit imposed ? there is nothing strictly comparable in the 
material assembled by Taubenschlag, OM ii 179-81. And what kinds of cases are involved? No surviv- 
ing petition, so far as I see, has precisely this form of subscription. Lines 11-13 should give some in- 
dication of scope. But what is common to the three situations specified ? 

Q evtvx, .rav: the meaning required is clear, but I cannot find a satisfactory reading. évrvyovrae 
(1. -wy-) is an unwanted middle. évrvynf{i}rar (1. -re) is an unwelcome second person. We expect 
evTvxywcuy. 

10 ff. With the readings ov@” ériodv (Rea) and améyew (Youtie), this difficult passage will make 
some general sense. The petitioners have various objects: (1) legal proceedings in due form; (2) execu- 

tion of a judgement previously given; (3) exaction of debts owing to them. This is presumably all 
normal business. (1) might refer to the initiation of an action by trouvna or tapayyedia; for (2) cf. 
PRossGeorg. II. 20, where the petitioner asks to have 7a xpi8évra enforced; for (3) see M. Chr. 62. 
But for all three purposes application must be made within the ten-day limit. 

There is a palaeographic difficulty at the beginning of line 11. The first letter or letters has been 
corrected. Atsome stage the scribe may have written wz-, for the trema is visible ; but the sense excludes 
it. The easiest reading is aur-, corrected to em-. éméyew makes sense of a kind (the petitioner seeks to 
suspend legal action begun against him, or penalties already decided), but limits the prefect’s reform 
to a narrow range of cases. azéyew fits the context best; and the reading [] ,cJJaz- is at least possible. 
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11 dxoAoviay: due legal process (Steinwenter, J7P 4 (1950) 219 ff.). Thus SB 9622. 12 €BovAduny 
Tore TH] T@v v[d|uwy aKxodovbia xpycacBar. 

12 dediKacuévov cuvredevay: the scribe wrote either cuvréAevay or cuvredelal[v]]; before that he pre- 

sumably intended Sedccacuévny or Sedicacuévwv. cvvréAeca in the documents normally refers to tax- 
payments: is SeSvxcacuévyn cuvrédeca a payment which the court has decided one must make? But the 
parallel with voulun dxoAovOla rather suggests deduxacuévwy cuvrédevay as ‘the carrying out of the court’s 

decision’. 
12 f. Ifetcmpdrrew is parallel to améyew, the sentence can end intelligibly with 7 etcrpdrrew ogeiAnua ; 

the only doubt of reading is that ofe:- might be simply ofe-. But this leaves grave difficulties with what 

follows. 
13 ff. The fixed point is wévror, which seems certain. Before it I can find no plausible reading. 

o¢e:Anjwa is clear; then apparently 7 (the left half of the cross-bar missing in a gap), 0, « (an isolated 
upright) ; then vy; then a hole which might have contained one letter; then a single upright (v? p? uv?) ; 
then a long and a short vertical below a horizontal (as of rp) ; then what looks like a blotted vv. 

For the general sense, there are two initial difficulties : 

1. The grammar clearly fails at some point in lines 15-19. I suggest as the simplest solution that the 
scribe omitted some words by parablepsy: 

(a) assume that the traces between d:ayvecouas and pev are fortuitous; then dvayvebcopay pev evtoc Tod 
abrod dpucuévov Tav i jepa@v <xpdvou' eav 5€ pi) evTdc TAV t HyEepOv> evypaipwee KTA. ; 

(b) read the traces after duayvecouar as ¢[dly, and write: diayydcopay €[a]y pev evtoc Tod avTod wpi- 
cpévov TOV U ypepdv <xpovov evyparsecu: cay dé 7 evypaiwei evroc TOV t HuepOv>, icrwcav KTA. 

The second accounts better for the slight but visible traces, and for the position of peév. 

2. The meaning of évypdadew is crucial; but I have found no parallel context. In general, we might 
expect ‘enter’ (in a list or record) or ‘register’. But how does this apply to iwoypadai? Is it a matter 
of writing, as opposed to appearing in person (évtuyxavewv) ? or of approaching the prefect privately, 
as opposed to apo Byyaroc? or (as Prof. Youtie suggests) of putting one’s case down on the calendar of 
the prefect’s court? 

I had taken pévrou (13) to introduce a contrast, and Kai (14) to emphasize a concession. Peti- 
tioners who receive a subscription of the specified form must apply (i.e. appear in person) within 
ten days. However, even such petitioners may apply in writing rather than in person; but the same 
time-limit obtains. 

Prof. Youtie suggests that wévrou introduces an addition, not a contrast. The petitioner will have 
to register his subscription, in order to get a place in the prefect’s judicial schedule. Magnus wishes 
to make it clear how his time-limit applies to this preliminary. 

20 After wpa a flat-topped letter; v might be r. The sense may be odtw mparrew éyywKa, but 
I cannot find a reading. 

31-2 The edict is likely to have ended with a date. Pactumeius Magnus held office in the joint 
reign of M. Aurelius and Commodus; his successor had arrived before the end of that reign (Ann. Ep., 
1961, no. 280, see 2760 1 note). In 31 Oeo[6 (perhaps cat Oeo[6) is a possible reading; but I cannot fit 
what follows either to Marcus or to Commodus. 

3018. PRIVILEGES OF PAEANISTAE 

No inventory number 12X15°5 cm. Third century 

The top of a column, written in a good hand of chancery type; incomplete to 

the left and at the foot, but nearly complete at the right (as is shown by the space after 

Kaicap in 2, and by the spreading final v in 3). The back is blank. 

The papyrus contains two items: (a) I-10 a rescript of Severus and Caracalla; 

(b) 11 ff. a letter of Hadrian. Both concern themselves with the privileges of Paeanistae. 
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Such collections of evidential material are common: thus PPhil. 1, on the privileges of 
weavers. Notice especially M. Chr. 374 (Meyer, Jur. Pap. 54): a rescript of Severus 
and Caracalla about longi temporis praescriptio, followed by two earlier decisions on 
the same subject. 

(a) bears the Latin date7 December, and confirms an earlier rescript of Pharmouthi 
(April) 200. This previous decision belongs to the series which Severus issued during 
his Egyptian visit (PColApokr. p. 27); like the Columbia apokrimata, it was posted 
in the stoa of the gymnasium in Alexandria. The rescript of 7 December presumably 
appeared somewhere outside Egypt. The Emperors confirm some concessions made 
to Paeanistae ; the details are missing. 

(6) is a letter, in which Hadrian had ordered that Paeanistae should enjoy aréAeva 
and other privileges. The prescript 12-14 is, so far as I can discover, unique ; it seems 
unlikely to have been addressed to an Egyptian audience. 

Paeanistae occur occasionally in inscriptions (see E. W. Handley, Menander’s 
Dyskolos pp. 172-4). In Egypt they appear at Panopolis (SB 1743), and at Karnak 
(paeanistae of Serapis and Augustus) ; at Rome in A.D. 146 (IG xiv 1084: paeanistae 
of Serapis and the Emperors) and again under Severus (IG xiv 1059) ; at Piraeus in the 
earlier third century (SIG 1110: paeanistae of Asclepius of Munychia). 3018 gives the 
first evidence for their privileged status. The claim no doubt had the same basis as 
that of the Dionysiac Artists, who cite favourable decisions of Claudius, Hadrian, 
Severus, and Alexander Severus (2476, 2610) ; both groups had ties with the imperial 
cult. The privileges themselves included some form of tax-exemption and some form 
of immunity from state-service (4 and 15, notes). 

Hadrian on his accession confirmed the privileges of philosophers, rhetors, gram- 
matict, and doctors (Dig. 27. 1. 6. 8). Many other rescripts of Severus concern themselves 
with exemption from liturgy. This may reflect a general second-century trend—the 
erosion of privileged status (N. Lewis, Actes Varsovie 70). 

Adroxpdtwp Kaicap Aovvoc Cemripwoc Cleovipoc EdceBijc Ileptivagé 

CeBactoc ApaBixde AdvaByKde [aphixdc Méyic}roc Kat Abroxpatwp Katcap 
Mapoc Adpyjduoc Avrwrivoc EvceBijc] CeBactoc Capariwn Advpuov 

Jov'p’yrac exouee dudarrew avpl 

],£v TH cTod Tod yupvaciov 7 Dapy(odO) v [ 

].70,[,,,],awwv Apewoerdv maravictaic def 

Jexp.|...] .Apnckevecbar Kat Kara tavta ypn{ 

JeBel |] Kat undev Katvoupyetcbar. Ta yap | 

] cvy[Kelywpnueva axwditwe wey! 
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] dAdo Oe0t Adpravob [ 

Adroxpdtwp Kaicap Tpavavoc Adpravoc CleBactoc rote Karla T)yv erapyetlav 

ctlparnyotc “EXAnci te Kat BapBaporc [ 

|. .Kouct xalpew. eméra€a mavavicr | 

|empakrouc mavtoc TeAEcpwaToc K| 

Jouc emt T@v (Olwy i ; Pei Ps Jl.€ 

4 dvdar’rew 5 ], descending diagonal as of a, x ap 7 [upright J, top of upright 

16 idvwy 

4 Joupyvac: vm]? Aer]? At the end p[ seems certain, though only its left half remains; not e.g. 

dva[faper-. Some privilege is to be maintained, as e.g. W. Chr. 156. 35, perhaps in accord with a pre- 

vious rescript (5 Kata Ta mporeDévr|a ev TH cTOG). 

5 Papy(od6) : two other rescripts (M. Chr. 375. 12, 1405 12f.) belong to Pharmouthi, the last 

attested month of Severus’ stay in Egypt. At the end, the trace allows any numeral except perhaps 

a and 6. 
6 ro,[: an upright. ],avwv: an oblique tail as of a « Ap (or possibly x): I find no verbal parallel 

to support ‘Pw |yaiwy or ap|yaiwv. r]a roi[c] - - - movavicraic 8:[8dweva would make a suitable clause. 

7 e.g. wléxpe [vily OpyncrevecOar; then Kara radra or raird. The letter of Severus 2610 4 describes 

the Artists of Dionysus as raic mpdc tov] Aidvucov Apyick|[etarc | avaketpe| vou |c. 

8 E.g. r]ébelKev, | EDex[pov. 

8-9 E.g. ra yap [bro tv mpo €y0b abroxparépwr] cur[Ke]ywpnueva (e.g. 2476 9g f.) ; this gives a line- 

length about equal to that in 1 and 3. At the end, some part of pepevnke? 

10 f. The Roman date. There is room for the consular year at the beginning of 11 (in short form, 

as e.g. PGiss. 40 ii 12) ; indeed, if the whole line had been blank, we might expect the heading of the 

next item to be centred. 
12-14 I find no parallel for this prescript. émapxed[av might be Egypt, and cr |parnyotc the nome- 

strategi; “E\yci re Kat BapBdpoic can hardly apply to strategi, but even as a separate group it is extra- 

ordinary (one expects ‘Greeks and Egyptians’). And why should Hadrian address lesser officials, 

and omit the prefect? There is no guarantee that the letter referred originally to Egypt; Asia Minor 

too had strategi (Magie, RRAM ii 1508 f.). 

14. ], ,xoucu: cf. M. Chr. 374. 19 mept Ta&v ev rotc ebvecw otkovvrwr, SEG ix 8. 79 ff. (Cyrene Edict V) 

nacw Toic Tac erapxnac Karoukodcw. Jo[u]xodcu could be read. 

15 Perhaps dveu|empdxrouc (a. mepl... rerecudtwv 1123 14 etc.); with e.g. 16 dmapevoyAyr jouc. 

Then read matavcra{c in 14. 

3019. DrcIsIOoN OF SEVERUS 

31 4B. 12/B (1-2) a 5:1 X16 cm. 9 March 200 

This text is written across the fibres on the back of a column of accounts. The 

clumsy hand is not likely to be much later than the earlier third century. 

What we have is an extract (line 13) from proceedings before the emperor Septimius 

Severus and his consilium, in Alexandria, on g March 200. The emperor received an 

embassy from the Egyptians (that is, from the Greeks of the metropoleis), who had 
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communal petitions to make. One of these petitions, about swineherds, is cited ; the 
imperial decision perhaps follows at the foot of the column (21 n.); the details of both 
are obscure. 

The text has two points of particular interest: the procedure illustrated ; and the 
source and nature of the copy. 

Embassies often travelled to present the requests of their communities (3020 i 4). 
This one is remarkable, in that it apparently represented some or all of the inhabitants 
of the chora. Its reception adds a new facet to Severus’ Egyptian visit ; so far the evidence 
for his administrative activity has consisted entirely of rescripts issued to individuals. 

The copy is in Greek ; but the date takes the Roman form. This points to a Latin 
original. The most likely such source for this record of proceedings is clearly the im- 
perial commentarii. Of these no guaranteed fragment survives. But it is a good guess 
that the Dmeir inscription is an authentic extract from them. The inscription (Syria 23 
(1942) 178 f., SEG xvii 759) records a hearing before Caracalla in 216. The preamble 
begins : ‘Sabino et Anulino cos., [VI] Kal. Tunias, Antio[chiae, Imp. Caesar] M. Aurel. 
Antoninus Pius Fel. Aug. Par. Max. Brit. Max. Ge[rm. Max.] cum sal(utatus) a prae- 
f(ectis) praet(orio) e(minentissimis) v(iris) item amicis et princ(ipibus) offic(i)or(um) 
sed(isset) in aud(itorio), admitti iussit Aur. Carzeum Sergi defen(sorem) Go/ha- 
r(ienorum)’. In what follows, the speeches are all in Greek, but the framework is Latin : 
‘Aristaenetus d(ixit), Antoninus Aug. d(ixit).’ 

The Dmeir inscription and 3019 have an obvious similarity of outline: consular 
date ; the emperor takes his seat in a particular building; he orders a petitioner to be 
admitted. 3019 differs in some respects: (a) the ‘Latin’ parts are rendered into Greek; 
(6) the emperor is called xaicap, not by the long or short form of his Roman titulature ; 
(c) matter is omitted in line 1g; (d) the petition is summarized, not presented in direct 
speech. Our text, then, if it does derive from the commentarit, has been adapted and 
abridged. Since the copy is an amateur one, made presumably for someone with a 
single interest in the pigmen, this is not surprising. 

There are more consequences for the history of the Acta Alexandrinorum. It seems 
to me quite certain that the earliest pieces (those concerned with events of the reigns 
of Augustus and Tiberius, and copied not long after those events) derive quite closely 
from authentic records of proceedings : see the embassies to Augustus in 2435 verso and 
3020. Later examples are more suspect, because their framework is more elaborate 
and their speeches more polished ; they have even been thought to be entirely fictional. 
3019 can hardly be part of the Acta. But it may be taken to show that, in Alexandria 
at least, records of imperial proceedings were accessible; and to illustrate the sort of 
adaptation which even a non-partisan excerptor might produce. 
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{ oy 
Ceounpw Kal Odvuctwpet- 

€ 2 awa 
vw wmatouc mpo ¢ €ida@v 

Maptiwv év AdeEav- 

dpea. Katcap KaTicac o 

ev TO SuKacTypiw [Le- 

Ta Tov pilwy Kal TOY’ 

etic TO cupBovrevov KeE- 

KAnwevwv eKeAev- 
> ~ Lhe old 

10 cev etckAnOyvar mpe c'- 
? / \ 

Bec Alyumtiwy Tac 
\ > / KoWAac AtCELC TpO- 

dépovrac. wet” dAda’ G- 
, / 

Ewbcavtoc Avovuci- 

15 ov Tept THY cvopop- 
an \ X Ni 

Bav dua TO ToVvC ‘yE- 
\ ” es 

opyove 709 yevec- 
Bae mpoc Tinv cuyKo- 

pony T/ 

20 nonrer | 

[Jeol 
ace, | 

2 ovik- 3 tmarowc 5 1. Kabicac 16-17 1. yewpyove 

‘_.. Consulship of Severus and Victorinus, 7th day before the Ides of March, at Alexandria. 

Caesar took his seat in the court-house with his friends and those who had been summoned to the 

council, and ordered that the envoys of the Egyptians, who were putting forward their common re- 
quests, should be called in. After other matter: Dionysius having made a request about the swine- 
herds, because the farmers (?) were already engaged in bringing in the harvest . . . Caesar said (?) : 
ee 99°93 
sees 

1 .oyw:o is aright-hand arc; there is a spot of ink within, but apparently not enough for @ or ¢. 
y@ might perhaps be 7; but there is no trace of any following letter. Before o a descender ; this was 

the first letter, if the line began in normal alignment; but a trace to the left, on the edge of the papyrus, 
may not be accidental. I can make nothing of this. It is not a file number; nor apparently part of the 
consular date. 

2-4 The date is 9 March 200: towards the end of Severus’ stay in Alexandria as the dated rescripts 

reveal it (PColApokr. pp. 27 and 30). 
6 ev 7 Sixacrynpiw: nothing is known of this building, except that it was in the centre of the city 

(Strabo 17. I. 10). 
6-9 The consilium consists of two groups. The amici were part of the court, and travelled with the 
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emperor ; on Severus’ friends see Crook, Consilium Principis 84-5. The rest were specially summoned : 
probably (as Dr. Millar suggests) local notables, whether Romans (praetorian tribunes etc.) or Alexan- 
drians. A similar distinction is made in the Acta Athenodori (Musurillo X 61-3), where the emperor 
summons senators and amici. 

11 Alyumriwv: includes the Greek-speaking inhabitants of the chora: see 2664 3 note; PColApokr. 
line 6, where Alexandrians and: Egyptians seem to make up the whole population of the country. 

12 Kowdc: as opposed to those of individuals, who had been presenting their petitions in court 
nome by nome (705 36 ff.). 

15 ff. Pigs were an important foodstuff, especially for the provisioning of Alexandria (W. Chr. 428; 
PGiss. 40 ii 18), especially too with the court in residence. But what connection have they with the 
harvest? (a) Pigs had at one time been used for the threshing, Hdt. 2. 14. 2 and PEdgar 49; Schnebel 
found no evidence for this practice in the Roman period (Landwirtschaft 174). (b) Pigs might be a hazard 
to the harvest: in the petition BGU 757 (a.p. 12) Heracles complains that two swineherds have turned 
their herd on to his field and fed them with the new sheaves. 

A situation is easily constructed: fodder will be at its scarcest at the beginning of the harvest; 
the pigmen, under pressure to provide, will be at their least scrupulous. But most of this would have 
to come in lines 19-20; and it gives no obvious background for a repeated 757 (17, 20). 

18-19 cvyKo |udyv: c. Trav kaprav PPreis. 4. 10, elsewhere absolute. 
20 ndntix,[: 75y again? The final trace is an upright; perhaps the trace of a junction at mid 

height (n, p). 
21,a,[, je,[: the letter after «. is 7 or tr. Probably «ai[c(ap)] efa[ev or xal]|cap efz[ev: the imperial 

decision must come somewhere in these last three lines, unless the text extended to a second column. 
22 ace, [: most like acexyl. 

3020. LETTER or AUGUSTUS AND PROCEEDINGS OF EMBASSY 
Plate X 

34 4B.73/E (1) a Pr. 1: ¢. 22° 9'8 cm: Earlier first century 

This piece contains, in fr. 1, the upper part of two columns, each more or less at 

full width; fr. 2 comes from the head of a further column. The back of both fragments 

is blank. The hand is an ugly, irregular half-cursive of early Roman type (probably 

the same throughout, though its appearance alters after ii 7, when the scribe changed 

to a much sharper pen). Characteristic letters are: a with both pointed and rounded 

bow; e with detached cross-bar; divided x; deep ; w in three movements, middle 

stroke slanting to the left. Compare 2435 and the dated parallels listed in the introduc- 

tion. Writing like this is not likely to be later than the mid first century. 

The scribe has vulgar spellings at fr. 116 AeAournKevan, ii 7 7dAcoc, 11 8 aro\Awyncap-. 

There is no punctuation. 

Fr. 1 col. i gives the beginning of a letter from Augustus to Alexandria; the letter, 

dated 10/9 B.c., reports an audience given to an Alexandrian embassy. Col. ii is a 

protocol: proceedings of an Alexandrian embassy before an emperor. No doubt it is 

the same embassy in both. The reply to its representations, and the representations 

themselves, were copied side by side, or perhaps consecutively (ii 1 note). 

The letter is of standard type: Augustus replies to a Sardian or a Cnidian embassy 

in much the same terms (Ehrenberg and Jones, Documents nos. 99 ii and 312) ; similarly 

Claudius’ letter to the Alexandrians, PJews 1912. Only the preliminary clichés survive. 

The envoys had sought out the emperor in Gaul, and presented their instructions; in 
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particular, they rehearsed the city’s grievances of past years. The emperor replies 

(perhaps) that he had already considered the problem. 

When col. ii begins, the exegete has taken the floor. He starts his speech by intro- 

ducing the envoys; they have divided the business of the embassy among themselves, 

Theodorus to speak about Egypt, Harpocrates about the Idios Logos, the exegete 

himself about the city; they have not come to defend themselves, but to require... 

This all belongs in the context of the Acta Alexandrinorum. ‘Two pieces are especially 

relevant: 2435 and PSI 1160. Both, to judge from the hand, were copied about the 

same time as 3020. 

2435 verso records another audience given by Augustus (in A.D. 12/13) to Alexan- 

drian envoys.! Here too the hand is crude, and the spelling shaky. 

With the Boule papyrus, PSI 1160 (Musurillo, Acta 1; CPF 11 150), there is a link 

of matter. The speaker there lists the advantages of a boule: among them, protection 

ra TLC KkataPapotro Tapa Aoyov TpPaTTOLEvoc 7 v7r0 idé[o |v Aoyou n TLVOC TpaKTopoc avopw- 

mouc duacetovroc. The Idios Logos is again complained of in 3020 fr. 1 ii 6. This is 

historically intelligible. We know that Augustus introduced a comprehensive rule- 

book, the Gnomon of the Idios Logos ; and the edict of Ti. Julius Alexander (SB 8444. 41 ff.) 

gives a picture of the activities ofinformers attached to the department. It is likely enough 

that a stricter interpretation and more energetic pursuit of ra eic Kaicapa mimtew odetrovta 

(Strabo 17. 1. 12), after the general chaos of the late Ptolemies, would greatly embarrass 

many prominent Alexandrians. 3020 refers to these early embarrassments ; so probably 

does PSI 1160 (for the date, see CP7 ii p. 27). The edict shows that the situation persisted. 

3020, 2435, and PSI 1160 form a group. Two of them, and probably all three, 

contain Augustan material. All three were copied at a date very little later than the 

events described. 2435 and PSI 1160 are headed with a file reference, which implies 

an official source ;? 3020 juxtaposes its proceedings with what has all the appearance of 

an authentic imperial letter. There is everything to be said for taking this earliest 

group of Acta as strictly documentary. 

Later Acta no doubt expanded and were coloured with time; the existence of 
recensions shows this. But the documentary basis remains. 3020 confirms that extra- 
vagant titles and bald assertiveness are not always fictional (fr. 1 ii 1 and 8); 3019 
shows how material could be obtained, and how it was adapted. 

1 The recto records Germanicus’ reception in Alexandria. We now have a name for such docu- 
ments: dkra t&v tysdv (2725 21). 

* Turner indeed argues that PSI 1160 is translated from a Latin original (FRS 45 (1955) 119). 
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Er 

Col. i 

> av|roxpatwp Kaicapoc ceBactoc apxte| p|edc 

dn |wapyertic eEouciac 76 18’ abrokpatwp 

70 |B’ AreEavdpetwy Srjuwe yaipew* ode 

emt |epuipare mpécBerc eADdvrec etc Tadaretav 

5 mploc pe Tac [Tle dAAac evtoddc budyv ame- 

dolcav Kall t]a Soxobvra bude AeAouTrnKE- 

val ev totlc €lumpocbelv] eve wydnAwcay 

<olh, boeneeerse we tpdlrelpov ed Tove tuere- 

(a= C. 20 Jew TICOEO | ; f. 

10 lv Kkarare€| 

Pees 
] eEnynry | 

Col. ii 

I 6 e€nyntic: Kaicap avelknre jpwe ovtot|,,, 

Ade~avdpetwv mpécBerc Hpac de 

shi ole egret nam aaneay 
v[.]...v €x[alcroc TLV Ouvatoc ectl 

5 al..],, QedSwpoc trép ric Aly’mrov al... 

Al, .].oxparnc treép rob idiov Adyou He, [..., 

pelican Ge ISA woe CeCe em 
Jwev odk arroMwynicapevol. .J.[.]..[.... eee 

pee i ],pevor Se cov 7 [] [ 

O20 LB ].ne avreAnyl 

dreary | ].ovreav npel 
cee ].... ,acoca,[ 

Fr. 1 Col.it 1. xaicap 6-7 1. AedumnKévar ll, a 9 ...[: back and base of circular 

letter ; then perhaps shallow base curve, as of ¢ etc. ; then point of ink at half line-height mee spell 

horizontal level with top of c, perhaps point at line-level below ; top of tall upright; tops of two more 

uprights 12 .[{: curved back as of 0 or c 
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Fr. 1 Col. iit .[: rounded back as of efocw 3 .{: upright sloping strongly upwards to right 
]..{: high horizontal, trace of upright below; upper left quadrant of circle (perhaps with descending 
cross-bar, 1.e. €) 4 .[: upright J], _: tip of low horizontal; descender ; curved base as of c etc. 
5 ],,: descending oblique joins upright at middle height 6 ],: high horizontal joining upright 
(7 or 7) 7 |.: horizontal joining ¢ at middle height ¢.0: high horizontal, perhaps trace of 
upright below 1. moAewe .[: horizontal as of r 8 1. drodoyncapevol J], .[: low curve and 
cross-bar as of € or 8; foot of upright 9 7.[: left-hand arc as of o ].[: upper curve as of o or ¢ 
11 ],: high horizontal as of + eI ae : second is lower curve of o or c; then upright with 
traces above to left (v ?); then € or 0; then point at line-level, and junction like right side of 7 or 7 
.[: tip as of + 

a et Srey 

Fr. 21 ],,[: probably lower half of y: then upright and traces of another, sloping up from left 
to right (e.g. nuwy[) 2 IL 8 Wwe IS O OP Ge 4 v.a: long top joining slanted upright (7?y?) 
...L: first is sloping top as of + 5 ]..[: first is right-angle, perhaps y ]....: first is top of up- 
right: then 7 or 7: fourth perh. A G5 HL Ge 2] 6 ].[.]: curving leg as of y, 7 Fhe cxepple 
flat base; before o perhaps « or .c; after v back of round letter (Soxovd, ?) 

Col. 1 ‘Imperator Caesar Augustus Pontifex Tribuniciae Potestatis XIV Imperator XII to the 
people of the Alexandrians, greetings. The envoys whom you sent came to me in Gaul and delivered 
your other commissions and also informed me of the things which seem to have aggrieved you in 
previous years...’ 

Col. ii “The Exegete: ‘‘Caesar, unconquered hero, these (are?) the envoys of the Alexandrians 3 
and we (?) .. . have divided up the embassy among ourselves (according to the subjects?) about which 
each of us is able...Theodorus about Egypt... Harpocrates (?) about the Idios Logos... I 
about the city... not to defend ourselves (but to require?) of you (your imperial?) intervention .. .’ 

Fr. 1 Col. 11 xaécapoc: simple error for xatcap. 
apxuc[plevc: there is no space for péyictoc. So e.g. the letter to Sardis, Ehrenberg and Jones, 

Documents 99 ii. 

2 70 i’: 1 July 10 B.c. to 30 June g B.c. 
3 70 v|B’: the remaining trace of the numeral seems at first sight to be an iota. But (a) this leaves 

the linea little short; () trib. pot. XIV should correspond to imp. XII or XIII (Mattingly and Sydenham, 
Roman Imperial Coinage i 45); and XIV itself cannot be emended, because it fits exactly with the visit 
to Gaul (4 note). I therefore take the trace to be the right side of a cursive beta; the point of ink 
visible on the broken edge to the left must then be the tip of the other side. 

AreEardpeiwy SHpor: AheEavdpéwy 7H wéAer PJews 1912. 15f., letter of Claudius, and PUG inv. 
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8562 v., letter of Nero (see SDHI 36 (1970) 414 f.) ; something equally brief in damaged letters of Gaius 
and of Trajan (Musurillo, Acta III iii 27; 3022 4). Greek cities are normally addressed with the for- 
mula dpxouci BovdAg Sym or dpyovc. BovdAg: thus Sardis and Cnidus in letters of Augustus (Ehrenberg 
and Jones 99 ii and 312) ; Antinoopolis in letters of various emperors (PStrass. 130; PAnt. 191); the 
Egyptian metropoleis after Severus (e.g. CPHerm. 121. 8). But Alexandria is singular, and the form of 
address emphasizes the fact : no archontes, no boule. For the spelling in -elwv, see Mayser I?i (ed. Schmoll, 
1970) 43. 

4 eic Padaretav: Dio 54. 36. 4 and Orosius 6. 21. 22 mention the visit of Augustus to Gaul, ap- 
parently in 10 B.c. The Alexandrian envoys travelled until they caught up with him: cf. Millar, 
FRS 56 (1966) 163. 

For the general outline, cf. the letter to Sardis: of mpécBeic dpadv... cuvérvyov ev ‘Pépn pow Kab 
TO Tap’ vuav Yydicua arédocav bu” ob ra Te SdEavra yetv wept dudv SyAodvrec Kal cuvndecbe KrA. 

7 The simplest reading would be ev ro@{c élumpocbe[v] erecu Hd7Awcav (1. €57A-). 
€recw: there is a vertical trace below c to the left; and a higher short vertical seems to close it on 

the right. Perhaps the scribe wrote erew, and corrected w to cu. 
7d7Awcav: perhaps for éd7A-. (A mis-spelling; the phenomenon of double augment is too rare to 

make a good explanation, see Mayser 1. 2. 94.) The alternatives are: (a) to write } or j dyAdcar[ rec; 
but I see no construction; (6) to assume corruption: Turner suggests 73<q €5>7Awcay (cf. 8 f. note). 

8 f. Assume that ei is for 7, and jyere- for dwere- (the emperor would say éuovc) ; we need a mas- 
culine plural noun; perhaps then e.g. zpd[re]pov ef rode qeré[pove mpécBerc mpoceds ety, ‘I had heard 
of (taken thought for) these things before your embassy arrived.’ If this approach is right, we need 
a plain aorist (without 75n) in 7; and a new sentence begins with 8. Jax looks like a dative, but the iota 
may well be another mis-spelling (éy |e etc.). Further uncertainties: Jew, even supposing it to be an 
infinitive, need not depend on zpédrepov 7; what follows may or may not begin a new clause, see g note. 

g tycdeo,, [3 THe de0,, .[, THcde o,, [, THe 8 o,, [. The first leads nowhere; Seove[yc is excluded 
by the v. For the rest, the trace suggests oc, ,[ or (perhaps better) 08, ae 

10 Katade€[: Kata Aeg[ or kar’ Adeg[. 

11 ouc, with a low ligature between o and 1, looks a better reading than mc (which requires a 
cursive form of 7 not found elsewhere in the piece). o cc- is not promising (’Jc5- cannot be read). 
Therefore ofc; then perhaps 7, , ,[. 

Col. ii 1 6 e€nyqryjc: this indication of speaker is set out in the left margin. There may or may 
not have been introductory matter in the lower part of col. i. For the role of the exegete, cf. 2435 1 
note. 

avetxnre : Julius Caesar was voted a statue with the inscription deo invicto, or so Dio says (43. 45. 3) 3 
but Augustus vetoed the title when it was offered to Tiberius (Suet. 77b. 17. 2), and it does not appear 
in the official titulary of any emperor before Commodus. Unofficial usage was naturally freer: for 
example, Horace, Sat. 2. 1. 11. In the East there was the precedent of Alexander and later Hellenistic 
kings (PW s.v. Victor, Nachtrage 2485 f.) ; though again I have not found dvi«nroc attested inscrip- 
tionally earlier than Trajan. 

jpac: the dead are regularly so called in inscriptions, but only the dead (Robert, Hellenica 13. 207) ; 
so in Dio Antony uses it of the dead Caesar, and Tiberius of the deified Augustus (44. 49. 1, 56. 41. 9). 
Only in exceptional cases were heroic honours given to the living: to Dion, Timoleon, and others (PW 
s.v. Heros 1139 f.). Perhaps this is the precedent for the heroizing of Augustus. It is true that later 
Hellenistic times assigned divine, not merely heroic, honours to living rulers. This was possible in 
Egypt too: BGU 1200 (2/1 B.c.) and 1143, both private documents, refer to Augustus as edc 
Kal Kvpioc. Perhaps the Alexandrians found this too extravagant; perhaps they intended an allusion 
to their founder, the Invincible Alexander, who at his tomb received heroic honours (Diod. 18. 28. 4, 
2435 20). 

ovtot.[,,,: perhaps odroé ¢[icw. 

2-3 The fixed point here is ewepicapefa (i.e. euepicduefa, or the compounds in &-, cuv-, etc.; the 
traces are too slight to exclude any of these). ‘We have divided up the embassy among ourselves’: 
the construction leaves no tie for 7y4c; probably we should emend to 7efc. At the beginning of 3, ou 
is certain ; then most obviously A or p (not a or 46, for the junction would show; not apparently a slanted 
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+ or anything similar, since no cross-bar is visible at any level). A nominative of .[ would suit the 

elsewhere in the Acta. 
Oe, [: apparently not ew[; perhaps Jeo8[. This might be the name of a third speaker, so that the 

exegete is fourth and last. But I cannot find his subject-matter at the beginning of 7, where |, ¢vcrov 

looks a likely reading. Alternatively, there may have been only three speakers in all; 0e, [| would then 

be governed by dzép, or attach somehow else to the Idios Logos. 

8 I take the general sense to be ‘we have come not to defend ourselves but to (claim our rights) 

E.g. wdpecluey odK darohAwynicdpevols — — — de |Spevor d€ cod. Cf. 2435 58 Adyw yap dpeic (1. tpy-) [ixere]v- 

cayrec (aorist participle for future again) mdpecuev, 70 5” dAnBéc KrA. This may be a brusque way to 

address an emperor, but it is not therefore excluded. Note the Dmeir inscription (no doubt an authentic 

extract from imperial commentarii), where one of the advocates is decidedly offhand with Caracalla 

(SEG xvii 759. 32). The Alexandrian request was perhaps for imperial intervention : 10 avroxpatopt |Kijc 

(or tH] cfc) avTArjulpewc (cf. BGU 613. 13 dedpevoc ij} amo cob avTiAnuipewc TuxEtv). 

Fr. 2 Nothing is certain here. It looks as if the space above line 1, and the space at the end of 

line 8, are blank except for stray ink: this means the top of a column and the end of a section. But even 

this is not secure, given the damage to the surface. 

> 

3021. Acta Alexandrinorum 

24 3B.74/J (b) 6X13 cm. First century 

One side of this scrap has remains of bold first-century cursive, partly covered 

by an adhering layer with writing in a different hand. On the other side, written across 

the fibres, is 3021. Of this only ends survive; the original line-length can only be 

guessed, since there are no certain supplements to guide us. To the right, traces 

of a second column. Line 17 was probably the last of the column (the space below 

is not wide enough to prove it, but the disposition of the text on the front suggests that 

this was the original lower edge). 

The text mentions Alexandrian envoys, an emperor, and the Jews: it is clearly 

likely to belong to the Acta Alexandrinorum. One of the envoys was Isidorus son of 

Dionysius (6). If this is the gymnasiarch of the Acta Isidort, we may take the emperor to 

be Claudius and regard 3021 as part of the same Acta. This view is consistent with the 

terminus ante provided by the hand, which is a decent half-cursive to be compared e.g. 

with that of the Ninus Romance (Roberts, GLH 11a) and dated not later than the first 

century. If it is correct, this version of the Acta Isidort was circulating comparatively 

soon after its dramatic date, and a century or more earlier than the other recensions. 

But of course Isidorus is a common name; an envoy named Ti. Claudius [ ] 

(5) might appear at any time after the reign of Tiberius; and the Acta Diogenis and 

Hermiae might be alternative locations, even among the surviving documents. 
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The general outline is clear: the emperor takes his seat, the envoys appear and 

address him. On the surface, 11-13 may claim the restoration of old Jewish privileges ; 

14-16 may accuse the Jews of irreligion. Both these are novelties in the Acta. But the 

space leaves wide latitude for contrary restorations. Another novelty: the patronymic 

of Isidorus, if this is the gymnasiarch, was not so far known. 

On the history of the Acta, see 3020 introduction. 

Celi Colt 

| }.xoul... J ape.[ 
],ac Kal exadbicev [ 

| tatra v culy|Kabnpe- al 
7 \ A Liew ey 

plera Tadra eichAOav al 

5 | TiBéproc KAavdvoc [ 

|e *IciSwpoc Atovucio(v) [ 
7 e / 

|]. mpécBevc mavrec [ 
b) / , 

av|roxpatwp ceBacté lL 

AxXeE|avdpéwy mpécBeuc at 

10 Javwv A€yere [ 

]Oa ce KUpie ceBacté [ 

| mpodvra tote *Lovdatouc [ 

].a viv écrépnvrat [ 

|v adda THe THY Gedy [ 

15 ].€v Tote tepotc abra@v [ 

| KaTeuTraTovvTaL fi 

Jvopevol .].¥.. [ 

i 6 dcovucv? 

‘ ..and took his seat... his assessors (?)... after this there entered... Tiberius Claudius... 

Isidorus son of Dionysius... all (the?) ambassadors... “‘... Lord Emperor! . . . ambassadors of the 

Alexandrians... ‘‘... (what do?) you say (about the Jews?) ...” ‘‘... (we beseech) you, Lord Em- 

peror .. . preexisting for the Jews . . . now deprived... but of the... of the gods... in their temples 

Paerake tranapledinns.: 

1 ],: an upright (1 etc.). 

2 ],ac: the trace is no more than a hooked foot at line-level. Aypim|azac would be possible (he has 

a speaking part in Acta Isidori C). But éxducev should refer to the emperor, as in Act. Isid. A i 16, 

2435 30. 
3 Perhaps pera] radra b ( = of) culy]xabnpelvor éxd@ucav. The assessors are common form: Act. 

Isid. A ii 5, Bi 1; 2435 34. On the other hand, they don’t elsewhere appear in the prescript; and this 
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scribe does not elsewhere make phonetic errors. But I can find no other reading: of the crucial letters, 

vis clear and ¢ very likely. 
5 ] TiBépioc KAav8.0c: the Acta Isid. refer to the emperor as K\avé.oc kaicap. This Ti. Claudius is 

more likely to be one of the party of envoys, who are listed in this line and the next: cf. Claudius’ 

Letter, PJews 1912. 16-20. 
6 *Ici8wpoc Avovucto(v) may or may not be the famous gymnasiarch (who has no patronymic 

elsewhere in the Acta). 

7 J.: or Pp. 
10 *JovS atwy? Perhaps the emperor tells the Jewish envoys to speak; and they (11-13) reply: 

‘We beg you to restore the preexisting rights of the Jews, of which they have now been deprived.’ 

11 Probably -pe]@a. 
13 ],a: the trace is of a curving foot, which joins the alpha: 4A)Aa vov, rather than |, 4 vy. On 

the face of it, 12-13 concern former privileges of the Jews, now taken away. But there are remoter 

possibilities, given the size of the lacuna. 

14-16 would suit a charge of d@eérnc against the Jews (see Jos. Ap. 2. 79 f., Tac. Hist. 5. 4): €.g. 

‘they despise the worship of the gods, keep no images in their temples, trample under foot normal usages 

of piety.’ 
15 ],ev: the trace is of p or possibly «. Cf. Tac. Hist. 5. 5 ‘nulla simulacra urbibus suis, nedum 

templis sistunt.’ 
16 ] Karewparodvra: the verb is not in LSJ and Suppl. But the articulation |xar’ is unpromising ; 

and «ar rather than «a is strongly suggested by the traces. euaareiv ra Kowa Tav avOpdrrwv vopipa 

Agathias 4. 15. 7. 

3022. LETTER oF TRAJAN TO ALEXANDRIA 

20 3B.36/E (5-7) b 19°3 X 16:8 cm. A.D. 98 

The front of this sheet is occupied by a much-damaged private letter, hastily 

written with many deletions. The back was later used to copy a letter of Trajan; the 

copy is written across the fibres in a large crude hand (clearly not official or professional) ; 

the hand is not likely to be much later than the text itself. 

The letter is an official communication to the city of Alexandria, headed with full 

imperial titles. It was written some time between 1 October and 9 December a.p. 98 

(3 note). Its content is one of generalized benevolence: the emperor has the most 

friendly feelings towards the city; he and his prefect will take care for its well-being 

and privileges. Similar sentiments occur in other formal addresses to Alexandria: in 

the letters by which Augustus and Claudius replied to embassies (3020; PJews 1912) ; 

and two manifestos of unknown rulers, the ‘Speech of Vespasian’ SB 9528, and the 

‘Letter of Severus Alexander’ SB 10295 (see now Bowman, JZRS 60 (1970) 20 ff.). 
Accessions are likely to call forth such diplomacy ; and no doubt Trajan is here replying 

to a request for confirmation of the city’s privileges—a request which will have reached 

him some months after his accession on 28 January 98. At the same time the letter 

introduces the new prefect in a halo of future benefits. 

Trajan did in fact show some benevolence to Alexandria, at least in the construc- 

tion of fountains and gates (Dio Chrys., Or. xxxii 95). For the rest, he figures as villain 

in the Acta Maximi and Acta Hermaisci. It is of course possible that 3022 was copied as 
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part of the Acta literature, not merely for its own sake. But, whatever the copyist’s 
interest, it has all the appearance of a genuine document. 

) | Adtoxpatwp Kaicap Népovac Tpavavdc] 

[CeBactoc I Jeppav{ixoc a |px|tleped{c] peye[croc 

[Onuapyexh|c e€oucilale 76 B tmatoc Aneel. 
i 

| Kat tL |v THe ToAEw | ee 

5 le e€alipe|rov mpodc tovc ceBlactovc Ete elelieiveiie\ sere 

|v, Kal TOv evepyectv Tod Heod mra- 
r , / a , ¢ a 
| TPOoc poly LLELLV) LEVOC AC TTAPECVEV VILELV 

|v, rave mpcbt] |, Tic Ayewoviac, Kal 
/ ~ / Yj \ 

_|.a TovTwy TOV Sucatwy exwy KavToc 

10 [m]plole jmac Sidbecwy iStav, wapeOeunv 

Dpac mpOtov pev esavT@, eita Kal TO 

Piro pov Kal érapyw Topretw ITAavra, 
oe \ 4 U ~ 

va meta acne Ppovtidoc mpovo7y 

vpu@v THe edctabove eipHyyc Kal THe 
’ / ¥ ~ ~ \ Tae 15 evOnviac Kal TOV Kowdy Kal Kal? Exac- 

‘tov di|katwy: €€ dv evdnrov oul... 

ee Jrouto péyectov Epyw Lee be 

er ie J. pelovroc Toul... 
eer plerarapBoy vf... 

10 1. byuac 

‘Imperator Caesar Nerva Traianus Augustus Germanicus Pontifex Maximus tribuniciae potestatis 
II consul, to (the city of?) the Alexandrians ... (Being well aware of) your city’s outstanding loyalty 
towards the emperors, and having in mind the benefits which my deified father conferred on you... 
of his reign, and for my own part also, (over and above?) these claims (of yours), having a personal 
feeling of benevolence towards you, I have commended you first of all to myself, then in addition to 
my friend and prefect Pompeius Planta, so that he can take every care in providing for your undis- 
turbed tranquillity and your food-supply and your communal and individual rights. From which 
(it will be?) clear...’ 

3 70 B: this term of trib. pot. formed a stop-gap between two different reckonings, and lasted less 
than three months, i.e. October to g December A.D. 98 (Pauly—Wissowa Suppl. x 104.7f.). This conforms 
with the mention of Pompeius Planta as prefect (1. 12): Junius Rufus was still in office on 21 June 98 
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(PFamTebt. 15. 105); Planta had succeeded him by the end of 98 (Dessau 8907). The scribe must 

therefore have made a mistake about the consulship: maroc <ro B> is required. 

3-4 Parallel texts have Adcéavdpéwy 7H woAee xatpew or AdrcEavdpetwr djpw yatpev: 3020i3n. The 

space here is too short for either formula, or even for Adegavdpedce xalpew. Perhaps yatpew was omitted ; 

or something was abbreviated. 
4 ff. Some of the same clichés in PJews 1912. 21 ff. 
4 7[: probably 7[uar, 1. dudv (as in 10). In what follows, we need a noun with 7/, |», and a par- 

ticiple to govern it, e.g. kal 7/1) |v Tic réAEwe H[pav] 5 [edvoray a) |e e€alipe|rov mpoc Tovc ceBlacrovc] © [vo- 

pilw|r, or (as the Press Reader suggests) 5 [wepabyxa|c and © [etvoa]v. The difficulty is ceBlacrovc], 

where the supplement is about three letters more than expected ; ceB{acr(ovc)] might be possible ; 

ceBLac|*rovc dpa|v gives another long supplement. 

8 Perhaps [mpanv ey rate mpdr{ac]¢, ‘which he conferred on you recently among the first (benefits 

conferred) in his reign’. 

9 ...],a: not éve]ka; the trace before a is apparently a flat-topped letter like tau. Perhaps pe|rd. 

12 +@ dilw pov: amico meo (see Sherwin-White on Pliny, Ep. x 7). 
16 && dy evdndov: see 2664 6, note, for this formula. 

17 ff. The sense was perhaps in outline: you will see clearly the attitude of an emperor who thinks 

(vloutfovroc) that his greatest task is this (rodro uéyicrov épywy), namely that you should share... 

(70 bplac-—— pleradrapBavery). 

3023. PROCEEDINGS BEFORE AN EMPEROR 

25 3B.56/H (e) 1575 X12 cm. Second century 

Remains of two columns, with intercolumnium and lower margin. The hand is 

a fine rounded one, of the same style as the Berlin Theaetetus Commentary (Schubart, 

PGB 31): it should belong to the second century, and earlier rather than later. The 

back has been reused for a much damaged text of which I can make nothing at all. 

The text is a report of proceedings. The parties named are an Emperor (i 5, ii 4) 

and a Claudius Atilianus (ii 7) ; Antiochenes are involved (ii 5, if the reading is correct). 

Otherwise the matter is quite uncertain. Col. i perhaps mentions a woman (g) and 

the presentation of a daduvya (11 ff.) by a person or group called rup[,,,.] or 

Tvp[....]. Col. ii concerns itself with a dccaiwua, which has been produced against 

the Antiochenes. 

The only firm point is Clau. Atilianus, whom I have not identified; three Atiliani 

are known, all of the earlier second century, one of them a consul and the other two 

procuratores Augusti (ii 7 n.). On the face of it, he speaks for the Antiochenes. 

Beyond this we can only assume that Avzioyeic is a certain reading, and speculate 

on this basis. The Antiochenes figure as a group: in what sort of case, is not clear. 

But why should Antiochene business turn up in Egypt? The most obvious congeners 

of this text are the Acta Alexandrinorum. We have no record of conflict between Antioch 

and the Roman authorities, except when the city adhered to Avidius Cassius. But it 

was rich and self-important ; and under Gaius, Claudius, and Nero at least conducted 

a recurrent war with its Jewish colony (G. Downey, History of Antioch in Syria 192, 

199, 205). Did it develop Acta of its own? and did the Alexandrian Greeks take a 

brotherly interest in them? The Acta Hermaisct make an interesting comparison: here, 
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in proceedings before Trajan, two delegations from Alexandria appear in court; the 
Jewish group includes Caémarpoc Avriwyede tO yever cuvnyopoc brep *lovdaiwy; the 
Greeks include [Tadhoc Tipuoc 7 yéver adOatperoc cuvyyopoc brép AdeEavdpewv (Musurillo 
VITi 15 and g). Antioch appears in our text; and Tvp [vor is an attractive supplement 
hn 1h. 

Col. i Col. 11 

Sti Peon 
seal 
.Jaccov ef : : ; : 

pens | i 
5 Kaica|p etzev: AeyecOw ‘i 

_. Por, . .avayer Kn] 
ee Peete ane eh 
segue |rpocy ||, ev Avrioxeic mpoc, , , 5 
_ |, aucoctoud| TO SiKaiwpa 

10 _. | varie, Knavdioc Aridvavoc [aze- 

_, Jee pe vopy |]. KplOn: Bevdtate adt|o- 

eee 

2. 8 \ 
: nae €7TEL KQAL Tup| KpaTopwv, mucteve| 

Cait Fi Nasa Oueone i 
_|kas [pw lerepe'e’ne |, tu] we aAnG? ovte Kal 

(ii 4 ff.) “Caesar said: What do the Antiochenes say (?) in answer to this (?) claim? 
Claudius Atilianus replied : Most divine of emperors, do you (?) put faith in this claim as if it were 

a true one and...’ 

Col. i The speeches in col ii are set off by ecthesis and (at least between ii 6 and 7) by wider 
line-space. i 5 similarly follows a wide line-space, and contains the verb eev. The reconstruction 
assumes that a speech begins here, and that the line similarly projected 14 letters into the left margin. 
No other verb of speaking is visible in the lines which follow, and their spacing is normal: I assume 
therefore that they are all part of the same speech. 

Not much is to be made of the content. If the first-person pronouns in 11-14 refer to the Em- 
peror, the situation is one in which he has received a memorandum: 11 vmopvyf, 12 f. eel «al rupl,.,.] | 
[76 |uynud jor O[edwx-?|. A ddurnwa plays some part in the Acta Heracliti (Musurillo XVIII). Other- 
wise we may have an appearance before a magistrate, and a woman: see 8 and 9 notes. 

6 Of y only the shaft; perhaps v. 
7 |bn: apparently not |d7n. 
8 spoch\Gev might fill the space, though the trace is rather low for . 
9 yulvackoc fits neatly. 

10 ],: a high horizontal, intersecting the top of an upright to the left: e.g. y, but perhaps just 
a linking stroke. 

11 Perhaps tropralcjar. 
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12 tvp{: if the articulation, and the restoration [dd ]uvnua in 13, are right, the word should be 

complete in about four letters. rvpavvoc isn’t obviously attractive. There are better chances among 

personal and geographical names: e.g. (given the mention of Antiochenes in ii 5) Tvp{voe. 

14. The last trace possibly 7 or «; not u (therefore epi ewe .{ rather than zrepréped[y- ). 

Col. ii 4. 7:A[: if the next line is correctly read, one expects ri A[éyere or Aléyoucw; both give an 

abnormally long line, but cf. on 5. 
5 Avrioyetc: this is the crucial reading. 7. might be y; but I cannot see where it would lead. 

o is damaged to the right; but ¢ and c suit the trace less well. 

mpoc|,,.: one expects mpdc [robro, which is again two letters longer than any of the certainly re- 

stored lines below. 
4 Knyavdvc Arvavéc: I cannot identify this Atilianus. PIR offers only (1) A 1461 C. Aurelius 

Atilianus: procurator Augusti and (if it is the same man) addressee of a rescript of Antoninus ; (2) C 250 

P. Calpurnius Atilianus Atticus (?) Rufus (?), consul 135; (3) V 438 L. Villius Atilianus, equestribus 

militiis functus, procurator Augusti (Hadrian). All these have official standing, and are of the same era 

as the papyrus. 
Q mcrevel: micreve, imperative? or mcreve[ic (statement or question)? or even mcreve(w (with 

main verb at the end of the sentence) ? Since the 8v«atwya is advanced on the other side, it seems most 

likely that dc dAnz dv7e means ‘as if it were true’; in which case the simple imperative is unlikely. 

3024. LETTER OF PREFECT 

21 3B.26/E (5-6) b 3°2X 17-5 cm. Second century 

A letter from the prefect Vibius Maximus (A.D. 103/7), copied in a crude second- 

century cursive on the back of a now illegible document. Only line-beginnings survive. 

The letter was addressed (probably) to a single strategus, and contained instruc- 

tions about an individual case (3 note) ; edicts were mentioned (5, 10). The only real 

clue to content is the word cxnvixe[ (12). This might refer to actors, or to stage per- 

formances. In either case we might guess that the prefect concerned himself with the 

privileges of a Dionysiac Artist. The letter falls before the edict of Hadrian which 

defined these privileges in detail (2476 4) ; but no doubt there will have been earlier 

edicts, even though 2476 does not cite them; the privileges themselves certainly go 

back to Augustus and Claudius (2476 1-4). 

At the foot of the sheet, after a space, a second hand has added five iambic lines. 

The subject of this text was perhaps the wrath of Ajax; there is no clue to the source 

or authorship. The hand is more ambitious, but still amateur. 

Drama, and even tragedy, continued to exist in Roman Egypt: see Turner, 

L’ Ant. class. 32 (1963) 120 ff. It looks as if 3024 belonged to a performer, interested 

both in dramatic privileges and in dramatic texts. 

ue avtiypadg|ov 

O}piBtoc Mal Epoc 

clrparny. .[ 
Tapavytrl 

5 dvateral 
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10 dveragal 

yap adr@ | 
cKNvLK| 

Span 
__educepioul 

15 (m2) — avavtywne| 

vea Ppovncic | 

ov padiwc Tod | 

ctetyovtoc | 

“EM ce bv 

3 The traces allow either c]rparnyé or c|rparyyotc. But in 14 the articulation é3¢e). ¢é pot [ looks 
more likely than €3<e>icé woe [; and ce then points to a singular addressee. 

4 E.g. wapavy<e>idAfac. 
5 E.g. dvareralypeva, cf. 10. 
Q T]od xupi{ov could be read. 

II avr@: the short space which follows implies a word-end here. 
12 cknviK@ or cknvik@|y. In published papyri, the word occurs only in the prolix titulature of the 

artistic-gymnastic games at Panopolis (2476 18 etc.) and Oxyrhynchus (BGU 1074. 16 etc.), the first 
founded in a.D. 265 and the second in ¢. 275. The noun cxnvixdc, ‘actor’, occurs in literature. 

15 Alay or Aiav7i; afav is equally possible in itself, but Ajax suits line 19. Perhaps Avavri yh xf. 
17 ov or ov.~ 

3025. LETTER oF EPISTRATEGUS 

19 2B.74/L (a) 18-7 X 15°5 cm. 17 July 118 

This letter is introduced by a proclamation (péypapya) of the strategus, who 
had been ordered to display it publicly. The letter itself (7 ff.) is concerned with litur- 
gical appointments. That the epistrategus played some part in these was already well 
known: see N. Lewis, CdE 44 (1969) 339 ff. 3025 adds two new pieces of information. 
First, the epistrategus had recorded the names of those appointed in his commentarii, 
which were (as usual) on public display; it is implied that no other notification might 

have been made. Second, the epistrategus insists that all the appointees have had their 

qualifications properly examined, in accordance with the prefect’s instructions (14 f.). 

These evrodai, otherwise unknown, of Q. Rammius Martialis, were presumably similar 

in content to those which Mettius Rufus (A.D. 89-91) issues to the strategi in SB go50 
C 8788 G 
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col. v; see the discussion of Mettius’ rules by A. Kranzlein, J7P 6 (1952) 195 ff. and 

E. P. Wegener, Symb. Taubenschlag 1. 331 ff. 

The back is blank. 

— Anu|rjr|pioc ctpatyny|oc| ’ O€upuyxeliro|u: 

Thc ypapeicyne pot b70 *Lov|XL jou Ma€ipuavob [|r |od kpaticrov 

emuctpa|THyou] mept Katlact|dcewe mpayplat |LKav 

avtiyp|apov| Snwocia | poleOnka ac [exe |AevcOn, 
ao x > ~ ia) / ” rs) / 5 iva mavrTec Elo@c ad d{tjlera€aTo. €Touc deuTépovu 

Abroxpatopoc Kaicapoc Tp{arav|od Adpiavod CeBactob ’Emeid Ky. 

*Tovdvoc Ma€uyuwavoc Anuntpios crp(atny@) ’ O€vpvyyettov xalpew. 

el Kal dud TOV drop] wlaticL@v obc TmpoTeHetKka 

dnAa ecrar TA THY KalTlacrabevTwy etc Tac mpa- 

10 yuatelac ovopata, od TrEpiccov NyNncapNV TO Kal de 

THe emuctoAje atta Trovjicat pavepa, yv Kat adriv 
\ / > , A / , BovAopat ce ev Snpociw [mploPetvar toma: mémercpeae 

yap anavtac Tove Katactabevrac tm’ euod we tzo- 

hapBavw emuyrehdc Kal el” tic tpochKeev eEetdcewc 
> v4 al ~ / e ig > A aKoAov ele “i ovoc evtoAaic 15 odovOwe tali[c To|§ Kpaticrov Wye A 

7 cTp§ 

“Demetrius, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite: 
I have put on public display, as instructed, a copy of the letter written to me by Julius Max1- 

mianus the most excellent epistrategus about the appointment of officials, so that every one may know 
the regulations he has made. Second year of Imperator Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, Epeiph 23. 

“Julius Maximianus to Demetrius, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite, greetings. Even though the 
names of those who have been appointed to the offices will be clear from the day-books which I have 
displayed, I have thought it not superfluous to announce them in this letter also, which letter too I wish 
you to display in a public place. For I am persuaded that all those appointed by me... in my judge- 
ment, carefully and with the proper investigation [in accordance with] the commands of the most 
excellentapretecterec 

1 The first three words make a complete prescript, as e.g. Pland. 140, PLeit. 5. 19 f., PYale 61. 
This is our earliest reference to Demetrius (17 July 118) ; he is seen in office later in 1547 1 (23 Jan. 119) 
and PFouad go. 1 (26 Jan. 121). 

2 Maximianus is attested a month earlier by PSI 281. 41 ff. (19 June 118). 
6 ’Eneid Ky: this date fits the categories of official normally appointed by the epistrategus (see 

Lewis l.c.). Thus the appointments of practors regularly took place in Pachon/Payni. 
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3026. OrrictAL CorRRESPONDENCE 

20 3B.37/D (3) a 33 X 23°3 cm, c. 165/6 
This tattered sheet contains copies of official letters: on the front two columns, 

the first full width; on the back a docket, written along the fibres, and a further letter 
in a different hand (printed below as 3027). The sheet is damaged at head and foot; 
to judge from the docket, not much is missing at the head, but 8 cm. or more at the 
foot (i 26 n.). 

The correspondence is that between the Idios Logos and the strategus and royal 
scribe of the Metelite nome. The originals were written in the period 29 August 165 
to 5 May 166 (i6n.). The copy was made for (or by) the strategus (i 10 éuod) ; he was 
in office when the letter i 14 ff. reached him, out of office when the docket was written 
(Back 1 crparnyijcavroc). 

19 begins a new section, set off by a blank line-space. The letter itself begins in 14. 
Before it is an elaborate heading in three sections: the authority from whom the letter 
issues (9), the parties involved (10-11), summary of content (12-13). The same letter 
perhaps continues to ii 26 ; but it would be very long, and in any case the docket (Back 2) 
implies a plurality; probably we should assume a fresh start between i 24 and ii 5. 

So far as can be seen, then, this is a copy of correspondence received. Other such 
letter-books are known, see PBeattyPanop. pp. xxif. But the elaboration of i 9-13 
is not easy to parallel. PAmh. 137. 15 is something like. Closer still is the letter pub- 
lished in FEA 55 (1969) 189, whose heading might be restored: ’Odcewe OnfaiSoc 
(administrative sector) C[leEriAlov ‘Iépakoc] (name of writer) wept trav ev TH ad\dodar} 
8[carpy8dvrwy (summary). 

The actual situation presupposed in i 14 ff. is this. The Idios Logos concerned 
itself among other things with property which fell in to the State. The community of 
Hagnu in the Metelite nome had failed to report some treasury property (i 19 f.). The 
antarchiereus Salvius Justus had written to the strategus on 21 May 164, but received 
no information (17-20). Next, the eclogistes of the nome wrote requiring that copies 
of the reports in local archives should be submitted for inspection (20 ff.). Presumably 
this letter too produced no results, for Dorion now writes the present letter on the same 
subject. Col. ii is too much damaged to follow the further progress of this wrangle. 

Salvius Justus is new to the fasti; his office has been attested so far only by SB go16. 
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Col. i 

L ne 
| 

[ |, po 
[ |xtAvov 

A idtjoy Agyov em- 
Tpo| 7 C. 25 amo Ovb éwc Ialyav dexarnc 

Tob s (€rouc) , ,[ 6. 35 ]....nH<pa 
ROU ea C. 35 ] 

idiov Adyou (vac.) 

Awpiwvoc éyAoyicto[6 MernXel|rov euol Kal TO BactArK(@) 

ypappatel ypadelc| ne Cue ] 

Tept TOO emravayKacar Tov PibAvopVAak| a mlapeveyKat Tpochw- 

vyceic avnkdvtwy TOV amo Ayvod. 

Awpiav éydoyle|erijc MetnAcirov Aidiw Avdvpw TO Kal Cepjvw 

ctpaTny@ Kai Avocképw TH Kat AvovBiwv BactAuc® ypa(ppatel) Tob adrod 

voj.ob Totc diAtratouc yaipeuw. 

nase ae siecbeved NEmed ch ty rear Na atoN rene mana 
Kai Odyjpou t&v Kupiwy adtoxpar|d|plwv] Laywy KF imo Ca- 

Aoviov *lovctov Tob avrap|y|vepéw|c] repli] THv ao Ayvod p17) 

cnavavTwy TA TO TapLei@p [dcjadepor| tla [odd]jev ednAwOn: ere 5é 

Kal mpoc TA UT Epod em|t|cralA€v|ra wept TOO TOY ovcay adrav 

mpocpwrvycewy ev TH emt [Td |wv BiBALvoOjKn a7 ve (€Touc) Meyetp 

ewe KB (€rouc) Paddu ra [alvriypada petadobjvar mpoc... a 

oli ¢. 10 ],wro,, mapare|O}jvae |. |SnAw 1 
ral 
vol 

see eens 

10 Bacar 15 yp § 17 avrwve. 
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Col. ii 

evou_{ 

TO TOLC [ 

picategyrac. 
Tac maplare|Betcac bul tv 

ovd’ adra{c] wéxpe Sev{ 

emuctaAl | dyty af 

eee ree ete TOT. 
> / ~ 

emectadkevat T@ Tol 
7 2 WDA \ A Ev / pec WY OF Kal Ta tdia pel épn 

yeypapévar iva trav] 

TOU voLOd TpayywaTiK| 

Thy e€éracw Trouncap| 
> pa Cees) oe 

evrectetAa vuiv ival 

Aetac peTtadare | [ 

Tob de dou TH e€[ 
> ~ € ~ + 

Epp&cO(ar) bulac evyouat 

(€rouc),, Avtwvivov Kai Od{njpov 
lod > Ler a ~ \ > / 

The emc’ro(Afjc) 76 avri[ypadov 

LEpn avarAnpe | 

ii 25 eppw! tpl 27 emttor 

85 
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Back, > 

I Aidov AiS]¥uou rob Kal Ce[pyi|vov crparyyy(cavtoc) MernA(etrov) [Kat 

BlalclA(txod) yp(appratéwce) | rod avrov vou(od) [| c. 22 

thc Tod iStov A(dyou) emutpon(‘c) Ty do OWA ewe Iayxew (vac.) deKkaTyC 
A ” 5 re \ wd - , 

TOU . (€rouc) Aytwv| vou KOL Odyjpov TWVY KUPLWY 

3 avToKpaTopwv Cc ne 

: A 
Back 1 crparny” ern Blafc] yp$ vo 2 vdL0v emiTpé 

Col. i 9 ff. ‘Idios Logos. (Letter) of Dorion, eclogistes of the Metelite, written to me and to the 

royal scribe. About pressing the bibliophylax to deliver reports of property belonging (to the treasury) 

from the inhabitants of Hagnu. 

‘ “Dorion, eclogistes of the Metelite, to Aelius Didymus alias Serenus, strategus, and to Dioscorus 

alias Anubion, royal scribe, of the said nome, his very dear friends, greetings. In reply to the letter 

written to... strategus in the 4th year of Antoninus and Verus our lords the emperors, on the 26th of 

Pachon, by Salvius Justus the deputy high-priest, in the matter of the inhabitants of Hagnu, who had 

not signified property pertaining to the treasury—no information has been given. And since in reply 

to my own further instructions about the submission for examination of copies of the reports which exist 

. .in the local record office... .””” 

i 4 Jou: it looks like a proper name. Note that ] C.Adov is not a possible reading (L. Silius 

Satrianus, Idios Logos in 164 or 165). 
6 f. The docket, Back 2-3, seems to repeat this, which suggests that the beginning of this column too 

is a general title for the collection which follows. The legible parts of the two passages supplement 

one another to give the date, Thoth (1) to Pachon 10, 29 Aug. 165 to 5 May 166. 

7 gs (érouc), .[: we expect imperial titles, as in 17 f.; the formula may end before the lacuna ends, 

or project beyond it (adroxpat|épwy yucpa). nwepa is unexpected but unavoidable; the next word begins 

with a rounded letter (ce, 0, c). Rea suggests auépa | “Epyod, ‘Wednesday’. In that case, a month and a 

numeral must precede: restore rod ¢ (€rouc) Ay[rwrivov kat Odypov tav Kupiwy abroxpardpwy ITalyayv 

n juépa ‘Epuwod (ITa]yav only exempli gratia; the traces are indecisive). 
g-10 The eclogistae belong to the department of the Idios Logos: PRyl. 83. 18 note. 
Il ypadelc[yc: if a supplement is necessary, 70 dytiypadgov as in il 27. 

12-13 See on 20. 
13 Ayvod: the seat of a bishopric in Coptic times, but not otherwise known from sources of the 

Roman period: see Maspero—Wiet, Matériaux pour servir a la géographie de l’ Egypte (1919) 5. It must have 
some connection with the Ayvov (Ayvot?) «épac, which projected into the sea east of the Rosetta 
mouth (Strabo 17. 1. 18). Here the town clearly lies in the Metelite nome. According to Gauthier 
(Les Nomes 144 ff.) this nome was between the Canopic and Rosetta mouths; our text shows that the 
nome extended east of the Rosetta mouth, or else that Hagnu lay west of it. 

17 ctparny@: one expects ‘to X your predecessor as strategus’, but I cannot read zpo cod among 

the traces. 
7@ 8 (érev): 21 May 164: rather more than a year before the present letter. 
18 f. Cadoviov *Iovcrov: not in Pflaum, Carriéres. An account of grain from the granary of Sinary 

(to be published by Dr. John Shelton) mentions land (mpdrepov) Ladoviov *Iovcrov (line 254); the 
account dates from the reign of Severus Alexander or less probably Gallienus. 

19 avraplx}epéw|c: the office is attested only in SB go16, of a.p. 160. The then holder, Ulpius 
Serenianus, had clearly moved on by 164. The office was no doubt that of permanent deputy to the 
High Priest, not of temporary substitute (dadeyouevoc) : Pflaum, Carriéres 521 f. Serenianus climbed 
the hierarchy to become archiereus himself by a.p. 171. If Salvius Justus could be identified with 
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Salvius Julianus, archiereus in 185, we could suppose the same form of promotion; but Julianus and 
not Justus is read for certain in the later text (BGU 82) 

20 Ta TO Tapeiw [Sclapepor[r]a: so M. Chr. gi ii 10. The same items are called dyijxovra in 13. 
Reports were submitted by comogrammateis to their strategus: W. Chr. 172 (A.D. 196) dnAd pn dev 
cecnpdcO(ar) por dvijKov TH Tod (Sov Adyou erutpor |, similarly W. Chr. 72 and SPP xx 33 (priestly duties), 
Pland. 139. 24-7 (fallen trees). Cf. the monthly summaries, headed 81’ avnKovrwy pnvoc X, in Pland. 
139. 12 and BGU 402. 3. The zpocdwrrjcecc mentioned in lines 12 and 22 must be reports of this kind. 
From our text it becomes clear that copies of these reports were lodged in the nome-archive (22) ; 
the keeper is to be made to produce them (12) for detailed vetting (23). The further stages of this vetting 
are illustrated by Pland. 139. 

22 f. The years are presumably those of Pius: Mecheir 152 to Phaophi 158. The inquiry, conducted 
in 165/6, looks back a long way. 

24 €.g. ].@ rorw mapaze[O] Arar, [€]SnAdOn emicta,.. 
26 The left margin is preserved for c. 2 cm. below this line. Its lower edge might, from its ap- 

pearance, be the original edge of the sheet. But the docket, assuming the supplement in line 2 to be 
certain, shows that at least 8 cm. of papyrus are lost below. 

. 

ii 12 e€nracuévov [ would fit traces and context. But I don’t see how to articulate what precedes 
(e.g. xarexw |picar’ ?). 

14 péxpe d€ vf or expe Sed[po. 

17 E.g. r@ Told vomod crparnye. 

18 For the formula (1. €’54) see 27 f., n. 
’ , cay os a \ ea r 19 ff. E.g. tva mav[rec - - - of] rod vopod mpayparix[ol - - - r]hv e€racw mouncdylevor - = -. 

24 E.g. rnv éf[éracw. 
26 Restore Avrwvivov cal Od[jpov trav Kupiwy abdtoxpardpwv, month, day: a line of approximately 

the same length as in col. i. 
27 f. Cf. 18. The full formula PGiss. 48. 28-30: - - - drordéac emicréAdw, pidraror, iv? eldfre Kal 

Exactoc Ta ldva jeepy avarAnpwcn. Do these lines continue a covering note, in which the letter which 
precedes was quoted ? Or are they a memorandum of the strategus ? 

Back 2 For the dates see on i 6f. 

3 At the end perhaps azo rod idiolu Adyou. 

3027. OrFrFictAL LETTER 

20 3B.37/D (3) a 33 X 23°3 cm. A.D. 161-169 

This letter is written across the fibres on the back of 3026; the docket to 3026 

occupies the left margin. 
The letter is addressed to the strategus of the Oxyrhynchite, and delegates to him 

the decision in a law-case ; the writer must be a higher official, perhaps the epistrategus. 

The procedure is familiar from documents which show it from the petitioner’s side. 

Sarapion (line 2) will have delivered his petition to the epistrategus; one copy will be 

returned to him with the subscription pndevoc emeyopevov evtvye TH ctpatny@: amddoc 

(see PTebt. 327 and 439); another copy, signed, goes to the relevant strategus, to- 

gether with the covering letter 3027. 

3027 itself must be a copy or a draft (written on scrap paper, with a date which 

lacks the month and day). Probably it is a draft: this supposition explains the partial 

dating and the subscription (9-10). The letters on the other side are certainly copie 
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Both sides are of about the same date, though written by different hands ; the connection 

between them may be that one and the same official had an interest in all the business 

involved. 
The text gives a new context to the phrase pydevoc éereyouevov, and perhaps 

throws some light on its meaning (5 note). 

I Al C. 27 ctplatnyau " O€vpvyxetrou xXalpew: 

BuBlAcdiwv eme|do0&vTwv [plo [70] Capamiwvoc Tepevriov ypappatéwe 

mpaKtopoc 7|0| ETEpov cyuiwcapevoc Erepipd cor, OTrwe Svayvovi|c 

peTo€d adrod Kali o|§ altiarae érépov mpdKTopoc TA TpochKovTa 

5 amopivn, wndev|o|c errex|olwevov THv mpaccecha oferdovtwy. 

epp&cO(ai) ce evyo(par). (€rouc) , Adroxpatopoc Kaicapoc Mdpxov Adpndtov 

Ayrwvivov 

CeBactob Appeviaxod M[ 79 |t|k job LlapOxob Meyictov cai Avtoxpatopoc Kaicapoc 

Aovkiov AdbpyAiov Ov{jp lov CeBalcr|o6 Appervaxot Myéixod [lap6ixot Meyictov 

Space of c. 12 cm. 

(m.2) doc ual Cc. 40 ] 

10 ead c. 40 ].Tewe cecy(petapar) 

6 eppwc® — evs 10 cech 

*..., strategus of the Oxyrhynchite, greetings. Petitions have been submitted to me by Sarapion, 
son of Terentius, practor’s secretary. Of these I have signed one and sent it to you, so that you can 
decide between him and the other practor whom he accuses, and return the proper verdict ; no matter 
which needs to be considered is reserved from your jurisdiction (?). Year 7 (?) of Imperator Caesar 
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus Armeniacus Medicus Parthicus Maximus and Imperator 
Caesar Lucius Aurelius Verus Augustus Armeniacus Medicus Parthicus Maximus. 

(2nd hd.) Give to the assistant (?) ...I have signed (?)...’ 

1 The lacuna might contain (a) the name of the writer only; (b) the name of the strategus only; 
(c) the names of both. (c) is the most natural; (b) would characterize an unfinished draft; (a) is quite 
possible, as W. Chr. 28 shows. The limiting factors are the initial a; and the date or possible dates 
of the document (see 6 note). Within the relevant period, the writer (who is presumably of higher 
rank than the strategus) might be the prefect (M.) Annius Syriacus (161/2-2. Mar. 164, see BGU 2058. 
13), or the epistrategus Aquilius Capitolinus (2563 1) ; the only known Oxyrhynchite strategus is Clau. 
Demetrius alias Hermias (166-7). 

5 The parallel phrases are as follows: 

pndevoc erexopevou evrvxe TH ctpatyny@: andédoc or sim.; PTebt. 327 and 439, SB 9340; 
pndevoc emexopevou alone: 488, PStrass. 57 (corrected by Martin, Archiv 6. 217) ; 
unde[vole evexou[evlolv 6 Kpd(rucroc) emerpd(ryyoc) et}ceray [Orot]a [...J.[..] dcr } délwee 2131 19 

(amended from POslo III 81. 6). 

In all these the formula constitutes the subscription of a petition; and in all the case is certainly or 
probably being referred from a higher official to a lower one. Hunt (2131 19) translates ‘without pre- 
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Judice to anything .. .”; LSJ éméyw IV c ‘no objection being taken’; the WB takes the verb as middle, 
“Einspruch erheben’ (and yndevdc must then be personal). Our text is unique in adding td mpdc- 
cecBae operAdvrwy, which does at least make it clear that ndevdc is neuter. I guess that the meaning 
is ‘no necessary procedure being reserved’, i.e. that the investigation and decision is put entirely in the 
hands of the strategus. But éméyew has many ambiguities. 

6 (€rovc) ,: the year-sign is clear; just after the vertical a long high oblique, descending gently 
to where the papyrus breaks off; then traces of ink below the gap. Of the numerals possible within this 
nine-year reign, a, 6, and ¢ might suit the traces: 161, 163/4, 166/7. It could be argued that all but the 

last is excluded, because the recto text mentions the 4th year of the same emperors (163/4) and a 6th 

year probably of the same reign (165/6) (3026 i 17, i 7). But even if we allow that 3027 was copied 
later than 3026, there is no proving that the originals were copied in their chronological order. The 
question remains open. 

g Perhaps d0c ba[npérp. 
10 Perhaps dca X ypapyplaréwe. 

3028. OrricIAL CORRESPONDENCE 

23 3B.13/E (3) a 15°5 X 34 cm. Earlier 3rd century 

Remains of one column of writing, preserved to full height. The papyrus was 

cut down, and the back reused for 3048 ; consequently we have only part of what must 

originally have been very long lines. The main text is written in a handsome third- 

century cursive. A scribble in the upper margin probably refers to the proclamation 

on the back (3048 introd.). 

The text is a letter or petition. It is addressed to a peyadevdryc (6), probably the 

prefect. Its date depends on three indications: (1) 3048 on the back dates from A.D. 247; 

(2) Herennianus (10) is likely to be the iuridicus and acting prefect of 225; (3) accord- 

ingly the rath year mentioned in 1. 19 is likely to be 12 Alexander Severus, A.D. 232/3, 

rather than 12 Septimius Severus, A.D. 203/4; 12 Gallienus can be excluded under (1). 

3028 therefore belongs between 232/3 and 247. 

The writer was apparently responsible for the collection of taxes in wheat; he 

claims to have been very diligent (15-18), but strictly legitimate in his methods (23) ; 

others blamed him (2) as reckless and unjust (5, 7). Arrears are still owing, and he 
reserves the right to complete collection (25-6). It might be inferred that the writer 

is a mpdxtwp cirexdv. The details of the affair remain obscure. But three points are of 

some interest : the Oxyrhynchites bewailing their ruin (8) ; the sending of troops (12), 

presumably to help in the collection; and the reference to threshing floors (13), which 

might mean that the harvest was kept at the floor until the government had taken its 

due—a practice attested for Ptolemaic Egypt, but not evidenced in Roman Egypt 

before 1255 of A.D. 292. 

> ] KUpré pov 7H 8["] Tob XowdK pynvoc bv’ dv yO [ 

Jeu cov mpoceveybeicay Kata Thc amrauryicew|c 
\ ry ee Aa > A > e 

Jere Kat dnAdicac & eypaipac adbroic év ofc , ato, | 
e\ 7 \ t aN 

uc ér€cOat TOUC KATACTYCOMEVOUC ETL Toucov| 
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¢ / am > / € \ 

5 |, poe appocachas TH amrauryce|t] we pur) SuKoual 
ye / ~ / -~ \ 

prey |aAedryri cov dnADcar mporyOnv av To ev | 

].vTwv épywv we ove’ mpotret@c emt Taba | 
> / > 4 > 

|. cv odupdpevoe avactacw ’ O€vpuyyeita. | 

eA|ridoc amoKkorreicnc THC etc TO éAlAlov Kal mpl yAapuT| 

10 jw ‘Epevavd we adbroc dycw dv dv erected, 

|ratw Tapetw we dv émitpotoc ‘TH’ amauTycer 7, | 

ctpatt|wrac didovde Kal dexaddpyac 7 €|umwv Kal avTo | 

ja mporepov amo TOV adAwuidy ty am adbtav Tw 
\ ” 4 \ >? \ GH \ is ],vae Tov tdvov Kavdva Kat et 7) [7 |v poptiKoy Kal 

> \ ” > 

15 |cac pou émuctoAac tcwe ds [| nv emaypuT| 

€lpypadwe pev evereAdOpy|v alreAdv de ov | 

] evexeiuny adda diadepéerw [7 ]ab7a mpocl 

Ja adra dcereAovv AaBav 8 err wadAov Ta TOD Kparti|crov 

] OAoKAjpouc Tove ceitiKodc Pdpovc Tob uB (€rouc) azrattl, 
4 \ € / aN ~ \ te 20 | BovAevrac dbrrdécyec emi TO fur) TrovjcacHau || 

Tlotc yevopevouc brropwypacw & Kal bméra€ev | 
a] / > = > \ \ b) ~ > , 7% ylpadevra por ev ofc Hv Kat Ta abT@ emuctadrevra | 

a We eyw Lev 6O@ vopupwratyn THe amrau THcewc 
dies s \ / aeew Ld, ~ if ] e7iBevto Ta KeAevopeva adtixa pada THe by) 

7 Hd a fo aly 25 jwv ddedopevwy TO Tapeiw wera Taba ov [ 
lies lol / \ cae ad ¢ / \ b) , i 

|] €408 Kuptiov rept Tob e€ OAoKAHpov TH amaiTy| cw 

16 ep ’ypadwe 

1 70 [: the scribe has a tendency to divide his words; and here @ is slightly spaced from 7. There- 
fore e.g. 7 Delia mpdvora rather than e.g. 7Oe[Ae. 

2 E.g. a€iwew 7H Ta€éJec (or TO peyeb ler) cov mpoceveybeicav. 

3 ..aro, [: perhaps «{],Jaroyfolu(-. 
4 Toucov: again, the scribe has left a space, which suggests Tod cov] rather than rodc ov. 
6 peyladevdrnte: applied to emperors, prefects, and catholici. Here presumably the prefect, since 

the office of catholicus was not created until c. 245 (JRS 57 (1967) 138). 
g Aauz|: 7 is almost certain (not 8). mpl 7 Aaya? mplv 7) Aaur[ ? 
10 ‘Epevvcav@ : 3076 introduction. 
11 E.g. 7G tepw|rdtw rapetw. After dmairycer, dad corrected to émi or emi corrected to dad; then 

most probably z or r. 
15 E.g. meudbel|cac. 

u.[.]. qv: the trace after 5: excludes da rv; and 5¢ rv looks short for the space. Perhaps SurAqv 
éraypumy[iav, though the trace is rather long and flat for A. 

19 8 (€rouc): if B is right, it was written in the open-topped cursive form; the upper parts of the 
verticals are preserved, with (apparently) blank papyrus above (therefore not « or @) and at line-level 
(therefore not a). 
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24 Again, a space before éridevro. 
26 E.g. wevovroc] ewod Kupiou, 

3029. LETTER TO STRATEGI 

8 1B.190/G (a) 8-8 xX 14 cm. Valerian 

This letter is preserved to full height ; but a large part, perhaps two-thirds, of each 
line is lost. The back of the sheet has been reused for an account of wine. The hand- 
some upright hand has affinities with the Chancery type. 

The letter is addressed to the strategi of three or more specified nomes. The 
writer (perhaps the prefect) gives them instructions which involve an opiniator. The out- 
line situation can be reconstructed from several letters in PBeattyPanop. 2. ‘The opiniator 
is sent to collect money for the issue of military pay and donatives. Here some pay- 
ment is due for Mesore (3); and there is perhaps to be a donative for some festival in 
honour of a Valerian (5-6).! The document makes it clear that neither the opiniator 
nor his missions was an innovation of Diocletian. 

o4 le 
c\rpatnyotc Ta&v broyeyp(appevwv) vloudv 

],vav brép Tob Mecopt) plnvoc 

Jevte Exatovrdpyw omu| 

5 T|hc evtuxecTaTyc Hepac [ 

| Odareptavot rob tpecBure| pov 

(m7) — €pp@cBar tulac evyouar 

(m.1) 
2 umoyeyps 

iy yo 

itov KvuvozroAXtrov avw 

1 Presumably ](éxatovrapx ). This cannot be the addressee: only one centurion is involved (4), 
but the greeting (7) is to a plurality. The strategi, then, are the addressees: for the form, with the list 
of nomes at the end, cf. e.g. PBeattyPanop. 2. 32 ff. Line 1 will have contained the name of the cen- 
turion who carried this letter of authorization with him. 

‘fo the right is an isolated trace, most like the lower part of a small chi. 
3 E.g. rdv odeidop |evwr. 
4 E.g. t@ amocraAlévre Exatovrdpxw dmuv[udrops. On the opiniator see PBeattyPanop. 2. 41 note. 
5 pépac: donatives for the birthday and dies imperii of Diocletian, PBeattyPanop. 2. 162 etc.; 

for the third consulship of Constantius and Maximian 2. 267. 
6 rod mpecBuré{pou: ‘the elder’ (as distinct from his grandson) ? or ‘the senior Augustus’ (as distinct 

from Gallienus) ? For the second cf. PBeattyPanop. 2. 163 etc. Alternatively, the reference might be 
to the younger Valerian, as elder son of Gallienus. The word does not occur in any of the titulatures 

of the Valeriani collected by Bureth, Titulatures impériales. 
8 jirov: perhaps ’Ogupuyy|irov, since it lies immediately to the North of the Upper Cynopolite. 

There will have been at least one more nome before this (the Heracleopolite?), since the initial lacuna 
must be long enough to contain the name and title of the writer in line 2. 

1 Dr. Rea refers to 1185 29 for a BaciAéwe éopr7 of the same reign (on the date of Magnuus Felix, see 

BASP 4 (1967) 120). 
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3030. OrrictAL LETTER OF ROYAL ScRIBE 

Plate IX 

26 3B.51/B (3-4) b 12 18 cm. 31 March 207 (?) 

This piece comes from a tépoc cuyKoAAjcysoc ; a strip with line-ends from another 
document still adheres to the left. On the back is the address and (perhaps) a docket. 
The content is clear in outline (here I am especially indebted to Dr. Rea). Some tax 
has been collected over a four-year period. With the end of the period, each royal 
scribe has to document the tax-transactions which concern his own tax-payers, whether 
carried on in his own nome or in another. In 3030, therefore, a royal scribe writes to 
his colleague in the Themistes division of the Arsinoite, and asks to be notified of relevant 
transactions in that nome; he adds the assurance that he himself has done and will 
do his duty by his colleagues in the same way. Further understanding depends on the 
tax involved. I suggest that the tax was the dpiWynricov Karoikwv; and that the ofkovo- 
ptae (6) were transfers of catoecic land, reported to each royal scribe by his BiBAvodvrAa€ 
eyKTrcewv (10). See 3 n. 

The hand has considerable palaeographic interest. It is basically a literary hand; 
only the cursive « and the occasional ligatured groups (12 and 14 Se, 14 -we) lower the 
tone. Characteristic letter-forms are p in three movements, c in two, ¢ diamond-shaped. 
Uprights are thickly ornamented with serifs and back-hooks. The general effect is 
much like that of 2555, of the late first century. It is salutary to have, precisely dated, 
so late an example of this fragile decorated style. 

Ce ee IT)aGye 8 
> (m.1) Ap)ucrvioc BactA(tKdc) yp coca nun ie 

BactA(uKd) ypa(upare?) (m.2) Apc(wotrov) Oepict(ov) preptd(oc) 

(m.!) 7@ [piA(taTw) xa(ipev). 

q|o|6 dua TeTpaeTypiSoc mpaccopevou apiOul | |. 

Tle |Aécuatoc An€avtoc Karta Thy TOV éeTav 

5 mre |piodov €ic TO evectoc €roc émuctéAAw cot, 
/ d \ \ ? ir pirrare, w,,.¢ TeAWbeicac Tapa cot OLKOYV| O- 

piac ..]. [..].[. Je rovrou dvnxovcac TO||v [oe TH 

vow 
i \ Wee eae I) A \ ... J}, poe SnAwene mpdc 7d bm’ €uod Ta 

> / / id / > i? axodovba yevecBar Scar wévTor ecnuadvOncav 
10 evTaba |... BulBAvopAakoc eyerrjcewy 

avjKoucat [€éT|poc vopotc juéxpt TovTOV, abrau 

pavepal ey[élyovro ofc diédepov: édv Sé Kal viv 
~ > i iN AS ‘ \ ~ petadoba|cw alyyxoucae TO b7[6 cot vloud, 
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/ /, ’ A , ” > 3 pavepat cloe ylevyjcovrau: ef dé LH, €tcOu aprovpe- 

15 vov pe [TOS TH €}muctdAwate. (m3) éppad- 

Bat [ce €|Vx[o]uae, pidr(are). 

(m.*) — (€rouc) te’ Aldroxpat|épwv Kaicdpwy Aovetov Cerz[e|usov 
Ceovrjplov Ev|ceBotc [eprivaxoc ApaBucot AdvaByviKod 
TTap6ixob Mieyiclrov kat Mdpxov AdpyAtov Avreviviolv 

20 EdceBodl|c Ce|Balclrav Plalp[ulooh é. 

(m5) du’ aput’ Ilaya(v) K- 

Back,» — BactA(uce@) ypa(uparet) Oep(dcrov) pept8(oc) 

See eels a 
A A 1 Bact 2 Bact ypaS ap Bepic™ epi? 4 -paroc: o corr. from e, crossed out, small o 

suprascript 8 iin 10 ey’KT= QI may 

‘(6th hd.) ... Pauni 12. 
Ammonius, royal scribe . .. to (. . .?) the royal scribe of the (2nd hd.) Arsinoite, Themistes division, 

(1st hd.) his very dear friend, greetings. Since the . .. tax which is exacted over a period of four years 
has lapsed with the term of years in the present year, I am writing to you, friend, so that you may 
indicate to me the documents transacted in your office up to the present relevant to this nome, with a 
view to my carrying out the consequent procedure. Such as have been made known here by (?) the 
bibliophylax enkteseon relating to other nomes up to the present, these have been reported to those 
whom they concerned; and if any relating to the nome in your charge are handed in even at this 
late stage, they will be reported to you. Otherwise, be informed that this missive suffices me. (3rd hd.) 
I pray for your health, my very dear friend. (4th hd.) Year 15 (?) of Imperatores Caesares Lucius 
Septimius Severus Pius Pertinax Arabicus Adiabenicus Parthicus Maximus and Marcus Aurelius 
Antoninus Pius Augusti, Pharmouthi 5. 

(5th hd.) ... Pachon 20 
(Back) To the royal scribe of the Themistes division...’ 

1 The reconstruction of this line must begin from the word after BaciA(i« ). Clearly it was some 
writing of ypapparedc. We might consider (a) ypa[§] ....ewc; (6) ypapyS ..ewc; (c) ypappatewc. 
The difficulty with (a) and (6) is, that no nome will fit the traces which follow. There is nothing to 
suggest -e/rov; no trace lies so high as to suggest an abbreviated form. The spacing points to a word- 
end after -ewc. But ’Odcewc will not do, since the letter before ewc is almost certainly 7 (the cross- 
bar, and the top of the vertical); and ypa[§] pactewe (or B- or x-), or ypapS ,rewc, lead nowhere. 
I therefore suggest (c), for want of anything better. Against it at least two objections: the genitive 
must be assumed to be a mistake ; the double p is cramped, and a following has an anomalous shape with 
a curved linking stroke at the top. If it is right, we expect a nome-name to follow. The next trace 
strongly suggests 7 or «; it would be possible to read ‘H[p JaxA(eSov) [wep(i8oc] or ‘H[plaxdleomoA(érov). 

2 The Themistes and Polemo divisions were united under a single strategus as early as a.D. 138. 
Each had its own royal scribe: last attested for the Polemo division in 208, for the Themistes in 207 
(the present document). 

The first hand left a blank between ypa(ppare?) and 7@ [¢iA(rdrw) 3 a second hand added the 
nome. This suggests a circular letter in several copies, each for a different addressee; and makes it un- 
likely that the personal name of the addressee stood in line 1. 

3 One relevant factor is missing: the name of the tax. The final trace in apiOul, ,],[, is too small to 
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be determining. For the sense I have considered two possibilities. (a) dp.0u[ |v: a tax for military units. 
I find no parallel to the expression. (6) dpiOpu[n7 |ux[od: a known tax, though expressed in unparalleled 
form (elsewhere apiOunrixov or the plural without réAecua). Against this: either the word was ab- 
breviated (no other abbreviations in the work of the first hand), or the line was exceptionally long. 

Otherwise, there are considerable advantages in identifying the tax as apiOuqrtixov Katoikwy. It 
was owners of catoecic land who paid this tax. They might pay tax in their own nome, and hold land in 
another (cf. SB 4415); transfers of such land would be authorized by the fiBAodvAak eyntijcewv; 
and the royal scribe kept the list of owners up-to-date (SB 4415). We could assume that the royal 
scribe of 3030 wishes to establish whether any inhabitants of his nome have made themselves liable to 
tax by acquiring catoecic land; any such acquisition within his own nome is notified through the 
BrBrAodvAa€g, but for land in other nomes he must appeal to their royal scribes. 

We can explain 6a rerpaerypidoc on the same supposition. It has been deduced from BGU I 342 
that apiQuntixov Karoixwv was levied every fourth year (Wallace, Taxation 179): the document is a 
double receipt, which records payments in 180/1 for 179/80, and in 184/5 for [183/4.?]. The deduction 
can be extended and confirmed. If we list receipts under the year for which payment was due (‘tax- 
year’), as opposed to the year in which payment was made (‘payment-year’), we have: 104/5 PFay. 
330; 131/2 PTebt. 361; 159/60 SB 8982; 163/4 SPP xxii 135; 171/2 PFamTebt. 39, PMich. IV passim; 

179/80 BGU 342, BGU 816; 183/4 [BGU 342]. On the assumption that tax-year is almost always the 
same as payment-year, we can add: 191/2 SPP xxii 111-13, 144; 195/6 PLond. ii p. 109, 451. All 
these dates conform exactly to a four-year cycle 131/2, 135/6, 139/40, etc. The only exception is the 

earliest, PF ay. 330, if correctly read : i.e. the beginning of the cycle postdates 104/5. SB 8056, for a year 
I1, may be assigned to 107/8 or 147/8. 

This cycle coincides with that deducible from payments of yewperpia in PMich. IV (see PCol. V 
Pp. 275, 2847 16 n.); and with the fiscal ustrum of PMarmarica, on either possible interpretation (Rea, 
Parola del Passato 112 (1967) 52). PMarm. uses the term zevraeria. 81a terpaernpidoc in 3030 pre- 
sumably refers to the same duration in a different aspect. Does it mean ‘every fourth year’? or ‘over 
a period of four years’ (i.e. like the yewerpia this tax could be paid in instalments up to the year 
of the next assessment) ? 

On this scheme, 207/8 would be a tax-year. 3030 was written half-way through 206/7, the year in 
which the previous cycle terminated (4 Ajfavroc). The object was presumably to tidy accounts and 
determine arrears for the tax-year 203/4, before the new assessment. 

6 w...¢: we expect iva rac. a before c is quite possible; but r is excluded, indeed the ink strongly 
suggests x. Dr. Rea suggests iv’ [ac] €xe[uJc. This gives admirable sense, and suits the traces; but there 
is not space for [ac]. 

8 Perhaps | €uod; or e.g. rayéw]e jor. 
10 Restore [do or [81a ? 
14f. dpxovpevov: the phrase dpxovpévou jov rHS€ 77} SvacroAf is common enough at the end of 

petitions (most recently PMilVogl. III 170. 15, 180. 30). In W. Chr. 402 Aur. Hermophilus replies 
to a liturgical assignment (émicraAua) from the prytanis with a formal refusal (avremicrékAw) and an 
offer of cessio bonorum: apxecOjcopar yap T@de TO dvremctdApare ev peyicrw dixardpate (col. i 1g f.). 
The point is the same in all cases: the present document, that is, suffices in itself to assert the subject’s 
full rights in the situation. So in 3030 Ammonius’ letter is his last word, unless further information comes 
to hand. 

16 The restoration seems inevitable, though the lacuna after éppcOax is enough for at least six 
letters. 

17 (€rouc) ve’: of € the back and most of the cross-bar are missing. @ might have been considered ; 
but the expected remains of its right-hand arc are not to be seen. 

23 8. .—,: Byp- 1s a possible reading. Perhaps then App |e@ypioc B(actAcKoc) yp(apparedc). 
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3031. OrrictaL LETTER oF Procurator Alexandreae 

29 4B.46/G (1-3) a 20°3 X 13°5 cm. ¢. A.D. 302 

Aurelius Ammonius, the writer of this letter, is otherwise unknown. His title, 
procurator Alexandreae, has appeared in three earlier inscriptions (Pflaum, Carriéres 
1088 f.) ; none of these gives any clue to the duties of the office, if indeed an established 
office with defined duties is involved. 

The addressee, Annius Diogenes, has occurred in other documents: (1) W. Chr. 
186 and SB 4421. 6 (date lost): comarchs of Caranis acknowledge official payment 
for tunics provided by them (as a military requisition, cf. e.g. PCairolsid. 54); pay- 
ment was made under orders of the Scacnudtaroc énitpomoc Ann. Diogenes. (2) PSI 
1125 (A.D. 302): a series of letters from Ann. Diogenes (without title) to the strategus 
of the Arsinoite, concerning the supply and dispatch of something ; soldiers and cen- 
turions appear as emissaries. PSI 1125 shows that Diogenes held some office in 302; 
this accords with an unpublished text (inv. 39 5B.120/M (1-2) a), in which he appears 
alongside the rationalis Pomponius Domnus (A.D. 299-300). W. Chr. 186 and 3031 
may belong to the same years. (MacMullen, deg. 38 (1958) 187 n. 1 and 1096, dated 
W. Chr. 186 to c. 285-90; but the argument from price-trends is always treacherous.) 

3031 states Diogenes’ full title for the first time (and confirms a conjecture of Skeat, 
PBeattyPanop. p. xvi) : procurator Heptanomiae. The post was known from 2114 (A.D. 316), 
where the subject is military supplies. Diogenes similarly deals with military requisi- 
tions in W. Chr. 186 and PSI 1125; with a corn-transport (perhaps then with annona 
militaris) in 3031. This evidence does not support (or exclude) the view that this 
procurator functioned as successor of the epistrategus (Skeat pp. xvi f. points out other 
difficulties). His duties might be limited (say) to overseeing military supplies in the 
Heptanomia. 

The frocurator Alexandreae dispatched the corn-transport to his colleague, and 
presumably took charge of the corn when it arrived. Was his office the same as that 
of the procurator ad Mercurium Alexandreae, who certainly dealt in grain to some degree 
(2567 gn.)? 

The back is blank, except for the address. 

-- Adpydvoc Aupebvioc emitporoc AdeEav8pelac 

Awiw Avoyéver émizpérm “Entavopiac xatpew. 

trAoiov ckaddrpwpov Advpov amd Tob ’ O€v- 

pryxetrou ov KuBepyitnc Kdvwmoc ayw- 
5 vic aprjaBav [é)Eaxolctlwv alméctlerra mpdc ce 

lee... J. Onvae 
a ae 
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(m.2) ép]p@cBar evy(opar) Kipré prov 

ddeA|he ToMotc xpdporc 
10 in 

Back, > 

Avi Avoy|éver 

‘Aurelius Ammonius, Procurator of Alexandria, to Annius Diogenes, Procurator of the Hepta- 

nomia, greetings. I have sent off to you a hollow-prowed (?) boat, (property) of Didymus, from the 

Oxyrhynchite, captain Canopus, capacity six hundred artabas...I pray for your health, my lord 
brother, for many years.’ 

6 |. .Ayva: perhaps JayPnvac. 

3032. PUBLICATION OF OFFICIAL LETTERS 

A. B.32/A (6) 16 X 17°5 cm. A.D. 218/19 or 222/3 

This fragment contains the beginning of a covering note, in which the strategus 

Aurelius Harpocration introduces letters from two higher officials. Copies of the 

letters will have been attached. Taubenschlag, OM ii 125 ff., discusses this function 

of the strategus. PHarris 62 takes the same form. 

The hand is a large and careful one of chancery type; the general effect is much 

like that of 2227 (Aegyptus 45 (1965) pl. 5), but without the tall bipartite epsilon. The 

back is blank. 

There is one point of interest: the procurator mpdc taic émuckébect, for whom see 

3046 introduction. 

a 

a mapa AdpynrAlov Aproxpatiwvoc 

ctparnyo|o] ’ OEupvyxeirou. 

alpriypadov emi clrokdv t&v 

Kpatictwy Tob Te SiouKNToo 

5 Kal TOO Tpoc Taic emucKeect 

tov aro ToB. a ewe 

Dappolb6. || tod évect@roc 

B (€rouc) 7l08] Kvpiov HOV adroKpato- 

poc ¢. 15 Jane 

2 o€upvy’x- 
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‘From Aurelius Harpocration, strategus of the Oxyrhynchite. A copy of letters from their ex- 
cellencies the dioecetes and the procurator for surveys, from Tybi 1 to Pharmouthi [30] of the present 
2nd year of our lord the emperor. . .’ 

Upper margin. a: a column number? a/ would mean a(vriypapov), but I see no trace of the ab- 
breviation stroke (admittedly, the surface is much damaged). 

6 f. Perhaps the four months Tybi 1 to Pharmouthi 30 (the second third of the regnal year). 
8 B (€rouc) : the reading is almost certain (the upper part of an open-topped cursive beta). The 

choice of emperor depends on the dating of the strategus Aur. Harpocration. He is already in office 
in 1283, of 25 June/28 Aug. 219; still in office in 2348 52, of 12 Sept. 224. There is no reason to think 
that his term was interrupted (Mertens, CdE 31 (1956) 351). The nearest predecessor is Joc (Archiv 7. 
223); the composite document in whose heading he appears contains dates of 218 and of 2 Jan. 219. 
The nearest successor is Aur. Antyllus, attested for 13 June 225 (2566 ii 1: the restoration Ap[{7vA Aw, 
and the dating, are now guaranteed by XLIII 3103 of April/May 226. Within these limits two dates 
are possible for our document: 2 Elagabalus, a.p. 218/19; or 2 Alex. Severus, 222/3. The tiny traces 
in line g do not allow a decision. 

3033. PETITION TO PREFECT 

27 3B.43/B (1-2) b T3°5 x 12) cm, c. 4.5/7 

This petition is probably a draft, to judge from the interlinear additions in lines 
4 and g f. The back has been reused for various pieces of writing. Along the fibres, in 
large formal letters : ITOAAIQNOC. Across the fibres are two texts in parallel columns, 
and a third upside-down in relation to them. The best-preserved appears to be an 
unfinished petition or application: ].... we? mapa O¢wvo (c) rob 3 [IroAXNw(voc): 6 vide 
pov * [IroAXiw(v) adrAukoc troup (evixie?) vac. 

Thaesis addresses her petition to the prefect C. Julius Postumus. She alleges that 
she and her elder son are being forced into slavery, and refers to an earlier petition 
made to the ex-prefect Marcus Heius. 

Heius is new. His prefecture fits conveniently between those of L. Aemilius Rectus 
(last attested on 29 April 42) and of Julius Postumus himself (first attested on 8 August 
45). The name was made available to Prof. Reinmuth for his new list of prefects, 
BASP 4 (1967) 80. 

The transcript omits lines 8-10, of which only the first few letters are legible; and 
a joining fragment with nine further line-beginnings. 

a Tatu > TovXAtwe ITocropon [ 

trapa Oarycioc Tic “Qpov tav azo THLC 

Mixpac ’ Odcewc. ayouervync pov cdv TH [mpec- 

Butépw pov vids ‘DiradéAdwr’ cic SovAaywyiav bro [| 

5 tod CevOov Kai Tav TovTov adeAdav €[véeru- 

xov Mdpron Eiwr 7& ryepoved|cavre 

emi Suadoyicod TOO voyod |. (ere 

C 8788 H 
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‘To Gaius Julius Postumus, from Thaesis daughter of Horus, one of the inhabitants of the Little 

Oasis. I was being led away into slavery, I and my elder son Philadelphus, by . . . son of Seuthes and 

his brothers. So I petitioned Marcus Heius the former prefect at the nome-assizes . . .’ 

4 etc SovAaywytav: cf. 38 10, where the phrase is certainly literal and not rhetorical. The action 

involves only the elder son, which suggests that the status libertatis of the whole family was not in ques- 

tion. Perhaps mother and son had defaulted on a debt: though enslavement for insolvency is very 

ill attested in Greco-Egyptian law, see Taubenschlag, OM ii 231 f. 

6 Ela: for the name, see Reinmuth l.c. It appears elsewhere in Greek, but in the spelling °Hvoc 

(L. Robert, Hellenica 2. 10 f.; BCH 82 (1958) 562). 

3034. Sworn DECLARATION 
Plate XI 

22 3B.14/F (7-8) b Wea ticii, 5 April 148 

Only the foot of this document survives: oath, date, subscriptions. The back is 

blank. The subscription comprises signatures of the exegete or ex-exegete, and the 

gymnasiarch or ex-gymnasiarch ; line 2 locates property or persons in the Cretan quar- 

ter. It seems likely that the subject was the epicrisis of a privileged metropolite. De- 

clarations of this kind are listed by Wallace, Taxation 403-5, and by Bingen, CdE 31 

(1956) 116-17. 
The interest of the piece is palaeographic. The first hand is small and sloping; f 

and « have the cursive shape, but there are few ligatures; the most distinctive letter is 

€, narrow and with a projecting tongue. The general effect is of a literary script; 

Roberts, GLH 15h, of similar date, makes a companion piece. 

a foal 
a|udddov Kpyrix(ob) Kat 

dluviw Adtoxpatopa 

Kalicapa Titov Aidov 

R A]épravov Avrwvetvov 

CleBacrov EdceBH aAn- 

67] etvar Ta Tpoyeypapi- 

leva. (€rouc) wa Adtoxpdropoc 

K]alijcapoc Titov Aidiov 

10 Aépravod Av|r|wveivov 

CeBactot EvceBodc 

Dappodh t. (m.2) Avovuc( __) 

eEny( +) cecnu(elwpar). (m.3) AtA(voc) Avoy( __) 

yupva( —-) cecn(retwpar). 
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*... Cretan quarter ; and I swear by Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus 
Pius that the foregoing is true. Year 11 of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus 
Pius, Pharmouthi 10. (2nd hand) I, Dionys(_ ), exegetes (or former exegetes) have signed. (3rd 
hand) I, Aelius Diog(_), gymnasiarch (or former gymnasiarch) have signed.’ 

12 ff. Who are these officials? In the third century at Oxyrhynchus applications for epicrisis are 
addressed to a pair called of mpdc 7H em«picer (Mertens, Services 103, 113): two former gymnasiarchs in 
2186 (a.p. 260), an ex-gymnasiarch and an ex-exegete in SB 9161 and 9162 (grd century) and PSI 
457 (A.D. 269, see POxy. XL p. 19 n. 6). Before this, addressees differ: 

1028 (a.p. 86) strategus, royal scribe, four ypapparetc THe TOAcwC. 
1266 (98) and 1452 (1247/8) strategus, royal scribe, ofc ddAouc KadnKec. 
PSI 731 (1st/2nd) and W. Chr. 218 (132) bibliophylakes. 

The signatories of 3034 might be bibliophylakes, though it is not normal to refer to their previous offices 
(cf. 2664 13-14 n.). Alternatively, this might be the beginnings of the third-century practice. of 
mpoc TH emxpicer occur in the Arsinoite as early as 121/2 (BGU 109. 1). 

13 Avoy( ): a Diogenes, former agoranomus and gymnasiarch, appears in 2588 of the same year. 

3035. ORDER TO ARREST 
Plate X 

1g 2B.76/F (8-11) a 11-7 XQ°5 cm. 28 February 256 

This document is of familiar type: see the list and discussion of the parallel texts 
in PMichBrowne pp. 47 ff. It is written along the fibres on a slip which is almost 
square ; both features put it with a minority, but quite a substantial minority, of the 
parallels. The issuing official is specified in the heading: this is normal in the third- 
and fourth-century texts, though not earlier. The addressees are the comarchs and 
the émuctarat ric etpyvyc: exactly the same in 1507 and 64. But in two things 3035 does 
stand aside from the other such orders: it carries a precise year-date; and it comes 
from the prytanis. For the second I find no parallel, except one new piece from Oxy- 
rhynchus to be published by Dr. A. K. Bowman; for the first, no parallel at all. 

The back is blank. 

The interesting point is the adjective attached to the name of the wanted man: 

Iletocopamw “Qpov xpncvavev. I see no interpretation of this except as ‘Christian’ 

(4-5 n.). The question then arises, whether Petosorapis’ religion was the thing which 

interested the prytanis, or was merely incidental. 

If the first, we might be tempted to link this piece with the persecution under 

Valerian. This persecution seems to have had two stages (see for the sources P. J. 

Healy, The Valerian Persecution). (1) Bishops and priests were required to sacrifice or 

be exiled; the holding of Christian assemblies was perhaps to be punished by death. 

The measures against the higher clergy had been communicated to the proconsul of 

Africa before (and presumably not long before) Cyprian appeared before him on 

30 August 257 (Knopf-Kriiger, Ausgew. Martyreraktent 62). (2) The next stage, some 

time in 258, attacked the clergy and senators, equites, and caesariani (Cyprian, Ep. 80. 2). 
Before this persecution there had been a lull since Gallus; Dionysius of Alexandria 

(Eus. HE 7. 10) dilates on Valerian’s early benevolence. 
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It is clear then that our text comes more than a year before legal measures were 

taken against the Christians; and further that Petosorapis is unlikely to have belonged 

to the distinguished groups which were eventually attacked. This is not to say that for 

particular times, places, and persons, Christian practices may not have drawn the 

hostile attention of the authorities. But we can deduce nothing of that from our 

document; even the rare intervention of the prytanis does not guarantee an excep- 

tional situation. 

On the face of it, then, ‘Christian’ may be no more than an individuating descrip- 

tion ; similarly other such orders specify the profession, as in 2576 7éppov "Epwra ollvjep- 

mopov. But the document still has considerable interest. It is, with PSI 1412 (see 4-5 i 

by far the earliest use of the word ‘Christian’ in the papyrus documents; and it 

suggests that Petosorapis (who like many early Christians will have found no difficulty 

in his theophoric name) did not conceal his religion and indeed could be identified 

by it among the inhabitants of Mermertha. 

— m(apa) Tod mpuTavewc 

KwMpdpyarc Kal emicTaTaLc Elpnvy|C 

capnc Meppepbuv. e€avric ava- 

méupate Iletocopanw “Qpov xpyc- 
/ SNe A > AV ee? J 

5 avov, 7) twetc adrot avéAPate. 

(€rouc) y” Ovdadepravod Kat Paddunvot CeBactav 

Dapevwl y. 

I 7’ 2 emicTatacc COrr. from ETMLCTATY) 

‘From the prytanis, to the comarchs and supervisors of the peace of the village of Mermertha. Send 

up immediately Petosorapis son of Horus, Christian (?), or else come up yourselves. Year 3 of Valerianus 

and Gallienus Augusti, Phamenoth 3.’ 

4-5 xpnevavdv: I can only interpret this as ypnc<r>vavdv, ‘Christian’ (the form in -7- is of course 
normal, see Blass-Debrunner NTGramm. § 24). The spelling without faw recurs in PSI 1412. 10, 
as restored by Dr. Rea (2785 2 note): diem jeppduny cor di<a> Swro0d rob xpncalvod] radavra dvo. This 

is probably a phonetic spelling, cf. e.g. SB 4284. 7 mAeic<7> wv; Dr. Gignac was able to cite eight third- 

century examples of this sort of assimilation. A parallel phenomenon is the variation between -cc- 
and -cr-, of which examples are given in PPetaus 10. 6 note: hence perhaps crissana and cressiani in 

Latin inscriptions (Diehl, JLCV 1330, 1337). 
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3036-3045. RECEIPTS FOR émiKxeddAatov 

These ten documents more than double the material bearing on the émxefddavov 
moAewc, without solving its problems. For a general account, see the introduction to 
2578-9. The receipts may be set out chronologically as follows : 

date payment amount no. of signatory 

for persons 

(1) 3036 24.2.298 297/8? 1,200 I 
(2) 3037 4.3.298 297/8? 1,200 I Sarapion 

1,200 I systates 

(3) 3038 4.3.298 297/8 1,200 I 
(4) 2578 30.3.298 296/7 2,400 2 Didymus 
(5) 3039 29.5.298 296/7 1,200 I Didymus 
6) 3040 17.12.298 2096 1,300 I systates fi 9 99/7 3 i 
(7) 3041 June 299 297/8? 1,200 I Sarapion 

(8) 3142 26.7.301 300/1 1,200 I none 

(9) PSI 163 go1/2 1,200 I Lucius 

systates 

(10) PSI 780 20.7.305 303/4. 400 I illegible 

304/5 1,200 

(11) PSI 302 308/9 doubtful! doubtful 

(12) 3042 308/9? 308/9? 1,600 I Morion 

310/11? 310/11? 

(13) 3043 3.9.311 311/12? 3,200 2 Aphous and 

colleagues 

(14) 2579 4.8.313 312/13 1,600 2 Heraclides 

(311?) (310/11?) meniarch 

(15) 3044 312/13 2,400 I Elias and 

colleagues 

(16) PSI 462 20.8.314 314/15 2,400 I Athenodorus 

systates 

(17) 3045 314/15 315/16 2,400 I Aur. Poli- 

ticus and 

colleagues 

The increased evidence still attests no year of this tax earlier than 296/7, and 

no city other than Oxyrhynchus. Most payments are of 1,200 dr. or its multiples; 

but there is no obvious pattern to the divergences. All the receipts except (8) have 

signatures (no. 11 is probably damaged) ; and of these all except (15) have signatures 

I See 3142 12 note. If the view there taken is correct, the receipt is unfinished or broken: the sum 
(and perhaps a signatory) came later. 
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in the same hand as the text—the documents, that is, must be either copies of the 

originals, or holographs of the issuing officials. (2) and (7) contain two receipts on 

the one sheet; (1), (5), (8), (10), (12), and (17) leave space blank for a second receipt. 

The systates is the most frequent signatory. (1)—(3) and (7) are issued by Sarapion, 

(4)—(6) by Didymus. Sarapion signs both in 298 and in June 299; if then it is the same 

Sarapion, we can conclude that the systates continued to be responsible for payments 

for his own year as they came in later : Sarapion apparently for 297/8 (3036 2 n.). 

On two points the diplomatic changes in the later receipts. The trade of the payer is 

certainly specified in (7), (8), (12), (14), (15), and (17), and probably in (13) ; this may 

connect with payment through a guild (2578-9 introd.). A second difference is the 

mention of ‘orders’ under which the payment was made. (8), and (10) to (16) inclusive, 

cite orders, either with specification of the official or else (8, 16) orders unspecified. 

The officials cited are the prefect (8, 10, 12, 13), the catholicus (11), a dvacyporaroc 

(14, ? 15). Were the orders for the imposition of the tax, or for its amount? Do we 

deduce that in this period (A.D. 301-14) the levy was specifically renewed each year? 

3036 

28 4B.58/B (6-8) a TQ G2 Aa aCHNs 24 February 298 

>  bseypadn trép emxedadraiov 

moAewc TO dveADOvToc 

(€rouc) 18” Kal uy” Kat 5” 

Tay Kuplov hudv 

Avorrnt{vavo}i kat Magéyuavob [S}) 

ceBactl@v] kat Kwvcravrilov| 

kat Magipravod trav emupa- 

VECTATWY KALCA PWV 

bmep ovopatoc KopynAtov 

10 Kaprovppiov dpaxyac 

yiAiac Svaxoctac y(Wwovrat) (Sp.) Ac. 

(€rouc) 08” Kat (€rouc) vy” Kal (€rouc) s” 

Mexeip X_. 

Capamiwy cuctarn(c) 

15 cecn(pwetcjrar). 

(m.2) trap optov 

Back |, (m.3) amoyat 

18 —> (m.4) wvoc 
\ / 

Kat Capamiwvoc 
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I, Q vaep 10 1. KaAmoupviov 14 cucrarn 15 cecyt 

“There was paid for capitation tax of the city, for the past 14th and 13th and 6th year of our lords 
Diocletianus and Maximianus Augusti and Constantius and Maximianus the most illustrious Caesars, 

in the name of Cornelius Calpurnius, one thousand two hundred drachmas, making 1,200 dr. Year 14 
and year 13 and year 6, Mecheir 30. 

I, Sarapion the systates, have signed. 
From Horius (?). 
(Back) Receipts 
00K and of Sarapion.’ 

2 f. Either dveA@ovroc is a mistake for évecr@roc; or else the numerals in 3 are a mistake for vy of e. 
The same choice in 3037 2 f. 3038, dated the same day as 3037 and signed by the same systates as both 
3036 and 3037, has evecr@roc. If we assume that each systates was responsible for one year’s receipts, 
we must choose to emend dreABdvroc, for the year 13-12—5 belonged to Didymus and not to Sarapion 
(2578, 3039-40). 

16 The scribe left a gap between zap and opiov; the gap is not fully explained by a deep crease 
in the papyrus. But zap’ dpiov or d6p<p>tov seems to lead nowhere. Perhaps zap’ ‘Opiov: the agent who 

paid for Cornelius. If (despite the gap) mapopiov was intended, the meaning would presumably be ‘on 
the outskirts of the city’ (PMerton 34. 11 n.). 

17 amoxai: the same docket 3037 36, there justified because the sheet contains two receipts. 
Perhaps the writer intended to add a second on the lower half of 3036, which is in fact occupied only by 

tap’ ‘Opiov. 

3037 

29 4B.56/C (8-9) b 6-7 x 23°8 cm. 4 March 298 

— dveypadn brép émKedadaiov 

moXewe TOO SteAPovtoc 

(€rouc) 18” Kal (€rouc) wy” Kal (étouc) ¢” 

TOV KUpiwy NU@v 

5 AvoxAntiavot Kat 

MaEyuavot ceBactav 

Kat Kwvcravtiov 

Kall] Ma€yuavotd tav 

eTLPAVECTATWY KAL- 

10 capwy vTrep Cvopatoc 

TIadrov Avovuciov 

dpaxpac xtAlac 

Suaxoctac y(w.) (dp.) Ac. 

(€rouc) 18” Kat (€rouc) vy” Kat (€rouc) s” 

15 Dapevab 1’. 
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20 

25 

30 

35 
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Capamiwy cuctarnc 

cecn(pelwpar). 

Neer § > / 

Kal UTEep OVOLATOC 

Aytwoov Evéai- 

pLolvoc Tob avrob 

(€rouc) 18” [Ka}t (€rouc) vy” Kal 
a uw ~ / 

(€rouc) ¢” rv Kupiwv 

7LOov AtoxAntiavod 

Kal Ma€&yuavod ceBact@(v) 
1 / \ 

Kat Kwvcravriov Kat 

Ma€ |yuavob TOV emupa- 

VEecTaTWwY KaLCapwr 
¢€ \ > A 

bmTEp OVO"ATOC 

Tob abrod Spaypac 

xAiac dvakociac 

y(Wovrar) (dp.) Ac. 

(€rouc) 18” Kal (€Touc) vy” 

Kal (€rouc) ¢” Bapevob 7’. 

Capamiqy 
cecn(pretwpar) . 

Back | aroxai 

10, 18, 28 tzep 17, 35 cecnt 17 at the end, two pen-trials 

2 dteAPdvroc must be a mistake for évecr@roc, as at 3036 2 f. 
35 If 34 is correctly read, and 34 and 35 are aligned, there is no space in 35 for cucrdéryc, even in 

abbreviation. 

3038 

29 4B.56/G (8-9) ¢ 5°3X 18 cm, 

> dveypady trép erik lepa- 

Aatov moAEewc TOO 

evect@toc (€Touc) 16" 

Kal (€touc) ty” Kal (€rouc) s” 

Tov Kupiov 7Ud(V) 
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AtoxAntiavod 

Kal Magyuavod 
a \ 

ceBact&v Kat 

Kwvcravriov 

Kat Magyuavot 

Tov empavectatu(v) 

Katcdpwv vrréep 

ovopatoc Kompé- 

we emik(Anv) Xoodc 

Duirickov Spa- 
A / 

xXpmac ytAXlac 

diaxociac (yiv.) (Sp.) Ac. 

€touc) vd’ Kat (€touc) vy’ ay 

Kal (€Touc) s” 

Dapevod 7’. 

Capamriwy 

cucTaTnc 

cecn(pretwpar). 

Back | [,..].o¢.....1 eeeee 

5 nu® II emdavectat@ 

28 4B.60/B (1-3) a 

a 

12 umep 14 Or émx(adovpévov) 

24 Possibly dzo]yat xe¢daA[atov. But the second word forces the traces. 

3039 

8X 21-3 cm. 

dueypadn U(7ép) éemucepadalatou 

Tob dteA[ d|vtoc Erouc> wy’ Kat [0B 

Kal €' TOV Kuplwy 7 wav 

AvoxAnrtiavob Kat 

Ma€uwavod Kat 

Kwyvcravriov Kat 

Ma€ipuavot ceBactav 

ovou(atoc) AvovBiwvoc Adv[y- 

105 

23 cecn 

29 May 208 
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xlov dpaypac xwAlac 

10 duakociac (yivovrar) (dp.) Ac. 

(€rouc) 18’ Kal vy’ Kal s” 

TTaiv 8’. Atdvpoc cucTa- 

TNC cEecnpitwpae . 

1 uf 8 ovol 12 mauve The lower half of the sheet, and the back, are blank 

3040 

28 4B.62/B (5-7) c 7°3X7 cm, 17 December 298 

> dveypady u(mép) emuxarpadaiov 

Tod dveAGo[v|roc vy’ Kat 8’ Kat] 

TOV Kupiov Hudv AvoxAntiavob 

kat Mafyuavod cat Kwycray- 
5 tiov Kat Magéyuavot ceBa- 

cta@v olv|d(patoc) Apiov dpayyac 

xiAtalc Tplcaxoctac (dp.) Ar. 

(€rouc) te’ Kal ud] Kal C’ Xowdk Ka. 

Aidv| pole cucraryc du euob 

10 ’"En|ulayou cecnuiwpar. 

eoeeee 

TEPAC ATOXTAC. 

1 1. emxed- Back: blank 

2 vf’ seems clear; the two damaged numerals are read on this basis. The payment therefore must 
be for the last year but one, A.D. 296/7. The original receipt (11 f.) had presumably been lost. 3040 
is the replacement; and, though issued in 298/9 (1. 8), retains dveAfdvroc from the original wording 
(Rea). 

11 Perhaps axvpov 6[v}roc, 1. ovenc. 
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3041 

28 4B.60/C (13-15) a 8-5 X 14cm. 14/23 June 299 

= (€rouc) uf |’ Kat (€rouc) u” [rat [ (€rouc) Nigea ee wee |pewv 

nav AvoxAntialvod| Kat 

Mlalfeecavod [ceBact|@v Kat 

Kwveravtiov cat Magepecavod tov 

5 ETLPAVECTATWY KaLCapwY UTEP 

emruxeparatov m1 dAlewe dvopatoc 

CiABavod mpaypaltlevrod Spaypac 

xetAiac duakociac (yivovrat) (dp.) Ac. 

(€rouc) ve” Kat (érouc) 18” Kat (érouc)] C” 

10 TTadve «{ | 

Capamiwv celc|n(pelwpar). 

5 umep 10 mative I becele|y == Back: blank 

1 Before this we should expect a line of the form dreypadyn daép Tod dieAMdvroc. But the surface, 
where preserved, shows no trace of ink. The space available after the numerals in 1 is too long for 
Ta@v Kuptwy alone: perhaps 7[@v adt@y xv |piwy. Both considerations suggest that we have only the lower 

part of a double receipt. 
The date is difficult. In 9 :é is certain, and the other two numerals can be read to conform. In 

1 nothing much survives except the c of the first and second numeral. If the systatai were responsible 
for the arrears of their year, even after leaving office, and if this Sarapion is the same as in 3036-8, 

restore L f6]” cai L vy” cat (L s]’. 

3042 

28 4B.60/C (20-1) a 7°32 % 26°3 cm. 308/9 or 310/11 

+>  beypady tmép émxepadaiov 

Tob évect@toc € Kal y (eTouc) 

Daddu 8’ axodovdwe 

totic KeAeucO(etcr) bro TO 

5 diacn(poTaTou) AWyE"dvoc 

Zaxawv Aovkiov 

ovnAarnc apy(vpiov) dpa- 

xpac xetAlac €Eaxociac 

(yivovrat) (dp.) Ax. 

10 Moarpiow cecn(peiwpar). 
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4 Kedeve? 5 duacn 6 1. Zaxdwvoc 7 1. ovnAadrov 10 cecyn Lower 

part of sheet (18 cm.), and back, blank 

2 The ‘5th and 3rd’ year might be 308/9 (Maximinus and Constantine, ignoring Galerius), or 
310/11 (Constantine and Licinius, ignoring Galerius and Maximinus). 2579 3 note. 

3043 

39 3B.76/F (1-2) a 12°2X 122 cm. 3 September 311 

= dueypady tb7rép emuxepadéou rdAewe 

axo|Alovboc totic KeXeuctice bo TOG 

Suacnporarov Wyewwvoc ovepwatoc 

Aytivouc Kal we ypnwarile 
4 > 2 e\ \ t oe / \ 

5 Kal Aupovioc vidc ‘| |puctnas’ apyuptov dpaxpac 

[LxeAcac]] tpucytAtac Svaxoclac y(tvovra) (dp.) *I'c. 

(€rouc) kK” Kai n” Oa e’. 

Adlp|jAvoc Adotc Kat TOv Kuvwvav 

cecnpiwpar. 

I tmep 1. -Kedadaiov 2 1. axodovOwe, KeAevcBetcr 3 1. ayepovoc —ov- corr. from wy- 
4 1. Avrivdov 5 1. Appwriov viod 8 1. of Kowwvol Back: blank 

5, .[. ]pecrnas: a has been corrected from 1; the preceding letters are certain. This should specify 
the trade. The initial trace is the left end of a high horizontal, e.g. r. Apparently not yeu |picr{y}al. 

3044 

35 4B.71/B (1-3) b 12°5X 13 cm. 312/13, 313/14 

+> Toc aivdrov 7, |. | éBd0- 

pov (€rouc) 8 kat € (m.2) Kal € 

(m.1) Jo Tote KatAevcHe?| ce] dvo- 

pratoc IlavAouc “HpakdAéov 

5 TATNTA apyupelov 

Tpaxpa dSeucyetrcta 

Tetpakocta (yivovta) °B (dp.) v. 

(m.?) "HAiac kat & Kuywvol cecn- 

jLetwpie. 
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10 (m.3) dteypady imép emuedadéov 

bmep ETouc (€rouc) n’ Kal 5” 

(m.4) r&v Kupiwv jpadv Kwcravrivov cat Aux |iov ceBacr@(v) 

OD eeaecet AGU reece leat lol. 

1 l. evarov 3 1. KeA- 4. 1. ITavirov 6-7 1. Spaypac dicyiAlac Terpaxoctac 7 BSv 
8 1. of Kowwvoi g 1. -petwuwat or -perwpe<Oa> 10 vaep 1. -Aaiov Il vaep erouc L 7 
Back Blank 

*...ninth...seventh... year g and 7 (2nd hd.) and 5 (1st hd.) under the orders in the name of 
Paulus son of Heraclius, carpet-man, two thousand four hundred drachmas of silver, making 2,400 dr. 
(and hd.) I Elias and my colleagues have signed. 

(grd hd.) There was paid for the capitation tax, for the year 8 and 6 (4th hd.) of our lords Constan- 
tinus and Licinius Augusti, (5th hd.) in accordance with the orders. . .’ 

1-2 The year is 312/13; the receipt for the next year (line 11) follows on the same sheet. Pre- 
sumably we should restore evecr@]roc (rather than dceAPov|roc or eicudv|roc) at the beginning of line 1. 
After aivarov the traces allow éroc [at], but not érou{c. 

4-5 The same payer in 3045 (for 315/16). 
8 Here, as in 3045, the receiving officers form a xowdv. But who were they? Cf. 2855 1; 3137 1. 

in full; and that I7avdov is a correct reading. Before the putative z is a small high loop, i.e. perhaps 
dzé|p (though one might expect the shaft of rho to show) or 6v]¢(a70c) ; and if that is right, we expect 
the end of 13 and the beginning of 14 to contain the title and perhaps the name of an official; but if 
So vd tod must be missing, and what follows must be taken as 8:¢ac>nmot<ar>ov. Alternatively the 
payment might have been made through someone: but 61a was not written (most like dun ,orov). 

3045 

28 4B.62/B (4) a 13°3 X 26 cm. 314/15 

> buveypadn t7rép émKarda- 

Aiov Tob icidvtoc (€Touc) v” Kai (€rouc) 77’ 

TTaiduc ‘Hpardjov tamnrac 

apyuptlov Spaxpac diucxe- 

5 Aiac TeTpakociac (dp.) *Bu. 

Adprrvoc [TodtiKoc Kai 6 Kv- 

vod cecnpuaeba. 

I usep I. emxed- 2 icvov- 6 £. 1. of Kowwvot Heavy kollesis to left. Lower part of 
sheet (19 cm.), and back, blank 

3 The same man, in the spelling [avAoue ‘Hpaxdéov, in 3044 4. 
6 f. 5 Kvvwyrd: 3044 8 note. 
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3046-3050. DocuMENTS OF THE REIGN OF PHILIPPUS ARABS 

These five documents are grouped together, because they supplement the material 

collected in JRS 57 (1967) 134 ff. It was suggested, on the basis of the older evidence, 

that Egypt underwent a wide administrative reform in the reign of Philippus Arabs: 

the object was to counter declining productivity; measures were taken in at least 

three sectors (agriculture, liturgies, taxation and the annona) ; some at least of these 

measures were taken by an extraordinary commission, consisting of the ratinalis 

Claudius Marcellus and his assistant procurator Salutaris. Of the new material: 

3048 illustrates the decline in production: corn was so short in March 246 that 

the state resorted to compulsory purchase. Similar crevoywpia was already attested 

for October 248 (PErl. 18, cf. 2854). 

3050 includes another proclamation of Marcellus and Salutaris: the subject was 

apparently the restoration of correct boundaries of plots. Here, as in 78 and PLeit. 16, 

the commission shows its concern for accurate land-records. 

3046, 3047, and 970 (for which 3046 now provides a date) are returns of un- 

irrigated and artificially irrigated land. This traditional operation again helped to 

bring some realism into registers of land and the tax due upon it. A general survey 

of the same kind took place in the Great Oasis, under orders of Marcellus and Salutaris: 

Bodl. Gr. Inscr. 3018 (now published in FEA 57 (1971) 165). Two of the new pieces 

(970 and 3046) refer to the orders of a special official, 6 mpoc rate émucképecwy. 

3049 provides the earliest mention of decaproti in Oxyrhynchus, and gives a little 

support to the view that the office was a new creation of the Philippan reform. Deca- 

proti also figure in 3050, where (as in PLeit. 16) they concern themselves with amending 

the land-register. 

2664 15 suggests that the office of phylarch was introduced as part of the same 

reform. Dr. A. K. Bowman has deduced a related change in the structure of liturgical 

tribes: see Town Councils of Roman Egypt 150. 

3046. RETURN OF UNINUNDATED AND ARTIFICIALLY IRRIGATED LAND 

20 3B.31/E (1-5) e 6-8 x 21 cm. 244/5 

This return belongs to a well-attested type: see the list by C. Préaux, CdE 38 

(1963) 120 f.; add BGU 2022-3, 3047. Its main interest is the official whose orders 

are cited: Aurelius Antoninus 6 xpatictoc mpoc taic emuckéysecev. Antoninus has already 



3046. RETURN OF UNINUNDATED ETC. LAND III 

appeared in 970, an azoypa¢y of unknown content and date, in which his title was un- 
certainly read ; this return can now be restored and dated. 

Before A.D. 197 returns of uninundated land invariably cite the orders of the pre- 
fect: Préaux, loc. cit. 127. After that date, practice varies: 

BGU 2023 (198/201) orders of the procurator Publ. Cerealis 
BGU 2022 (202) orders (official not specified) 
BGU 139 (202) orders of the prefect 
PHamb. 11 etc. (Préaux, loc. cit. 120) (202) orders of the procurator Cl. Diognetus 
PFamTebt. 51 (206) no orders mentioned 

PFamTebt. 52 (208) orders (official not specified) 

PTebt. 324 (208) orders of the prefect Subatianus Aquila 

1459 (226) orders of the prefects and ex-epistrategus 

1549 (240) no orders mentioned 

3046 (244/5) and 970 orders of the mpoc raic émuckéecy Aur. Antoninus 

3047 (245) no orders mentioned. 

In this sector, as in others, the Severan reorganization clearly introduced an elaboration 

of bureaucracy, with the delegation of special problems to special officials. It is even 

possible that the office mpdc tate émickéecu was created under Severus, and existed as 

a continuous appointment. (Cf. A. Stein, Charisteria Rzach (1930), 178.) But the evidence 

is insufficient: (a) the office as such is attested for c. 220 (3032), 223 (PSI 1066), 232 

(W. Chr. 41 ili 14), and 244/5 (3046, 970); (b) three earlier procurators, whose title 

specifies no particular department, might, from their functions, have held this office: 

Publius Cerealis (c. 198/201: W. Chr. 235, BGU 2023), Clau. Diognetus (202/4),! Clau. 

Alexander (206-7 and 208-9: W. Chr. 235). And the variations of authority cited 

in the returns perhaps suggest ad hoc arrangements. 

There is some evidence that such returns were (or might be) submitted annually, 

not only in years of defective flood (PMich. VI pp. gf.). The practice apparently 

lapsed in the chaos of the later third century : 3046-7 and 970 are the last known returns 

of this type. 

3046, 3047, and 970 form a group not only in date, but also in a diplomatic feature : 

all three are docketed on the back with the name of the village to which they refer. In 

both 3046 and 970 the declarant is an Antinoite. 

> — Kwpoyp(appare’) Fa |cepien 
mapa Adpn|A(tov) Caparriwvoc 

“Hpalk|Aeidov tod Kat [a- 

vadpouc ayopavoyyc| avr (oc) 

5 tho Avrwoéwy méAewc. 

1 The view that he was proc. usiacus has very slight foundations: JRS 57 (1967) 139 n. 53. 
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Kata Ta KeX(evcbévra) bro AdpnA(iov) 

Aprwvivov rob Kpartict(ov) 

mpoc Talc emucKerbect 

rept anoyp(adpic) aBpdxov Kat 

exyvr(Anwevnc) amroyp(dpopar) mpoc TO 

evectoc B (é€roc) Mdapxrwv 

[TovAiw |p Bu At |ar7rwv 

Kat|ca |pwv [Tov] Kupt| wr 

alept] Keopyy Ia- 
KEpKn) ek T/00 C |wetpa- 

tov mrapeptlBo|Ajc arrn- 
Awrov x/wplatoc Kal 

ezrouxlov Mevexpatovc 

el yo]wevov etc [ToAv- 

devKnv ‘HpakdAeidov 

(povapréBov) [| ]].[....]etA(nuevyc) (ap.) 0 
Kat (potepov) LTro| 

’"Emusaxov etc [lovmo(v) 

Ainov ‘Hpakdetdnv 

KaToux(uKhc) (uovaptaBou) emnvrA(nuevnc) 

(ap.) «8 Kat etc [IroAewatov 

Capamiwvoc tod Capa- 

muwvoc (povaptaBou) (ap.) 8B dAAau 

(ap.) 1 (mjpucv) (yivovrar) (ap.) K (jucv) TO e7- 

BaAdov prot pépo(c) (povapraBov) 

emvtA(nuevnc) (ap.) oB Kal mept To Ca- 

tuplol|y émotk(tov) éx To(6) AdeEdvd(pov) 

cae pid... etc 
Appar ov| Kpatwvo(c) 

scanty remains of four more lines 

(Back) + IT]axepxy 

2 avpn}* 6 xe’ aupy 7 Kpatict Q amoyps 
22 a’ 23 movmA6 25 KarouX a ennvrA 2350— 
31 emnvr’ 32 emok ex 7° adrcEav 

former agoranomus of the city of the Antinoeis. 

10 emnvr§ amoypsS 

29 7S’ «8 
21 az |yr 

30 pep® a 

‘To the comogrammateus of Pakerke, from Aurelius Sarapion son of Heraclides alias Panares, 
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In accordance with the orders given by Aurelius Antoninus the most excellent (procurator) 
in charge of surveys, regarding the registration of uninundated and artificially irrigated land, I register 
for the present gnd year of the Marci Iulii Philippi Caesares our lords: 

Near the village of Pakerke, from Sostratus’ lot, (at) the embankment of the east camp (?) and the 
so-called Farmstead of Menecrates: in the name of Polydeuces son of Heraclides, land paying one 
artaba ... artificially irrigated, g arouras; and former property of Ptolemaeus son of Epimachus, 
in the name of Publius Aelius Heraclides, catoecic land paying one artaba artificially irrigated, 12 
arouras ; and in the name of Ptolemaeus son of Sarapion and grandson of Sarapion, land paying one 
artaba, 12 arouras (and) another 84 arouras, making 20} arouras: my share in this, land paying one 
artaba artificially irrigated, 12 arouras. 

And near the Farmstead of Satyrus, from Alexander’s lot...’ 

6 ff. This confirms the guess mpdc rate émick(épecc) in 970, which will be of about the same date, 
No basis remains for identifying Antoninus with the acting prefect Antinous (215/16). 

15-19 After Clwcrparov understand «Ajpov, as usual. The two following phrases presumably 
locate the land more precisely. Neither is attested elsewhere; the first is of unexpected shape, but I 
cannot find a reading to replace mapeu[Bo |Ajc. etc introduces the name of the lessee, see 3048 5 n. 

21-2 In 22 it would be convenient to suppose that the lacuna contained no writing: the scribe 
simply split [7ro|Aewaéou across a flaw in the writing surface. If this is right, we might make the same 

assumption in 21, and read the expected formula (uovapraBov) [] ,]] ¢[arn vac. vrA(nuevyc). 
29-31 One group of areas finishes in 31, and the next begins. Since pépoc thus comes at the end of 

the section, it presumably refers to the whole series, rather than to the 20} arouras leased to Ptolemaeus. 

3047. DECLARATION OF UNINUNDATED AND ARTIFICIALLY IRRIGATED LAND 

27 3B.39/J (4-5) a 14 X 40°2 cm. 25 February/26 March 245 

This document clearly comes from a tépoc cuyKoAAjcywoc: it is numbered ‘36’ 

in the upper margin; and there are remains of a join along the left edge. The docket 

@®oBwov has been added on the back, in the top right-hand corner. 

The text is a declaration of land, addressed to the comogrammateus of Phobou 

and other villages. More specifically (though no direct statement is made in the intro- 

ductory formula, line 4) it is an azroypady abpdxou Kai émynvrAnwervnc: a familiar type, 

for which see 3046. 

The total of land declared is considerable: c. 1,700 arouras, spread through five 

villages in the eastern toparchy. The declaration is correspondingly long, and ex- 

ceptionally elaborate: it lists the plots village by village, with the taxation-status of each ; 

dates are given, sometimes for purchase (@vypévn a e€rouc), sometimes for registration 

(avaypadeica a érouc), sometimes without specifying (see 6 note). The closest parallel 

for all this is not in the other declarations, but in the register PMendesGenev. (SPP 

xvii pp. 9 ff.). 
Much of the land is catoecic, or comes from old KAfjpou or (37) Swpeat. The rest 

is described, in a new term, as ex TH¢ ayvoropyjrov. All of it is leased out, the bulk to 

a group called of dio 700 oixou Gedy Ovecraciavob Kat Tirov. 

The dates are expressed as bare year-numbers; except for two references to 

Tiberius (25, 31), the name of the emperor is never stated. I assume that any one 
C 8788 I 
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figure is deemed to apply to the first reign which will accommodate it, reckoning in 

reverse chronological order from A.D. 244/5.1 The scribe saw no ambiguities in this 

system, except for the remote years of Tiberius, which are therefore particularized. 

Thus: 

Dates of registration a (Philip) 244 

B (Philip) 244/5? (Gordian IIT) 238/9? (if the former, 

the registration was made in the six months be- 

tween the beginning of the year and the date of 

3047) 

y (Gordian III) 239/40 

Some year-numbers stand by themselves, with no participle attached ; all these are a; 

no doubt they refer to registration in 244. 

Dates of purchase : 

line 10 y (Gordian III) 239/40 

Hines 21 f- “ (Alexander Severus) 232/3 and 229/30 

lines 25 f. Ky (Caracalla) 214/15 

B Tiberius 15/16 

K 
B (see note on 25) 

lines 30 f. ve (Septimius Severus) 206/7 
KO (Commodus) 188/9 

A (presumably Commodus, rather than Augustus; 

perhaps years within one reign go in normal 

chronological order) 189/90 

iB Tiberius 25/6 

6 (Tiberius) 22/3 

line 33 uy (Alexander Severus) 233/4 
line 35 y (Gordian III) 239/40 

5 (Gordian ITI, 240/1, with the years again in normal 

order? or Maximinus, 237/8?) 

This table illustrates the growth of a holding over two and a half centuries : purchases 

of catoecic and cleruchic land under Tiberius; then nothing until Commodus. 

The owner of the land, Calpurnia Heraclia, must have been a rich woman. 

The part of her property declared here amounts to some 1,700 ar. ; 3048 (March 246) 

shows that she owned considerable deposits of grain in the lower and eastern toparchies, 

and employed zpayparevrai and ¢povticrai to look after them. Her father had been 

1 A similar set of unspecified years was tentatively postulated for PMarmarica by Dr. Rea (Par. del 
Passato, 1967, p. 52). 
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a Fellow of the Museum. One of her guardians had been prytanis of Oxyrhynchus 
(3048 13). No doubt this was a family of Alexandrian notables. 

I am much indebted to Professor Youtie for his help with this text. 

Xs 
> Kapoyp(appate?) DoBdov kal dd(Awv) Kw(udv) Tic Tpdc aarnA(ubrnv) Tom (apytac) 

mapa KaAroupviac “HpaxXetac rijc cal EvSapliac Ovyarpdc [| KaAzroup- 

viov O€wvoc trav ev Mouceiw ceirnbevrwv Sua Adpyrlov [‘Iépaxoc 

Ypappatewc: amoypapopar mpoc Td evectoc B (€roc) Hv exw rept Op [owarwp(_ ) 

5 ayvoTo{ro}urjrou €ic Tove azd Tod oiKov Dedv Odecrractavod Kal Tiz[olv 

(Sir (uKjc) a (€rouc) €v dum(éAouc) aBpdx(ov) (dpovdpac) ceLis emyvrA(nuevyc) a 

(€rouc) (ap.) wyn'ts” y(wovrar) aB(pdyov) Kal 

emn(vrAnuevnc) av(aypadeicat) a (€rouc) 

(ap.) cong’ drroA|d|you evdpov ev rafer TOv map, wa |. |. cKemopévwy 

etc Tovc adtovc azo Tod olkov av(aypadetcac) B (erouc) aBpdy(ov) (dp.) (7ycv) 

OnowewiBbewe ayvoroprjrov eic Tove amd Tod oiKov Gedy Odecrraccar[ob 

10 Kat Titov BaciA(ucijc) av(aypadgetcac) y (€rouc) aB(pdyou) (ap.) 8y tSiwv(TueFc) 

a, (€rouc) ev apmréA(ouc) exkekopp(ev ) abpoxolv 

(dp.) véadABEd e€[r]nvtA(quevnc) dpoi(we) a (erouc) (dp.) Ks (wovapraBov) 

aBpdx(ov) (ap.) pod exnv7A(npevyc) dpoi(we) etc rode adrove (dp.) emgis Kat etc 

Adswpov tov Kat AmroMdwov wvy(wevyc) y (Erouc) (wovapraBov) aBpdx(ov) (ap.) 

OnEdpxy ad(Anc) dun (pévnc) 
aBpox(ov) (ap.) 8 Kal etc Avrioyoy Capamiwvoc rob ’“E€axadvroc did 

15 TOV vidv (wovapraBou) [a|Bpdx(ov) (ap.) eF7) emnvTA(muevyc) (ap.) «y(wovrat) (dp.) 

veg y((vovrat) Kadp(nc) BactA(u«Ac) 

av(aypadetcar) y (€rouc) aBpdx(ov) (ap.) dy <iduw(rucFjc)> a (€rouc) &Bpdy(ov) (dp.) 

véadABEd (povaprdBov) aBpdx(ov) (ap.) pAgédpx(m] 
y(Wwovrat) aBpdx(ov) (ap.) xBdnédpxn ern(vrAnuévyc) a (érouc) (ap.) Ks 

(wovapraBov) (ap.) <mgis y(wovrar) emn(vTAnwevyc) (ap.) rs[gi’ 

CyoiBewc ex Tod TloAvveixov cdv TO Mowickov KOE ba: 

talov Kal €K Thc ayvoTopHtou eic Tovc amo TOO oiKov FeGv Odlectraccavod 

20 Kal Titov iSun(tueAc) a (érouc) ad exxekou(uev ) aB(poxov) (ap.) € KaTouK(tKijc) 

dBpox (ov) (ap.) «d 
eryvrA(mevnc) (ap.) KC y(wovrat) (ap.) va avn(uevnc) y (€rouc) aBpdx(ov) (ap.) § 

iB (€rouc) dpoiwe (ap.) [e 
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0 (€rouc) dpotwe (dp.) € y(Wwovrat) aBpdx(ov) (ap.) 1 BactrA(exqc) ...( ) yls 

aBpdx(ov) (ap.) & y(vovtat) KA(rpwv) BactA(uefjc) av(aypadeica) yis 

aBpox(ov) (ap.) « <iSuw(riKFc)> a (€rouc) aBpdy(ov) (dp.) € (uovapraBov) aB(pdyov) 

(ap.) An éemn(vtAnpevyc) (povapraBov) (ap.) KC 

Kal ex ToD Hmixpatouc KAijpou €ic Tovc amo TOD oikov Hedv 

25 Odectraciavod Kal Titov avy(wevync) Ky (€rouc) aB(pdyov) (ap.) K B (e€rouc) TiBepiou 

sialeey Be 
K (eTouc) Opot(we) (ap.) 6 uf (€rouc) (ap.) Ks y(Wovrar) aBpox(ov) (ap.) vs KaToL- 

K(uKHc) aBpox(ov) (ap.) Esdyis ern (vrAnpevyc) 

(ap.) vyLi¢ y(Wovra) (ap.) px y(wovrat) KA(jpov) aB(pdyov) (ap.) pxBdyts 

enn (vtAnpevnc) (ap.) vyLi¢ 

y(wovra) Kwp(nc) BactA(tKhc) av(aypadetcar) yis aBpdox(ov) (ap.) ¢ 

CidwwotiKnc> a (€rouc) aBpdox(ov) (ap.) € 

(uovapréBov) aB(pdxou) (dp.) pEdnus 
y(wovrac) aBpox(ov) (ap.) poedars emy(vrAnuévyc) (wovaptaBov) mLi¢ 

30 "Ocopovverfptoc Katouc(tKAc) ek TOO Myvodedpov i8i{w(teK7}c) | (uovaptaBov) avn (pwévyc) 

te (€rouc) aBpdoy(ov) 

(ap.) ve KO (€rouc) aBpdx(ov) (ap.) eA (€rouc) aB(pdxou) (ap.) Ke oB (€rouc) TiB(epiov) 

emn(vtAnpevyc) (ap.) 7 0 (€rouc) aBpdx(ov ) (ap.) ¢ 

y(wovrar) (wovapraBov) aB(pdyou) (ap.) vs émn(vtAnévyc) (ap.) y a (€rouc) az 

ev apm(édotc) a8(pdxou) (dp.) € (SvapraBov) pepicO(wuev ) etc TA 

matpia TH vy (€rer) aBpdy(ov) (ap.) 0 ra emBadovra por wépy 
f. > lol /, 7 > ~ 

Toxwveka@tewc € TOD KATW TEPLYW[LATOC €lc TOdC ATO TOD 

35 otkov Gedv Odvecraciavot Kat Titov avn(weryc) y (€rouc) (ap.) re 8 (erouc) (ap.) 

ra y(wovrat) aB(pdyov) a... a) 

KAyn( )  (ap.) €s Kal ek TOO Lécov Treptywpatoc Kal TOV (apdrepov) 

Aptewdadpov dwpecc €ic TovC a0 Tob oikov Heavy Odecm(actavod) 

kat Tirov Katoux(uxijc) aB(pdxou) (ap.) v dvn(wéryc) ¢Bpdx(ov) (ap.) pid y(fovrat) 

(uovapraBov) aB(pdxou) (dp.) p&S 
(StapraBov) pepich(wpev ) etc ra rdrpra aB(pdxou) azo (dp.) Bro émBdA(Aov) pepoc. 

40 (érouc) 8’ Adroxpdtopoc Kaicapoc Mdpxov *IovAtov Dirimrov EiceBotc 

Edrvyotc kat Mdpxov *Iovdiov @uinmov Devvavotdtov Kat ’"Emupavectdrov 

Kaicapoc CeBactav Papevid. 

(m.?) Kadmoupvia “HpdxAeva 7) Kat Evdapia 80’ éuot AdpyX(iov) ‘Iépaxoc yp(ap- 

patéwe) emdédwxka. 
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| Opowaxwp( — ) | Ocopovveidproc 
| OpoweaBOewc | Tuywvekwtewe 
| CyotBewc 

(Back) | BoBuaov 

I Kapoyp§ a k® arnt) zo) 4 BS 6 idiw™ a§’ evan) aBpox ennvd af’ y (= yWwovra) 
a en av af 8 av BS’ aBpox §’(= Fc) 10 Bact av yS’ aP Sy) We af’ 
apne ROTTS Il enn? ouot aS’ ax Opot 12 aBpoX ennvd opot 13 wn YS 
a> laa a wry 14. aBpox 15 a> aBpox efi end edi y Kb Bact 
16 avy y§’ aBpo¥ Sy) af’ aBpoX a> aBpox 17 y aBpoX en? aS’ a> y en? 
18 1, Mev- 20 we af’ exkexou§ a8 Karo aBpox 21 exmt y ara y§  aBpox 
BS DOTES yy a8 pox Bact aBpox yk Bact av 23 aBpox aS’ aBpox a- 
a en? as 25 wy xyS a® BS opor— 26 K§ omot- sy aBpoX = karou ~— a Bpo* 
em 27 a® en 28 y Kw Bact av aBpox aS’ aBpoX a> af 
29 y aBpoX en? ay 30 ocop = karo «=the awe Ste§ Ss a BpoX 31 KOS 
aBpox AS oF BS 7B’ ex O§ aBpox 32 y az af ent af’ evou) af 
Br juepuch 33 ty$ — aBpox 35 wy y§ 8 y af 36 Kn a’ 37 ovec) 
38 Karo.X aw aBpoX oy ae 39 Be pepic® aP ema 40 tovdvov 
41 tovAcov 43 auph iepaxoc —-yp§ 

‘Sheet 36 
To the comogrammateus of Phobou and other villages in the eastern toparchy, from Calpurnia 

Heraclia alias Eudamia, daughter of Calpurnius Theon a former Fellow of the Museum, through her 
secretary Aurelius Hierax: 

I register for the present 2nd year land I possess at 

THMOENACOM( ) 
undivided land, (registered) to those of the House of the deified Vespasian and 

Titus, private land, year 1, under vines, 

uninundated 205475 ar. 
artificially irrigated, year 1 13h 

total of land uninundated and artificially irrigated, registered year 1 2183 

substandard land, productive, in the category .. ., (registered) to those of the House 
aforesaid, registered year 2 

uninundated 3 

THMOENEPSOBTHIS 

undivided land, (registered) to those of the House 
of the deified Vespasian and Titus: 

royal land, registered year 3, 
uninundated 4 

private land, year 1, with vines which have been 

cut down, 
uninundated 4614 & 6a 
artificially irrigated likewise year 1 26 

one-artaba land, likewise (registered) to those 
aforesaid, 

uninundated 107$ 
artificially irrigated likewise (registered) to those 

C3 
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aforesaid 
and registered to Diodorus alias Apollonius, 

purchased year 3, at one artaba 

uninundated 
further purchased land... 

uninundated 
and registered to Antiochus son of Sarapion 

and grandson of Exacon, through his sons, 

one-artaba land, 

uninundated 
artificially irrigated 
total = 153 4 

Total for the village 
royal land, registered year 3, 

uninundated 

private land, year 1 
uninundated 

one-artaba land 

uninundated 

total uninundated 

private land, year 1, 26 ar. 

artificially irrigated 
one-artaba land, 2802+; 

totai artificially irrigated 

SCHOEBIS 

from the Polynicus estate combined with 
that of Meniscus and ....taeus, and from the 

undivided land, (registered) to those of the 
House of the deified Vespasian and Titus: 

private land, year 1, in an area cleared (of 

vines), 
uninundated 5 

catoecic land 
uninundated 
artificially irrigated 
total 51 

purchased year 3 
uninundated 

year 12 ditto 
year g ditto Jor om 

total uninundated 

royal land, registered year 3 
uninundated 

Total for the estates 
royal land, registered year 3 

uninundated 

private land, year 1 
uninundated (5) 

one-artaba land 

uninundated 

artificially irrigated 
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280$ 4s 

of ea 128 

4 

5i 4 
10 

43 

4013 32 6a 

130} or 728 

Gozk bdr rhe 

3064 te 

24 
27 

14 

10 

(10) 

38 

(27) 
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and from the estate of Epicrates, (re- 
gistered) to those of the House of the 
deified Vespasian and Titus: 

purchased year 23 
uninundated 

year 2 Tiberius ditto 
year 20 ditto 
year 19 

total uninundated 

catoecic land 

uninundated 

artificially irrigated 

total 120 

Total for the estate 

uninundated 
artificially irrigated 

Total for the village 
royal land, registered year 3 

uninundated 
private land, year 1 

uninundated 5 
one-artaba land 

uninundated 

Total uninundated 

artificially irrigated 

56 

664 Sts 

1223 $i6 

10 

160} 4+ 

175t t% 

11g 

(533%) 

803 t5 

OSORONNOPHRIOS 

catoecic land from the estate of Menodorus, private, at one artaba, 

purchased year 15 
uninundated 

year 29 

uninundated 

year 30 

uninundated 

year 12 Tiberius 
artificially irrigated 

year 9 

uninundated 

total one-artaba land 

uninundated 

artificially irrigated 

year 1, former vine-land 
uninundated 

two-artaba land, leased hereditarily in year 13, 
uninundated, of 9 ar. those parts which fall to me. 

10 

25 
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TYCHINNECOTIS 

from the lower embankment, (registered) to those of the House of the deified Ves- 
pasian and Titus: 

purchased year 3 35 
year 4 31 

66 total uninundated... 

and from the middle embankment and from areas formerly belonging to the gift- 
estate of Artemidorus, (registered) to those of the House of the deified Vespasian 
and Titus: 

catoecic land 
uninundated 50 

purchased land 

uninundated 114 

total one-artaba land 
uninundated 164 

two-artaba land, leased hereditarily, 

uninundated, of 2 ar. the part which falls to me. 

Year 2 of Imperator Caesar Marcus Julius Philippus Pius Felix and Marcus Julius Philippus the most 
noble and illustrious Caesar, Augusti, Phamenoth. 

(and hand) I, Calpurnia Heraclia alias Eudamia, have submitted (this return) through me, Aur. 
Hierax, secretary.’ 

List of villages. 

As: for the numbering cf. 1549; CdE 38 (1963) 124. 
2 Kadmoupviac ‘Hpaxdeiac: she and her father appear again in 3048 11 f. There is a Calpurnia 

Heraclia who leases out vineyards at some time in the third century (unpublished éméoy7y, dated 
‘year 2°); there is a Calpurnia whose former property is mentioned in a.p. 269 (PErl. ror, from Oxy- 
rhynchus). Otherwise I find no mention of either father or daughter, though this was clearly a rich 
office-holding family. Perhaps they were related to L. Calpurnius Gaius (prytanis of Oxyrhynchus 
in 222) and his son L. Calpurnius Firmus: for these and their connections see 2723 1 note, 2848 
introd. 

3 ceitnPévrwy: list by N. Lewis, Mnemosyne, 1963, p. 257; add 3047 and PMichShelton 620. 2. 
4 Opulowakwy( ): see on 44. 
5 ayvorounrov: again 9 and 19; the word is not attested elsewhere. I suppose it means ‘not divided 

into fields’. ‘And would not this in turn mean by implication ‘‘not equipped with the usual dikes, canals, 
etc. for the reception of the flood’’? It is not surprising if the greater part of such land is reported as 
aBpoxoc, and only a small portion is rendered productive by artificial irrigation’ (Youtie). 

etc: understand cwyuarilowévyy, as e.g. PMich. VI 367. 12: the land is ‘registered to’ the lessees, 
that is, they are responsible for the taxes; 1113 i 17 note. 

Tove dm Tod olkov: an ofxoc of Alexandria PFay. 87. 5 (€murnpyral drapydvrwv ofxov) ; an ofkoc of 
Antinoopolis PSI 449. 6 (it owns y7ca) ; an odcia ofkov Kaicapoc PLips. 96. 3. BGU 1182 mentions 
Tovc amo Tod olkov (of Alexandria?) leasing out land. 

Vespasian and Titus certainly owned estates in Egypt: PBour. 42. 78, 96 etc.; BGU 1894. 
93 ff.; Tomsin, Studi Calderini Paribeni ii 223. It looks as if ofkoc was the still surviving designation of 
some or all of these estates. Prof. Youtie suggests that the persons mentioned are tenants of the former 
estate who have taken on land from Calpurnia Heraclia as a group (for such groups compare the 
mraxvov of e.g. PCairIsid. 24. 1). 

6 ev dum(édoic) : cf. 10, 32. In the last passage this resolution fits rather awkwardly (after azo). 
We should perhaps consider évay(edixod) as an alternative; but the adjective is not attested, except 
perhaps at PSI 1328. 49 é« tod Acovucodepov [K]Anpov evro, ,, .Aukov evauredl, lov dpoup&v déxa. 
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av(aypadeicar) a (€rouc): cf. 8, 10, 16, 22, 28. Here the phrase corresponds to the simple a (ér.) 
earlier in the line. This makes it clear that the years cited are years of acquisition/registration ; they 
do not date the condition (uninundated etc.) of the plot described. 

7 vroAld]yov evdépov: substandard land which has been improved into production. Prof. Youtie 
remarks that PBeattyPanop. 2. 128 f. describes precisely such land: mepl rjc é¢rappévync amd broddyov 
adopouv. 

Tay Tap, .va,[,,],ckemopevey : é}reckeppevey is not a possible reading ; neither is é}gucrem<7) opevwv. 

Palaeographically the most likely readings are rwvrap, ca [ (as if a (érouc), followed by anumeral- or 
abbreviation-stroke) ; then |yccemopevwy. 

9 OpowepwBbewc: 1659 55 etc. 

10 exkekoup(ev ): cf. 20; PFouad 67. 12 amd éxxekoupéevov duré\wvr] Kal mapade<id wy; PRyl. 

207A. 33 azo exkexoupe(evov) ; PLeit. 16. 8 f. e& dAwy exxle]Koupévou dpovpdyv dvo. This cutting naturally 
put the land in a lower category for taxation: 2847 i 5-7. 

II (jovapraBov) : for the adjective e.g. 2473 18, PSI 1328. 47; the editors of 1459 and 1549 pre- 
ferred the resolution a (dpraByc). One-artaba land is a substantive category: thus in 1044 it is dis- 
tinguished from BaciAr«7}, and in PSI 1328. 47 ff. from dvnuévy. But it overlaps others, as is clear from 
the totals in this document: 23-9 (émyvtAnuern) povaprdBou dp. Kl+Karoucknc ap. vy (jpuicv) if = 
povapraBou ap. m (juecu) i$; 38 KaTouKiKic ap. v-+avyperyc ap. pS = povaprdBov ap. p£S. For catoecic 
land at one artaba cf. 3046, SB 9866 and PTebt. 324, corrected in PFamTebt. 51. 15 n.; the rate in 
general is discussed by Préaux, CdE 38 (1963) 131. 

13 wyn(wernc): cf. 21, 25, 30, 35, 38. For the omission of the syllabic augment in this form, Dr. 
Gignac refers me to PMich. 254 and 255, line 3; 270 19 etc.; 346; PSI 1328. 50. 

wvn(wevnc) ,,: the first of the doubtful letters looks like a; but the second suits neither § (a érouc) 
nor + (ovapraBou). 

16 pAgéSpxin]: the correct figure is 126% g¢ q35. That is, he counted the four arouras (line 14) 
twice. 

17 xBdnédpxn: the correct figure would be 461% ss ge + 130% ge ade = 592 Ye cos. (This 
assumes the two sub-totals to be correct, though the second is in fact wrong, see 16 note.) Youtie saw 
that 10 ar. of émnvtAnpevy (line 15) was mistakenly counted in; the discrepancy of the fractions may 
be a simple blunder. The total for émynvtAnpévyn (306445) is accordingly ro ar. short. 

18 CyolBewc: the same village 2583 25 (where the reading is thus confirmed). 
22 ...( ) yis: here, and at the end of the line, and again in 28, yi¢ is a copying error for y§’, 

i.e. y (€rouc). At the second and third places, the word preceding is av(aypad¢eicar), as the formula 

requires. _,_,( ) equally must represent an original av(aypadeicar) ; but the copyist has blundered and 
produced something which looks most like yovs. 

25 After ‘2 Tiberius’ we have years ‘20’ and ‘19’: i.e. 20 and 19 Augustus (strict reverse chrono- 
logical order)? or 20 Tiberius and 19 Augustus (allowing normal chronological order within a single 
reign)? Not 20 and 19 Caracalla, unless the sequence is jumbled. 

30 ’Ocopovvdidpioc: the scribe has written an arc-shaped sign over the first rho: normally a mark 
of abbreviation, here perhaps to separate the two parts of the Egyptian compound. The sign is not 

repeated in 44. This village is not in WB III or WBSuppl. Prof. Youtie remarks that the word occurs, 

in the form ’Ocopyd¢pic, as a title of Osiris (see PWarren 21. 3); and suggests that the village was 
a dependency of a temple of Osiris. 

Katou(uKqc) : the scribe wrote Bac:, then altered the first three letters to xato. The old category 
coexists with (é.w7i«7 later in the line, cf. Roberts and Skeat, Aeg. 13 (1933) 466. 

32 (ScaprdBov) : cf. 2473 19, where corn-land from the «\jpoc of Rhodon and Agasicrates is divided 
between povdpraBoc and didpraBoc; 1031 12. 

32-3 pepch(wpev ) etc ra marpia: cf. Lenger, Corp. Ord. Ptol. 53. 11 f. (royal ordinances of 118 
B.C.) mAny TOV peuicDwpéven etc 76 mrarpiKov [Kat] dv d[cleyyd (nua) drdpxer; a similar provision ib. 34117 
(PKroll, discussed by Koenen, Ptolemdische Kénigsurkunde 25). PHarris 138 i 24 (ist century A.D.) 
has ele ra. 7drpva by itself; PPetaus 44. 13 (later 2nd cent.) pepucd. etc ra r(atpixd). 3047 is still later 
than these. It might be thought that the phrase refers merely to a fossilized Ptolemaic land-category. 
But if r@ vy (érev) goes with what precedes, the lease was clearly a real one, contracted in 233/4 (13 
Alexander Severus). The participle pepucO(wpuev ) is obviously passive, of the land leased; in Corp. 
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Ord. 53 it is normally taken as personal (‘les fermiers qui ont un bail héréditaire et qui ont fourni 

caution’), which indeed the context suggests. 
34 Tvywvexwdtewc: 1659 54 etc. 

BIS Chin ve (): af odcar 36 KAn(pouyieai) (Rea) makes excellent sense; but a high trace at the end 

of 35 (as of a suspended letter) remains unaccounted for. Alternatively, an abbreviated proper name 

A cag () and then kA7(pov) ; Aprepd(dpov) (cf. 37) is not satisfactory. 

36 f. The same embankment and estate in 280 10. 

44 ff. Each village has been checked off with a slanting stroke. Ouowaxwpy( ) is not attested else- 

where. The superscript final letter looks like mu, rather than an undifferentiated abbreviation-stroke. 

3048. PROCLAMATION OF JURIDICUS AND REGISTRATION OF CORN 
Plate XII 

23 3B.13/E (3) a 15°5 X 34 cm. 17-18 March 246 

This text is written across the fibres on the back of 3028; in the upper margin of 

3028 are two short lines of cursive, which might doubtfully be read as a docket to 3048 : 

a(vriypadov) aroyp(adic) Kal mpoyp(duparoc). Basically, then, a sheet or roll of 

official correspondence was cut down and reused. But some further process seems to 

have intervened: there is a heavy kollesis to the left of 3048 (extending under the first 

two or three letters of each line), and this additional strip shows occasional line-ends 

from some previous writing. 

The text has two parts, both written by the same hand: 

1-9: proclamation of the iwridicus Aurelius Tiberius, requiring that all private 

stocks of corn in the city and nome (of Oxyrhynchus) be registered within twenty-four 

hours; in case of evasion, the treasury will confiscate both the corn and the house in 

which it is found. Date: 17 March a.p. 246. 

10-24: registration submitted on the following day (18 March) by Calpurnia 

Heraclia alias Eudamia: corn held by her at five villages in the lower and eastern 

toparchies, to the total of 5,045 artabas less amounts already committed for wages and 

other expenditure. 

The proclamation presupposes a shortage of corn around Oxyrhynchus. The 

same situation had already been deduced from other documents of about the same 

date: in PEr]. 18, of 27 October 248, the prytanis refers to supplies for the city, to the 

prevailing crevoywpia, to gymnasiarchs discharging the eutheniarchy; 1418 mentions 

appointments to the eutheniarchy in a.p. 247; 2854 shows a gymnasiarch refusing the 

eutheniarchy on 12 November 248. (See N. Lewis, BASP 7 (1970) 114.) 3048 shows 

just how severe the crisis was at one stage : so severe that the regime resorted to compul- 

sory purchase at prices which would have been high even for the private market (6 note). 

Shortage on this scale suggests a low Nile, or perhaps a series. There might be 

evidence for this in 3046 and 3047, declarations of land uninundated for 244/5: if, 

that is, the flood of 244 was defective, there will have been a poor harvest in 245; 

grain is always scarce, and prices high, in March, just before the new harvest; in 

March 246, with only the remnants of a poor crop, the shortage would have been 

severe. The argument is plausible but uncertain ; it assumes that such declarations were 
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made only for bad years; against this see PMich. VI pp. gf. (D. Bonneau, Le Fisc et le 
Nil 59 and 256, classifies the flood of 244 as ‘good’; but her evidence is ambiguous.) 

The proclamation requires private stocks to be registered; lines 10-24 contain 

a copy of a registration duly submitted by Calpurnia Heraclia through her guardians. 

The whole sheet will be a private copy for the use of her agents. This explains the use 

of scrap papyrus; and the abbreviated dates in 9 and 24. 

Here too I am greatly indebted to Professor Youtie. 

Y e& adbevteiac AdpnAlov TiBeplov Tod Kpaticrou Siucavoddrov. 
av -~ ” > ~ 5X \ > ~ ~ > 7 

OcoL cetTov Exouct Ev TH TOAEL Kal Ev T.O| VOU, aTroypaysa- 
¢ \ “~ \ \ / ” Ni \ \ \ cOwcayv dep TOO Kal TH TrOAW exew Tac Tpodac Kal TAC 

Synprociac ypelac avucOAvar ect THe avprov Aric ecriv 

5 Dapeval KB” rob alnulov adroic tnapyxovtoc, Ajpupbetae yap 

THY TEyLrY Hv w@picev 6 AapTrpdtatoc HUY Hyenev (Snvapiwv) F, 

yewucKovtTec OTe €av Tic ebpeOH fu7) aTroyparsapevoc od 
/ ¢ \ > »| Ve pee ” tee eA / 

[Lovov 6 mupdc aAAd Kal 7) oikia evOa edpicKerat exduKnOrjceTaL 
a ¢ / / ” " \ — 

TO lepwrdtw Tapmeiw. (ETouc) y” Payevwb ka. 

10 a(vtiypadov) amoyp(adjjc) . 
> / / ~ / / \ i € / A 

AdpnA(iw) TiBepiw 7 kpa(tictw) dixarod6rn (apa) Kadroupviac ‘Hpakdetac tic 

kat Evdaplac 

fuyatpoc KaXroupviov Odwvoc ta&v €v TH Movcelw ceernP&vtwv Kai we expnuatilev 

BovA(evtob) 

thc ’O€vpuyx(et@v) moA(ewc) Kat Xarpy(ovoc) Tob K(at) Anuynr( ) Kal we 

xpnu(ariler) émutpomwv: aroypadopat Kata 

15 Ta Kedevchévta b70 cod dv €xw Tupov b7r0 TpaypatevTac (vaC.) 

év ev KTHcEL Lov Trept Nobu (apr.) "Tk ev dé TH AweBéov (apr.) que ,., 

Kal ev T@ “Iciov Tpvdw(voc) (apr.) ck Kat €v Opowerps(BOer) (apr.) vé Kal ev 

Airy (apt.) cm 

Kat ev T@ Catvpov [(apr.)] we : 

amo 5€ Tv TpoKl ey |evwr dSidovrar unvratar cuvta€erc mpayyarevtaic TE 

20 Kal dpovrictailc Kal] yewpyoic Kal madapiouc Kai KaTapnvetotc, 

Kat ev T@ Catvpov _[..]...... cv addayeicat éTt amo TOO SieADvTOc uNvoc 

Meylet|p Kompet «lat , , |r@re peayetpouc Thc TOAEWC Sid TO €k TaAaLdTHTOC 

z[0] €dcov drefOapO{ac] (apr.) ex. 

(€rouc) y” Dlalpevad «KB. 
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6 * 7 yewwer-: K corr. from x Q tep- 10 a amoyps II avpf) KpS 13 Tov* 

Bou 14 o€upuyX od yaph tov Syun™ xpA 16 coviv 17 icoov tpvp% Bpower” 

23 1. €aov 

‘On the authority of Aurelius Tiberius the most excellent turidicus : 
All those who have corn in the city or in the nome, are to register (it), so that not only can the 

city have its supplies but also the public necessities can be fulfilled—tomorrow, which is Phamenoth 
22—without sustaining any loss thereby, for one will receive the price which our most illustrious pre- 
fect has fixed i.e. 6 denarii—with the knowledge that if anyone is discovered not to have registered it, 
not only the corn but also the house in which it is found will be confiscated to the most sacred treasury. 

Year 3, Phamenoth a1. 

Copy of return: 
To Aurelius Tiberius the most excellent zwridicus, from Calpurnia Heraclia alias Eudamia, daughter 

of Calpurnius Theon a former Fellow of the Museum and however else he was styled, acting through 

Aurelius Pecyllus alias Theon, former gymnasiarch and prytanis, senator of the city of the Oxyrhyn- 

chites, and Chaeremon alias Demet... and however he is styled, her guardians: I register in accordance 
with orders given by you the corn which I possess in the hands of my agents: 

in my holding around Suis, 3,020 artabas; in Dositheu, 245 art....;in Iseum Tryphonis 220 art. ; 
in Thmoenepsobthis 460 art.; in Lile 280 art.; in Satyru 820 art....—Out of the above-mentioned, 

monthly allowances are given to the agents and stewards and farmers and boys and monthly workers. 

And in Satyru ..... already pledged(?) from the past month Mecheir to Copres and [  Jpos, cooks 
in the city, because the oil has gone bad from long keeping, 287 artabas. 

Year 3, Phamenoth 22.’ 

1 e€ adfevretac: see 2664 1 note; 3050 i 7. 

Adpydriov TiBepiov: no doubt identical with the iuridicus Cl. Aurelius Tiberius who honours the 
Philippi in an inscription from Philippopolis, Ann. Ep. 1908, no. 274. This identification, and the 
mention of Calpurnia Heraclia (11 note), make it likely that the third year mentioned (g, 24) is that 
of Philip. The proclamation therefore dates from 17 March 246. 

3-7 Something is wrong with the grammar. I assume that the words from tzép 70d to avucOjva 
form a unit of two parallel clauses; and that yewwckovrec in 7 refers back to dmoypaysacOwcav. Then we 
must assume a parenthesis. It might begin with 4 écrw ric adprov (which will have to mean ‘this can 
be done tomorrow’), and end with line 6. More probably it begins with 5 Arjuerar, and ends with 6; 
in that case ecriv rjc avpuov is a mistake (by anticipation) for éi or évrdc tHe avpiov. Whichever view is 
taken, Ajpiferar must be simple error for Ajpisovra. The sentence in general is an oddly compressed way 
of putting two separate notions: the registration of stocks, and the compulsory purchase of these 
stocks. 

3 7Hv mow: to judge from line 2, this city is Oxyrhynchus rather than Alexandria. It seems to 
follow that the proclamation was issued separately to each nome, or to this nome only. 

4 Onuociac xpeiac: the phrase normally means ‘liturgical duties’ (W. Chr. 35 i 7, 1i 1 and vso. 1; 
PMey. 8.15; PFamTebt. 24. 54). It is not clear how the registration of corn would help the performance 
of these liturgies, except indirectly by assisting those concerned with collecting the annona. Youtie 
suggests that the point is much more basic: the government is trying to provide a subsistence for state 
officials, because even they are in danger of going hungry. 

6 (Snvapiwy) ¢: 24 drachmas: for one artaba, presumably (the original proclamation must have 
stated this; the copyist has abridged, as he did the dates in 9 and 24). The price is high. We have two 
groups of comparative material: 

prices in the normal market (Johnson, Roman Egypt 311; PSarapion p. 332) 

PLond. 1226 A.D. 254 (?) 12 dr. 
BGU 14 255 16 
PErl. 1o1 269 24 
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prices for mupoc cuvayopactiKéde 

2958 A.D. 99 16 
2960 100 8 
PSI 1262 137 8 
PTebt. 394 149 7 
2961-7 154 8 

By the standards of compulsory purchase, then, 24 dr. per artaba is (even allowing for a century of 
gentle inflation since A.D. 154) a very stiff price; well above the norm of the open market at this date, 
and up to the level reached in the inflation of the 260s. 

8 6 mupéc: this shows that cefrov in 2 has the restricted meaning ‘wheat’, not the wider meaning 
‘grain’. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft 95. 

11 KaAmoupviac ‘Hpakdelac: see 3047 2 note. 
13 IIgxvAdo[v]: this reading (by Dr. Rea) is supported by 1526 9, which mentions a ITé«vAAoc 6 

kai O€wy yuu (vacvapxycac) in A.D. 222/3; and by POslo 111, which has him as prytanis in 234/5. 
16 ff. Suis, Dositheu, and Isium Tryphonis are in the lower toparchy ; Thmoenepsobthis, Lile, 

and Satyru in the eastern toparchy. In 3047 Heraclia declares uninundated land in five villages, all 
in the eastern toparchy ; these include Thmoenepsobthis. 

16 (apr.) cwe ,,,: the signs which follow the numeral recur, isolated, at the end of 18. We 
might expect a fraction ; or asummation beginning with y(Wwovra). But I can find no convincing reading 
on these lines; and in any case neither suits 18. Prof. Youtie suggests that the original declaration had 
formulaic annotations by some official who checked the figures; the scribe of our copy failed to under- 
stand them, and simply drew what he thought he saw. 

20 Karapnvetorc: e.g. 2155 8. The noun originally supplied was perhaps yewpyoi (PCZ IV 59-736. 
36). 

21 This is a new section, parallel with 16-18 (whereas 19-20 and 22-3 are further indented, to 
show that they merely continue what precedes). The 287 artabas are additional. They have some 
special status, somehow to do with two cooks from Oxyrhynchus and with oil which has gone rancid 
with age. 

The crucial difficulty is the reading of the participle in line 21. Given that the letter before 
adAayercar could be either v or z, the possibilities are: (CU) all eee cuvadrayetcar, (1b) |... mpocuyad- 
Aayeicar; (2a) ],...., c Uradiayeicar, (2b) |... tpocumadAayetcar. The objection to (16) and (26) is, that 
the verbs are not elsewhere attested. The objection to (1a) and (2a) is, that mpoc- is a very plausible 
(though hardly a certain) reading; and zpd(c) cannot be left in isolation. 

If (1) were right, the corn was ‘contracted’ to the cooks, in place of oil which the estate had con- 
tracted to supply; if (2), it was mortgaged to them, in place of oil on which they had some kind of lien. 

There remains the word(s) after Cardpov. The traces suggest ca,[,,],av; c might be e.g. e, 7 might 
be e.g. v; ], is the end of a high horizontal or linking stroke. Possibly ézo[«]«(éq) af mpoc- (Rea). 

3049. Derposir or GRAIN 

19 2B.76/F (4-5) b 13 X 29 cm. 26 January/24 February 247 

This sheet carries two versions of the same text. A is written along the fibres in 

a good hand without abbreviations; B is written on the back, across the fibres, in a 
hasty hand with many abbreviations and several interlinear additions. It might seem 

that B is the draft (it omits the final date-clause), and A the fair copy. Against this 

there are two considerations. (a) B has a number of important details which A omits. 

(b) The papyrus is torn in such a way as to bisect the first letter in each line of A; 

whereas the lines of B generally end well short of the edge. This may suggest that B 
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was written after A, and a subsequent tearing of the papyrus: and indeed we should 

expect the verso text to be the later. In that case A is the first draft, and B the second. 

Neither is the finished document, for the quantity of corn is not specified (a blank at 

A 10-11, zocdc at B 14). 

In the space below A are two notes, written across the fibres. The first, perhaps 

by the same hand as the main text, reads: 

TLC ETTLY EV PAfLfrae avTyc KUptoc {|Kat e7re]] ‘cuvywpn-" 

‘Oeic avr’ Kal eyparpa vmep avrTic [7) eldveinc 

ypdppat (a) [Kal ezrep]|] 

This is an unfinished draft subscription, designed perhaps for the guardian Callinicus 

(A 4-6) but expressed as a general formulary with ruc (cf. e.g. 2677). The second note, 

in a different hand and upside-down in relation to the first, reads xoy’r7€-v710h0"8 ve : 

perhaps Kofr(at) ze doAdy(ov) (after this e.g. Aw or 6 (€rouc) vav; or 8 might be a: 

no possibility makes obvious sense). 
The main text is a contract of deposit for a certain quantity of corn. PStrass. I 54 

and PFouad 58 are similar contracts; 1472 is an application to the archidicastes for 

the recovery of such a deposit. The formulae follow normal lines: see 2677 and the 

introduction there. But the situation here envisaged is abnormal, for it straddles the 

private and the public domain: (a) the grain deposited includes ‘the additional per- 

centages’ (A 11, B 16); (b) it is to be delivered, not to the depositor, but rote ém- 

craAncopevowc vavkdjpoc (A 12, B 15); (c) the depositor is to receive a receipt for the 

grain once delivered. It is clear, then, that the corn is state corn, part of the annona; 

it is to be handed over to shippers sent from Alexandria for it ; the depositor Asclepiades 

is still responsible for the consignment (B 18), but the actual delivery is carried out by 

Didymus-Antonius and the others with whom the deposit is made ; the shippers transmit 

through them to Asclepiades receipts for the amount delivered. Many such receipts 

survive, and illustrate the process: 2670 1 and note. 

This deposit, then, is a stage in the transmission of the annona from the responsible 

official to the shippers. Asclepiades was responsible, because he held office as decaprotus 

of the middle toparchy, and the corn was stored at Nemerae in the same toparchy: 

these details are given only in B. He here delegates part at least of his responsibility ; 

this arrangement is unique in the surviving documents about the shipment of the 

annona; one wonders why it should have been necessary, and what profit Didymus- 

Antonius and the others made from the transaction, which is at their own expense. 

The decaprotus took over the functions of the sitologus. The office is first attested 

for Oxyrhynchus by this document, for the Hermopolite in W. Chr. 375 of 246, for 

Philadelphia in PLeit. 16 of 244/7. I have suggested in JRS 57 (1967) 136 f. that it was 

first created, at least as a universal institution, as part of a wider reorganization under 

Philip the Arabian. The object of the reorganization was to increase the yield of the 

annona, and to facilitate its collection and transport ; it may have been prompted by the 



shortage which, in Oxyrhynchus at least, threatened the state’s requirements in March 
246 (3048). If the decaproteia was created to meet a crisis, we should be able to explain 
why it is held here by the most important man in the town (the prytanis), whose 
avocations made it necessary to contract with three other members of the buleutic 
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class to perform the duties for him. 

10 

15 

20 

A 

AdpyAcor AiSvpoc 6 Kal Avrdvoc BovdAeu|r|yjc THC ’ O€upuyxet- 

tov ToAewc Kat Ila. ac 6 Kal Aidvpoc Kai Appawvotc ot Tpetc Capa- 

mapyswvoc Daviov yupvactapyyncavToc THC ’ O€upvyyerrav 
/ ¢ \ > ~ \ / ~ / > ~ ToAewc 7) S€ Aupwvotc pera Kuptov Tod dedopevou adh 

Kata TA “Pwpaiwy €0n Tod étépov adrav adeAhob AdpyAtov 

Kadweixkov AdpyAiw AckAnmady YupvacapynjcavTe 

EvapXw TpUTAaveEL Bovdevth Tic adbThc moAewc yatpeww. 

opodoyobwev Eye cov ev Trapabécer Tru| p|od yevnatoc Tob 

dveABSvtoc y (€rouc) Mapxwv *IovAiwy ®urir7wv KaLcapwv TOV 
/ if / ¢€ / 9) 4 Kuplov étpw Snuociw HurapraBla aptaBac vac. 

vac. COV Tatc émTomevatc EKa- 
A a \ 8 A > / va TOCTALC, AC KAL Tapadwecopev TOtC ETmLcTAANcomevowc vavKAT- 

potc (dla Hudv Samavaic, Kat ToUTwy amoyac cou é0ico- 
my 2 ¢ is s\ c / 2 x lev avev Tacync brepbécewc Kal edpyciAoyiac, Et Sé 

pn, exTelcomev co KaTa TOV TOV TapabnKav vdpor, 
~ vA yy iB: € ~ > 4 y+ THe Mpakewce cor ovceync Tapa TE HUG adrAnreyyvwv ovTwv 
> ” & > @ OA € ~ is ~ ny > ~ {2 / 

€ic ExTetcly Kal €€ od eav HUL@V aiph Kal eK TOV UTapyov- 

Tw Helv TavTWY KUpLoV TO xXELpdypadov Siccov ypadev 

TAVTAYH ETUpEpopevov Kal TavTL TO UTEp cod emup€pov- 
\ > fa / ¢ \ ~ € yn , ” 8’ 

Tl, Kal eTmepwTnbevtec b70 cob Wpodroyrjcapev. (€ToUvC) 

Adbroxpdtopoc Kaicapoc Mdpxov ’IovAiov Pidimn[ov] EiceBotc 

Eirvxote kat Maprov *lovAlov ®Aiam0v Pevvavordrov Kat *"Emiavectat[ov| 

Kaicapoc CeBactav Mexeip. 

Q tovAwy 13 tdvatc 14 u7ep- 17 umapx- 19 wUzep 21 tovAov 
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B 

|  Adpyjaror Aidypoc 6 Kat Avraivioc 

Bovdeur (ic) Hc’ O€upuyy(ert@v) 7dA(ewc) Kat [laAdac 6 Kat Al- 

Supoc Kat Aupwvodc ot y~ Capa dp>wavoc 

PDaviov yupwa(ceapyrjcavtoc) ric [|’ O€upuyx (errr) |] ‘a(dric)’ moAewc, 7 O€ 

5 Apupwvoic eta Kupiov Tob dedopévov aby} 

Kata Ta “Pwpaiwv €0n {rob dedojévov 

ait kata Ta ‘Papaiwy €n} rob érépov 

attay adeApot KaddXwveikov A(dpndiw) AckAnm<dydy 

yopva(coapyicavrt) evdpy(w) mput(dver) Bov(AeutH) Tic a(dr%c) 7A(ewc) deKa- 

10 mpwTw jecnc ToTr(apyiac) xaipew. opuodoyotpev 

yew cov ev rapabécer (mupod) yevnpa(toc) Tob bve(APdvtoc) y (€rouc) 

Meépxov ?lovAtwv PirlaTwv Kacdpwv TOV 

Kuptwv ceBactav ev Kopun Newépaic 

pétpw Sypoctw (HuwapraBien) apraB(ac) rocac y(ivovrat) (apraBar) vac. 

15 Kal TAVTAC Tapadwcopev TOtc EmTLcTAANCO- 
id ~ ~ 7 val 

pevouc vavkArjpouc ‘[vavkAy(powc) emt tHe adrac Newl|” cbv taic émopevatc 

EKATOC- 
A A Q7 € ~ 3 Ce 

TALC TALC Lolauc NLwv damrdavaic au €av 

/ Niigata 2A A / A , 5) ~ 
YVEWWVTAL ETL TIC AVTIC Nepep@v cov [LOVOV emraKoAovbotvToc 

/ / Kal TOUTWY amTroxac coL erroicopev Kafapac 
> A / Nees sit lon Crew exits a ¥ ” 20 amo mavrwv ‘emt thc a(drHAc) Newepdv’ ric mpaEewe cou ovene 

t 3 ~ > 16 y” 

Tapa Te Hp@v adAnreyy¥wv OvTwY 
> ww N59) fe SN tS ~ eoa 

etc exrerc Kal €€ od ay HUdV aiph 
~ / ~ Kal ek TOV bTrapYovTWY HLiv TAVTOV. 

A \ / \\ \ KUpLoV TO xELpoypadov Succov ypadev 

25 TavTayy emupepopevov Kal TaVTL TA 
€ \ ma ? / eed / 

Umep cob emup€povrt, Kal eTrepwrnlev- 

Tec UT cod wyodoyrcapev. 

2 Bovrev™ ofupuyX x 4. yupvaS o€upuyX a 3) Gh Q yupvaS evapX puts 
Bor a 7b 10 To) 11 F yernuaS cue yf 12 tov- 14 §’apra® /~ 
17 idvauc 20 a Ql -ey yuwv 

(Translation of B) “The Aurelii Didymus alias Antonius, senator of the city of the Oxyrhynchites, 
and Pallas alias Didymus, and Ammonous, all three children of Sarapammon son of Phanias, former 

gymnasiarch of the said city, Ammonous with the guardian assigned to her in accordance with the 
customs of the Romans, (namely) their other brother Callinicus: to Aurelius Asclepiades former 
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gymnasiarch, prytanis in office and senator of the said city, decaprotus of the middle toparchy: greet- 
ings. 

We acknowledge that we hold from you on deposit, of the corn of the produce of the past grd year 
of the Marci Julii Philippi Caesares our lords the Augusti, in the village Nemerae, by the public half- 
artaba measure, such-and-such a quantity. And this we will hand over to the ships’ captains who shall 
be sent for it, together with the percentages attaching, at our own expense whatever the expense may 
be: you are to exercise supervision (in this delivery), but nothing more (?). And for this (corn) we shall 
present you with receipts, free from any kind of flaw, at the said Nemerae ; you have the right of execu- 
tion upon us, who guarantee one another mutually for payment, and upon whichever of us you choose, 
and upon all our possessions. This chirograph is valid, being written in two copies, wherever it is 
produced and for whoever produces it on your behalf, and in answer to your question we have made 
acknowledgement.’ 

A 2 Ila, ,ac: the scribe wrote [Tac\ac or Iacrac; whereas B 2 certainly has Ia\Aac or ITarrac. 
Ilacrac and ITatrac might be alternative spellings of a single name (PPetaus. 10. 6 n.), but neither 
is known to NB or Onomasticum. I assume that ITdA\ac is correct in B, and miswritten in A. 

2-3 Sarapammon is not in Sijpesteijn, Liste des gymnasiarches. 
6-7 Asclepiades is here prytanis, in Mecheir 247. He appears as ex-prytanis in proceedings of 

Thoth 247 (1418). Presumably his successor took office on 1 Thoth. See A. K. Bowman, Town Councils 
of Roman Egypt 63. 

II-I2 €xatocraic: cf. 2670 34-6 note. 

B 18 éraxodovBodvroc: in some of the receipts issued by shippers, the grain is said to have been 
loaded erakoAovbovvtwr ra&v éml rijc éuBoAfe reraypévww Kal dv dd\Awv Séov ecriy (PSI 1053; 2125 12; 
probably 1259 20). Asclepiades is still strictly responsible for the grain, and must therefore provide 
his éraxoAov@ycc; but that is all (udvov), the rest of the work falls to Didymus-Antonius and the 
others. Alternatively, uévov might emphasize cod: ‘You, and no one else, have the right of émako- 
Aovéncuc.’ 

3050. PROCLAMATION AND OFFICIAL LETTERS 

19 2B.75/K (4) a IE X 31-5 em. Third century 

Remains of two columns, the second at full height and the first nearly so. The 
sheet was cut down, so that only line-ends and line-beginnings remain; the initial 
lacuna in col. i is of ¢. 50 letters. The cut-down sheet was used for an account of jars, 
3081 below. It was at this stage, presumably, that a single unfinished line was written 
between the two columns and at right angles to them; its beginning was hatched out, 
and the rest deleted with a single horizontal line. It reads: [[c. 17] [kal rv Aey9evrew 
amo wey a.[,,,],Aov dopipnc Kal T&v rept]. 

The script of col. ii is more upright and less rapid than that of col. i: probably 
a different writer. 

The main text is a collection of official documents: 

1 9-27 proclamation of Marcellus and Salutaris (c. 246-8) wepi re rapopicudy [kal ; 

a procedure is laid down for those who have such encroachments to complain of; the 

procedure involves decaproti and horiodeictae. There is some similarity with PLeit. 

16, of 244/7, in which the petitioners complain of being assigned too much land 

(and the tax on it) in the registers; they appeal to the decaproti, invoking orders of 

Marcellus and Salutaris (Il. 24-5); the procedure is, that the comogrammateus and 
C 8788 K 
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horiodeictes should assist in a fresh survey of the disputed areas. Both exaggerations 

and encroachments have to be rectified, if the land-register is to be strictly accurate ; 

and Marcellus and Salutaris perhaps had a special interest in an up-to-date survey of 

their province’s resources (JRS 57 (1967) 135). Itis even possible that 3050 dealt with 

both topics; at least re suggests that something parallel with wapopicudv followed. In 

that case, this proclamation might be the one referred to in PLest., 190, 24-5. 

What follows is much more obscure. yaipew i 35 begins a letter; evérvyov 11 7, if 

first person, suggests a petitioner reviewing the past history of his case. 

ii 29-35 and 38-43 are letters of Lissenius Proculus. Before the first is a heading, 

or possibly another short letter (ii 26-8). Before the second are two lines of connecting 

narrative. Nothing certain offers in the content except 37 rouc adjAKalc. 

Lissenius Proculus appears as acting prefect in PSI 870. This office normally falls 

to the iuridicus. The date is quite uncertain: PSI 870 was assigned ‘to the second 

rather than to the third century’ on palaeographic grounds. 3050 might contribute 

to the problem, if we could determine the link between the different items copied. 

If the collection is a collection of precedents, the items may be widely separated 

in time. I see no way of excluding this possibility. But the length of the pieces quoted, 

and the connecting lines ii 36-7, weigh against it. If on the other hand the collection 

is one of incoming correspondence (¢pistulae receptae) or of documents relating to a single 

case or litigant, the items should cohere chronologically. The second of these is the more 

attractive: Lissenius Proculus (perhaps as iuridicus, cf. i 31) is addressed in 1 35 ff. and 

replies in 11 26 ff. 

3050 thus gives some ground for assigning Lissenius Proculus to the same period as 

Marcellus and Salutaris, and for redating PSI 870. This date can be supported on 

other grounds: see now J. R. Rea, Akten d. XIII. int. Kongr. d. Pap. (Marburg, 1971). 
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Col. i 

In’ 
JL. Jvapw. 
Jafpovrectov 
Javéctpepev 

“7 
jv kai Mapxiov Cadov- 

] 
] 
] .€ TApopicuav 

i 

| mept Te Tapopicuca(v) 

] Adtrovac apovpac 

|. tac lnrjcevc trepa 

Jec Sexampdtouc ev 

Jrouc THe ToTTapxtac 

] wetakadecape- 

] optodecxr@v Kat 

Jewvar pfe|ra€d av 

].7.[ Jacbae tv’ otrw 

ravenrae Kau 

]dvdw Kal ete 

|nereru 

]., TovTw TO pa 

Jevrot twee 

JecBar rpoc 

|p €xacrouc Ta 
>? a / 

€lyruxetv. mpdbec. 

JetOwerrouctede 

] 
|todorov 

] 5 inane 
/ 

] yaupeuv. 

], coc AvovBiwvoc 

Ja, poata “HpakAe 

ete OC duxat 

OLE loners 

c. 4 lines lost 
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Col. ii 

\ > / 

Kal olKoTredwv| 
} Ber \ 

oacewe dua Tov, | 

tac Kal evel 

Jae rovrey, |. [ 
See avrowc, | 
evetvxov Kar [ 

THC Emuctparny , [ 

[Loe OtKaLa mpoc [ 

mapayyeiAac ovca, | 

yrwpiwov prow | 

Umocrhvar wy | 

di«ny ot O€ etc TO | 

tov adda Kal Tw | 

HAVov cou €€ere | 

Thc amo cob Bon|Oeiac 

Kadw Kata THV | 

ablevtiac trep| 

emuxparew | 
at dvata€erc [ 

Adpnd( ) “Eppord [ 
dec [.].pappl 

[ 
[ 
[ 

Acer 

mept mpoc, , .[ 
vopov em, _[ 

Aucenvoc II p{dxdoc 

expiy mev a, [ 
vov Te ToAAa, al 

Thc yyewoviac | 

pba: eect 
ayayety drrep| 

(€rouc) B” "Ereid [ 

eypagn dé Kal 
rode adirucalc 

Aucejvioc IT porroc 

Kal KvpiAdal 

ames wy 
Tv vopn| 

(€rouc) Y [ 
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112 €Aat’rovac ii 10 mapay’yevAac 

i 7-8 A heading (subject and date of the proclamation), as in ii 26-8 and (in narrative form) 11 

36-7. Cf. 3026 introd. 
7 mapopicpav: note PMilVogl. IV 251. 3-4, which mentions a report of a horiodeictes wapopicyod 

ywoper(ov) ; BGU 616. 

9-27 Proclamation of Marcellus and Salutaris. The format is the same as in 2664. g-10 might be 

restored accordingly: é& adOevrelac KAavdiov Mapxéddov rob Svacnpordrov KaboA.Ko]i Kat Mapkiov 

ZLadov|[raplov rob Kparicrov emurpdrov Tav ceBacra@v + 14]. This gives an initial lacuna of c. 50 letters. 

I have assumed from the spacing that there was a short line of writing between g and 11. But the space 

is not so marked as to make this certain. 

13 mépa? mepal[var? 

15 Jrouc tHe Tomapxtac: presumably dexampa|rouc or Tote THe T. [Sexampwrouc. The other officials 

likely to be involved had authority only in their own village (comogrammateus, horiodeictes: for the 

latter see PCairlIsid. 3. 10 note). 

21 ff. might be restored on the lines of 3017 2-3 and 13: el rivec ... broypadp]qc Teru||xAKact 5 

24 et wlevror twee... 

23 E.g. rovrw 7& rpal[yparixn@ (PLeit. 16. g note). 

26 éxdcroue ra: restore 7a | [’8.a? The phrase is used of the rectification of zapopicuol in BGU 616 

(verb dmoxaracrfcar) and PRossGeorg. II 21. 17-18 (verb rrapaldodbvac). 

a9 E.ug. ty] Sader rote re Se|[Katpwrouc. If this is right, the note refers back to the proclamation. 

31 may be the heading of a new document: a letter (35) from or to the iuridicus (31). 

31 Probably dixa].od0rov. 
33 v is probable; before it a horizontal, like the cross-bar of e; after it probably 7. Perhaps e.g. 

d]é bzlo TJaxaveioc. | 

36 Jwcioc might be possible, but not Jwvcioc; it would be convenient to find a connection with 33, 

which from its position should belong to a summary of the letter which follows. Alternatively Jwvioc? 

37 Probably yp|déppara. ‘Hpaxde- may then have been the writer of these ‘letters’. If the whole 

collection of documents belongs to the 240s, only two known high officials come into question: the 

prefect Aur. Sept. Heraclitus, in office in 215; and the prefect Heraclius, known only from the undated 

1313 (third cent.). 
38 Apparently not émcroAjc; perhaps émi 7@ Ti} Sixar|[odoctac? 

39 If this column finished opposite ii 43, there will have been four more lines. 

ii 6 At the beginning e.g. odroc. 

10 mapayyetAac: e.g. 2343 7, of the prefect’s instructions to the petitioner. 

21 Is this the subscription of the petition (which one might otherwise have supposed to terminate 

not long after the BorGeva~phrase in 16) ? -«Ay[c or -«Ay[y suits the trace ; not -KAe. 

22 Not et]8droc ypduplara. Perhaps e.g. emjdaicw ypauplara. 

26-8 Is this the heading of the letter which follows, or a letter itself? 

27 Perhaps rept mpocem[ wy; or wept ITpocwnir- . 

30 a, .[: a orr.|. 
41 E.g. dreipwy [, aeAdv [. 
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3051. RecrmrT FoR ARREARS OF RENT 

Plate XI 
33 4B.79/E (1-3) a 21 X 20-7 cm. 1 May 89 

This receipt was given by the steward of Ti. Claudius Theon, a former gymnasiarch 
and agoranomus of Alexandria. Theon had leased out land from the Seneca estate to 

Petsiris; rent both in cash and in kind was owing; Petsiris’ son here settles the debt 

in a single cash payment. Petsiris also had debts to the steward’s own father; a final 

safeguard (lines 8-11) stipulates that the obligation to settle these is not affected by the 

present transaction. 

It is likely enough that Petsiris had died, leaving his creditors to his son. This 

copy of the receipt has no subscription, but was certainly folded for preservation. 

For similar texts see J. Herrmann, Studien z. Bodenpacht 27 f. 

The background is illuminated by 2873, published with commentary by G. M. 

Browne, BASP 5 (1968) 16 ff. The document is a withdrawal from lease, dated 

A.D. 62; it is submitted by two farmers (sublessees) to Ti. Claudius Theon, pucbwrijc 

thc Aovkelov Avvaiov Cevéxa odciac. If this is the same Theon as in 3051, he seems to 

have held the Seneca estate for over twenty-seven years. 

The chief interest of the piece is palaeographic. The hand is an elegant and formal 

one with few ligatures (it degenerates into cursive only in the date, lines 11-12). The 

sporadic tall e and the flattened w look forward to the Severe Style and similar hands of 

the mid second century; 3051 should figure with PGissUnivBibl. 20 and PBremen 5 

(both early in the reign of Hadrian) among the dated forerunners of those hands. 

The back is blank. 

as Jewvoc otklov|dpuoc TiBeptov KAavdiov Odwvoc T&v reas 
yeyupva |cvapynkoTwv Kal jyopavoynKkdtwr AdeEavdpet- 

ac ],ae ITercipewe Tob Kat AiBwroc 706 [lavexwrov 

en |, mapa [clod etc Tov Tob Tpoyeypaypevov KXavdiov 

5 Odwvoc Ad}yov Alolirov exdoplilwv Kat apyupicdv dopwv 

wees ].v dv eyed[plyee 6 mpoyeypappevoc marip 
Clevek{ulavijc [o|bciac TOv eumpocbev ypovev 

tiny aplyuptov dpaxpat éenrakdcvat (yivovrar) (dp.) & pevovtoc 

pot TOd Aloyou THv dfeouevww 7H Tratpi wou Kravdiw 

ee er ae |, b7[o Tlod m[ployey[plappevov tatpdc cov Iler- 

cipewe 7o|6 Kal AiBwvoc. (erouc) 1) Abtoxparopoc Kaicapoc 

Aopu|riavod CeBactod Teppavixob yy(voc) Peppavixetov ex\7|ne. 
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8 /S¢ 

‘[  jinus, steward of Tiberius Claudius Theon, former gymnasiarch and agoranomus of Alexan- 

dria, to... son of Petsiris alias Libo and grandson of Panechotes, greetings. I have received from 

you, for the account of the above-mentioned Claudius Theon, arrears of rent in kind and rent in 

money for... arouras which your above-mentioned father farmed in former times, being part of the 

Seneca estate . . . seven hundred drachmas of silver, making 700 dr., without prejudice to my rights in 

respect of the debt owing to my father Claudius [ ] from your above-mentioned father Petsiris alias 

Libo. Year 8 of Imperator Caesar Domitianus Augustus Germanicus, month Germaniceus sixth.’ 

1 A Ti. Claudius Theon was one of the landowners involved in constructing a dike at Tychin- 

necotis in A.D. 83/4 (290 29); property mpérepov Kiavdiov O€wvoc is mentioned in a.pD. 101 (510 15 f.). 

Either or both might be identical with the Theon of 2873 and 3051. 

2 yeyupvalcapynxdrwv: add Ti. Claudius Theon to Sijpesteijn, Liste des gymnasiarches 44. 

Aan t See ],: the expected formula is xa(épew): dvéx|w (xalpew without abbreviation exceeds the 

space). 
6 dv: the relative need have no noun attached, see PHamb. 8. 6. But dpovp]év would fit con- 

omitted in line 1, to judge from the space). 

3052. ITINERARY 

5 1B.42/G (c) G7] oS aR, Cia First century 

The papyrus is broken at the top; but the content suggests that little, if anything, 

preceded line 1. The lower half of the sheet, and the back, are blank. The hand, which 

is virtually without ligatures, belongs to the earlier first century; dated parallels are 

listed in the introduction to 2435. 

The text is the itinerary of a journey from Nicopolis to (perhaps) Oxyrhynchus. 

The travellers enter Egypt, line 2 (that is, they leave Alexandria) ; and reach Nicopolis 

on Mecheir 17. Subsequent stages have numbers, from 1 to 9 or 10. These numerals 

might represent days of the month; but in that case nearly two weeks passed at Nico- 

polis. It seems more likely that the numbers simply index the successive days of the 

journey. 
The towns named, so far as they are legible and identifiable, suggest a journey by 

water : from WNicopolis by canal to Schedia, and then south on the Canopic branch past 

Hermoupolis Minor (cf. Strabo 17. 1. 16 and 22); south again on the main stream past 

Babylon and Memphis to Aphrodito ; west along the Fayytm canal, past Venne, to join the 

Bahr Yiasuf at Ptolemais Hormu; along the Bahr Yusuf past Caene (?) and Tacona (?) 

to Oxyrhynchus. 
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This explains why the stages include both Memphis, on the west bank, and 

Babylon and Aphrodito, on the east bank. The land routes naturally stay on one bank: 

Itinerarium Antonini (155. 1 ff.) Chereu, Hermoupoli, Andro, Niciu, Letus, Memphis, 

Peme, Isiu, Caene, Tacona, Ossirincho; Tabula Peutingeriana (see K. Miller, tin. Rom. 

852 ff.) Alexandria, Melcati, Naucrati, Niciu, Auleu, Memphis, Venne, Sinottu, 

Ptolemaidonar, Heracleo, etc. The land route would be quicker: the Jtin. Antonini 

reckons five days from Chereu to Memphis, our travellers took nine days from Nico- 

polis. Of course they were going against the current; and took time off for a bath on 

at least five days.! 

The coincidences between this itinerary (a purely private document) and the 

literary ones are interesting. Venne is known only from the papyrus and the Tabula 

Peutingeriana. 

etc Aiyurrolv Me}xeip uf etc New- 

B ei|c ‘Eppod morew 
ee 8 8) 6 es 

KoTroAw @ ec | CCC NAc) 

cle, cap, [.,..,,],, ddovedpeda [5 
5 eic eT. € cic | eXo|ucapeBa Kat pi- 

]Ocov €roucdpreBa | vapev adda‘y’ re | evigiiesie, ejle: « 
St ee t €ic dies od ee _ peda Qa TV n Trape| [l= 

Body Ayabordgoluc é|Aoucdpeba 6 BaBvaAdy 

rape. Body ‘etra” Meévdetc, ¢tra cic pvAaKac Adpodertw 

10 _...).[.], fra Odewve efta Hrodgyacic tra [[Aevxoye]] Kev, , 

Ireiraite 1] 

1 Perhaps ayA or aya. The papyrus breaks off just above this line, which may or may not have 

been the beginning of the text. 

GB fete; (eee. : perhaps [Xa:péov, which precedes Hermoupolis in the Jtin. Antonini. 1749 assesses 

costs of water-transport from this town to Niciu, Heracleopolis, and Cynopolis. 

4 ,,.€tap, [: before « perhaps 7 or v; after « perhaps 7, then the left side of y or 7. 

]..: perhaps ]_[. jw. 
5 ec .er.q: apparently NerAl[¢]}y (though the first letter might possibly be kappa). Not known to 

WB III or WBSuppl. 

proceeded cic _,,w after their bath (Omiennaene 

6 .ad\avre.[: the first letter looks like a 7 closely followed by remains of another upright: prob- 

ably 7, in the form characteristic of this hand. At the end, a low curve as of c. I can make nothing of 

maAAavred ; and [TadAavreo[ is not promising as a proper name. 

1 Dr. Rea compares the extract from Alexander’s Journals, Arrian Anab. 7. 25 1 (AG HEl wing 1? @)s 

grevra e€avacrdvra Kal Aovcdpevov .. . dmadAaxbévra 5€ Tod dT0v AovcacBHar KTA. 
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]@ov: of @ parts of the loop and a trace of cross-bar to the left (@ rather than B « ; not Ni|«iov). 
7 «ic Ile [: if what follows is eAoucd |weOa, the place-name can have only three or four letters. 

ITep| would be a good reading (remains of the loop and of the shaft of p). 
a,7nv: foot of upright, and left-hand arc, as for auernv. Seemingly not dic (which in any case 

leaves rnv without function). 
7-8 map |Body AyaboxAgo[uc: I have not found this place-name attested. As a speculation, 

I note that Agathocles son of Oenanthe, as ‘guardian’ of Ptolemy V, sent Scopas to recruit new mer- 
cenaries with the intention rovc apyatouc Kat mpoiimdpyovrac E€vouc emi Ta Kara TIV XHpav Ppovpia Kal TAC 

karoukiac amocretAa (Pol. 15.25. 17). The Prosopographia Plolemaica registers no high-ranking soldiers 
called Agathocles. 

9 Mévdec: the trace which follows is of an upright. Perhaps the numeral c (the stroke above it 
lost) ; but efra is then superfluous. 

pvraxac Adpodertd: PvAakac rather than ¢vAakdc. This entry supports the restoration év Adpo- 
dé]rnc mode at PHib. 198. 126-7, in a list of dvAaxad. The guards must have manned a customs post: 

compare the “Epyomodurixy ¢dudaxy (PHib. 198. 130), which Strabo 17. 1. 41 describes as reAdvidv Te 
TOV eK THC OnBaidoc Katapepoperwr. 

The ship-canal for the Arsinoite leaves the Nile opposite Aphrodito; the travellers must have 
turned along it, to reach Ptolemais Hormu (10). On the canal see Wiken, Corolla Archeologica (Skrifter 

uigivna av Svenska Institutet i Rom 2, 1932) 272 f.; he remarks that Strabo too seems to have used it, since 
his description proceeds from Aphroditopolis to the Arsinoite and then to the Heracleopolite. 

10 Ovevvé must be the Venne mentioned by the Tabula Peutingeriana after Memphis and before 

Ptolemaidonar (i.e. Ptolemais Hormu?) and Heracleo. 
Trodepacic: sc. “Oppov. See PPetaus pp. 22 ff. 
Aevxoye]]: the scribe began to write Aevxoyetov, the southern river-port of the Fayyam. The supra- 

script might be read Kev i.e. Kaw: a suitable town, being on the Bahr Yasuf. This depends partly 
on what terminus is reached in the next line. 

11 ,.a,,,{ ]: difficult. I had tried ‘HpaxA¢[ovc: against this (a) «[ looks much more like of, and 
there is no room for A before it; (b) if Kevy is right in 10, Heracleopolis is well behind us. A better 
guess would be Tax¢[va, which the Jtin. Anton. gives as the last stage on the road before Oxyrhynchus. 
Against this: there is more space and ink than the initial 7 can explain. 

3053. REGISTRATION OF SALE OF SLAVE 

34 4B.77/L (1-3) a 9°8 X 16°3 cm. 28 October/26 November 252 

This document exactly parallels 73 (a.p. 94) and 3054 (a.p. 265). It states 
that the owner of a slave has registered him (dmeypdibaro), declaring his ownership 
by a document submitted (érdéuvnua) and an oath in writing (yepoypadia) ; details 
are given about the slave and about the circumstances of the purchase. The registra- 
tion is made through the agoranomi or their substitutes. 

73 has been discussed by Mitteis, Gz. 184; Woess, Untersuch. ti. d. Urkundenwesen 
170 ff. ; Seidl, Der Eid i go f.; Pringsheim, Greek Law of Sale 234 f. 

263 (Oxyrhynchus, A.D. 77) and SB 7533 (‘Upper Egypt’, a.p. 160/1) illustrate 
the previous submission and oath referred to (lines 10-11). In these documents the 
seller of a slave addresses the agoranomi; he swears that he has sold the slave, that the 
slave was his property, and that he has received the price—in effect, then, affirms on 
oath the contents of the deed of sale (which in SB 7533 follows on the same sheet). 
The same procedure, but for a sale of land, appears in 100 of a.p. 133 (revised text 
and bibliography in CP7 iii 454). 
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This is the oath of the seller. The ye.poypadéa of the purchaser (3053 11 etc.) will 
have been similar. The taépyvnua of the purchaser remains obscure; if it was simply 
an azroypady (registering the acquisition of the slave), the aeypaxsaro documents must 
represent yet another stage—written confirmation that the doypadr-procedure has 
been gone through. 

All these documents do or may come from Oxyrhynchus. The new pieces 3053 
and 3054 show that this first-century form continued in use in the later third century : 
concurrently, that is, with the complexities of anacrisis (see Wolff, 75S 83 (1966) 340; 
van der Wal, Rev. de ’hist. du droit 35 (1967) 595). 

The sale took place at Aurelia Tripolis (13): the title is new and interesting. 
The back is blank. 

> — €rouic y Adjroxparépwv Kaicdpwv Taiov OviBiov 

TpeB|w|pravod PddXov kai Taiov OrviBlov Adwiov 

TaMov OvedSovpuaved Odorovcravod EdceBav 

Evrvyav CeBalct@lv unvoc Néov CeBacroo (vac.) 

5 Abdp (vac.) ev ’OE(uptyywr) 7A(er) dua AdpyA(lov) Avrumdrpov Tob Kat 

Avovuctov acxyodAlou|u(évov) &j(v) &yopavop(eiov). 

ameypaxbato TH evectuicn jucpa Maproc AdprAvoc 

Mapxcav[o|c 6 Kat “Hpac *Icidpov rob Anunrpiov 

EvOqvodore|tolc 6 kat AdOarede adc (érdv) AC dcenu(oc) ev aywd 

10 dv ed7Aov Ov 0b erédwxev bropwatoc Kal Fe 

TreToinTal xelpoypadiac Urapyew adT@ ayopacbei- 

cav tr adtod Kata dimAwpa ‘ENAnvixov yevopevov 

ev AdpnAia Tpimode tie Bowikne TH dveAOOvte 

B (ere) tapa Mdpxov Adpyrtov Ae twv,, CiABavod ’ Ocpo- 

15 nvod SovAnv ovéuwatt Badrcapéav yéver ”Ocponviy 

Mecororapnviy oc (er@v) cl odA(at) yeiAer TO dvw e& apr- 

ctep(@v) Kal yovare deE(t@) ad KatamAod ent Tob adbtob Sued- 

Ol d|vroc B (€rouc) ’Emeld kg ev mAoiw Mapxov AdpydAtov 
/ ” > i rd > ~ lod bd a 

Avocképov dkatoc Otpavia ev ayuda TH adrh. 

20 (m.2) Adprdvoc Mapkiavoc ameypaisdnv 

Wc TpOKITAL. 

5 of 7d auph 6 acxoAfov]4 wv? ayopavol4 8 npakAnc corr. from -KAeoc? icudwpov 
10 umo- Il va- 12 wa 15 ocpo-: ¢ corrected 16 ov 16-17 apictep’ dee’ 
19 ayvia 
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‘Year 3 of Imperatores Caesares Gaius Vibius Trebonianus Gallus and Gaius Vibius Afinius 

Gallus Veldumnianus Volusianus Pii Felices Augusti, in the month Neos Sebastos..., Hathyr..., in 

the city of the Oxyrhynchi, through Aurelius Antipater alias Dionysius who has in charge the farm of 

the agoranomeion. 

Marcus Aurelius Marcianus alias Heracles, son of Isidorus and grandson of Demetrius, of the 

Euthenodotean tribe and the Althaean deme, aged about 37, no distinguishing marks, registered this 

present day, in the street, the slave whom he declared in the memorandum he submitted and the 

written oath he made to belong to him, purchased by him under a Greek contract made in Aurelia 

Tripolis in Phoenicia in the past 2nd year from Marcus Aurelius... Silvanus, an Osrhoenian— 

the female slave by name Balsamea, by race Osrhoenian Mesopotamian, age about 17, scars on the 

upper lip to the left and on the right knee, imported by sea, in the said past 2nd year, Epeiph 26, in 

a boat belonging to Marcus Aurelius Dioscorus, (type?) akatos, (figurehead ?) Urania, in the said 

street. 

(2nd hand) I, Aurelius Marcianus, have registered (the slave) as above.’ 

5 f. The slave-sale 1209 (dated to an uncertain year of Gallus) is transacted before the same 

Antipater; there, as here and in 73 and 3054, the month has a double name, and the writer leaves 

a blank for the numeral after each element. 

6 dcyoAov]u(evov) : see 1208 2 note; add 1709 (a.p. 224), 1562 (276/82), 3054 (265), PStrass. 

264 (277/82), SB 8971 (late 3rd century). The documents show that the agoranomeion was regularly 

farmed, as early as 224 and as late as 291, to administrators with this title. 

g Ev0nv0dér¢[10 Jc: this must be the correct form, parallel to Ayaoddrevoc. 1707 4 prints EiAqvodiov, 

which must be a mistake; PSI 464. 4 has only ev@_y{. 

10 év: the writer forgot to adapt his formula to the feminine. 

12 SimAwpa ‘EMqvixdy : 3054 g f., PRossGeorg. II 27 (Alex. Severus), PVindBosw. 7. 17 (A.D. 225) ; 

SimAwpa alone BGU 913. 3 (A.D. 206). Of the slave-sales referred to in these five documents, four 

certainly took place outside Egypt; this fact suggests that PVindBosw. 7. 17 év tote €€w térouc should 

be interpreted in the same sense. Indeed, we should not expect sales in diploma form in Egypt; whereas 

they are the norm e.g. in Dura Europos. 

On diplomata see J. F. Gilliam, Bonner Jahrb. 167 (1967) 233 f., JFP 16-17 (1971) 65 ff BGU 

913, a slave-sale from Myra in Lycia, describes itself as a diploma, though no trace of a second text 

remains. 
13 AdpnAla Tpirddev: the famous Tripoli in Phoenicia, but I find no other evidence for the title 

Aurelia. The British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coins, Phoenicia (1910), records ample third-century 

issues up to and including Elagabalus; no title appears beyond vavapyic (under Elagabalus: pp. 222 ff.), 

which was already attested under Hadrian by OGI 587. If then an emperor conferred the Aurelia 

after the reign of Elagabalus and before the date of our document, it must have been Alexander 

Severus. This may be confirmed by a coin in the British Museum (Cat. p. 226 no. 1 39), with the unique 

inscription TPIIIO( ) METR(opolis) POENI(ciae) ; the image is obscured by double striking and 

corrosion, but doubtfully identified as Alexander Severus.’ 

For the process we may compare the elevation of Sidon to colonial status by Elagabalus: its new 

title is Colonia Aurelia Pia Metropolis Sidon. Alexander Severus showed himself active in the province, 

perhaps because he passed through on the way to the Parthian front; he certainly restored the title 

Metropolis to Tyre, and conferred it on Caesarea Maritima (see Kadman, Corp. Numm. Pal. II p. 24, 

IV p. 24). Tripoli perhaps benefited from the same occasion. 

14. de,rwv,’: apparently Aey’r- or Aer’r-; at the end -voc or possibly -vy. E.g. Aérrwvoc, with 

ZiABavod as patronymic. But neither dérrwy nor Aéyrwy is attested. 

15 BaAcayéay: the masculine Badcapfjc is quoted from Lidzbarski, Eph. f. sem. Epigr. 1 p. 260. 

16 Mecororapnviy: elsewhere the adjective seems to be Mecovotapiryc or Mecomrotauoc. 

1 Mr. Martin Price has been kind enough to inspect the coin, which is still unique in the British 

Museum collection. He confirms the reading of the legend; and adds (a) that ]JCAES[/EVJALEX[ 

is a possible reading of the obverse; (b) that neither the profile nor the general style of the coin really 

compares with at least the commoner types of Caracalla and Elagabalus. 
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17 a6 xaramhob: see Wegener, FFP 9-10 (1955-6) 102. 
19 dxato¢ Ovpavia: the letters are certain, except for ¢ (but if it is v, the final stroke is much less 

extended than one would expect). It would be natural to take Ovdpavia as the ensign of the boat, as 
e.g. Thalia in PTebt. 486. But this is not a meaning which d«aroc ever has (rapdcnpov, émicnuov) 
Are the two nominatives a shorthand description of the boat by type and by ensign? 

3054. REGISTRATION OF SALE OF SLAVE 

19 2B.74/B (a) Tie x Ors cm. 26 May/ 24 June 265? 

A registration of the same form as 3053. The back was reused for a private letter 
from Apollonius to Sarapammon (printed below as 3066); the address of the letter 
appears in the left margin of the registration. 

The registrant comes from Bostra, capital of the province of Arabia. The sale had 
taken place in Bostra ; and details are given of three successive previous owners; to the 
earliest of these the slave had belonged by birth. We learn incidentally some new facts 
about the constitution of Bostra and the nomenclature of its citizens ; Septimius Severus 
(24) is particularly tantalizing. Unfortunately the papyrus is badly damaged, so that 
the reading is often in doubt. I am particularly indebted to Dr. John Rea and Dr. John 
Shelton for their help. 

> — €rouc 18’ Adroxparopoc Kaicapoc LovrAiov Avxuyytoy <CadAdnvod> 

Teppavkot Meyicrov EvceBote Evtuyotc CeBactot 

Adov (vac.) ITabv (vac.) ev ’O€upiyxwv mode dua Adpn- 

Aiov Cepnvobewroc acyoAoupévov aviv ayop(avopetov). 
> 4 a > A ME / A > A / : 

5 ateypaato TH evectwcn Huepa AtpyAla ... ttc 

Cijuwvoc amo Boctpac tHe Cupiac dudijc Av |. 

we (er@v?) [| [df .. ov edxAoly 60’ ob erédwxlev b- 

Topwnplatolc Kal Fc memol|nrae yeipoypadiac brdp- 
J ~ At / at) ’ ~ \ } / Xr yew atd7T@ alylopacbévra tr’ adtob Kata dimAwwa 

10 ‘EMnvixov yevopevov ev Boctpa émt umdtwv 

AnBetvov to [B|’ kat Aékcrpolv| eid{ojic BeBpapiacc tra- 

pa Adbpnrlov .epyva ’IovAvav[o}6 Ma€iwou BovAevtob 

15 Antov cic (éerdv) 8 XevKdxpour bTomAatuTpdcw- 
> / if ’ \ / Tov apeodpuv Kovddpewa ovAal peter 

Kal ddpver Kal caydver edwrtporc tapdctpaPo(v) 
A A cl ped \ 

avnbévta Kai bd Tob *"ovAvavot Kar’ wyyy 
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Terewwhetcav Sua Sypociov ev TH adh 7dAe 

20 t@ abt@ erer pnvi Aiw rapa vooad : ‘ P TEPID sweet OY 

od avov Bovdeutod bu, _, oc yevope|vjov 

apev [.| Kar’ 
ees awe ev dud Adc, Kal aU 

n ToAet Onjulo |\ciw(v) 
CC 

Trapa.| Cemripiac E. f Vac Cemrysiov Ceourjpou 

25 bod Reem TAaV.,, OYE EK, pt 

aeAge yoni ony Seale. 

4 ayops 15, 1. AevKoxpwv 16 1. aparodpuv 17 -crpapo 18 Kar’ 20 10'da0, 

22 Kat’ 23 dyponad 

‘Year 12 of Imperator Caesar Publius Licinius Gallienus Germanicus Maximus Pius Felix 

Augustus, Lous, Payni _, in the city of the Oxyrhynchi, through Aurelius Serenotheon who has in 

charge the farm of the agoranomeion. Aurelia. .., daughter of Simon, from Bostra in Syria, of the 

tribe..., ..., registered on the present day the slave whom she declared in the memorandum she 

submitted and the written oath she made to belong to him (?), purchased by him (?) under a Greek 

contract made at Bostra on the Ides of February in the consulship of Albinus for the second time 

and Dexter from Aurelius Julianus Maximus, tribu Sergia (?),...senator... of the tribe Romana(?) 

—the slave Prokopton by name, afterwards renamed (?) Aptus, aged about..., white skin, slightly 

flat faced, scanty eyebrows, short nose, scars on the left forehead and eyebrow and jawbone, slight 

squint—bought by Julianus himself under a sale transacted through the public record office in the 

said city in the said year in the month Dius (from?) . . . Molianus, senator for ever (?) (and ?) formerly 

in the tribe of Zeus, who had himself bought (him) under a sale (transacted) though the public records 

(?) in the said city from Septimia... daughter of Septimius Severus... belonging to her as born in 

her house, the child of... (?)’ 

1 érouc 1B: the top and foot of a long vertical, which I take to be «; then the straight right side of 

a letter, suitable for B or 7. We have a terminus post in line 11: 13 February A.D. 263. Only one suit- 

able year offers before Constantine, i.e. 12 Gallienus = 264/5. The difficulty lies in the reading of the 

name. ITovmAlov is very satisfactory ; so 1s wyov. But Aux is dubious, with unexplained ink below the 

putative v. And the space certainly excludes P'aAAunvod. 
3 After each month name, a blank space for the numeral. 

5 Adpnata ....71c: -da seems clear. But nothing is said of a guardian, whether acting or dispensed 

with; and the pronouns are masculine in g. The second name begins with « or v. 

6 dvdje Av [: for the genitive cf. 13. Tribal organization at Bostra was already attested by IGR 

III 1276 éemcxomovcnc pudijc Lopadnvav and 1277 émckorovvtwy Bovrevtay dude Birauyvav. 

Ay [: the trace looks most like a high arc (left side of o or top half of «, for example) ; but it’s very 

uncertain. It is not clear what sort of name to expect: the inscriptional tribes are named from clans 

or families (A. H. M. Jones, CERP 293) ; but 3054 has duA7 “Pw, .a in 13 and dvAq Aidc in 22. (Exactly 

these three types in Asia Minor: Levick, Anat. Stud. 15 (1965) 56 n. 42.) The word may continue into 

the next line. 
7 The parallels (73 12, 3053 g) give the age and description of the registrant, then ev ayud. 

The reconstruction depends on the trace after wc. I have taken it as a year sign, though it is not so 
extended as in 15. But only the flat base is at all clear. Otherwise -wc might belong to line 6. 

11 13 February a.D. 263. 
12 ,epyva: there are two traces: a high point on the edge of the break, and a horizontal joining « 

at its mid point. (a) The seller is called simply Julianus in 18. Even so .epy.a(c) might be part of his 
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full name. But I have found no suitable name attested. (b) Cepyia might be this citizen’s Roman tribe. 
We have to take the high trace as the end of the v preceding, which has then to be unusually wide; 
or else as the bottom angle of [B]’ above. This seems to be the better solution. 

13 dvAqjc is the firm point. What follows is its name. I am inclined to read ‘Pwpatac: cf. a local 
Tribus Romana at Pisidian Antioch, Anat. Studies 15 (1965) 54. Dr. Shelton suggests instead “PwpurAtac 
(the Roman tribe Romilia) ; this may be right; but the difficult trace looks more like the loop of a than 
the angle of A. 

At the beginning yey is suggested: some form of yevojevoc? 
14 IIpoxorrovra: I have not found the name attested, but it’s clearly suitable to be translated Aptus 

(15). The rest of the line will mean ‘afterwards renamed’. dcrepoy might be possible, but not vcrepop 
dé. emukAnbevta and petovopacbévta will not fit. 

15 we (erdv) 8: of B only the upper loop. The horizontal before it looks most like part of the 
year-sign. But 2 years is not a plausible age for a slave so often sold. Just possibly wf. 

16 dpeddpuv: new. Cf. Moeris p. 214. 9 Bekker: Wedvoc Arrixol, apaOpé “EAAnvec. 
Kovddpewa: new, but cf. Kovrd<p>pwoc quoted by LSJ Suppl. from Cat. Cod. Astr. 7. 202. 7. This 

is notable. kovrdc/Kovdec, well established in Modern Greek, does not appear at all in the papyrus 
documents. For its history see Hatzidakis, Festschr. Kretschmer 35 ff. 

20 ff. I assume that two further owners are mentioned: hence wapa (doubtfully read) in 20 and 
again (restored) in 24. In 22 we might read accordingly kal adrod @yyncapevolv]. 

20-1 The traces at the end of 20 are too slight to show whether the name spilled over into a1. 
ModX(tjavod is a barely possible reading. 

21 8,,.,,0c: Perhaps da ai[@lpoc (aif at least is very plausible). It is the more difficult because 
the formula of tribe here used differs from those in 12 f. and 6 f. yevoyévov should look forward. But 
how had he ceased to belong to the Tribe of Zeus? and why ev rather than the genitive? 

23 As sense, da 7p ey TH adtTH woe Would be attractive, though the space is short for adj. 
24 Cerrysiov Ceourpouv: nothing that is known of the emperor’s relations suggests that one of 

them operated at Bostra: see A. R. Birley, Septimius Severus 293 ff. 

25 Possibly izdpyovta atrq olxoyer. But the 7 of adrq is difficult. é« may introduce the name 

of the slave’s mother (or parents). 
26 I make nothing of this, though the traces are substantial enough to check a guess. 

3055-3056. ORDERS TO SUPPLY 

These two pieces come from the same layer of papyri, and no doubt were found 

together. Both are addressed to an Ammonius, and dated in Phamenoth of a first year ; 

both order Ammonius to supply eggs. 

Chits of this kind are common: see 1568 and 2139, and the poulterer’s archive 

(fifty-two ostraca) published by Boyaval in BIFAO 63 (1965) 50 ff. and reprinted as 

SB 10270. 

The interest of 3055 lies in its date: L a’ AvoxAjroc, Pawevest va. This is evidence 

for Diocletian’s name; and for the date at which he was recognized in Egypt. 

Literary sources say that the emperor was called Diocles before his accession : 

Epit. de Caes. 39. 1, Lactantius, de M. P. 9. 11 and 19. 5. Lactantius uses the name from 

time to time in his narrative of the reign (ib. 29. 2, 37- 3, 52- 3); Libanius also uses it, 

no doubt with deliberate contempt, in recalling Diocletian’s injustice to his own 

ancestors (Or. 19. 45 f.). But no document, so far as I know, has any form but dvo- 

KAnTiavec. 
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Diocletian dated his accession from 20 November 284 (PBeattyPanop. 2. 162-4). 

But Egyptian datings from his first year are very rare. Vandersleyen (Chronologie des 

préfets de V Egypte 33 ff.) concluded that Diocletian may not have been recognized in 

Egypt until late in his first year—perhaps not until the middle of 285, when news arrived 

of the battle of Margus and the murder of Carinus. The texts so far available might 

have justified the conclusion. The last Egyptian date of Carinus is of Mesore, year 2 = 

August 284 (SB 6597); a year 3 (beginning 29 August 284) is mentioned in 2338 52. 

Diocletian’s year 1 appears at 2338 49 and 2872 6; but the first precise! date is Tybi 4, 

year 2 = 30 December 285 (SB 7443). Only one document offers an earlier fixed 

point: PMichaelidae 21. 12-14, dated Mecheir 16, year 1 = 10 February 285. But 

the printed text presents oddities which led Vandersleyen to discount this evidence. 

3055 now settles the point. Diocletian had been recognized in Egypt by 7 March 

285 (we can hardly suppose that such a trivial document would have been back-dated). 

Whatever the run of events, then, the battle of Margus was not the decisive moment. 

Another, but insoluble, problem arises. Should we deduce from 3055 that Diocles 

was the emperor’s official name even at this date? If PMichael. 21 is correctly read 

and dated, the supposition is untenable: AioxAntiavdc is already part of the titulature 

nearly a month earlier than our document. If not, it is open to guess that the emperor 

adopted the more sonorous name at some time after his accession, perhaps with the 

defeat of Carinus. This at least can be said: the use of AioxAfc here might well be an 

individual ineptness rather than official practice; but the new emperor’s name had 

certainly reached Melas or his clerk in Oxyrhynchus in the form which we have known 

so far only from hostile literary sources. 

3055 

Plate VII 
22 3B.15/G (4-7) b 8x 8 cm. 7 March 285 

> napa) Madravoc ypapplaré|wc 

Appwviw opvba yatpew. 

d0c Appwu drake 

were elc UmNpectav 

5 Thlc] otkiac wa dékla 

yl(vovrar) wa t. 

€rouc) a AtoxAnToc ( A 
Papevart va. 

t OMich. 408 concerns produce of the first year of Diocletian, but carries no date. 2228 41 
refers to a second year; it might be that of Diocletian (3 September 285), but see BASP 6 (1969) 36f. 
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, 
Ia 4. tn @ jar Back: three smudged lines across the fibres 

‘From Melas the secretary to Ammonius the chicken-man, greetings. Give Ammon the guard, 
for domestic supplies, ten eggs, that makes 10 eggs. Year 1 of Diocles, Phamenoth 11.’ 

3056 

22 3B.15/G (4-7) c 10°7 X 7°5 cm. 284/5, 

4 = (apa) Appwvoc Aupwvieo yfaipev. 

ddc etc daypeciay Tob 7 

opvidvoy ev Kal da déka y(wovra) _[ 

(e€rouc) a Dayelva]O | 

Il 7 Gy || Back: blank 

‘From Ammon to Ammonius, greetings. Give, as supplies for ..., one chicken and ten eggs, that 
makes... Year 1, Phamenoth...’ 

3 .[: the tall straight trace suggests y(dvovra) « [ rather than o[pvibvov. 
4 (€rouc) a: of Diocletian, given the close connection with 3055. 
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3057. LeTreR or AMMONIUS 

27 3B.43/F (5-7) a 13°5 X 23°4 cm. First/second century 

This letter is written on a substantial sheet cut from a roll (a heavy kollesis can be 

seen to the right). A single hand, neat and semi-literary, wrote both text and greeting ; 

characteristic letters are a, sometimes angular and sometimes rounded, p in three 

movements, 7 with a strongly curved right side, v as a wide ‘v’. This sort of script 

should belong to the late first or earlier second century: Schubart Pal. Abb. 79, which 

is similar though more carelessly written, dates to A.D. 94. 

The writer encourages his brethren to amity, alludes to external enemies, looks 

forward with ragged nerves to future ordeals: many hints, small information. If the 

hand is rightly dated, it would be temerarious to look for a Christian context (15 ff. n.). 

> Appadvioc Arod\Awviar Tau 

aderApau Yatpeww. 

EKOMICELNY THY KEXLAcHLEVNY emLcTOATY 
\ ¥ ¢ A A \ / \ \ 

Kat THY YLatopopida Kal Todc datvoAac Kal TAC 
7 > / \ \ / ? e 

5 cUvpiyyac ob KaAdc, Todc dé hawworac ody wc 

madatove éAaBov GAN’ et te wetlov ectw Kat- 

vadv dua mpoaipecty: ob Oédrw bé ce, adeAde, Ba- 

puvew pe Taic cuvexecfec}e piravOparmtarc, 
\ / b) , > U DEReAN i ihe 

, Ge duvdevov apetibacbar, QvUTO be [ovov 

¢€ A i? ~ / / 10 HLetc Trpoaipecey Pirie Svabecewe voj.t- 

Comer mrapectakévar cor. mrapaKkar@ 

d€ ce, ddeAdbe, wnnére Adyov TrovetcHar TreE- 
\ a \ lon A 2) Nj / pe Tic KAEWddc THC ovoywpov. od yap Oé- 

€ lanl i > \ o > Aa AL AM 

Aw byac Tore adeApode Evexa ewod 7) adr- 
/ ” ¢ / Se A 15 Aov diagdopay twa exew* Gudvovav yap Kat 

piradry<ryiav evyomwat ev dpetv Svapévew 
PD) 1 > / \ \ 3 ¢ A 

tv TE akatadnpnrot KQL [L1) | NTE OfLoLol 

¢ A ¢€ \ lal 

YILELV. 1 Yap TIELPQ emayeTat HE Tpotperxsac- 

Cm > , \ \ / > 
Bat ULLGC ELPT)VEVELY KQL LY) dvddvar adop- 

\ clay, DF vaca / = \ ? 
20 [ac €TEpotc Kao VILWV" TrELPACAL OVV KAL du 

> \ lol a / 

Ele TOUTO TrOLELY, YapicdpEVOC [LOL O [LE- 
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ToEd emuyvarcn ayabdv. Ta pra av He €tAy- 

pwc mapa CadABiov mAjpn Kal 7} cou apec- 

7a, avtiyparsov pour yedota d€ cou yéypada 

25 dua. THe mporépac emuctoAjjc, & trapadeey: 

7 yap Puy) avemmevn yelverar, Srav 76 

cov Ovoua Traph, Kal TadTa ody €Boc éxov- 

cnc npepety dud Ta errepyopmeva: aAXAY’ dzr0- 

pepe Aewvac: acrralomal ce, décrora, Kat Tove 

30 clo]dc mavrac: Eppwoo, TEyuwrare. 

(Back >) AmoAAwviws Arro\w( ) emuckén(ty) ade(APG). 

11 -Coweyv corr. from -Cwpev 17 [Fre]: nre pap. 27 ovopa: corr. from wvopa 30 TeL- 
pudrare: rec corrected 31 amo\A® emcke! ad 

‘Ammonius to Apollonius his brother, greetings. I received the crossed letter and the portmanteau 
and the cloaks and the reeds, not good ones—the cloaks I received not as old ones, but as better than 

new if that’s possible, because of the spirit (in which they were given). But I don’t want you, brother, 
to load me with these continual kindnesses, since I can’t repay them—the only thing we suppose 

ourselves to have offered you is (our) feelings of friendship. Please, brother, don’t concern yourself 
further with the key of the single room: I don’t want you, my brothers, to quarrel for my sake or for 
anyone else’s; indeed I pray for concord and mutual affection to maintain itself in you, so that you can 
be beyond the reach of gossip and not be like us: experience leads me to urge you to live at peace and 
not to give others a handle against you. So try and do this for my sake too—a favour to me, which 
in the interim you'll come to recognize as advantageous (to you as well). If you’ve received the wool 
from Salvius to the full amount, and if it’s satisfactory, write back to me. I wrote you silly things in 
my previous letter, which you'll discount: the fact is my spirit relaxes when your name is there—and 
this though it has no habit of tranquillity, because of its pressing troubles. Well, Leonas bears up (?). 
My best wishes to you, master, and all your people. Good health, most honoured friend. 

(Address) To Apollonius . .., surveyor, his brother.’ 

2 xaipew: a horizontal bar is written above y. Did the writer intend y(aipew), and then decide 
to complete the word? 15 ff. n. 

3 Kextacuwévyv: the word is usually applied to contracts crossed out eéc axvpwew (PYale 63. 11 n.). 
Alternatively it might mean ‘marked with an X’ (LSJ s.v. II i; Eusebius, VC 1. 31 xvalopévov rob 
p® xara 76 pecatrarov). I don’t see why the letter should have been crossed out; or why émucroAy is 
used, if the document concerned was a contract. Some letters have X midway in the address, to mark 
a place for the fastening; but the usage should be too common for comment. Some documents use 
X’s to fill a blank line-end, as a precaution against unauthorized additions (2576 4-5 n.); but it is an 
odd precaution for a private letter. For a more dubious explanation, see 15 ff. n. 

4-5 Tac cUvpryyac od Kaddc: cdvpryyac for cU{p}peyyac, by analogy with compounds in cuv-p-? 
Perhaps they are reels of thread, see 2593 6 n. od xaddc hardly suits so tactful a letter; the writer 

probably intended c¥piyyd<c> cov. 
9 ‘.. /: the last trace stands above hypsilon of od; the first, in the left margin, descends halfway 

to line level. Neither dre (Rea) nor jv} is a quite satisfactory reading. 

13 povoxdspou : two late house-leases use the word in this sense : 1957 12 f. €v ro €Opiou (1. 7@ aiBpiw) 

povdxlwpov] cdv xpncryplouc; 1964 dAdKANpov pordxwpov Tuyxdvov [d]roKdrw Tic alp|doc. Cf. the use 

of 8éxwpoc in PCairMasp. 340 verso 41; CGL s.v. rpixwpov tres cameras sive tres absidas. Latin trichorum, 

C 8788 L 
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which is already used by Statius, is alleged to mean ‘room with three semi-circular niches’, see Pauly— 

Wissowa 8.v. 
15 ff. Ammonius and Apollonius belong to a group of ‘brothers’, threatened by internal quarrels 

and exposed to attack from outside ; for Ammonius at least the future is black (28). A Christian context 

would be possible: Nilus Ancyranus uses the same words, PG 79. 144A (rh... dyad 76 Detov mvedpa 7 

Tiv ... Opdvouav Kal THY PiladAnALay Trav adeApay ;) ; the burden is much the same in J Clement, an epistle 

mept elpyjvync Kal duovoiac to the warring church of Corinth (47. 7 Kal airy 4 dxow ob pdvov etc Hpac 

exdpycev GAAa Kal ec Todc ErepoxAwetc UTApxovTac ad’ hdr, were Kal BAachnptac empépecHar TO ovopate 

Kupiov 81 riyv buerepay adpoctyyy, Eavrotc d€ Kivduvov eretepyalecBa). 

If a Christian context were posited, it would be tempting to equate érepou (20) with Clement’s 

érepoxAwetc; and to interpret the ‘crossed’ letter (3) as ‘marked with the sign of the cross’, compare the 

curious overlined ¥ in line 2. 

This hypothesis crumbles easily. (a) The sentiments are likely to have a wide distribution; cf. 

the equally cryptic PMerton III 115. (6) Only violence will produce a reference to the cravpdc in 

line 3. (c) The date is against it. Note that émcxém(w) cannot be read in 31. 

17 dxaraljipnro.: anew word. xatadnpety in the lexica has the meaning ‘bore with talking’. For 

the sense ‘talk down’ cf. xaraAadety; and xataxpdlew PFouad 87. 11. 

28 f. dd<A>” drodéper Aewvac: of ¢ only the left-hand arc remains; otherwise the letters are certain. 

The version printed assumes that Aewvac is a proper name. brodepew normally means ‘endure’, with 

an accusative of the disaster; this might be supplied from émepyoueva. A remoter alternative might 

be ‘brings (them) upon (me)’, cf. 488 19 od« dddyny BAGBnv brodpeper pe (1. zor). Or again, ‘brings (me) 

down’ (see Lampe, PGL s.v.). I can do nothing with ddvzoc or dAvro-. Even the punctuation is not 

certain. Dr. Rea suggests a stop before Aewvac: an additional greeting from some other person, per- 

haps from the scribe himself. 
31 AmoAAw( ): AroAAw(viov) ? ArodAAw(vorodAéry) ? 

3058. LretTTerR oF FLtAvius To Morus 

26 3B.52/D (4-6) a 12>¢22' em). Second century 

A business letter of little interest. The writing is a practised cursive, with many 

letters corrected or overwritten. The back is blank, except for an ink line ruled parallel 

with the greater dimension, and a cross mark. 

/ 7 ~ > ~ , 

> Gatioc Mdpw 7d adehh@ yatpew. 

emt eTakapny TH KOWWVG [Lov 

cov avT@ avaPhvar Evexa TOV 
/ ¢ ~ ” / > 

peTewpwn Hudv, eruxev bor obGa- 
a \ / > > / 

i pacar. dud TovTOv ovK aveByy- 
oN S > lo € Ig 

€av odv ava 6 KoLWwLOC MoU, 

yevod cbv att@ mpoc Arod- 
Xr 7 \ & ty ~ 

WVLOV TOV Ypap<pyaTea NU@V 
\ Kal amapticas TA CnTrovpeva 
A ¢€ lal ~ \ A 

10 mpoc nuac: yevod mpoc ITroA\euaiv 
Cun © / Wp? > 

TOV apxepodov KQL ETTLYVWTL 1) €0w-= 
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\ A a A KE TAC TpEic LVAc TH TO cEtTLKOV* 

DAN Nee? 7 > a eav pn nv SedoKedc, amyraLcov 
\ A ~ tov ITroXepai<v> THY U<V>a<V> c\ov’* Ewe odp 

> ~ ” 15 avaBa, Eppwoo. 

brréra€d cou ToKaTapapa Too 
~ ” / ? \ ae mrupov: ecte dé: ev prev olkia 

Awevvéwc abdAntod (mup.) (apr.) dy 
> \ = >) ee > ev d€ Capararoc otkia (apr.) um 

20 Kal mapa Kvavye\ Nou [evyerp abe 
iehcenicens, Cera ets 

(arup.) (apt.) cyl] Kai ev Sypociouc Oncavpotc 

To A€imov. 

2 1. éret 4 x of ervyer corr. 7 cv(v) corr. Il y corr. 1. emiyvwht ef 12 (r)o 
corr. 13 1. F ded8axade drairycov 14 (0)vy corr. 18,21 

‘Flavius to Morus his brother, greetings. After I arranged with my partner to come up for our 
business pending, I went and got ophthalmia. This is why I didn’t come up. So if my partner 
comes up, go with him to Apollonius our secretary and settle the matters under dispute with us. Go 
to Ptolemaeus the policeman and discover whether he’s given the three minas to the corn man. If 
he hasn’t given them, dun Ptolemaeus for your mina (?). So, until I come up—good health! 

I’ve subjoined the list (?) for the wheat, as follows: in the house of Amenneus the flute-player, 508 
art. of wheat; in the house of Sarapas, 480 art.; from Evangelus ... and in the public granaries the 
remainder.’ 

I2 T@ TO ceiTiKOV: SC. amraLTobvTL? 
14 The papyrus has rovz[[p||roAewarrnvpateweol] . . 

harmonize with line 12. 
15 The writer seems to have combined the abbreviation epp~ with the full form Eppweo. 
16 toxatayapa: he must have intended ré Kar’ dvSpa. Possibly he did in fact write avtpa for 

avdpa; if so both » and + are anomalous. Or cata <Ka>pdpav (Turner). 
18 avAnrod: or possibly AdAnrod. 
20-21 evxerp.7abe,., (mup.) (apr.) cy: this phrase is overlined as far as (wup.), and underlined up 

to the end: I have taken this, doubtfully, as a mark of deletion. The first part is difficult. (a) &v xexpi 
might be read, then e.g. [a8,,.c (but neither [a0éwc nor [abelouc will fit). But one might expect 
a plural, if the meaning is ‘in the keeping of’, cf. BGU 844. 8 f., 1095. 12. (b) Some form of éyyerpileuw 
would suit the sense; but I can find nothing which suits the traces. 

ES vy. The emended text printed does at least 
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3059. LETTER OF DipyME TO APOLLONIUS 

20 3B.37/G (1-2) a 115 X 7°5 cm. Second century 

A fragmentary letter, remarkable only for the striking metaphor of affection in 

lines 2-5. 

> Advun AroAdrwviwt TH adeApau (Back —>) dard Avdv[ yc 

A eee / / Kal WAiwe xatpew. 
/ {4 \ / ‘ ” 

yelvwcké je pur) BA€rroucav Tov 7)ALov 

Sud TO pur) BA€mecBal ce bm’ Epod: 
> A ” ” 4 2 \ / > 5 od yap éxw addAov yALov €l py CE. €U- 

yapict@ S€ Oewvare 7H adeAP@ cov 

__|.ae & érepipa 7H matpi cov 

__],0 Odwvoe APnvaiov rob Pirov 

‘Didyme to Apollonius her brother and sun, greetings. You must know that I do not view the sun, 

because you are out of my view; for I have no sun but you. I am grateful to your brother Theonas. 

(Take delivery of?) what I have sent to your father . . . Theon son of Athenaeus your friend. . .’ 

1 Above this line is a single sign, approximately centred, in shape like a thickly written cursive 

beta. 
2 #Aiwo: the nearest parallel I have found is in Galen (xix 680 K), who addresses a friend as 7Ace 

Tic eunc puxqc. 
7-8 The writer tends to divide words; there are slight spaces to suggest the articulation after 

],ac and jo. In 7 perhaps kopujcac. 

3060. LretTrer or ProLEMAEUs TO HorIs 

22 3B.20/A (3-4) a 15'8 X 22-2 cm. Second century 

This letter is largely taken up with the usual catalogue of goods received; the 

asyndetic sentences are uncompromisingly businesslike. There are a few points of 

lexical interest. The hand is of the earlier second century. 

—>  ITrodepualtjoc ‘Qpetre [7H] adeAPG xaipew. 

exopulcad|unv edinm|vov] mapa Capamaroc Kat 

cde celp Crary 7 pur prBav [reO \eparrevrevyv 

Kal emiK|d|pciov dpolwe HuTplyBA\y Kal TH tradi jrov 

5 Kouxk| , Aov tropdupobv dyvagov Kat a[A|Ao xuTw- 

viov Cuapaydwov [alavra ev (Ajparte Kawa 
/ \ , ¢ A \ , 

AevTiw KQU Kavick| vo |v veAobv Kal KEPQALLLOV TA- 
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, \ / 

paxwwy Kat KpaBarny Kal Kkacurepwa [| y atpia 
> / d 

ev cadwdiw a vaucera 5 yuTwvioy AevKoV 
A ‘ \ / 10 TraduKov Kal KduTTpav Kal paBdov: obK éKo- 

/ \ A cht} / ~ / fuicanv THY vay Tob epidiov Tot Awdivou: 
fs 7 ” 

mréupov Tpvpwva } Tv Kuptav émel abroc 

be brypetec: [[Sedweac]] doreeywar Ta iua- 
\ i et. ~ id 7 / 

Tia TA AevKA Eveka TYLAC ciToU iva Paywpev. 

15 epp@cbai ce EVYOLat. 

Kexpynuat rapa Tpidwvoc dpaypiac OKT. 

(Back —>) amodoc ‘Qpetre amd TTroXepal| Aen [tov adeApoo 
ee eee 

3, 4.1. juctpBF 13 tmnperea ipa- 

*Ptolemaeus to Horis his brother, greetings. I have received a saddle-cloth from Sarapas, and 
a Spanish outfit, half-worn and repaired, and a striped (?) garment, likewise half-worn, and for my 
boy a purple hood, unfulled, and another tunic, emerald-green—all in a new linen wrapping; and 
a glass basket and a jar of pickled fish and a mattress and... tin...in...a child’s white tunic and 
a chest and a rod. I have not received the mina of lotus-coloured (?) wool. Send Tryphon or the 
mistress, since the master himself is helping me. I have pawned the white cloaks for the price of corn 
so that we can eat. I pray for your health. I have borrowed eight drachmas from Tryphon.’ 

(Address) ‘Deliver to Horis from Ptolemaeus his brother .. .’ 

5 «ouxk|, |Aov: Latin cucullus; the diminutive couxcovAov is known elsewhere (PMich. 482. 4 and 
n.). The expected spelling would be kov«x[ov]Aov but the space seems to allow only one letter in the 
lacuna. 

6-7 €vlAjpare kaw Aevriw : if the readings are right, Aevtiw must be an adjective (linteo) ; elsewhere 
in the papyri the word is always neuter as a noun. For eiAjpa, in the sense of ‘wrapping’, LSJ cites the 
unidentified Ionic writer ap. Stobaeus 3. 28. 21 (p. 624 1. 13 Wachsmuth); add Epiphanius, haer. 
42. 11; CGL eidAnua... volucrum... 

8 xpaBdrny, if correct, must be for cpaBariov. In what follows, the most likely division is cac¢c>uré- 
pwa [.].y.a tpia; of the middle word I can make nothing, indeed the second element of the group 

which I have read as y, looks like nothing at all in this hand. Granted that tpéa is the numeral, the 
next word will be év and not &. caAwétw should refer to a container or wrapping (the letters are cer- 
tain, except the final w, which is overwritten, or perhaps intersected by an extended horizontal from 

the next letter). caAd7vov with 7 appears three times in papyri: 920 5 in a list of foodstuffs; PRyl. 
172. 15 caddria Sédexa as part of the rent-in-kind of a palm-grove; SB I 1. 25 pulia dv0 cadwriwy 7 
AaBdv Kai pil... , x Jopaxiwy ; perhaps also OTait P. 295. 9 (BL ili 270) caAobrw Bpdxavov. It is tempting 

to understand the word as a foodstuff produced in palm-groves. But this hardly suits SB 1, where the 
context is all objects and implements. There is moreover a similar word cadovciov (-dcvov PCZ I 
59-014 b 11) which clearly refers to some kind of container: of wine PCZ IV 59-698. 33 etc., of meat 

PCZ I 59-012. 44 and PSI 428. 55. (All these come from the Zeno archive.) ‘Jar’ would fit our text; 

and indeed OTait P. 295, if Bpaxdvov (for -wv) is a right conjecture. But I cannot reconcile the other 

instances. 
9 ....a,v,aiKeLa: yuvaixeta is almost irresistible, but I cannot make the traces into a v; before it 

possibly 7d[A]va. The apparent absence of connective «ai before the two items in g is odd: so there 

may be some basic flaw in the reading. 

11 AwSévov: there is a trace between o and v, which I have taken to be accidental. v seems to be 

certain; not Awdi«éov. The writer presumably intended Awrivov: lotus-coloured ? 
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3061-3062. Lretrrers TO ARCHELAUS 

33 4B.82/F (1-3) a—b 3061. 12 x 18-8 cm. First century 

3062. 8-7 x 30 cm. 

These two letters come from the same layer of papyri, and were presumably found 

together; this suggests that the Archelaus addressed is the same in both. Archelaus 

served at some time as secretary to the strategus of the Panopolite (3062 17 f.); one 

friend was secretary to an eicaywyeve (15). He moved, that is, in official circles ; and so 

knew how to obtain a policeman and an order to arrest (3061 9). For the rest, his 

correspondents deal in commonplace private business. The interest of the letters 

is in the view they give of the world of petty bureaucrats ; the contempt for ‘Egyptians’, 

3061 13, continues the tradition of Theocritus 15. 48 and anticipates 1681 and PGiss. 

40 ii 28 f. 

To judge from the hands, this correspondence belongs to the period Claudius— 

Vespasian. 

3061 

> ‘Hpardra&c Apyedawr tdi vide 

Yalpeuv. 

Kopucat dua ITacngouc To ded- 

dnl neniecdi meet 
5 [[KvOpa]] ‘Bavear(ce)’ pdcyva Kpéa € Kat 

In{un}weva ev xaprn aprO(ue) s 
Kal ev xyetAd@pate KpO fc x(otvuKac) 4. 

an / / KaADe Touncerc TrEepipac L0L 

epypopvraka cdv durrA@pare 

10 emt Aactav Ouvioc amd Thewc, 
> Ne Se: >’ Ni émrel UBpw roe od perkpav 

/ 7 ie \ > fd 

Tapécyev. Opa ovv ju7 apedr- 
5 \ y ~ > / 

cnc. otdac yap Td THv Alyum(tiwy). 
eth +” / / 

edv Twoc aAXov yprlnc, ypa- 

15 he. odk Errepibd cor TraAaLov Kepd (ov) 
\ > {? a WEEN 2) 9) / 

[Ln) avaryen mepicT@pev ‘eav’ evOa- 
\ ~ ? a 

de [[eav] bv 7H eyAoyicr#j mapaye( 

eppw(co). 
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Lefi margin 19 éypaise ArrodAwvioc ITroX(epatov) “rept rob éyAoyictob ed Te 

20 Hv dSHAwcoy [plor’’. 

Back—-> X ApxeAdwr vide. 

5 Bavead 1. pdcyera 6 ap? 7 2 13 avyv) 15 Kept 17 mapay£ 18 epp” 
19 7TO 

‘Heraclas to Archelaus his son, greetings. Receive through Pases (?) the piglet and. . . rush-mats 
... five pieces of veal (in?) a pot and boiled pieces in paper 6 in number and 4 choenices of barley 
in a box. Please send me a desert-guard with an order against Lastas son of Thonis from Teis, since he’s 
offered me considerable violence. Make sure you look after it. You know how the Egyptians are. 
If you have any other requirement, write. I haven’t sent you an old jar (?), in case we should find our- 
selves in a tight spot if you (?) arrive here with the accountant. Good health! 

(margin) Apollonius son of Ptolemaeus has written ‘About the accountant, let me know if any- 
thing turns up.’ 

(address) To Archelaus my son.’ 

3 ITacngovc: n is more probable than » or v; ~ seems to be excluded by the narrowness of the trace. 
4 yYabl: Wiafoc or ydfov. The other articles in the list are edible. It may be then that the matting 

is the wrapping, as for the consignment of meat in PBeattyPanop. 1. 121 f. and 161 f. But the space 
allows only a numeral, not a defining genitive, given the probable restoration of the next line: e.g. 
wudblouc B wali [ev] | Bavxad(iw) pocyva Kpéa é. 

5 |[Kv@pal]: the scribe wrote ev] xv@pa, then replaced the noun with the more precise Baveadiw. 
xpéa moust be joints of meat, as at 2190 63; in pots, as e.g. PRyl. 627. 72 (ayyeia), 1923 10 (di7AQ@). 

6 An interlinear insertion. The boiled meat was wrapped in papyrus, like the fish of the Roman 
markets (Parola del Passato 121 (1968) 287). 2571 11 has meat ev apyupi,., ,apraic, but the problems of 
the passage remain unsolved. 

8-9 A desert-policeman and an order to arrest: Archelaus could use his position in the office of 
the strategus, from which such orders usually emanated (PLund VI p. 5); a rather similar proceeding 
in 2730, which again calls the document di7Awpariov. But there is a practical difficulty about this hypo- 
thesis. The man to be arrested comes from Teis, which is in the Thmoesepho toparchy of the Oxy- 
rhynchite ; but it is the strategus of the Panopolite to whom Archelaus is attached in 3062 17, and the 
Panopolite village of Zmis where he is to be found (ib. 4). It is still possible that his official career gave 
him special influence in the matter of Lastas; but apparently a different stage of his career from that 
represented in 3062. 

15 Kepd(jov) assumes that the hooked stroke above p represents alpha. Otherwise xép(wa) (Rea) 
might be read; for mentions of raAaudv vopucwa (all 3rd cent.) see Johnson and West, Currency 68 f. 

17 mapaye( ): mapayé(vy)? or mapayé(vnrac)/-yé(vwrrar)? The situation was perhaps this: 
Heraclas half-expects someone (the strategus?) to arrive with the eclogistes, i.e. the Alexandrian official 
who oversaw the nome finances; the better wine has to be reserved for this eventuality. Numerous 
documents show the eclogistes receiving reports and writing for information and investigation (most 
recently PPetaus 25). But I have found no other mention of a visit in person. It would obviously 
be a difficult occasion, and Apollonius (line 19) is accordingly anxious for early warning. 

The reading supposes a cursive y not exampled elsewhere in this letter. Palaeographically, ¢ 
would be more plausible; but I don’t see what to do with rapa cé or mapace(_ ). 

19-20 fy for 7, as e.g. PMich. 477. 13, 487. 14, 511. 12, 3058 13. We might put a stop before edv; 

or better take zepi +00 éyAoyicrod and all that follows as Apollonius’ quoted words. 
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3062 

> Capariwy ApyeAdan 
a“ a us THL AdEAPD yaipew. 

TOV icTOV TOV e7Tl- 
/ > cal Kapciwy eic Zuetva 

> f ¢ 

5 EKOLUCA We KaTAAGLL- 
a / 

Bavev budc, Kat rav- 
” / 

TW av cot TreTrOULpeL, 
> AC a > 

et x7) “Epiurjc joe a- 
/ myyere dedwke- 

vo £ c \ / 10 vat col ‘ETEpa’. OL Col TAVTEC 

EPPWVTAL. 
” / ? ~ 

evyomat ce epp@cbar, 

aderde. 

(m.?) AmroAAwvoc 6 cuvyp( _ ) 
/ > Hg 15 Odwvoc cicaywyéwe 

TOA ce acalopat. 

17 (Back — m.2?) Apyeddanr ypappate? O€wvro(c) crpa(ryyod) Iavor(oXirov). 

14. cuvyp§ 17 Jewv® crp avo) 

‘Sarapion to Archelaus his brother, greetings. I took the length of transverse fabric to Zmis, 
assuming that I'd find you there; and I would in any case have sent it to you, but that Hermes re- 
ported that he had given you others. All your people are well. I pray for your health, brother. (2nd 
hd.) I, Apollonius, fellow secretary of Theon the court-clerk, send you many greetings.’ 

(Address) “To Archelaus, secretary of Theon the strategus of the Panopolite.’ 

3-4 Tov icrov ra&v emxapciwv: I take icréy to be a ‘length’ of material, rather than the loom on 
which material of this kind is woven. Cf. PSI 387. 5 jurvBiwy icrdv, Ps.-Aristeas 320 (p. 84 Wendland) 
Buccivay oboviwy icrovde éxardv, of which the second at least is unambiguous. The noun emiKapcuov is 
glossed amiculum in the CGL. The basic meaning of the adjective is ‘sideways’: i.e. ‘striped’, according 
to the dictionaries ; “woven on a horizontal loom’ (as opposed to ép8oidixd), according to POslo II 56. 
5 n. If the former, compare the striped stuffs from Dura (Final Report IV ii 13). 

4 Zysiva: a village in the Panopolite, PCairoMasp. 170 and 171. 
14 covyp( ): BGU 451. 14 attests the noun cvyypapparedc; cf. 1427 2 cuyypap.(warevovre). If 

either is the correct resolution here, cuv- must have a rather wide sense: Apollonius and Archelaus are 
colleagues because both are ypaypareic, not because they work for the same master. 

15 etcaywyéwc: the prefect had an eicaywyevc on his staff, see PHamb. I pp. 78 f. and PStrass. 
179. 7f.; so did strategi, cf. PFay. 23 a 3 yevduevoc ypapparedc vouav twwy idiov Adyou Kal icaywyede 
ctpatnyob Aupwviaxic. The other references specify no employer. It is an easy guess that Theon 
here was clerk to the strategus Theon of line 17. 
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3063. LETTER oF DIOGENES TO APOLLOGENES 

34 4B.78/D (14) 16 X 25°5 cm. Second century 

A vigorous and literate letter about agricultural matters. The body of the text 

is written in a back-sloping hand; characteristic forms are ¢, 7 (in the ‘h’ shape), « 

tall and narrow, p (in three movements), broken 7, wide v, w flattened at the base. 

Some features of this could belong to the first century (e.g. 3051) ; the general type 

belongs to the second, compare Schubart, Pal. Abb. 35 (Hadrian) and others cited by 

Cavallo, Aeg. 45 (1965) 227f.; it has been seen as the first stage of the ‘Chancery’ 

style. The second hand is more advanced in the same direction : notice the tall, straight- 

backed « and c (the cap of c sometimes a separate tick). 

The cutting down of vines (3 ff.) was a serious matter; taxes could be reduced on 

the land (2847 i 5-6). But here apparently the ground was to be sown, not replanted. 

The back has been reused for two columns of accounts, largely illegible. I cannot 

make out the remains of an address among them. 

> Awyévync AroMoydve: THe firtatar 

ee Xaipew. 
puprakic [yleypadawc exkoysar Ta mpdc TH Dae 

apmrel |, we edogev Anuntplilw TO yupvact- 

5 dpyw Kat Adpactw Kat Cwita maAw cov €AaBov 
> iN! it / / id 

emicToAny crwepov TuvGavopevov Tt Bov- 

Aopat yevécBar: mpdc Hv avtvypadw ExKorov ExKo- 

ov éxkorbov exKorsov Exkoysov: (dod mAEcTaKLC 

Aéyw* Kal crapryTw otc det yevecBou peta Thc 

10 JL... .J..71¢ viv ev yoptw ovenc tay 6 xdp- 
aN ~ / > / > \ 

toc Bpwhh 7 KoA: Oavpalw et xpeta ectl TpL- 

Ov Cevyav etc émavtAncwov Thc ev Xadw- 

eu apréAov etc dAtyov meprectapevyc: od yap 

THe Teyinc ectw Tob wepiccod Cevyouc we TOV 

15 tpopav Kat THc dAAnc Samavyc: €f b€ ye cd d0- 
A tf > /, x > / 

Ketc ypevav etvat, didmreppar THY EeTrucTOAHy 
> > O \ C / a Nr pov eic O€upvyx ,, .v mpoc Capamiwva nv cuvetAn- 

J. .L.....J.m & dndcicere moTEpov apcevuxoy 
OéAetc [ 

20 hukov .0... ov dé OnAvKob ypelav ex [ 

> \ ~ > of 

] avril TOv apclevewv Oy- 

eee 

eAdccova (m.) ‘etch’ |[7p]]. exopucduny def 

TO KEpafLLov THC édalac Ta dé GMa [ 
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yéyplalha, pvdracce ‘€’we dv mralp|a cot yevapa. 

éppwoo pidtrate 

25 AmoMoyevy. 

€ppw(co). Mex(eip) ts. 

26 epp we 

‘Diogenes to Apollogenes his very dear friend, greetings. A thousand times I’ve written to you to 

cut down the vines at Phai (?), as Demetrius the gymnasiarch and Adrastus and Sotas decided. But 

today again I get a letter from you asking what I want done. To which I reply: cut them down, cut 

them down, cut them down, cut them down, cut them down: there you are, I say it again and again. 

‘They are to be sown with what has to go there, along with the ... which is now under fodder, once 

the fodder is eaten up or harvested. I find it surprising if it needs three pairs of oxen to water the 

vineyard at Chalothis, which hasn’t come to much. It isn’t so much a matter of the cost of the extra 

pair, as of their feed and the other expenses. But if you do think it’s needed, send on my letter to... to 

Sarapion... You will inform him whether you want a male... a female instead of the males. I must 

tell you that... has (?) less need of the female. (2nd hd.) I received the jar of oil. The other things 

I’ve written about, keep them until I join you. Good health, my dear friend Apollogenes. Good health. 

Mecheir 16.’ 

1 AnoAdoydver satisfies the traces, and is a possible reading of the very cursive line 25. (Not -d¢aver.) 

The name does not appear in VB or Foraboschi, Onomasticum or Pape—Benseler, except that grammarians 

comment on the formation. But an Arcadian of this name appears in a Delphic inscription of ¢. 200 B.c. 

(see RE s.v.) ; another is the apex of an amorous triangle in Aristaenetus, Ep. 2. 11. 

Dy een deo : one expects a word here to balance xaipew; and there are indeed discolorations which 

might be the traces of c. 6 letters. 
3 yvpidkec: not in WB or its supplements; but PSI 1334. 9 émécrevAd cou yap pupravtaxic. It is 

a rare word in any case; Stephanus quotes among post-classical authors only Archimedes (in the 

literal sense) and Galen (in the loose sense). The form in -aytd«vc is apparently accommodated to 

numeral forms in -éyra (as in Modern Greek). 
7@ du: the letters seem certain. If this articulation is right, cf. PSI 77. 13 (lease from Oxy- 

rhynchus, A.D. 551/65) edddouc Bdex; but clearly the reading is doubtful. @dav (2195 113) cannot be 

read here. 
4 apme[,.],: the final trace might be the tail of a (ignoring some stray ink after it); perhaps 

dé[AvJa, though the diminutive does not occur elsewhere in the papyri. The space is rather short for 

-[Aux ja. 
g crapyrw: of r only the left half of the cross-bar; of w only something which might be the final 

upright. 
10 The traces at the beginning are minimal. . [.,.. |n¢ tfc could be read. 
14 écrw: the meaning is presumably ‘it isn’t so much a question of . . .’ But I can’t find any parallel. 
17 ’Ogvpuyx, . .v: ofvpuyxov was written ; above o a superscribed e followed by traces. Presumably 

he intended ’ O€upuyyxeirny or -tav? 
17f. Cf. POslo 84. 3 cluveiAnca rH émcroAj. It is likely enough that Diogenes enclosed a second 

letter, to be sent to Sarapion in case of need. The clause ended ]cy or |77; before that the preserved 
strip of papyrus (which should show the lower halves of letters) is blank, for the space of at least three 
letters. Perhaps then cuvetAn|[c]a [rav] (vac.) rn. But I should have expected the feet of rau to show. 

20 I had tried zorepov Se; but this fails on the p (the trace is an unsuitably short and oblique de- 
scender). Possibly (a name) 8€ 6. xpetay Exe[uv. Jo. xeAov suits the traces. 

ar e.g. d¢ [Kal. 
22 e.g. 7a dé GAAa [drep. 
24 ff. The hand is much more cursive than in 21-3; but the ink and pen look the same ; probably 

therefore the same writer in a hurry. 
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3064. LETTER or THEAGENES AND PANECHOTES 

4 1B.61/K (b) 9'2 X 10°3 cm, Third century 

This letter is more or less complete except at the foot ; the back is blank. The writers 
address themselves to an unnamed village community. Their communication is in 
two sections, divided by a blank line-end in 8; in both the subject is liturgies. 

Lines 2—7. Representatives of the nome had approached a procurator, complaining 
that someone had registered them in the city, that is in the metropolis instead of in 
their own village; the procurator in answer has handed them over to the villagers to 
do liturgical service. It is a good guess that the aim of the officials (whoever they were) 
who made these registrations was to increase the number of those liable to metropolite 

liturgies. If this is right, 3064 reflects the situation Septimius Severus deals with by 

enacting pur) deity azo TOv Kwpnt[dv etc Tale wTpoToAertuKac dyecHar Aecroup[y]etac (SB 

7696. 83); the continuing tendency leads to the trial before Appius Sabinus, SB 76096. 

Lines 9-13. This section concerns individuals. Dionysius is perhaps one of those 

misregistered, the comarch the responsible official; a charge is to be brought in the 

court of the epistrategus. 

The hand is a decent cursive of the second or earlier third century. The mention 

of a comarch, and the liturgical quarrel, make the third-century date much more likely 

(10 n.). 

+> Oleayérvyc cai [aveyeityc Totc 

amo KWELNC Yalpew. 
> / ¢€ ~ Lf i / 

eldevar Dude OéAopev OTe TavTEc 
ed 1. ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Ol amo TOD vopLod mpocHAGay TA 

5 ETLTpOTTW EVEKEV TMV ATOYpa- 
/ > \ > \ / \ dvrwy adrove eic THY TOXELV, Kal 

/ > \ A / TrapadéowKev avTove TOic KwLLI- 

rauc etc Mroupylay: 
Avovicioc dé 6 vide Latarcvoc 

~ / oe 

10 peTEOWKE TH KWUGPYN WCTE 
a x! foe 2 el|qrety mpoc adtov emt Tob emucTpa- 

/ oe =~ if 

thy lov evexev THC AvToupyiac 

<a 
|, OAere avédBare (vac.) . |, 

3 vac 5 emtpotw: w corr. from ov g toc 
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‘Theagenes and Panechotes to those of the village, greetings. We want you to know that all those 

from the nome approached the procurator about those who have registered them in the city, and he 

has handed them over to the villagers for liturgical service. 

And Dionysius the son of Pataesis has indicated to the comarch that he should speak (?) against 

him before the epistrategus about the liturgy... .’ 

5 f. dnoypaidvrwy adrodc: the use of the active is striking, and must refer to the officials who made 

the registration; if the meaning were ‘those who have registered themselves’, the middle would be 

required. But who were the officials? and what kind of amoypa¢y is meant? The appeal against it 

goes to an énirpomoc: he might be identified with the epistrategus of line 11. Or was it some special 

procurator ? 
g ff. peréSwxe will mean ‘inform’, or perhaps ‘deliver a summons’. But the rest is ambiguous: 

a’tév might be Dionysius or the comarch; the subject of ¢}reiv might be Dionysius, the comarch, or 

the villagers. Easiest perhaps ‘Dionysius has informed the comarch that he (the comarch) is to answer 

him (Dionysius) before the epistrategus in the matter of the liturgy...’ This fits, given the function 

of the comarch in submitting nominations for liturgies. But I am not sure that it coheres with the 

abuses implied in 5-6. If Dionysius is the guilty official, and the comarch is to speak against him, line 9 

must be nominativus pendens. 

10 Kwudpyxy: the office survives from the Ptolemaic period for a few years (OFayim 8 of A.D. 5); 

then vanishes until the third century. The earliest attestations are: Oxyrhynchite A.D. 209/10 (2121 84, 

where the expansion xw(judpyyc) is very likely, given the subject of the text), A.D. 247/8 (2123 5); 

Heracleopolite a.D. 223 (PRossGeorg. V 20 R 3-4, as corrected in BL iii 158) ; Fayim a.p. 226/7 (PLond. 

1157 R, see for the date JRS 57 (1967) 137 n. 29), A.D. 250-253/6 (SB 9408-9, Heroninus Archive) ; 

Marmarica ¢. A.D. 204 (PMarm.: for the date see Rea, Par. del Pass. 112 (1967) 50-52). (PLond. 1220, 

of A.D. ¢. 202-7, has been corrected by Dr. J. D. Thomas. The other items cited by H. E. L. Missler, 

Der Komarch 131 f., are uncertainly dated and sometimes uncertainly read.) 

3065. Lrerrer or Arius TO AGRIPPINA AND CORNELIUS 

20 3B.36/J (2-3) a 19°8 X 25 cm. Third century 

A substantial sheet, written in a fine large cursive of the third century. It was 

probably the same hand which wrote, though more hastily, the final greeting (21-3). 

The letter was folded up, and the address added on each of the two outer surfaces of 

the packet. 

The writer is called Arius, and his brother Stephanus; but the parents he addresses 

have Roman names, Cornelius and Agrippina. The style of the letter is jerky and 

repetitious, the grammar vulgar. Either Arius was a better penman than he was 

composer ; or the whole thing was dictated. 

The content is tantalizing. Arius is about to make his escape from an embattled 

city, where unheard-of atrocities have happened, ‘not war but man-eating’. The city 

is down-river from Oxyrhynchus (11). One might guess that it was Alexandria, and 

derive the letter from the battles which took place there rather frequently in the third 

century—the massacre under Caracalla (215), the contest between Macrinus and 

Elagabalus, the rising of Macrianus and Quietus, the Palmyrene wars, the revolt of 

Domitius Domitianus—or the incidental civil wars and pogroms. I see no way of choos- 

ing among these, except that the hand suggests the earlier rather than the later third 
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century (cf. e.g. PBerol. 7216, Aeg. 45 (1965) pl. 8, reign of Severus Alexander). The 

general subject and tone have a close parallel in PRossGeorg. III 1, which Roberts 

referred to the events of 268-70 (see Aus Antike und Orient, Festschrift Schubart, 112). 
The surface of the papyrus is badly rubbed, and reading is often difficult. I am 

particularly indebted to Dr. John Shelton for his help. 

—> Apeloc] Aypurmivys cal KopyvnAtwe totc yoveice 
\ / TOAAG Xalpeuv. 

\ \ / ” ~ onl \ lol / Tpo ev TavTwy evy|oluat TO Oe mepl THe cwrnpiac 

dudv Kat TOO adeAfod prov Creddvov. 75 mroAAdc emucto- 

5 Aac duty Eypara dyABv dre p[AAA|w mA€ew Kal cwHF- 

vat THc TOAew{c] Taya SE rept Tv evOade 
/ ~ / @ ’ / > ~ yevou!é|yiw|v: tovad| tla yéyovev ofa obdémoTe ex TOO 

IA / a > ae / ? \ \ ? / adv ole yéyovev: vov avOpwrodayeta ectiv Kal od mdA«- 

poc [..].....9cect,... THe ToAewe edpebete viv 
10 nop, Aw 7 

d€ cou Ad&dvovca tiv juepay 7 [alylarAlevcw Kat To dyo- 

pra du” of bd] eav cor 7réuy a [KlaréAum[oly Tpayypatra: ect Oe: 

Kapoua SvaKkdcia Kal icyadec duakociac Kal ypadta dvo- 

ada Anju meta Kal emuctoAy, .[. yc: 610 Kuptia jrov 

me et Pata, ta yalobu BA ea nh 
mroX€eude ele eyo yap 70edrov [m]poc cev eADetv, 7) 5€ THe 

ToAews GvOpw,.. va odk adAKev pe: adda, eav CA- 

pev | oKalc. [+ aleracas Tov adeApov jou 
\ ay 

Crédavov Kat V cov’ acTracaL TPOC CVvOULa 

20 mavrac Tove budc pirobvrac ToAAd. 

él pp@cO lar bude evyopar TroAXotc xpovoic 
Nuare A 

OUVVTQaAC KQL OLLOVOOUVTAC. 
eiieeeites 

’"Emeld €” 

(Back —) 

Bh  MHOOCE 5... pea pporbAn iva. dr 0d@ Alypurmivy pnrpl 
25 m(apa) Apeiov viob. 

26 d[d]8(oc) ev, [..]..xee....[.] popomaAn <iy’ a7708(@) 
Aypurnivyn pntpt m(apa) Apetov. 

I, 24, 27 aypim’ muy 4 tov 13 l. cdpva  icyddac or dvaxdcrau 25 tov 
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‘Arius to Agrippina and Cornelius his parents, many greetings. Before all else I pray to the god 

for your health and that of my brother Stephanus. I’ve already written you many letters saying that 

I’m about to sail and get clear of the city. Perhaps... about what’s happened here. Things have 

happened, the like of which hasn’t happened through all the ages. Now it’s cannibalism, not war... 

Auxanousa will tell you the day on which (?) I’m going to sail up river, and the name, whoever it is by 

whom (?) she sends the dried fruit I left behind, viz., two hundred walnuts and two hundred figs and 

two pens—these you will receive with... letter as well. So... rejoice the more, my lady mother, 

because I am outside the city... I wanted to come to you, but the... of the city has kept me here. 

Well, if we survive... My best wishes to my brother Stephanus and your... Many best wishes 

to all those who love you, each by name. I pray for your health for many years as you live in good 

fortune (?) and harmony... . Epeiph 5.’ 

(Address) ‘Deliver to... the myrrh-seller, so that he can deliver it to Agrippina my mother from 

her son Arius.’ 

1 Aypinmivys: there is space for one letter before the v, perhaps accidental; in 24 the reading is 

certain. The name is not in NB or Foraboschi, Onomasticum. 

6 raya dé: possibly raya S€ nxovlca}re (Turner). 
g Perhaps .[..].....0¢ ecru emi Tic 7éAewc KrA. The first letter is A or p. 

10 At the beginning pe\Aw would be a good reading; then v or perhaps ev, ey, cv; what follows 

would allow mAgew. E.g. wéAdwy rAréew or pwéAAw éymAgew (Shelton). But I cannot fit in the first two 

letters, of which o is certain and 7 likely; not 6.0. 

14 adra: first in its sentence: an anticipation of Modern Greek usage for which Ljungvik (Beitrage 

8) quotes 1592 6 adra yap defapevy ‘having received these letters’. 
émuctoAn, .[.. Ing: perhaps éemcrodje [ule or a[AA]nc or aldr] Fc. 
15 After prjrnp, perhaps [k]lat év kaxh ....., TAéov xalpov. With xalpov cf. NT Acts 3. 8 (D) 

xarpduevoc, Passio Perpetuae p. 82. 17 Gebhardt yatpeche. The middle is the Byzantine and Modern Greek 
form ; but the tendency is long-standing, and ascribed by Aristophanes to the barbarous Datis (Pax 291). 

17 Probably dvOpwrodayia again, though the space is a little short. The traces are no more than 

scattered spots of ink. 
18 _,o: before o apparently ¢ or w. 
22 Perhaps evrvxobvrac. 
26 ev: perhaps év ’Oé[up|uyxeirn. One expects a proper name before pupomwAq: Apc[@] might suit 

the space here and the preserved letters in 24. 

3066. LrTTER or APOLLONIUS 

19 2B.74/B (a) 11°5 X 16-3 cm. Third century 

A private letter of agricultural instructions, written across the fibres on the back of 

3054. 

|  Aroddadvi0c Caparrdppwre yaipew. 

erred cou caKkov iva AaBc 

mapa Tod Tlapéudioc cncapov 

aptaPac dvo Kat avarréepuibyc dia AywrArAgwe 

5. €xnc tape [clot ¢[.].[.JAAL,] dwe av epyope- 
cian a al ae iam 

S Dew 27 y 
KQL ATTELLELVAC addoywe, KQLTOL Bov- 
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Aopévov pov eizety cov TH diata- 

yiv Thc Katactopac Kal Opvoxomiac 
10 Tv emi TOUTWL we Kal dmwC Kat 

1) Seica: SyjAwcov odv prot ef p11) Erol 

pc ever 6 M&poc avedbetv cal ef ebpec 

Trapa loli: épyalécbw peta MéXavoc rob 

textovoc Ilodvdevnnc 6 ekpoc Kal 17) 

15 avtTod amoctdtw: €royacOyrweav 08(v) 

ai unxaval, tva pur) avétousor we- 

Ba peta THY ToD NeiAov emf... 

TAcicbw Ta KTHaT| a]. 

(m.2 ?) éppweo. 

Back |, (in left margin of 3054) : 

20 (m.!) Calparrdppwre (apa) Aro[A|Awriov. 

2 iva I5 ov 16 iva 20 7’ 

‘Apollonius to Sarapammon, greetings. I’ve sent you a sack, so that you can get two artabas of 
sesame from Pamemphis and send them up by Achilles or keep them with you... until I come and 
... of the chaff. It’s unreasonable, the way you’ve stayed away even though I wanted to tell you the 
programme for the sowing and the rush-cutting ... and how the rubbish should be burned. So let 
me know whether Morus is prepared to come up and whether you found (him?) with you. Little 
Polydeuces is to work with Melas the carpenter, and not to leave his side. So have the water-wheels 
ready, so that we aren’t unprepared after the...of the Nile. The properties are to be watered. 
Good health!’ 

(Address) “To Sarapammon from Apollonius.’ 

5 Possibly e[v] O[a)AGfer]. Then éwe av epyopevoc or Ewe avepydpevoc. 
6 w...[: probably peral, e.g. peralddpw. 

10 Perhaps rv (the trace is a wide one). Then émi rod or emi rovrwi? But the dotted iotas are 
like no others in the piece, and c might be a better reading of both. 

17 em: with this preposition, the noun should refer to the rise or overflowing of the river. The 
normal documentary vocabulary has nothing suitable: but there would be literary backing for émidocw 
or emippucw (or perhaps émippovay, cf. e’cpova 1409 19 and perhaps 2874 i 28). See D. Bonneau, La Crue 
du Nil 58-62, 69-71. Then (ém)av]|rAcicOw ra Krjpar[a]. The stop might come before pera or after 
Neidov em[ ]. 

3067. Letrrer oF ACHILLION TO HIERACAPOLLON 

19 2B.76/F (12-13) a 13 x 18:8 cm. Third century 

This letter is written in an elegant hand of the chancery type. The content is 

meagre, and belongs to those exchanges of civil nothings which spread during the 

third and fourth centuries. Achillion, the writer, was apparently strategus of the 
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Marmarica. There is other evidence that this remote and barbarous region belonged 

to the province of Egypt, at least in the later second and in the third century; and 

3067 cetainly gives the impression that it was a nome like others in the Egyptian 

system, to be governed by career civil servants with friends at Oxyrhynchus. See 

P. Romanelli, Rend. Pont. Acc. di Arch. 16 (1940) 215-23. 

>  Aywrdiwv ‘TepaxarodlAlwve TO adeAh@ 

Xalpew. 

peArwv preratréutrecOar THY adeA- 

diy avayKatec dua TMV €lc TOOTO U- 

5 mw €uod divarreppbevtwv ypadw 

TpO@Tov prev actralopevoc ce 

KaL THY adEeAPHY Lov Kal TOV vLOV 

nud Avovdciov eeita TpoTpe- 

TOmEVvoc YpapeEty [LoL TrEpl TE THC cw- 

10 Typtac cov Kal wv evTedOev xp7j- 

leic: TOOTO yap TroWjcac Ecet [LoL 
ie / \ i} yaptlcdpevoc: dd€opev yap dua 

~ / > le CHa 

TOV y|pappatwv adAjdouc opav. 

(m.2) epp&cbat [cle evyopar. 

Back + 

15 (m.") ‘TepaxaroMant [adjeAgq@u 
(m.3) mapa) AytAAtwroc 

clr]p(arnyod) Mappapurfec. 

Tis a 17 crleS 

‘Achillion to Hieracapollon his brother, greetings. Since I am in process of sending for my sister, 
I send you a letter, as in duty bound, by the hands of those whom I have dispatched for this purpose: 
a letter first to salute you and my sister and our son Dionysius; secondly to exhort you to write to me 

about your health and about your requirements here. Do this, and you will be doing me a favour: we 
shall have the impression, through our letters, of seeing one another face to face. (2nd hd.) I pray for 
your health.’ 

(Address) “To Hieracapollon his brother (3rd hd.) from Achillion, strategus of the Marmarica.’ 
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3068. Nore asoutr AMULET 

20 3B.37/K (1-3) b 12°t X 4:7 cm. Third century 

This brief note, without name of writer or addressee, is written across the fibres ; 
the back of the slip is blank. The writer is interested in an amulet against tonsillitis. 
The amulet took the form of a gold plate, magically inscribed. Such plates were in 
common use; hence the objections of Eusebius and Cyril of Jerusalem (Lampe, Patr. 
Gr. Lex. s.v. mepiajua). Instructions for their making are given, for example, in PGM 
vil 580 ik z fpvAaktn prov iene ™mpoc TACav vocov Kal madoc, ETruy pao ,Levov emt ypucéov qreTaAov 

«tA. The important part was the precise wording; and the recipient of this note is 
instructed to copy out the formula for tonsillitis and send it to Sarmates. 

. TO Tpoc TrapicOuLa TEpiaypa 

€lc TO Xpucobv TeTaAov TH Cappary 

Treuyov ypal] | |jyac etc muTTaKLov 
/ 

WC TEPLEXEL. 

‘The charm against tonsillitis on the gold plate, send it to Sarmates. Write it on a tablet word 
for word.’ 

I mapicOuca: not a serious complaint: Asclepius of Epidaurus treated it by gargling with cold 
water, Hippocrates cites it among ailments typical of older children (IG 4? (1) 126. 31; Hipp. ApA. 

. 26). 

‘ mepiaua: amulets are mentioned in the magical prescriptions against various illnesses in BGU 
1026 (22) 17. Cf. the curious ostracon published by Plaumann, Archiv 6. 220f., where the writer 
several times mentions 7weraA/au and adds €xovcr dé ai metadiar emuypadiy ev dvdAdouc. 

3-4 It is not clear why he should send the amulet and a copy of the words as well. Probably the 
writer intended ‘Copy out the amulet on a tablet, and send the tablet to Sarmates.’ 

3069. LETTER OF AQUILA TO SARAPION 

21 3B.26/A (5-7) a 10 X 22-2 cm. Third/fourth century 

A letter from an intellectual clique, written in an almost literary hand which I 

should assign to the third or early fourth century. The scribe may well be Aquila 

himself, since the greeting (25) is by the same hand as the main text. He seems to have 

used a very soft pen: the strokes are generally thick and dull, with occasional phrases in 

sharper and blacker lines as if he had sharpened the point. The one mark of punctua- 

tion is the rough breathing in line 5 o. 
The addressee was a philosopher (26). Aquila congratulates him on not flagging 

in his austerities, despite the difficult circumstances, and exhorts him to persist in the 

pursuit of virtue without yielding to worldly distractions. This sermon is familiar 

ground: such self-abnegation is naturally attributed by Philostratus to his assembly-kit 

C 8788 M 
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egg-head (Vita Apollonti 1. 8 and 13) ; Plotinus felt ashamed of existing in a body at all 

(Porphyry, Vita 1). The style is as self-conscious as the matter. Indeed the whole 

letter deserves to be compared with those of the Theophanes Archive, which show 

similar ambition in both hand and content: PHermRees 2-6, PRyl. 624, Bull. Ryl. Lab. 

51 (1968) 177 (collected by A. Moscadi, Aeg. 50 (1970) 88 ff.). 

—> Axdvrac Caparriwve 

Yalpew. 
\ 

KO[LUCAJLEVOC COU TA YpapL- 
{a ov Ka / pata mave jcOnv: 4 padricra 

/ 

5 6 Herepoc KadAiverroc €wap- 
a / ay. 

TUpEl TEpL THC SuaiTyHC cov 7c 
a \ > vA \ 

TOL KAL EV TOLOUTOLC @v 

mpaypacu|v ||, paducta, 7) 

AapicTapLevoc THC ACKYHCEWC* 
” ee > re te 

10 a€vov obv ecTw emrawvety €- 

avTouc, OY OTL TOLODWEV TAU- 

Ta GAXd, ore pr eEaydoucba 

bf’ Eavt|@v]: avdpayabe[e] odv 
\ iN: \ > / 

Kal Ta AouTa emiTeAEcoV 
(st > Nile 3 iz \ / 

15 wc avi p alyaboc, Kal uly cle 
I n ~ aN a 

tapacce|t|w 7) 7AObTOc 7) wpa 
nn ~ , 

9 addo t[t T]@v Tovov||v ||rwv, we 
Yd ~ 

ovdev odleA}oc Ect aperiic 

ju) Tapovcnc, adda Ppotda KL OvU- 

20 devoc a&ta. Oedv cwlovtwv 
} / /, > ~ Al , 

mpocdexomat ce ev TH Avtwoov. 

To cKvAdKov Tréupov Cwrn- 
/ > x > \ ~ ’ $) ~ 

pide, emel adr7) viv ev ayp@ dia- 
/ my” Y \ A ~ 

tpeiper. eppwi{ctco cdv Totc cotc. 

25 €ppw{c}co. 

(Back —) Capariwn  frdocddur 

mapa AxvAov 

dirov. 

5 6 13 -e[c] corr. from ¢ ? 
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‘Aquila to Sarapion, greetings. I was overjoyed to receive your letter. Our friend Callinicus was testifying to the utmost about the way of life you follow even under such conditions—especially in your not abandoning your austerities. Yes, we may deservedly congratulate ourselves, not because we do these things, but because we are not diverted from them by ourselves. Courage! carry through what remains like a man! Let not wealth distract you, nor beauty, nor anything else of the same kind: for there is no good in them, if virtue does not join her presence, no, they are vanishing and worth- less. Under divine protection, I expect you in Antinoopolis. Send Soteris the puppy, since she now spends her time by herself in the country. Good health to you and yours! Good health!’ 
(Back) “To Sarapion the philosopher from his friend Aquila.’ 

1 AxvAac Lapariwv: I have not identified either of the friends, or Callinicus (line 5). Sarapion was a philosopher (26) : a profession whose membership was encouraged, at least in the second century, by exemption from munera civilia (Dig. 27. 1. 6. 8, Hadrian). See the list by Calderini, Studi... U. E. 
Paoli 153-5. 

Q acxyjcewc: for the various shades of meaning, see Pfister in Festgabe f. A. Deissmann 76-81. Philo- 
sophical doctrine on the subject is summarized by Bernhard Lohse, Askese u. Ménchtum (1969) 52 ff. 

12 adda ru ur: classical usage requires od«, but #7) is common in post-classical writers : see for ex- 
ample Schmid, Afticismus i 245 on Lucian. 

19 ¢podda: a choice word, familiar in Lucian, Aristides, etc., not in the papyri or the NT. Moeris 
211. 26 Bekker commends it: ¢po0d80c Arrixoé, adavtoc ahavijc “ENnvec. 

23 avr may refer to Soteris; or to a third party, ‘the lady of the house’ (3060 12 etc.). 

3070. INDECENT PRoposaL 

Plate VIII 
39 3B.78/D (1-2) b 10°I X 10°3 cm. First century 

This curious piece is in fact a letter; it has been folded, and addressed on the back. 
But the main text, though it ends with the usual greeting, takes the form of a proclama- 
tion. This gives a mock-portentous note to the rather primitive proposition, shakily 
written and shakily spelt, which Apion and Epimas here offer to Epaphroditus. An 
equally primitive drawing in the right margin clarifies (without real necessity) their 
intentions, 

The drawing has a label: wdr Kat dixcc. dixec has so far led a ghostly existence in 
the grammarians. Herodian i 88. 35 Lentz: disyllables in -«ic are oxytone, To dé 
pixic Bapdverar;! Suda iv 719. 24 Adler duxidilew: emt rod mavdepactety (cf. 782. 24). 
The word can now be seen to have been current in the early Roman period. The 
genitive must be di«doc; whence ¢ixrdiLew in the same sense as muyilew. 

See A€yet Ariwv 

Kal “Emupac ’Eradpod(irw) pwr 

Tau hiATdtwr OTe : 
“ drawing 

) ~ ¢€ A \ 7 5id8¢ Hetv TO 
/ \ ~ M / 5 muyicar Kal KaAdCc Kal pikec 

1 Lentz emended to Kixic, a proper name (allegedly of Alcaeus’ brother) which Herodian cites 
elsewhere as paroxytone (ii 641. 3). For this reason ¢ikvc appears in Stephanus, but not in LSJ or its 
supplement. 
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Ue ake) ? / > \ 

COL ECTL, OVKETL OV [L7) 
/ / 2A y 2 

deipopev ce €QaV dwMcne 

¢ a \ / ” 

LEV TO TOLYLCAL. €ppw(co). 

Eppw(co). 

10 (Back —>) a768(o0c) ’"Enadpod(itw) TO prAtarw. 

2 enadpo® 4 1. ef did0% 8 1. auyicar Epp” 9 €pp® 10 amo eragppo 

2 ’Emmac, if correctly read, must be the hypocoristic of ’ Eripaxoc. 

7 Se(pouev: ‘thrash’, as in the schoolmasters’ motto durordve, & mai, wy Sapfe (see Schubart, 

Das Buch (grd edn., Leipzig 1961) 41). 

8 &ppw(co): faint and dirty; perhaps the writer tried to delete it, in favour of the more elegant 

placing in the next line. 
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3071. 162B.45/C (1-2)a. 6:7 X 23-4cm. Reign of Decius. These line-ends come 
from an edict of the Prefect of Egypt, issued in the sole reign of Decius and here copied 
in a good cursive with touches of chancery style. The left side of the sheet is lost, and 
with it more than half of each line of writing (see 1 note). The back has been reused 
for a column of scrappy accounts, ending with a total in talents and drachmas. 

The content of the edict is obscured by the damage. It has to do with Antinoites, 
and the avoidance and fulfilment of obligations. It results from a petition addressed 
to the prefect by a woman or (more probably) a city or its boule. The prefect rules that 
the defaulters must carry out their obligations, fixes a time limit of thirty days, and 
prescribes penalties for disobedience. It does not emerge what kind of obligation is 
in question: perhaps one connected with the performance and evasion of city offices 
(5, 8, 9, 17). Antinoite freedom from liturgies often gave rise to disputes (Actes X 
Congr. Int. Pap., Varsovie, 73 ff.), and may have some relevance here. SB 7696 illus- 
trates the kind of case which might inspire such an edict at this date. 

+ |, mpoucyomevn (-icxy-) Kat 5 Jouc adrrodi8pdckouce tac © amplodacterwc Tpoayopev- 

7 |, Ayrwoewy modure- 8 | weBicravrar tacap- ° | va, € Kat tAQpovy '° | kaPnKovcac HEU 

Tue l! | eicw r nLEepOv Ka- 1? lwv bropwnuatwr 13 | ¢ Ln TicDetev Tavry 14 | ew ddetAovtec 

mpol...... ], 19 T]pacavod (-ai-) Aextov ?° | vac. 

1 The only certainly attested prefect of the reign of Decius is Aurelius Appius Sabinus. If we restore 
his name here, and the normal titulature in 19, we have lines of about equal length: 1 AdpyjAvoc Ammoc 
CaBetvoc 6 dvacnporatoc Elrapxo[c; 19 (érouc) a Adtoxpdropoc Kaicapoc Tatov Mecctov Kulvrov T | paravod. 
Correspondingly the lacuna in the other lines will be of c. 40 letters. But note that the last date for 
Appius Sabinus (17. 7. 250) leaves room for a successor within the sole reign of Decius. 

2 Probably évéru|yev. For the phrase cf. 3017 5 note. 
8 racap: e.g. Tac ap|[yac. 

16 | 7a a76 |, |: some part of devHety suggests itself; but the trace after 6 is most like a (not € or 7, 
hardly w). 

17 e.g. ele dc av atpe|[(Aadcw. 

18 mpo[Oec? 

20 The preserved papyrus is blank. It follows that Herennius and Hostilianus were not named. 
The edict therefore belongs before Dec. 250 (Aeg. 32 [1952] 155f.). 
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3072. 22 3B.19/E (1-2)b. 7°8 x 8-9 cm. ¢. A.D. 197/200. This scrap comes from 

the top of a column; on the back, remains of a column of accounts, including two 

payments to nyktophylakes. The writing is a sober and informal chancery hand. 

Content and lay-out suggest comparison with W. Chr. 41: commentarit of some 

official, probably the strategus. Cf. 3073 and 3074; and PSI XIV 1444 (revised by Rea, 

CdE 47 (1972) 236). The space between lines 3 and 4 will mark a new section, i.e. a new 

day. The day’s record begins with some function of the imperial cult : offerings, it seems, 

for Septimius Severus and his prefect Aemilius Saturninus. 

—> llechepwl |... Kartal 2 jyvep,... .[, |p we mpoKertat | 3 |cev etc TO Oéarpov KaKet 

rw 4 | (vac.) [5], €bucev ev re TH ceBacretw [ ° jar edpypre| 7 |, Tlepriwvax| 8] 0c Aipirco [ 

9 jrwval 

2 dp|xvepocvy[y ly would fit the traces well (-pw- cannot be read). 
3 E.g. exaf|cev. 
5 W. Chr. 41 ii g-11 €buclev &v re 7H Kaucapetw kali ev TO yu uvaciw. For the Augusteum see 2553 12 

and note. 
6 PSI XII 1265. 12 (A.D. 426 or 441) eddn[p]iauc Kat fepopnviace tate yryvopevaic vrrep veiKnc Kal 

Stapovac tav Secrorév Tic oixovjevnc. Unspecified acclamations before a meeting of the Oxyrhynchite 

senate (A.D. 370), 2110 2. 
7-8 Mutually dependent restorations: 7 Aovxiov Certipiov Ceovipoly Ieprivak{oc, 8 rod dcacn- 

pordrov Hyeud voc AlptAtov [Catopvivov (prefect c. 197-200). 

3073. 42 5B.75/G (2-4)c. 5 x 18:5cm. Third century. Line-beginnings, ina good 

chancery hand, from the day-book of a strategus; the back is blank. Each day has 

a separate section, marked off from the next by a very extended paragraphus; the 

numeral which begins each section projects one letter into the margin. 6 ff. refer to 

the imperial cult. 

—> ‘der? mpoc,[ 3 wcyl + pecral § porc[ © Kn tepac (i-) [oven 7 auto [ § rww7[ 9 AdpnAd 

10 at iovl 1 Kaur| 12 kawt| 13 avou | 14 detAny [ 15 KO 6 crpat|nyoc 1 Bacthux| 17 dpevav[ 

so een 

6 iepac: or tepGc [kal ceBacryc, as in PSI 1444. 5. 
7 avtox|patop- could be read. g ff. could be restored from W. Chr. 41 iii 8 ff.: AdpnAilov Ceourjpou 

Anebdvdpov edceBobc edtvxobc ceBactod| Kat "Iov|Alac Mapatac ric Kupiac judy ceBacrijc untépoc CeBacrod] 
Kal 7[@v lepSv crpatorédwyv + 20] kal 7/08 Naumpotdrov yyeudvoc (Titov) Mnoviov ‘Ovwparijavod (or 

the same imperial titulature in the accusative). But Caracalla and Julia Domna (and the prefect 
Basilianus or Julianus) might suit equally well; or Aurelian and Vaballathus (and Statilius Ammianus). 
‘There seems to be no room for the pretorian prefects (W. Chr. 41 iii 13, PSI 1444. 7 f.). 

14 mepi|| detAnv, cf. W. Chr. 41 iv 13. 

15 ff. The strategus and his basilikos grammateus left for Alexandria? 
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3074. 18 2B.73/J (c). 10-3 X 16 cm. Third century. Another fragment (with 
upper margin) from the day-book of a strategus, cf. 3072 and 3073. A substantial 
portion is lost to the right, as can be seen in line 2. The hand is of chancery type. 
Most of the piece is taken up with a report of proceedings: the strategus investigates 
on the spot the disappearance of some shepherds and the wounding or death of one of 
them. On the back, remains of five lines in cursive. 

—> 1) 6 crplatnyoc mpoc 7H Noytctypten Sypo.. [2.6 ctplatnyoc tH dyopay 
reptehOa mpoc TO Aloyectypiw 3], Twroc woévwv Torrapyiac apapl 4 K jaravéwovrac 
adaveic evar (m.2) ‘6 erp, |’ (m.1) aw... [ 5 Jee Bact ypapparel Kal tote equteT| 

® Juc Kal yevomevoc eic TO dvw Tredio[v 7 lapuwrou amd Too Apafuxod dvepynyl ® |xnOnvac 
9) iT 6 ctpatnyoc elrr(ev)* 7dBev vo, [ 9 ] ac trovoeic. daexpetvaro o [ ! ojdx’ é ellcyev Tob 

> fa] \ ” ¢ \ TT > / ” ¢ val oA \ vee 72) > A 
€XU pov EXelv. O cTpaty|yoc amrekp |elvato* OU’ WC KELTAL AUTOV €upov poe | i , AUTOV 

ameXeipOync. amexpeivato: €| 13 |yv CUVTETpYLLEYY Kal TOV @pov [ 4 |rwa,. x Ww 
eee eee 

eet ORNs [ remains of one more line. 

1 and 2 will have begun with the day of the month. The initial lacuna was therefore not large 
(and the beginning of line 11 will be complete as restored). 

1 dypoctoic (cf. W. Chr. 41 iii 37 etc.) cannot be read. Perhaps Syyoy, ,[ or Aquoy, .[. 
2 tiv ayopav: cf. W. Chr. 41 iii 31, iv 7. The end might be restored e.g. mpdc r@ Aloyecrnpiw rotc 

Svadepovew écyoAacev (W. Chr. 41 iv 8 etc.). 

3 Perhaps zpolecr@roc. ApaBliac would designate a toparchy on the east bank of the Nile, as 
in the Panopolite (PBeattyPanop. 1. 328) and many other nomes. Cf. on 7. 

4 The corrector added 6 crparnydc efmev; the traces do not show whether crparnydc was written 
in full or in abbreviation. 

7 Apafcxod might be the village in the Aphroditopolite, mentioned in 1746 7; the nome-capital 
was e€v 77] ApaBia (Strabo 17. 1. 35), which suits line 3. At the end, probably 8.’ €pyn»[éwc: parallels in 
Taubenschlag, OM ui 170. 

8 Probably aé:]xnOjvar. The sense may be ‘mutilated’, to judge from 13. 
11-12 Apparently the witness answers ‘No! He (the body) was lying like this when I found him 

... 3 the strategus asks ‘[Well, in what condition was he when] you left him ?’ 
13 Perhaps tiv Kedad]nv. 

3075. 19 2B.74/B (c).5:5 X 7°5cm. Thirdcentury. Formulary for the opening of 

a will. This text is written along the fibres, on the back of a register or list of persons. 

The register mentions a BovAeuryc; this, and the hand, suggest that 3075 belongs to the 

third century. 

Witnesses to a will would attend its opening and formally recognize their seals. ‘The 

words on this slip of papyrus constitute an outline subscription, in which the witness 

could attest his participation; the form is quite general, with ric twoc in place of a 

definite subject, as in other model formularies like SB 9226 and 2677. I have not found 

an exact parallel to the phrasing in extant wills: 494 32 ff. (a Greek will) has a similar 
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subscription in different words; presence of witnesses and recognition of seals are 

combined in BGU 1655. 60 ff. and 2348 ii 51 ff. (both Roman wills). 

> 1). ple twoc rapy*[nv ric] Suabjnc dv[o|3[youer|yc Kat exéyvwy +[ ih. 

cppayeida §[....), 

‘ _I, X son of X, was present at the opening of the will and recognized (my ?) seal.’ 

1 ....],,1 AdpHAcJoc would suit the traces; but it is really too long, unless the line projected into 

the left margin. Did the first word designate the documentary type, as in SB 9226? Alternatively, 

the whole thing could be a name ,,,, |, , ,crévoc; but I can find none which fits. 
1-2 rap7[unv: the spacing requires the long form, cf. the certain supplement in 3. 
3 énéyvwy: the y is doubtful; it does not account for a low point of ink below the first upright. 

But éréyvw and éréyvax leave further ink unaccounted for. 
4 The trace before chpayetsa looks most like 7 with cross-bar projecting; not e.g. v, unless it 

had an unexpected linking-stroke. byc}# might be relevant, see BGU 1655. 62; but I don’t see how 
to fititin. The final trace in 5, a high horizontal stroke, has the appearance of a paragraphus (rather 
than an extended final letter) : so that the sense should be complete with cfpayetoa. 

3076. 27 3B.43/F (3-4) b. 8-8 X 10cm. c¢. A.D. 225. Plate XI. This scrap, from the 

top right-hand corner of a document, cites a petition to Ti. Clau. Herennianus, who 

assumed the prefecture on direct orders from Rome when the removal of Epagathus 

left it vacant (2705 12 etc.). The writing is of some interest: a good round hand with 

occasional serifs ; beta with extended base-line, kappa with the upper oblique flattened. 

I should have assigned it to the mid second century, but for the content; cf. Roberts 

GLH 11h, an early dated example. The back is blank, except for one trace of ink. 

—> 1 (m.?) jv? (m.!) | wv drariod Cuptiac 3 ] ov BuBreiStov |. . + Suxaodlory Svézrovte 

[kJaeS] [....Jo....[°]., papa LovAtov Au-7| w 7 kparicta dixaroddry 8 ob rac Exe || 

TiBepin KAaviiw ° [‘Epermavd tO xpatictw dicavoddétn démovte Kal Ta] pepyn TA 

nyepoviac ex Detac 1° [KeAedcewe Tapa ¢. 30 | THv evTetuwe amodAvbevtwy ¥ [c. 42]e57. 

[ Jewetwr pou nyepnodv ™ [c. 42] KvA [|] pa dAAw Kara yetpoypa traces of one more line 

before the break. 

2 ],wv: the trace is an oblique foot, e.g. v. dmazixod (read by Turner) seems unavoidable (r has 
been corrected from 7). This consularis Syriae is not named ; probably the words form part of a longer 
phrase, which describes one of the military men involved in the case (cf. 10); compare e.g. Inscr. gr. 
et lat. de Syrie i1 448. 5 f. (A.D. 195) BonO@ KoprvixovAapiwy dmatiKod. 

3 ..,: the first has a curved back. E.g. é7|[So0&. 
11 Perhaps y[plewcrdv. 

12 After ] «vA, « or o, E.g. TexvAov dua ddAw (Turner). 
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3077. A. [13] B4/4 (c) 1. 59:5 cm. A.D. 231/2. This census return, which 
mentions the dux M. Aurelius Zeno Januarius, was first printed and discussed in 
Proceedings of the Twelfth International Congress of Papyrology (1970) 397. The text is re- 
printed here with minor amendments. Another document was originally glued on to 
the left; on the back, an account or register. 

—> 1 (apa) AdpyAiwy Martpeolc. 19]? ov wnt (poc) Avedroc Kat _[c. 19]3 apfor(€pwv) 

am’ *O&(uptyywr) méAewe: Klata Ta Kedeucbévta bd] + AdpyAlov Zivwvoc *Talvov- 

apiov (ia-) tod Aa(mpordrov)| 5 ctparnAdrov Kat KAav[Siov MackovdAeivov] © rob 

Aaprporara ryeulovevcavtoc amoyp(apdueba) mpdc| 7 tiv Tob SueXO(dvroc) O (€rouc) 

Map|xov AdpnAtov Ceovripov] § AdeEdvdpov Kaicapoc z[od Kupiov Kar’ otxiar] 

° aroyp(adyv) To dmdpyov yyclév c. 17] 1 vue [... ewepl.].. fe. 19)  7[....... t 
worden le Tol ce : imerpeoul ter rye pie ey __. |. ..[éraces of one more line 

before the break. 

‘From the Aurelii Matres (?) ..., mother Dieus, and ..., both from the city of the Oxyrhynchi. 
In accordance with the orders of Aur. Zeno Januarius the most illustrious dux and Claudius Masculinus 
the most illustrious former prefect, we register for the house-to-house registration of the past gth year 
of Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander Caesar the lord the... which belongs to us...’ 

g-1o Perhaps én’ audodov IToipe||vixaic .,.]¢ wéplole yy[ucu; but I can think of nothing to go before 
fépoc; |¢ is very likely; not Jy. Iowpe)|yix(ac) .[,.., ]¢ is also possible. 

11 E.g. (aporepov) Adpn|Atou O€wyloc. 
12 ] Marpeoul. 

3078. 19 2B.76/A (a). 10:2 X 7-1 cm. Second century. Oracle-question. This is 

a text of familiar type: see most recently R. A. Coles, JEA 53 (1967) 121. There are 

three points of interest. Helios-Sarapis has the unusual epithet wxadédpoc, with Doric 

alpha. The subject is an eye-ailment: such maladies are so prevalent in Egypt, that 

Hermes himself produced a manual of treatment (Cumont, L’ Egypte des astrologues 173). 

The text itself is abnormally clear and literate, and the basic structure certain: toé7d 

prot doc forms the apodosis of the conditional, and means ‘return this slip to me.” 

(Similarly in 2613 the stop should come before «i wéAAw.) See Coles, op. cit. 122. The 

back is blank. 

{ 1! Aut (di) ‘HAtwe Capdmds Nixapdpwr et €?rutpémerc wou xpyjcachau “Eppetver 

[‘E]p3poroXirne latpau (ia-) mpoc Peparretayv + trav ddbadudy Kat TodTd wou cuupéper, 

5 robTd pot ddc. © []OverAaye, [|e 

1 vixaddpwr: epithet of many deities, but not so far of Sarapis: see Pauly—-Wissowa s.v. Nikephoros, 
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(1). The Doric form occurs again in Alexander’s letter to the Amazons, Ps.-Call. p. 126. 9 Kroll. 

Is it a learned touch, like the adscript iotas ? 

6 This line is indented c. 6 letters. xa) (but not paf) Sedduny ,.[ (or caz[a]dveAdpny _.[) would 

be acceptable readings. The space is short for Cap{dz]év. 

3079. 22 3B.21/N (3-4)a. 15 X 26:5 cm. Fourth century. A list of ships, with 

their owners, captains, and cargoes (or capacities): cf. 2415. The transcript begins 

with the first complete entry ; there are traces of at least three lines above. On the back, 

remains of two columns of accounts in denarii. 

Eire nes cece decees ® (00.) Dooce]. LJ, # moton *Toudavod 
Appl... b|l7d Andobv + kvBepyyryy [(apr.)] pul > mAoiov Aevradiov imo CaABilolv 

KuBep(vrirnv) (apt.) “C'euB © mAoiov Capamiwvoc crexovA(dtopoc) to “Hpdkdevov 

7 kuBepyirnv (apt.) ten 8 mAotov EvAoyiov Mar ivov ino Andotv 9 KvBepvyr|lou| inv 
Haat P ii PERT ees 

(dpr.) wa 

5 KuBep 6 caexovd’ 

‘Boat of L.... (3) Boat of Julianus (son of Ammonius?), under Aphous as captain, ( ),747 (arta- 

bas). Boat of Leucadius, under Salvius as captain, 3,212 art. Boat of Sarapion the speculator, under 

Heraclius as captain, 318 art. Boat of Eulogius son of Matrinus, under Aphous as captain, 890 art.’ 

1 The last letter is apparently p with an abbreviation stroke. Probably «|vfep(v77qv): line 2, 

where we expect the word, is blank except for a figure at the end. 

3080. 27 3B.43/E (1-3)a. 10°5 X12:3cm. Secondcentury. An ‘order’ for various 

household utensils and supplies. The back is blank. 

—> 1 éytoAy [lerevpioc mpoc IThov*tiwva pirov. 3 dal] Knvov TéXdevov a 4 €Aaiov EeviKob 

xobv [ ] 5 aopdvpac mapatvmov ctar(fpec) & © Aaytwov dedroby cov OnKn 7 vewTEepov 

8 chbaupodnxvbov Kp | .],ov B 

‘Instruction of Peteuris to his friend Plution. Laodicean garment (?), in perfect condition, 1, 
Foreign oil, a chous. False purple, 10 staters. Glass flagon with case, fairly new. 2 rings (?) for the 

globe oil-flask (?).’ 

3 Aal.].«nvov: «n (rather than kau or pw) seems the best reading of the cursive group; before that 
the foot of a descender. Aa[S|«nvev would fit (Aa[v- probably too long), but its credentials are dubious, 

see LSJ Suppl. s.v. Aavdcen(vdv?). 
5 mapatvrov: of false money, 1411 12; of false measure, SB 9454 (2) 10. Possibly this is the imita- 

tion purple made from madder (PHolm. 26. 29 ff.) ; fabric so dyed is fevdordpdupov, 1051 15. 
8 There might be room for a narrow letter between ¢ and @. If the reading printed is right. 
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I suppose the theta must be intrusive ; charpodAjxvOoc might be an oil-flask of the globular type (D. B. 
Harden, Roman Glass from Karanis 253). 

xp.[,],ov: after p the top of a high vertical. Possibly xpi«o., though it is short for the space. Kisa, 
Das Glas im Altertum i 125 shows a globular flask which is attached to its bucket-handle by two bronze 
rings. 

3081. 19 2B.75/K (4)a. 11 X 31:5 cm. Third century. A short account of jars, 
written on the back of 3050. 

Opel ha ei 8 eA Ne ele Baro Gen amok aus ial Nal alle were (“ehuern a 

> - 

8 avakekaAv évov Qa pe 

*...Jars...in store with Diogenes, 133. The first day, 1. For Charmosynus, 2. Epeiph 21, 
for my house, 1. 24th, for my house... uncovered, 1.’ 

1 jexov rather than é]cyov. 
5 Xappocuvov: the name (one example in Pape—Benseler) seems more likely than a reference to 

the festival Xappocuva. 
8 avaxexadvppevov : an opened jar? Cf. 1297 g. I don’t see what the word would mean if it belonged 

to otKov. 

3082. 5 1B.33/A (a). 9 X 11-4 cm. Third century. Agathus, occupied with 

embarking the annona, protects his mother by letter: this letter to Phanias, perhaps 

the village scribe; another to someone else, perhaps the village headman. 

> 1 Ayaboc Pavia rau ? ddeAPH Treicra yatpew. 3 KaAde pev eroincac + SyAdcac 
\ A /, 5 ree, \ the > N 6 ” 3) SN A > \ / 2 oD Eon 

pot TEpL THC LNTpPOC, > KpEtT TOV SE TroiHcetc EmucTac © ect” av pun emt AKO evo7xAnOH: 

eyparba d€ rept Tov8 tou TH 7yyoupevay’ Kal adtoc 9 dé aveADetv BovAopevoc 1° od SedUvypwae 

peovoc |lyap|] 1 ev rH €uPoAR [letuel] dv. 1? eppdcBai ce edyouor. Back > %3 Davia 

.yp() (apa) Aydboy ded($od). 
‘Agathus to Phanias his brother, very many greetings. You did well to let me know about Mother, 

and you will do better to stay by her until she stops being bothered. I’ve written to the headman about 
this. I should like to come up myself, but haven’t been able to, having no one with me in the loading 
of the corn. I pray for your health.’ 

(Back) “To Phanias .. . from Agathus his brother.’ 

8 yHyovpevw: he might be a village official (PRyl. 196. 9-10 note), though I have not found him 
attested for the Oxyrhynchite nome; but equally he may head a professional group (yepddwy PGrenf. 
ii 43. 9), or work for an official (rod crpatrnyod 294 19). 

Back. The word after Gavia seems to end in -yp(_) ; the first letter might be kappa; but cwuoyp(ap- 
pate’) doesn’t really fit the traces, nor does Baé yp§. 
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3083. 22 3B.16/A (1-4) a. 13°5 X g:2cm. Third century. A business note, written 

on the back (across the fibres) of a piece cut from a roll of accounts. There is no ad- 

dress. 

{| 1 AdpryAtoc Capamvaroc Avockdpw TH * TYyuwTaTw xaipew. 3 iche Hpac jLovac 

dpeidovrac Kadmoupviw + (dpraBac) AB” Kat Tac Aowrac amo Tav TOO adeApod. 5 eav 

obv émelynte (L. -rav) petpnOjtwcav adr@ © at (apr.) XS Kat od« eyévov eic Tov Poppa 

ov 7 ~ / A > lal ‘ / > / > 8 ~ > nn / ” AY 

&vexev 7 TOv puddkwy ovte abeikac TOV yepovTa evéyKar’ eLav®rijc ovv 7 méppov 1 cv 

yevod éxel Kal eveyKov 9 adrouc. epp@cbal ce evxo(pa). 

‘Aurelius Sarapiacus to Dioscorus his most honoured friend, greetings. You must know that we 

owe Calpurnius only 34 artabas, and the remainder from my brother’s. So if he is pressed, have the 34 

art. measured out to him. You haven’t been to the north about the guards, and you haven’t let the 

old man go to bring (them). So either send him, or go there yourself and bring them, at once. I pray 

for your health.’ 

3084. 29 4B.44/G (2-3)a. 11 X 11 cm. Second to third century. A business-like 

note: ‘The prefect is said to have arrived in the Heracleopolite on the 24th.’ The point 

may be an implied warning: the prefect is already near the borders of the Oxyrhynchite ; 

the addressee Themistocles should make haste to put the affairs of his émurpom7 in 

order before the inspection begins. 

—> 1 ‘Hpdkdewc OemuctowaAc? THu 2 TyuwTaranr xaipew. 3 6 Kpatictoc Hyena A€yeTat 
> a ¢ te lon ~ 

ev + 7 ‘Hpaxdeororeirn yeyovevar 5 TH KO écépac: brep Wy” Eldijc, © KYpLEé pov, ypadw 
> lon’ if 1a ~ ~ 

cov. epp&Bal ce edyop(ar) 7 KUpé ov travouc(el) edtvxobvT(a). Back —> § Oepuctoxhet 
/ 

ETLTPOTTWL. 

‘Heraclius to Themistocles his most honoured friend, greetings. His Excellency the prefect is said 

to have arrived in the Heracleopolite on the 24th at evening. I write to let you know this, my lord. I 
pray for your health, my lord, in good fortune with all your household.’ 

Back ‘To Themistocles the procurator.’ 

1 OepucroxAe?: not identifiable. The name is fairly common in the first century A.D. (1661 4-5 n.); 
thereafter only SB 9305 and 103 (a gymnasiarch and prytanis, A.D. 316). 

3 Kpdrucroc: the title suggests a date not much later than the second century (Stein, Die Prafekten 
177 f.), though the hand would allow more latitude. 

3085. 22 3B.15/C (6-g)b. 8-8 x 11cm. Third century. Financial arrangements, 

and a threat to back them up, written across the fibres in a practised cursive. The 

back has traces of ink. 
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Y 1 Eppeiac Caparion 7& * didtdtw yalpewv. 3 dAdywe aroctac od Kade 4 érroincac 
” \ \ A A = 

EXwV THY TULLNV TOD xoLpLdiov ep © (dp.) E+ KAADC odv roujcerc pe7TaBardpevoc ArcEdvdpa 
~ / \ > / bu - 

8 7@ dwdvre cou tiv em9cToAjv, ad’ ob Tac icac (i-) 1° 7Sy Ecyov: pr) Tolvev 1 sroujcyc 

©, 0) 91 '0; een e 12 qdoywe, iva (i- dé Ta avBaduwpata amraitycw ce. 14 [é|ppwoo. fe 7 PPC 

“Hermias to Sarapion his very dear friend, greetings. You ought not to have gone off unreasonably 
with the price of the pig i.e. 60 dr. So kindly pay it over to Alexander, the man who brings you this 
letter, from whom I’ve received the samesum. So don’t involve me in unreasonable bother (?), otherwise 

I may claim the expenses from you too. Good health.’ 

6 (dp.) €: a substantial pig, to judge from the prices listed by Johnson, Roman Egypt 231 f. 
11 Apparently not cxvAjvar; cxvAdecar might just be possible. 

3086. 4 1B.61/K (a). 15-3 X 7-6 cm. Third/fourth century. A business note, 

written across the fibres (and parallel with the greater dimension) of a slip of papyrus. 

The hand is an elegant upright cursive of the third or early fourth century. There is 

no address on the back, though folds parallel with the writing are clearly visible. 

{ 1! Newecvavoc Koddov€w 7 diAtatw yxatpew. 2 6 Cipoc mpd moAdob 76 TAaAavTov 

etAnde kat Netdoc ért aAar 3 (raX.) a (dp.) %, Kal Tac Aoutrac b€ adTH pereBaddopeba: 

}47) ov Tapaccérw + mpdc Hudc TocovTW xXpovw apeuTTWc Huty KoWwwvobvTa: 5 THY d5é 

Aoitada odK ev TOAAB odcav Toic AWovdorc (-iid-) THpy[coly © uNdev BAatTOpevoc: Ev 

yap TovToc al crovdal Tav 7 didwv daivovrar. (m.2?) épp@cBat ce evyopae. 

‘Nemesianus to Colluthus his very dear friend, greetings. Syrus had the talent a long time ago, 
and Nilus the 1 tal. 700 dr. ages ago, and we paid over the remainder to him as well. So let him not 
stir up against us a man who has been a perfect partner to us for such a long time (?). Keep the re- 
mainder, which isn’t large, for the linen-weavers; it will do you no harm. It’s in these things that 

the active benevolence of one’s friends shows itself. (2nd hd.?) I pray for your health.’ 

3087. 23 3B.8/F (4-5)a. 10°5 X 22°5 cm. Third/fourth century. An ill-spelt 

letter, written (both text and final greeting) by a practised hand; the back is blank. 

Pataris believes himself to have rented acertain area; Ptolemaeus and Heraclius claim 

it instead ; Nunechium is to determine the facts. 

/ € 

—> 1! «upia Novveytw Iardps(v) 2 yatpuv. 3 Kabarc cuvexopncev pllou lou + Avdckopoc 0 
LY ~ ~ a lol / 

Tarduvync Ta Opta > Tob ‘EXK@voc péxpe Tc Ka°Aapelac THe Baccuddoc 7 (dp.)h am, Ga 
/ 

Se Kal Apyacdpn(v) 8 €ic Ta epercBcauyy 9 Kal od« airerpamnv bo ITro'Aayatov 

cat ‘Hpaxdl] |]‘e’ov, 1 ef pev Sédwkar ex Tv eperc!*Owedynv ‘Ardckopoc’ yparbov joe 
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\ lol / > a 4 

Kat od3K epyalopar etc atta Ta Ola, ¢ dé TO Oplov TO THe Talskova abroic SdwKat 

/ 16 2 ] / ] 17 > \ ¢€ lal ” 18 to be 

yparso(v) pou KQL OUVK QLTTLTPELTT|| | |W auTO , TOC €lC TA 1) [Lov EpXalcTal. OLOE O€ 

\ Une if 19 ov 2 \ / ” 20 ” Se: fol 21 ” / 

KQL QUTOC Atockopoc OTL €LO0v TPLaKOVTA €T7) eEXwW TA opla TaUTQ. Epwcov poe 

moAAotc ypovotc. 

4 1. reA- 8 lieic a g l. éemerp- 11 1. dédwxe, e& dv 14¢ 15 1. dé5wxe  —-yparho 

16 1. emutperw 17 1. épyecBau 21 1. éppwco 

‘To my lady Nunechium, Pataris sends greetings. As Dioscorus the tax-farmer conceded me the 

area of Helicon as far as the reed-bed at Bassias for 500 dr., and I went off (?) and worked on what 

I had rented and was stopped by Ptolemaeus and Heraclius—if Dioscorus has given (them) part of 

what I rented, write to me and I won’t work on that area; but if he has given them the area at 

Tacona, write to me and I’ll stop them coming on to our property. Dioscorus himself too knows that 

it’s now thirty years that I’ve had this area. Good health for many years.’ 

1 Novveyiw: Pape—Benseler cites solitary examples of Novveyia and Nouvéxvoc. 

Tlatdpi(v): the scribe seems to have written the final w in full, and then overwritten it with ¢: 

1. ITarapic or -petc? 

4-6 Helicon at least should be a place-name, like Tacona in 14 f. Neither Helicon nor Bassias is 

among the geographical names in WB iii or WB Suppl. ii. 
6 Bacciddoc: not Baxyiddoc. 

7 (8p.) #: the figure is much overwritten, with traits of y and a (?) as well. 

am. @ade: the trace suggests amap§a: for amAAba dé? 
16 Apparently avroi, i.e adrof(c), with -rove repeated in 17 by mistake. 
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Figures in small raised type refer to fragments, small roman numerals to columns. 
An asterisk indicates that the word to which it is attached is not recorded in LSJ 
or Suppl. Square brackets indicate that a word is substantially restored, round 
brackets that it is expanded from an abbreviation or a symbol. Words completely 
restored, i.e. of which no portion is extant in the text, are not indexed; nor is the 
article. 

LONE WDE RARY AND SUBLITERARY TEXTS 

(2999-3013, 3024 15-19) 

aBovAia [3006 2 ?]. aXrickecBar [3003 i 13]. 
ayaboc 3006 16. adkjevc 3002 24. 
Ayapenvear 3002 26. aAXa 3003 11 15 3008 12. 
ayav 3007 i 22. aAXoc 3006 r1(em.) 3009 14. 
ayatrav 3004 4. addyicroc [3010 42]. 

ayyoc 3000 schol. 13. ApadOera 3003 ii 19. 
ayew 3006 17 3013 12. apeAciv 3007 i 20. 

ayvoety 3013 30. Apevvddic 3011 21? 

Ayxicne 3003 i 15, 18. Apdiwy 3003 i 6, 7. 
adeAd7 3013 10, [18]. audorepor 3008 13. 
adeAdgoc 3011 g. av 3005110 3009 [67], 16 3011 14 [3012 3?} 
adiayvacroc 3008 4. see also éav. 

adixoc 3006 3, [14]. av ( = éav) 3004 to. 

adixwc 3006 10. avaAapBavew 3003 ii 9? 

adoAo0c 3010 26? avaducc 3010 29. 

adoéia 3005 i 12, 14. avarraveic [3006 5]. 

aet 3006 20, 23? avdpayabety 3011 10. 
deidey 3002 22. avdpodovoc 3002 9. 
andwv 3013 32. avev 3006 25. 

a8dvaroc 3001! 13 3006 8. avjp 3002 21 3006 7, 12, 13, 21, 23. 
AGjvar 3013 11, 13. avOeu(a?) 3000 schol. 17. 

A@nvator 3009 17 3013 2. évOpwroc 3000 ii 2, schol. 19 300514 3006 [15], 

Adjvn 3002 4. 18, 22,20. 
Adac 3003 i 14. avtadAAaypwa 3010 43. 

Aiaxidyc 3002 22. avri 3002 16. 
Alac 3024 15. av(rt rod) 3000 schol. 12?, schol. 17? 
Aiveiac 3003 i 12, 13, 17. avriBvoc [3002 24]. 

aicOnac 3008 4. avriAapBavecbar 3008 17. 

axapyc 3005 1 5. avuTroderoc 3000 schol. 9. 
axovew 3006 [1], 9 3011 22. afvobv 3007 i 12 3013 10. 
axwk7 3002 16. dna€& 3006 9. 
aXal- 3005 ii 5. dmac 3006 24. 

adraralev 3002 19. amevAy 3002 12? 
arGcBar 3000 schol. 5. ano 3001 ! 13 300317 3007149, 11. 
adnbeva [3013 25]. amodevévc [3008 20]. 
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arosidovat 3004 6 3005 i 10. 
atobaveiv 3003 i 9. 
aroxoT 3010 29? 
amoxpivecbar 3003 ii 6 3007 i 4. 
amoxpicic 3009 18. 
amoAAvvat [3006 12] 30071 11. 

ArodAAwv 3003 1 11. 

amomrAety 3003 1 13. 

amoppytoc 3010 1. 
arockedavvivat 3002 21. 
ampocdoxntoc 3005 i 20. 
apyaréoc 3002 13. 
Apyoc 3003 11 4. 
apytpeoc 3002 7. 
apeTy 3004 1. 
apiOoc 3000 11 5. 
dpicroc 3006 13. 
dpxew 3006 10. 

actudédxtoc 3002 2. 

acvddoyicroc 3006 19. 
aradoc 3010 21? 
atiporepoc 3007 1 4. 

atvyxety [3006 26]. 
avrapkyc 3005 i I. 
atréc 3000 schol. 7 3002 3, 25 30031 5, 11, 15, 

ii 7 3004 6dis 3005 ii (2), 7, [(10) ?] 30071 17 
3008 16 3010 13 [3013 7]. 

avtéc, 6 3008 13 3009 9. 
Adgpodiryn [3003 1 ar]. 
Ayaoi 3002 8, 14. 
axapicroc 3005 1 6. 
axevew 3002 15. 

Ayirrcdc 3002 1, 6. 

BaArew 3003 11 7. 
Bapoc 3008 12. 
Bapdpunvic 3002 22. 
Bactreta 3003 11 10. 
BactAeve 3002 10, 19, [26] 30031 10, 14 [3011 

20?] 3013 6. 
BactAjoc 3002 5. 
BeBaudryc 3004 2. 
Buwetv 3010 30. 

Bioc [3006 6]. 
BAaBn 3006 3 3007 8. 
Branrew 3006 2. 

Bovwria [3005 ii 8 ?(tzt.)]. 
Bopa 3013 30. 
BopBopoc 3007 i 22. 
Bov- 3012 13. 
BovdAecOat 3009 19 3013 9. 
Bovr- 2999 8. 
Bpéxevv 3000 schol. 8. 

Bpordc 3006 2. 

INDEXES 

yaddoc 3010 1, 16, 18, 37. 
yapoc 3013 5. 

ydp 3003 ii 11 3005117 30071 20 3008 6, 19 

3009 [19] 3010 33. 
ye 3001 ' 14 3003 ii 15. 
yeirwy 3007 1 1? 

yevecca 3010 26? 
yevvaioc 3012 8. 
yervaiwc [3006 7]. 
yépwv 3002 23. 

y7 3003 i 14. 
ynjpac 3003 1 16. 
ylyvecbar 3003 i 18 3010 16 [3013 31]. 
yeyvddcrew 3004 3 [3006 22] 3010 33. 

yAdcca 3000 ii 1. 
yAwccotopety 3013 19. 
yuan [3009 20]. 

yoav (yoowca) 3001 ! 4. 

yovu 3011 8. 
yparrvc 3000 ii 2, schol. 19. 

ypadey 3009 5, 10. 

Aavan [3003 ii 3]. 

Aavaoi 3002 4, 11. 
3é 3000 schol. 5(0f 8€) 300116 3002 4, 7, 12, 16, 

24,25 300315, 12, 15,17, 18,116 300515 
3007 ig 3008 9, 17, 21 3009 11 3010 6, 10, 
tgbis, 33, 37, 42 3011 3, 7, 15, 21 3012 2? 
3013 8, 12, 16, 18, 24, 32, 33. 

decxvivar 3004 3. 

Aewiac 3012 3. 

deEvoc 3004 14. 

AepxvdAnric [3012 5]. 

dyAodv 3012 2. 
Snprovpydc [3009 2]. 
Sia. c. acc. 3010 3, 16?, c. gen. 3013 23. 
dcarpety 3008 14. 
dcarrapBevevey 3013 17. 
dvamvrepav 3011 11. 
dcadépev 3007 i 23. 
dcadopa 3008 5, 8, 19. 

divdacKew [3002 23] 3010 3, 7, 35. 

ddaxy [3010 t0?]. 

ddovar 3004 14. 

Scepdc 3000 ii 1? 

dixavoc 3004 4 3006 12, 21. 

diuxaiwe 3006 I0. 
didxew 3004 tro. 
(-)d.@xew 3006 20. 
ddAoc 3010 30. 
dvac 3008 4. 
dvvacbar 3004 8 3013 22. 

duvactync 3013 2(em.). 

dvo 3011 6. 
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ducueryjc 3002 11, 18. 
dvcrporoc 3007 i 17. 

ductvxety 3004 7. 

ducwdia 3007 i 11. 

dHpov 3002 26. 

edv 3007 i 10 [3012 11?] see also dv. 
edv ( = ay) 3000 schol. 8. 
ey 3002 19 3010 17?, 31 3011 11 30122. 
éywye 3002 3. 

et 3002 1, 4 30071 7 3008 6, 19, 21. 
eidévar 3010 19bis, 24, 27. 
(-)ecdévac 3010 18. 
eixdrwc [3005 i o]. 
etvar 3004 1?, 4 3005 i [6], 21 3006 [4], 5, 8, 

18, 19, [21], [22] 3007i 9 3008 2?, 9, 19 3010 
37, 39 3011 [6], 7. 

(-)etvar 3005 i 13, 16? 

elvexa 3004 6. 

eic 3013 11, 12. 
etc 3007 i 10. 
ex, e€ 3013 6. 
exactoc 3005 i 3 3008 2. 
éxeivoc 3009 20. 
exteAciv 3003 ii 12? 
extpedew 3004 5. 
“Extwp 3002 14. 

eXevbepoc 3006 9. 
eAdeiv 3003 i 8 [3011 14?]. 
(-)eAOety 3001 ! 7. 
“EXAnyv 3024 19. 

eAric 3005 i at. 
euavrod 3012 g. 
euBaivey 3001 ! 14. 

eurpevia 3005 i 5. 

ev 3002 8, 15, 22 3003 i115 300411? 3005i 4? 

€v8a 3003 i 20. 
eve (ev or evi) [3000 i 4]. 
eviore [3005 i 14?]. 

evroAn 3003 i 21. 

émeABety 3010 11. 
errépxecbar 3003 i 10. 
ert 3002 1, 8, 14. 

emyyvasckey 3013 24. 

émeckjc 3007 i 18, 20. 
emO(erix@c?) 3000 schol. 5. 
emuxnpuxeta 3009 12. 
émipatecOar 3002 7. 
émimetBecBar 3002 25. 
émctéAAew 3009 to. 
emictoAn 3012 1. 
émitibévar 3011 10. 

émtperew [3013 13 ?]. 
éroc 3002 16. 

C 8788 

EpacBar [3013 15]. 

*Eparocbévnc 3000 ii 4(tit.). 
epidpatvew 3002 17. 

*Epwic 3013 27? (pap. corrupt). 
eprovync 3000 i 3. 

‘Epujc 3000 ii 3(tit.) 3011 16. 
epvecBar 3002 2. 
éraipoc 3002 17 3007 i 13. 
€rapoc 3002 12, 16, 23. 

€re 3005 i 5? 

éroc 3003 i 10? 
ed 3004 12. 
evyevnc 3010 14. 
evdogia 3005 i 13, 19. 

ed0éwe 3011 13. 

ed0vc 3004 4 3012 12. 
evAaBeicbar 3003 i 5 3013 17. 
evAaBécrepov 3007 i 18. 
evvora 3005 ii 10. 

evpiccew 3003 [i 12], ii 20?, [21?] 3010 13? 
Edpvxreca see Onpuxrecav. 
Edvpvpaxoc [3003 i ro]. 
edre 3002 13. 
edtvxetv 3004 7. 
epuctravar 3001 ! 4 3003 i 20. 

éxew [3003 i 6] 3005 i [2], 9 3006 24 3007 i ar 
3008 5 3010 18 3011 3 3013 3, 6. 

€x9pa 3006 8. 
ewc 3003 i g. 

Cevyvivar 3013 5. 
Zev_ 3000 schol. 8 3003 ii 16. 
Z700c [3003 i 6, 9]. 
CnAorurria 3013 25. 
Cav [3004 6]. 
fnrety 3011 19. 
TCpwerrew 3010 23 (leg. cutdnv?). 

7 3007 1 18 3010 40 See also 7é. 
75y 3012 9. 
70vc 3005 ii 8. 
He 2999 12 (7 oin) [3003 i 3]. 
9ctoc 3002 25. 
Hepa {3011 3°]. 

jvica 3009 15. 
“Hpn 3002 5. 

AaXracca 3003 ii 8 3011 12. 
Oaccov 3002 5. 
Ged 3002 10, 25 3011 17. 
GeGcBar 3013 9. 
Getoc 3006 17. 
dérewv 3010 32. 
deu- 3010 23. 
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Oye 3003 ii 18. 

Gedc 3001 ! 10 3004 14bis [3006 21] 3011 16, 21. 

Oeparrevew 3004 8. 
Oeccaddc [3003 i 2]. 
@éric 3001 1 11 3002 10. 
OnBaior 3003 i 5. 
Onyew 3002 15. 
OnAvKoc 3010 7. 

+ Onpurdevav 3010 25 (leg. Evpvxdccav?). 

Ovijckew 3005 i 7. 

Ovnrdc 3006 8. 
Opaxec 3013 6. 
Opaxn 3013 at. 
Opijvoc 3010 25. 

Ovyarnp 3013 3. 
Oup- 3024 19. 
Ouvpdc 3002 15. 
Avpa 3001 ! 7. 
Owprjccecbar 3002 4. 

idiwc 3008 6. 
iepdv 3000 schol. 6. 
va 3002 19 3010 4, 18. 
’Iddaoc 3010 14, 16, 32, 34. 
ima[ (or ‘Imn[) 2999 4. 
*Teuc 3011 18 (evcy pap.). 
tcoc 3008 12. 
icdryce [3004 9]. 
icropia 3003 i 2, [ii 1]. 
icyew 3002 5, 6. 

icwc 3005 i 16? 

"Irvc 3013 8, 28. 

xat 3002 2, 6, 12, 14, 17, 20, 26 3003 i 6, 16, 17, 

ii18 30042,7 3005i13,12,20 3006 10bis 3007 

i 3, 7, 10, 13, 17, 20, 22 3008 12, 13, [15] 

3009 2, 4, 8, 11, 13, 19 3010 7, 12, 14, 26, 27, 

29, 32; 34 3011 11, 16 3013 3, 8, 13, 14, 21, 26. 

kapoc 3006 24. 

xaxéc 3001 ' 12 3004 10 3005 i 21, 22 3006 5, 

[17] [3012 ro]. 
cadet 3003 i 2, 18, il 11? 
KaAdXichupoc 3003 11 3. 
kaddc 3000 i 4 3006 9. 
kamnroc 3007 i 5, 16. 

kaproc 3006 12. 

kara 3003 i 10?, 19, 20 3010 12. 

kata- 3012 12. 
Katataprapodv 3003 i 11. 

kev 3002 3. 
Kepdpiov 3007 1 6. 
xépapoc 3007 i [3], 16. 
xépdoc 3004 10 3006 3. 

Kijv€ [2999 3°, 5?]. 

xlvardoc 3010 14, 26, 27. 

xwetv 3007 1 22. 
Krevropdv 3004 1. 

KAnposv 3010 g? 
KAjcc 3010 27. 
kAucin 3002 15. 
xowy 3009 14. 
kowdc 3006 4. 

koirwv 3010 24. 
Kodaé 3005 ii 5(tit.). 
xodeov 3002 8. 

Kdmroc 3003 i 16. 

KopvccecOar 3002 1, 11, 16. 

koréew 3002 2. 
xpatepoc 3002 14, 23. 
kpeiccwv [3010 40}. 

xpwew 3005 i 8. 
xpvpewv 3010 31. 
xreivew 3002 18. 
xrhua [3006 13]. 
xrilew 3003 i 21. 

kvew 3004 5. 
Korpuc 3000 i 8? 
Kisrpoc 3000 schol. 2. 
kam 3002 7. 

AapBdvew 3005 i 3 [3013 27]. 

ddpva€é [3003 ii 77]. 

Aéyew 3008 3, 20, 21 3011 14 [3012 4?]. 

Aetrew 3001 1 11. 

Aéwy [3004 11]. 
AnilecBar 3003 1 4. 
AiBoc 3003 1 8. 
RiccecBar 3002 26. 
Adyoc 3010 15. 

ourrov [3011 9g]. 
Aourrdc 3005 i 1. 

Avretv 3006 14. 

ddpa 3003 1 7. 

pata 3000 schol. 15. 
para 3001 * 14. 
paGAov 3002 11. 

pavOdvew 3010 3, 36? 
peapvacbar 3002 20. 
peyadnrwp [3003 i 3]. 
peyadwe 3011 23. 
péyapov 3001! 7? 
péyac 3011 15. 

péyeBoc 3008 11. 
péyecroc [3006 16]. 

péAArew 3010 4, 30. 
Méudic 3011 2? 
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pé 3002 1 300716, 19 3008 6, 15, 19 3010 34 | oivnpde 3007 i 6. 
3012 1. ofov 3000 schol. 5 3008 7. 

Hevedrioc 3002 9. ofoc 2999 12 (7’ ofn) [3005 i 21]. 
pevew [3012 11 ?]. oicrpay 3013 26. 
pévoc 3002 13. dAodvypude 3010 23. 
becoropetv 3013 15. optdoc 3003 i 12. 
Hécoc [3010 33?]. ovopalew 3010 2. 
Meccy.0r 3009 11. omnvira 3000 schol. 8. 
werd c. acc. 3003 i 3, c. gen. 3003 i13 3004 7 | mov 3003 i 17. 

3008 20. omwc 3009 6? 
peraxerpilecBar 3007 i 14. opav 3006 1. 
péxpe 3011 7. opyy [3006 22]. 
Hy 3000 schol. 7 3001113 3002 11, 21 3004 9 | opyilecbar 3003 ii 6? 

3005 i118 3006 8, 11 3013 18 3024 15? optvew 3002 18. 
und 3001 1 rr 3008 21 3010 31 (u. &). 6pxoc 3010 20. 
pndetc 3004 9. oppav 3001 ! 6. 
penkeére 3002 7. Gpoc 3008 14. 
pjvic 3002 6, 13, 21. 6c 3006 11 30103 30136. 
Ente 3006 his 3010 4. "Ociptc [3011 21 ?]. 
LATHp 3003 i 21 3004 4 [3010 247]. dcocrrep 3010 36. 
EentporoAcc 3000 schol. 2. occaxe 3001 | 6. 
pxpoc 3007 i 8. écrec 3005 ii 13, 15 3006 15? 
puwetcBar 3006 11. 67e 30071 5 3008 7? 3010 25, 30. 
piwve 3002 8. ov 3002 8, 10, 14, 23 3005 ii 3? 3006 12 3008 9 
pewyckecBar 3001! ro 3004 12 3006 4. 3010 39 3024 17? 
pur 3001! 8. ob 3000 schol. 15. 
pedvoc 3007 i 10. ovd€ 3002 5 3005114 [3010 41]. 
popd7 3008 12. ovdetc 3010 39. 
Moica 3003 i 7. ovdév 3007 i 24. 
poxGety 3004 5. ovKere 3002 4 3003 1 8. 
pd80c 3002 17. ovv 3011 9. 
peuprdvepoc 3011 17. ovcia 3008 8, 17. 
pucrixdc 3010 15, 15?, 35. ovre 3008 robis, 11, 11(em.). 

odroc 3003 ii 21 3004 3, 7 3006 11 30089 3011 
vavayety 3003 i 14. 3, 15, [22] 3012 1. 
veBpoc 3004 11(corrupt?). ovtwe (or otrw) 3007 i 2. 
Neixwv 3010 17, 26?, 38. 6xAoc 3005 i 19. 
vexpoc [3010 21 ?]. oyiyovoc 3002 22. 
véoc 3004 13 3024 16. 
vAAutroc 3000 schol. g(bis ?). mabeiv 3001 1 12. 
vijcoc 3000 schol. 1 3003 ii 9. (-)7aGety 3007 i 25. 
voety 3002 13. mailew 3010 28. 
voboc 3010 22. matc [3003 ii 17?] 3013 15. 
vopilew 3004 1. Tlavdiwv 3013 2, 14. 
viv 3008 15,17 3009 8. mapa c. dat. 3003 i 2, [ii 1], ¢. gen. 3009 17. 

trapaylyvecbar 3013 12, 20. 
Eidoc 3002 2, 17. mapaninrew 3010 4. 

mapamrAjcvoc 3000 schol. 14. 
6 demonstr. 2999 g 3003 i 12. mapatrAnciwc 3007 i 13. 
6 3003 i 8? maparbévat 3003 ii 17? 3013 29. 
6ddc 3011 5, 15. mapnyopetv 3010 15. 
oduvvav 3004 to. map0évoc [3013 14]. 

oikia 3010 24. mac 3005 i 4, 22? 3006 5 301018, 19? 3011 
otkoc 3004 11 ?(em.) 13(mdvra adv.?). 
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narnp 3001 ' 10 3002 9 [3003 i 13, ii yy 1454 8 

3004 3 3010 25. 
TlarpoxXoc 3001 ! 9. 
mavew 3002 6. 

T1dgoc 3000 schol. 1(del.), schol. 3. 

mebew 3003 1 8. 

meiBecOar 3002 5 3006 10 3010 38. 

mreipav 3005 ii 6? 

méAew 3000 11 1. 

TleXorrovvyjciot [3009 1]. 
réurre 3002 12. 

aevync 3004 12. 

mepi c. dat. 3002 18, c. acc. 3003 i 9, 14 3008 

2, c. gen. 3009 5, 9. 

mepu(-) 3003 i 20. 
meptouxoc [3003 1 5]. 
IInXetdyc 3001 1 5. 
TInXeve 3002 9g. 

anxuc 3011 6. 
muytrravar 3002 13. 

muct- 3010 31. 

muctoc 3013 16. 
* 7\dbavoc 3000 schol. 13. 

mAavacbar 3000 schol. 5 3011 18. 

mAatoc 3011 5. 
T1Xdrwv 3008 7, 8, 16, 18. 

mew 3007 1 7. 
aAéov [3004 10? ]. 
mAcoverrety 3004 9. 
aAnp- 3010 10. 
mAovteiv 3004 12. 
mobroc 3010 41. 
movety 3004 12 3005 i 23. 
movoc 3008 6. 
mrorepitew 3002 24? 
moAuc 3003 i 6, [21]. 

moAAaxdc 3010 6. 
modumHpwy 3002 6, 21. 
modvc 3000 i 5 3006 2. 
movnpta [3006 19]. 
movnpoc [3006 23 ?]. 
mropetv 3002 26. 
mopevecBar 3013 11. 
aopoc 3011 4. 
more 3007 i 1? 
aérvia, 3000 i 8? 
mpaypa 3006 6. 
mpawe 3007 i 21. 

mpecButepwrepoc (sic, leg. mpecBvrepoc?) 3013 4. 

TIpiapoc 3001 1 13? 3002 12. 

mpiv 3001 1 12. 
qTpovevan (inp) 3002 10 3012 8? 

ee 3013 3(mpoxn pap.), [5](Joxn pap-), 9; 
24]. 

INDEXES 

mpotrdpobev 3001 ¢ 8. 

mpoc 3004 2? 3005 i 18, [19] 3009 11 3010 11? 

3011 2? 
mpocayopevew 3013 7. 

mpocdéxecar 3009 16. 
mpocdokay 3005 1 24. 
mpocncew [3006 1 ?]. 
mpocdapPavew [3009 21]. 

mpocnimrew 3006 7. 
mpotepov 3009 4. 

mpoppovewc 3002 3. 
apvpva 3003 i 19. 

avAn 3001 1 6. 
ruvOdvecBar [3003 ii 5]. 

aac 3010 28bis 3012 3? 

padiwc 3024 17. 

pelew [3001 ! 12]. 

capyc 3010 40. 
ceavrod 3006 18. 
cowmy 3010 14. 
* ckapaPpaé 3000 schol. 14? 

cxrw- 3010 27. 
cpirn see Cuwerrew. 

cdc 3002 12, 16 3007115 3010 24?, 24, 32? see also 

TEOC. 
crrovd7n 3012 13. 
creixew 3024 18. 
crpatitnc 3009 5? 
ctpatoc 3002 14. 
cxqpua 3008 10. 

<3 3001110 30028, 9, 10, 20bis, 21, 23,25 3003 il 

15 30043? 3007113 301016?, 19,30 3011 14 

[3012 3?]. 
céaé 3003 i 19? 
cupBaive 3003 1 15. 
cUppaxoc 3004 11? 

cuppveryc 3010 5. 
cuprabyjc [3005 i 8] 3006 13. 
cuppépev 3009 15. 
cuppopa 3013 23. 
cvv 3002 20. 
cuv(-) 3003 ii 12. 
cbvedpoc 3009 3. 
coverdevar 3010 25. 
covepvew 3002 3. 
Cuvepwca 3005 ii 6 (tit.) 
cuvnfeca 3010 20. 
cuovnOnc 3007 1 15. 
cuvicravat 3000 schol. 6. 

cuvodia 3006 23? 
cuvrpipev 3007 i 7, 10. 
chayralew 3013 28. 
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cwlew [3006 26]. 

cpa 3008 3, 6, 7. 

cwrnp 3006 21. 
cwdpovety [3005 ii 2?). 

tdap.xov 3007 i 9. 
Taxicrnv, tTHv 3009 8. 
te 30011 4 [3003 i 16] 30048 3005i9 3010 24.? 
Tecxilew 3003 i 6. 

tereiv 3010 5. 

TéAevoc 3010 37. 

teAevrav 3003 i 16. 

tedc 3002 4. 
rérrapec 3005 i 15. 

revyew 3002 24. 

Tnpeve 3013 1(tt.), 5, 11, 33. 
tixrew 3003 ii 16 3006 3. 
Tiywav 3004 g. 

tic [3007 i 1?] 3008 14 3010 19, 21? 
tic 3000 schol. 13 3001 12, 13 3002 21 3005 i 

10, 19. 
toivuy 3007 i 12. 
toccaxt 3001 ! 8. 

tpetc 3011 4?(em.). 
tpédey 3002 g 3003 14. 
tpic(-) 3005 ii 12? 
Tpota 3002 19. 

tpomoc 3005 i 11. 
tpvyav 3006 24. 

tpvd7 3005 i 18. 

Tp&ec 3002 1, 14. 

tvroc [3008 13]. 
tvxn 3004 13 3006 4 3010 12. 

vdwp 3011 7. 
vewv 3000 schol. 7. 
vide 3002 12 3003117 3013 7. 
*YYic 2999 10. 
tpetc 3009 4?, 9. 
drrép 3009 12. 
vmvoc 3006 5. 

tré 3003117 3006 26 3010 1, 34 3013 13. 
brrodpyccey 3002 20. 
brdGecic [3013 1]. 

dcratoc 3003 i 12. 

daivecbar 3008 9. 
pdvar 3003 i 19 300715 3008 16 3012 4. 
pacyavov 3002 3, 8, 15. 
facic 3010 29. 

peidecOar 3002 10. 
fépe 3006 7. 
pevyew 3003 ii 13 [3006 23?] 3010 28. 
drcty 3001 * 14. 
dirla 3004 2. 

Propuyra 3013 3, [21]. 
piroc 3005 i 8 3010 38, 4o. 
Preydar 3003 i gbis, 8. 
povevc 3002 10. 
dopetv 3010 8. 

Ppovncic [3006 16] 3024 16. 
duyadevev [3013 31]. 
dvddccew 3006 8 3013 16. 
pupav 3000 schol. 15. 
dvcic 3005 i 6. 
¢&c [3004 3 ?]. 

xaipew [3009 3] 3010 14 3011 23. 
xaAKdc 3002 18. 
xapaxrnp 3008 15. 
xapic 3004 6 3005 i 4, 7, 9, 10, 11 [3006 24]. 
xelp 3002 1, 7 3003 ii 15 [3004 147]. 
xelpwv 3007 i 3. 
Xeipwv 3002 23. 
xAvdedv [3013 32]. 
xnpa 3001 1 11. 
xp7cbar 3007 i 19. 
xpovoc 3010 33 3013 8. 
xpucéc [3010 41]. 
xpucotc 3003 1 7. 
xp@ua 3008 11. 

péyew 3006 11. 
yoxy 3001 * 4. 

& 3007 1 13 3012 3? 
& 3005 ii 12? 
avioc 3005 i 17. 

wc 3004 3 3005 ii 8 3011 14. 
wcrep 3007 i 15. 

were 3010 31. 

Il. EMPERORS AND REGNAL YEARS 

AUGUSTUS 
Kaicap avirnroc pwc 3020 ! ii 1. 
Abroxpatwp Kaicap (xavcapoc pap.) CeBacroc dpyvepede Sypapxixfc e€ouciac 76 18’ avtoKpatwp [76d 

JP’ (10/9 B.c.) 3020 ! i 1-3. 
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‘TIBERIUS 

TiBépioc Year 2 3047.25 Year 12 3047 31. 

VESPASIAN, [iTus 

Qeol Ovecmacuavoc kat Tiroc 3047 5, 9, 19, 24, 355 37+ 

DomITIAN 
Abroxpdrwp Kaicap Aopitiavdc CeBactoc Teppavixdc Year 8 3051 11-12. 

TRAJAN 
Abroxpdtwp Katcap Népovac Tpavavoc CeBacroc Teppavixdc apxvepede péyicroc Synpapxexjc e€ouvciac 

76 B’ bmatoc <7d B’> (A.D. 98) 3022 1-3. 

ede Tpaavéc Year 12 30156 Year unknown 3015 13. 

HADRIAN 

Abroxpdrwp Katcap Tpavavdc Adpravec CeBacréc Year 2 3025 6 Year unknown (3018 12]. 

Gedc Adpiavdc 3018 11. 

ANTONINUs Prus 

Avrwvivoc Kaicap 6 xtpioc Year 11 3016 2. 

Abroxpérwp Kaicap Tiroc Aidoc Adpravdc Avtwvivoc CeBacréc EdceBjc Year 11 3034 3-6, 8-11. 

Years 15-22 30261 22-3. 

Marcus AURELIUS AND VERUS 

Avrwvivoc kat Odfpoc of xvpior adroxparopec Year 4 3026 i17-18 Year 6 3026 [i 7], back 2-3? 

Year unknown 3026 ii 26. 

Abroxpdtwp Kaicap Mapxoc Adpydvwc Avrwvivoc CeBacréc Appeviaxdc Mndixdc Tap6ixdc Méyicroc 

cat Adroxpatwp Kaicap Aove.oc AdpyAvoc Ovjpoc CeBacréc Appervaxdc Mndixdc Tap8ixoc Méyicroc 

Year 7(?) 3027 6-8. 

SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS 

?Aovxvoc Cenripoc Ceovfpoc] Heprivaé [ 3072 7. 

Cf. Index V. s.v. 

SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS AND CARACALLA 

Abroxpdrwp Kaitcap Aovxuoc Cemripioc Ceovtjpoc EdceBic ITeprivaé CeBactroc ApaBixoc AdivaBnvixoc 

Tlap$ixée Méyicroc Kal Adroxpdrwp Kaicap Médpxoc Adbpidvoc Avtwvivoc EdceByc CeBacréc Year 

unknown 3018 1-3. 

Abroxpéropec Kaicapec Aovx. Cent. Ceov. Evc. Iepr. ApaB. Ada. Tap). Méy. cat Map. Adp. Avr. 

Eic. CeBacrot Year 15(?) 3030 17-20. 

Year 8 3018 5. 

ELAGABALUS or SEVERUS ALEXANDER 

6 Kdp.oc Hudv adrokpatwp... Year 2 3032 8. 

SEVERUS ALEXANDER 

Mépxoc Adpijduoc Ceovfpoc AdeEavdpoc Kaicap 6 xvpioc Year 9 3077 7. 

? Adroxpdtwp Katcap Mdpxoc] Adpydwoc [Ceovfpoc AdéEavdpoc EvceBrc Evruyje CeBacréc (and Julia 

Mamaea) 3073 9. 
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PHILIPPI 

Mépxou *IovAuor Pidvamor Kaicapec of xvpuor Year 2 3046 11-13 Year 3 3049 A 9-10, B 12-13 
( + CeBacrol). 

Adbroxpdtwp Kaitcap Mapxoc "IovAwoc Pidurmoc EdceBic Edrvyjc wal Mdpxoc *Iovduoc Pidurmoc 

Teavadratoc cat ’Emavéctatoc Kaicap CeBacrot Year 2 3047 40-2 Year 4 3049 A 20-3. 
Year 3 3048 9, 24 
Various years 3047 4 et passim. 

Dectus 

[Adroxparwp Katcap Iaioc Mécctoc Kuivroc] Tpavavoc Aéxuoc Year 1? 3071 19. 

GALLUS AND VOLUSIANUS 

Abroxpdropec Kaicapec aoc OvdiBioc TpeBwviavec P'adAoc nat Mdvoc OviBioc Adivioc T'addoc Odeddov- 
puavoc Ododrovciavdc EvceBeic Evtuyeic CeBacrot Year 3 3053 1-4. 

VALERIAN AND GALLIENUS 
Odadrepravoc Kat TadAinvoc CeBacrot Year 3 3035 6. 

VALERIAN (I or IT?) 
] Odarepravdc 6 mpecBrepoc [ 3029 6. 

GALLIENUS? 

Adbroxpdtwp Kaicap Ilovmwoc Aikivioc(?) <Taddiqvoc> Teppavixoc Méyictoc EvceByc Edruyje 

CeBacroc Year 12(?) 3054 1-2. 

DIOCLETIAN 

AvoxrAjc Year 1 3055 7. 
Year 1 3056 4. 

DIOCLETIAN AND MaximiAn, AucustTI, CONSTANTIUS AND GALERIUS, CAESARS 

of KUpior He@v AvoKAnrravoc Kal Maépravoc ceBacrol Kal Kwverdytioc kat Maguwavec of émupavécraror 
Kaicapec Year 14 = 13 =6 3036 4-8 3037 4-9, 22-7 3038 5-12 3041 1(?) Year15 = 14 =7 
3041 9. 

of Kup. Hy. AvoKdA. kat Ma€. cat Kwvcr. nai Mag. ceBacrot Year 13 = 12 = 5 3039 3-7 3040 3-6. 

MAXIMINUS AND CONSTANTINE? 

Year 5=3? 3042 2. 

GALERIUS AND MAxIMINUS 

Year 20= 8 3043 7. 

Maximinus, CONSTANTINE, AND LICINIUS 
Year 9=7=3 3044 1. 

CONSTANTINE AND LICINIUS 

of KUpioe Hudv Kevcravrivoc kal Aukivvioc ceBacrot Year 8 = 6 3044 12. 

Year 5= 3? 3042 2: 
Neate Omo0LON2. 
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III. CONSULS 

Ceourpw kal Oduxtrwpelvw tadrouc A.D. 200 3019 2=3; 

émt brdrwv Adpelvov ro [B]’ cal Aéxctpov A.D. 263 3054 10-11. 

See also Index II (Trajan). 

IV. MONTHS AND DAYS 

(a) MoNnTHS 

Advp 3053 5. 
Teppavixevoc 3051 12. 
AexeuBpiwv (eidav) 3018 10 (dexevB- pap.). 

Aioc 3054 20. 

’"Ere( 3025 6 3050 ii 35 3053 18 3065 10, 23 

3081 6. 
060 3026 back 2 3043 7. 
Agoc (= Matyi) 3054 3. 
Mapriwy («idadv) 3019 4. 
Mecopy 3029 3. 
Mexeip 3026 i 22 3036 13 3048 22 3049 A 23 

[3052 2] (3063 26). 

Néoc CeBacrdc 3053 4. 

TIatv. 3016 3 3030 head 3039 12 

3054 3. 
Taxev 3015 6 3026 i [6], 18, back 2 3030 21. 

Top. 3015 13 3032 6. 

Papevs) 3035 7 3037 15, 33 3038 20 3047 42 

3048 5, 9, 24 3055 8 3056 4. 

Pappodd (3018 5) [3030 20] 3032 7 3034 12. 

Paddu 3026 i 23 3042 3. 
®PeBpapiaic (eidoic) 3054 11. 

Xowdk 3028 1 3040 8. 

3041 10 

(b) Days 
ciSo¢ 3018 10 3019 3 3054 11. 

fucpa ‘Epuod 3026 i 7? 

V. PERSONAL NAMES 

Ayaboxdjc see Index VI (d) s.v. mapeuBoay Ay. 

Ayafoc 3082 1, 13. 
Aypurrivn, m. of Arius 3065 1, 24, 26. 

Aéspacroc 3063 5. 
AOnvaioc, f. of Theon 3059 8. 
Adnvodwpoc 3015 7. 
Aidoc AlSupoc 6 Kai Cepzivoc, (ex-)strategus of 

Metelite 3026 1 14, back 1. 
Ai)oc Avoy(évync?) 3034 13. 

AiXuoc ‘Hpakreldnc, P. 3046 24. 
Aiptrdoc [Caropvivoc? (praef. Aeg.)] 3072 8. 

Axvrac 3069 1, 27. 

AdBeivoc see Index III. 
AheéEavipoc 3085 7. 
AhéEavdpoc see also Index VI(d). 
Ardevoc Adyyoc, xenokrites 3016 10. 

Ap- see *IovAvoc A. 
Ayevveic, flute-player (or s. of Auletes) 3058 18. 
Apu-, f. of Julianus (?) 3079 3. 
Appov, guard 3055 3 3056 1. 

Appovioc 3057 1. 
Appdyvioc, Aur., procurator Alexandreae 3031 1. 

Aupdroc, chicken-man 3055 2 3056 1. 
Apposvioc, royal scribe 3030 1, [back 2?]. 
Appadvoc, s. of Antinous 3043 5. 
Appdvioc, s. of Craton 3046 34. 
Appdyioc see also .JAcoc A. 
Appwvotc, d. of Sarapammon, gd.-d. of Phanias, 

sist. of Aur. Didymus alias Antonius et al. 3049 

A 2, 4, B 3, 5. 
Avvioc Avoyévnc, procurator Heptanomiae 3031 2, 

back. 
AvovBiwv 3050 i 36. 
AvovBiwv, s. of Aphynchis 3039 8. 

AvovBiwyv see also Avdckopoc 6 Kat A. 

Avrivooc, f. of Ammonius 3043 4 
Ayrivooc, s. of Eudaemon 3037 19. 
Ayrioxoc, s. of Sarapion, gd.-s. of Exacon 3047 14. 
Ayrimatpoc 6 Kat Avovdcoc, Aur., in charge of farm 

of agoranomeion 3053 5. 
Avrwvivec, Aur., procurator mpoc tafe emucKépect 

3046 7. 
Avradvioc see Aidupoc 6 Kat A. 

Ariwv 3070 1. 
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AmoAX- 3016 22. 
AmohAwapic seeKdccioc A., Odpe[proc](?) A. 
Arodoyevync 3063 1, 25. 
ArodAdvoc 3015 8. 

AzodAdvioc 3066 1, 20. 
AmodAdvioc, br. of Didyme and Theonas 3059 1. 

AnodrAdvioc, secretary 3058 8. 
AmodAdyvioc, secretary to court-clerk Theon 3062 

14. 
AmodAdvioc, s. of Apollonius ?, surveyor 3057 1, 31. 
Amodrdvi0c, 8. of Ptolemaeus 3061 19. 
Amohrdrioc see also Avddwpoc 6 Kat A. 

Anroc see IIpoxorrwy. 
Andotc, captain 3079 3, 8. 
Apeoc, s. of Agrippina and Cornelius, br. of 

Stephanus 3065 1, 25, 27. 

Ape.oc, s. of Ptolemaeus, br. of Sarapion 3015 6. 

Apvoc 3040 6. 

Aproxpdryc(?), Alexandrian envoy 3020 ' ii 6. 

Apmoxpariwy, Aur., strategus 3032 1. 
Apcac(?), myrrh-seller 3065 24, 26. 
AprepiSwpoc, nomicus 3015 9, 16. 
ApreuiSwpoc see also Index VI(d). 

Apyédaoc, s. of Heraclas, secretary to strategus 

Theon 3061 1, 21 3062 1, 17. 

AckAnmddnc, Aur., ex-gymnasiarch, prytanis, 

senator, decaprotus 3049 A 6, B 8. 
Ariduavdc see KXavdu0c A. 

AbdAnric(?) see Apevveic. 

Av€avouca 3065 11. 

Adpnaia see -T1C. 

Adpiirvoc see Aupodvioc, Avrimarpoc 6 Kal Avovicioc, 

Ayrwvivoc, Apmoxpatiwy, AckAnmadyc, Adotc, 

Ac.twv, AiSvpoc 6 Kal Avrdyoc, Avdckopoc, 

‘Eppokd-, Zrjvewv *Ta[voudproc, Ow, ‘Iépa€, 

*Tovcavoc Maéuoc, Kaddivixoc, Mapkuavoc 6 

cat ‘Hpaxdjc, Matpéac(?), HddAac 6 xat Aidupoc, 

Tléevddoc 6 Kal Odwy, TToXtiKdc, Capamakdc, 

Capariwy, Cepnrvobéwv, TiBéproc. 

Adodc, Aur., taxman 3043 8. 

Addyxuc, f. of Anubion 3039 8. 

Ayidredc 3066 4. 

AyrdXAwv, strategus of the Marmarica 3067 1, 16. 

BaBiS.oc ‘Poddoc, xenokrites 3016 6. 

Ba)capéa, Mesopotamian slave-girl 3053 15. 

Téuoc see Iovduoc [ocropoc. 

Téuwoc see KX(avd.0c) I’. 

Ae twv, M. Aur., s. of Silvanus (?) 3053 14. 

Aéxcrpoc see Index III. 

Anunr( ) see Xaipjpwv 6 kal A. 
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Anurrproc, f. of Isidorus, gd.-f. of M. Aur. Mar- 
cianus alias Heracles 3053 8. 

Anpjrp.oc, gymnasiarch 3063 4. 
Anprrpcoc, strategus 3025 1, 7. 
Avd[ 3015 14. 
Addn 3059 1, back. 

Aidvpoc 3031 3. 
AlSvpoc, systates 3039 12 3040 9. 
AiSvpoc 6 Kal Avrdvioc, Aur., senator, s. of Sara- 

pammon, gd.-s. of Phanias, etc. 3049 A 1, Br. 
AiSupoc see also Aidoc A., Meridwoc A., [dAdac 6 

kal A. 
Aveéc, m. of Aur. Matres(?) 3077 2. 
Avoy- see Aidoc A. 
Avoyévync 3063 1. 
Avoyévync 3081 3. 
Avyévye see also Avvwoc A. 
Avddwpoc 6 kal AmodAwvi0c 3047 13. 

Avovuc( ) (ex-)exegetes 3034 12. 
Avovicioc 3019 14. 
Atovicioc 3067 8. 
Avovicioc, f. of Isidorus 3021 1 6. 

Avovicoc, f. of Paulus 3037 11. 

Atovicioc, s. of Pataesis 3064 9. 
Avovdcoc see also Avrimarpoc 6 kal 4., BA(dowoc) A. 

Atdcxopoc 3083 1. 

Avdckopoc, tax-farmer 3087 4, 12, 18. 
Avdcxopoc, M. Aur., boat-owner 3053 18. 
Avdckopoc 6 kai AvovBiwy, royal scribe of Metelite 

3026 1 15. 
Awpiwy, eclogistes of Metelite 3026 1 10, 14. 
Awcibeoc see Index VI(d). 

Efoc, M., ex-praef. Aeg. 3033 6. 
*Exovitioc KAavé.avec, xenokrites 3016 8. 

’Eéaxdv, f. of Sarapion, gd.-f. of Antiochus 3047 
14. 

’Enadpoditoc 3070 2, 10. 

’Emuxparnc see Index VI(d). 
’"Emipac 3070 2. 
’Emipaxoc, assistant to systates 3040 ro. 
’Eripaxoc, f. of Ptolemaeus 3046 23. 
‘Epevviavoc 3028 10, see also KXavd.oc ‘E. 
‘Eppetac 3085 1. 
‘Epuetvoc, Hermopolite doctor 3078 2. 
‘Eppyc 3062 8. 

‘Eppoxa-, Aur., 3050 11 21. 
Edayyeddoc 3058 20. 
Evsaiuwv, f. of Antinous 3037 19. 
Evsaputa see Kadroupvia “Hpaxdeva 9 Kal Ev. 
Eddébyioc, s. of Matrinus, boat-owner 3079 8. 

Zaxdwy, s. of Lucius, donkey-driver 3042 6. 
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Zivev ?Talvovdpioc, Aur., dux 3077 4. 

“Huoc see Etoc. 
>HXiac, taxman 3044 8. 

‘“Hpakhac, f. of Archelaus 3061 1. 
‘“Hpaxde- 3050 1 37. 
‘Hpdxera see Kadroupvia “H. 
‘Hpaxdeldnc, f. of Polydeuces 3046 20. 

‘Hpaxdeldnc 6 wat ITavapyc, f. of Aur. Sarapion 

3046 3. 
‘HpaxXeldyc see also AiAoc “H. 
‘HpaxaAeoc 3084 1. 
‘HpdxAeoc, ship’s captain 3079 6. 
‘Hpaxieoc 3087 10. 
‘Hpdaxneoc, f. of Paulus, 3044 4 3045 3. 

‘Hpaxdge see Mapxvavoc 6 kal “H. 

@ajac, d. of Horus, m. of Philadelphus 3033 2. 

Ocayévyc 3064 1. 
OcwicroxAfe, procurator 3084 1, 8. 
@cd8wpoc, Alexandrian envoy 3020 1 i 5. 
Oéwyv, Aur. [3077 11? ]. 
@éwy, court-clerk (to strategus Theon?) 3062 15. 
Odwy, s. of Athenaeus 3059 8. 
Oéwyv, s. of Ptollion, f. of Ptollion 3033 introd. 

Odwyv, strategus of Panopolite 3062 17. 
Ogwv see also Kadmovpvoc @., Kdavduoc @., 

TléxvAdoc 6 Kal @. 
Oewvac, br. of Apollonius 3059 6. 
Oduc, f. of Lastas 3061 ro. 

*Tavovapioc see Zyvwv “1. 

‘TepaxandAwy 3067 1, 15. 
‘Tépaé, Aur., secretary 3047 [3], 43. 
*Tov[Aia Mapaia, m. of imp. Severus Alexander 

3073 10? 
*Tovdvavdc, s. of Amm-(?), boat-owner 3079 3. 
*Tovkcavoc Mdéoc, Aur., senator 3054 12 (A. 

epyua “I. M.), 18. 

> Toddoc Ap- 3076 6. 
*TovAvtoc Maéuyuavec, epistrategus 3025 2, 7. 

*Tovdoc Makipoc, xenokrites 3016 11. 
?TovAvoc Mwvepovarrc, xenokrites 3016 5. 
*Tovdoc IIécropoc, C., praef. Aeg. 3033 1. 
*Tovdoc II pdxdoc, xenokrites 3016 8. 
*Tovdoc,@patoc, xenokrites 3016 9. 
*Todcroc see CdAowoc *I. 
’Ici8wpoc, s. of Demetrius, f. of M. Aur. Mar- 

cianus alias Heracles 3053 8. 
*IctSwpoc, s. of Dionysius, Alexandrian envoy 3021 

i6. 

KadXiixoc 3069 5. 

INDEXES 

KadAiixoc, Aur., br. of Aur. Didymus alias 

Antonius et al. 3049 A 6, B 8. 
KaAmovpvia ‘Hpdxrea 7 Kat Evdapia, d. of Cal- 

purnius Theon 3047 2, 43 3048 11. 
KaArovpvioc 3083 3. 
Kakrovpvioc (Kaprovyyioc pap.), f. of Cornelius 

3036 10. 
KaArovpvioc Oéwv, f. of Calpurnia Heraclia alias 

Eudamia, ex-fellow of the Museum 3047 3 

3048 12. 
Kdvwroc 3031 4. 
Kadccoc ArohAwapuc, xenokrites 3016 9. 

Kdccwoc AvBeparkc, xenokrites 3016 7. 
Knavé.avec see ’Exovirioc K. 
Kdavédwoc [ ], f. of [Claudius] -inus 3051 g. 
Knavdu0c [| ], Ti., Alexandrian envoy 30211 5. 
Knavéwoc ArtAvavoc 3023 ii 7. 

KX(avd.0c) P'éuwvoc, xenokrites 3016 7. 
Khavd.0c [‘Epevviavoc], Ti., iuridicus, 

praef. Aeg. 3076 8, cf. 3028 10. 
Kniavdioc O€wv, Ti., ex-gymnasiarch and ex- 

agoranomus of Alexandria 3051 1, 4. 
Kav [8v0c Mackovreivoc, ex-pracf. Aeg. 3077 5. 
[KAavé.oc] -ewoc, steward of Ti. Claudius Theon, 

s. of Claudius [ ] 3051 1. 
KoddotOoc 3086 1. 
Kompevc called Choous, s. of Philiscus 3038 13. 
Kompijc, cook 3048 22. 
KopvjAsoc, f. of Arius 3065 1. 
KopvyjXwoc, s. of Calpurnius 3036 g. 
Kparwy, f. of Ammonius 3046 34. 
KupiAda 3050 1 40. 

acting 

Aacrac, s. of Thonis 3061 10. 

Aevxddioc, boat-owner 3079 5. 
Aewvac 3057 209. 

Av- boat-owner 3079 1. 
ABeparc see Kaccioc A. 
AiBuwv see ITercipic 6 kat A. 
Avcenvioc IT poxdoc (iuridicus?) 3050 ii 26, 20, 38. 

Adyyoc see Adgecoc A. 
Aovxuoc, f. of Zacaon 3042 6. 

Mayvoc see Ilaxrovprioc M. 
Mawpaia see ’Iov{[ria M. 
Ma€ipuavoc see ’IovAuoc M. 

Maé.poc see IovAvavoc M., IovAvoc M., OdiBioc M. 

Mapxiavoc 6 kal ‘Hpaxdjc, M. Aur., s. of Isidorus, 
gd.-s. of Demetrius 3053 8, 20. 

Madpxioc Cadourdpioc (procurator 
3050 i 9. 

Mapxoc see Ae .rwv, Aidckopoc, Eioc, Mapxiavoc 6 

kat “HpakAje. 
Mackovdeivoc see Kiav[dioc M. 

Augustorum) 
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Marpéac(?), Aur., m. Dieus 3077 1, 12. 
Mazpivoc, f. of Eulogius 3079 8. 
Meédac, carpenter 3066 13. 
Meé)ac, secretary 3055 1. 
Mevexparne see Index VI(b) s.v. érotktov. 
Mevickoc see Index VI(d). 
Meridtoc Aidujoc, xenokrites 3016 6. 
Mnvodwpoc see Index VI(d). 
Myjouoc ‘Ovwpartlavoc (praef. Aeg.) 3073 13? 
Mivepovarc see ’IovAvoc M. 

ModAavec( ?), senator (for ever?) 305421 (_.... L0- 

a6, |WoA vou pap.). 
Mwpiwy, systates(?) 3042 10. 
M@poc 3058 1. 

MSpoc 3066 12. 

NetAoc 3086 2. 

Nepeccavec 3086 1. 
Novvetyiov 3087 1. 

“Ovwpariavec see Mnouioc ‘O. 
“Opioc 3036 16? 

OdiBioc Maéimoc (praef. Aeg.) 3024 2. 

Odpelproc](?) AmodAAwapic, xenokrites 3016 10. 

TIaxrovpyjioc Mayvoc, T., praef. Aeg. 3017 1. 
TTaAAac 6 Kai Aisvpoc, Aur., s. of Sarapammon, 

ed.-s. of Phanias, etc. 3049 A 2 (mac,ac pap.), 
B 2. 

Tlavapyc see “Hpaxdeldyc 6 wat IT. 
ITavexaryc 3064 1. 
Tlavexstnc, f. of Petsiris alias Libo 3051 3. 
Tlacijc(?) 3061 3 (aacneouc gen. pap.). 
Tlatajac, f. of Dionysius 3064 g. 

Tlarapic (or -petc) 3087 1. 
ITadXoc, s. of Dionysius 3037 11. 
TTaéXoc, s. of Heraclius, carpet-man 3044 4 (gen. 

ITaviove Hpaxreov), 14? 3045 3 (gen. IavdArc 
HpakaAnov). 

Tlékvddoc 6 Kat Oéwv, Aur., ex-gymnasiarch, ex- 

prytanis, senator 3048 13. 
Ileretpic 3080 1. 
Tlerocopamc, s. of Horus, Christian(?) 3035 4. 
Tlercipic 6 Kai AiBwv, s. of Panechotes 3051 3, 

OP; EO: 

Tlioc see ®A(dovioc) IT. 
TTdavrac see Toptrétoc II. 

TTdovriwy 3080 1. 
TIodrixoc, Aur., tax official 3045 6. 

TloAvievxnce 3066 14. 
Tlodvdevenc, s. of Heraclides 3046 20. 
Tlodvbverxoc see Index VI(d). 
Tloprévoc Tddvrac, amicus imperatoris, praef. Aeg. 

3022 12. 
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IIdcropoc see *IovAoc II. 

TTovmduoc see Aidoc ‘Hpakdeidye. 
TIpoxdoc see ’Iodduoc I., Avcenvioc I. 
IIpoxomrwy, renamed Aptus, slave 3054 14. 
ITroAenatoc 3060 1, 17. 
ITroAepatoc 3087 9. 
IIroXewatoc, archephodus 3058 10, 14. 
ITro\epatoc, f. of Apollonius (3061 19). 
ITroAepatoc, f. of Arius and Sarapion 3015 7. 
IroXepnatoc, s. of Epimachus 3046 22. 
ITroXepaioc, s. of Sarapion, gd.-s. of Sarapion 

3046 26. 
ITro\Nwv, f. of Theon, gd.-f. of Ptollion 3033 

introd. 
TIroAXiwyv, s. of Theon, gd.-s. of Ptollion 3033 

introd. (bis). 

‘Potdhoc see BaBi8.0c “P. 

CadBioc 3057 23. 
CaAB.oc, ship’s captain 3079 5. 
CaXouoc *Iodcroc, deputy high-priest 3026 i 19. 
Cadovrapioc see Mapxioc C. 
Capardupwr 3066 1, 20. 

Capardupwy, ex-gymnasiarch, s. of Phanias, f. of 
Aur. Didymus alias Antonius, Pallas alias 
Didymus, and Ammonous 3049 A 2, B 3. 

Caparéc 3058 109. 
Caparac 3060 2. 
Capamvaxoc, Aur. 3083 1. 
Capariwv 3036 19 30621 3063 17 3085 1. 
Capaniwy, Aur., s. of Heraclides alias Panares, 
ex-agoranomus of Antinoopolis 3046 2. 

Capamiwy, f. of Sarapion, gd.-f. of Ptolemaeus 
3046 27. 

Capamiwv, philosopher 3069 1, 26. 
Capariwy, s. of Exacon, f. of Antiochus 3047 14. 

Capamiwyv, s. of Ptolemaeus, br. of Arius 3015 6. 

Capariwy, s. of Sarapion, f. of Ptolemaeus 3046 
27. 

Capaniwy, s. of Terentius, practor’s secretary 
3027 2. 

Capariwy, speculator, boat-owner 3079 6. 
Capamiwy, systates 3036 14 3037 16, 34 3038 a1 

3041 11. 
Capparnc 3068 2. 

Carupoc see Index VI(b). 
Cevéxac, L. Annaeus see Index VI(d) s.v. Cevexcavty 

ovcia. 
Ceovfpoc see Cemripuoc C. 

Cerrysia Eva, d. of Septimius Severus 3054 24. 
Centipoc Ceoufpoc, f. of Septimia ... 3054 24. 

Cepnvobéwv, Aur., in charge of farm of agora- 
nomeion 3054 4. 
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Cepfvoc see Aidoc Aidupoc 6 Kat C. 
CevOnc 3033 5. 
CirBavec, agent 3041 7. 
CABavéc, f. of M. Aur. De,ton (?) 3053 14. 
Cipduc see CovdAmixvoc C. 

Ciwwyr, f. of Aurelia -tis 3054 6. 
CovaAmixvoc Churic, praef. Aeg. 3015 8, 14. 

Crédavoc, br. of Arius 3065 4, 19. 

Cipoc 3086 2. 
Caécrparoc see Index VI(d). 
Caérac 3063 5. 

Carnpic 3069 22. 

T |axdvec 3050 i 33? 
Tepévtioc, f. of Sarapion 3027 2. 
TiBépvoc, Aur., iuridicus 3048 1, 11. 

TiBéproc see also KXavdi0c [‘Epevviavdc], KAavéuoc 

Our. 
Tiroc see Ilaxtrovpnioc Mayvoc. 
Tpvdwv 3015 13. 
Tpidwv 3060 12, 16. 

@aviac, f. of Sarapammon, gd.-f. of Aur. Didymus 
alias Antonius et al. 3049 A 3, B 4. 

INDEXES 

®aviac, village scribe (?) 3082 1, 13. 
D@idddeddgoc, s. of Thaesis 3033 4. 
®Piricxoc, f. of Copres 3038 15. 
@Xduvioc 3058 1. 
®\(dovioc) Avovdce.oc, xenokrites 3016 10. 
@)(dowoc) Iioc, xenokrites 3016 5. 

Xapjpwv 6 Kai Anuyt( ), guardian of Calpurnia 
Heraclia alias Eudamia 3048 14. 

Xappocuvoc 3081 5. 
Xooidc (gen.) see Korpevc. 

‘Qpic 3060 1, 17. 
*Qpoc, f. of Petosorapis 3035 4. 
* Qpoc, f. of Thaesis, gd.-f. of Philadelphus 3033 2. 

-xiAvoc 3026 i 4. 
JAvoc Aupdvioc, xenokrites 3016 12. 

..]7&c, cook 3048 22. 

-ric, Aurelia, d. of Simon, from Bostra in Syria 

3054 5. 

VI. GEOGRAPHICAL 

(a) Countries, NomeEs, ToPARCHIES, CITIES, ETC. 

ASvaBnvixde see Index II (Sept. Sev. and Cara- 

calla). 
Aiydrrvoc 3014 14 3015 3, 11 3019 11 (3061 13). 
Alyurroc 3020 1 ii 5 3052 2 see also Index VII s.v. 

érapxoc Aly’mrov. 
Areéavdpeca 3019 4 [3020'i10?] 3051 2 [3073 

17] see also Index VII s.v. énitpomoc Adeav- 

dpeiac. 
Areéavdpeve 3020 1 1 3, ii 2 [3021 i 9] [3022 3?]. 
Avrwoevc 3071 7 see also next. 
Avrwoéwv roduc 3046 5. 

Aprwdov (sc. méAtc) 3069 21. 
Avrioxevc 3023 ii 5? 
anndarnv, } mpoc a. ToTmapxia (3047 1). 
ApaBia (toparchy) [3074 3 ?]. 
ApaBixdv 3074 7 see also Index II (Sept. Sev. and 

Caracalla). 
Appeviaxdc see Index II (Marc. Aur. and Verus). 
Apcwoirnc 3018 6; (nome) (3030 2). 
Adpnrla Tpimodc (Phoenicia) 3053 13. 

Adpodites 3052 9. 
BaBvAdy 3052 8. 
Bécrpa (Syria) 3054 6, 10. 
Tadaria 3020 1 i 4. 

Teppavixdc see Index II (Domitian, Gallienus). 
"EdAnv 3018 13. 
*EXAnvixoc 3053 12 3054 10. 
‘Exravopia see Index VII s.v. émirpomoc “Enra- 

vopilac. 
‘EppotoXirnce 3078 3. 
‘Eppod mroAuc 3052 3. 
‘HpaxAcomoXirne (nome) 3084 4. 

Oepicrov pepic 3030 2 (22). 
KouvoroXirnc avw 3029 8. 
Aaduxnvec see Index XII. 
Mappapixn 3067 17. 

Méudic 3052 9 (werdere pap.). 
pécn torrapxia 3049 B to. 
* Mecororapnvoc 3053 16. 

MernXirync (nome) 3026 i [10], 14, (back 1). 
Mn é.Kéc see Index II (Marc. Aur. and Verus). 
Mixpa ” Oacie 3033 3. 
Nerdy 3052 5? 
Nixorodrc 3052 2. 
dacic 3050 ii 3 see also Mixpa ’O. 
’ Ogupvyxit- 3028 8. 

> Okupuyxirnc (nome) 3025 1, yi 3027 1 {3029 8?] 

3031 3 3032 2 3063 17? [3065 26?]. 
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*Okupuyxitdv mddc (3048 14) 3049 A tr, 3, (B 2, 
4(del.)). 

*Okupdyxwv médc (3053 5) 3054 3 (3077 3). 
*Ocponvec 3053 14, 15. 

TavoroXirn< (nome) (3062 17). 
Tlap6uxéc see Index II (Marc. Aur. and Verus, 

Sept. Sev. and Caracalla). 

‘Pwpata [3014 16]. 

“Pwpatoc 3049 A 5, B 6, 7. 
Crravec 3060 3. 

Cupia 3054 6 3076 2. 
Tpirrodc see Adpyrla T. 
Tvp[vov? 3023 i 12. 
Powixn 3053 13. 

(b) VILLAGES, ETC, 
Ayvotd 3026 i 13, 19. 

Baccidc (?) 3087 6. 

Awcbéov 3048 16. 

‘EXixadv, 7a 6pca tod ‘ENKavoc 3087 5. 
emoixiov Mevexparouc eyopuevor 3046 18. 
Zuetv 3062 4. 

Opowaxwp( ) 3047 [4], 44. 

OpowepBOrc 3047 9, 45 3048 17. 
OANOc [3066 5 ?]. 
*Ictov Tpvdwvoc 3048 17. 

Kaw7 3052 10? (Kev. pap.). 
Aevxoyeiov 3052 10(del.). 
Airy 3048 17. 
Mevexparouc see émoikiov M. Neydpevov. 
Meppép@a 3035 3. 

Modyic 3013 introd. 
Newépar 3049 B 13, 16(del.), 18(del.), 20. 

NécAa 3013 introd. 
*Ocopovvidproc 3047 30, 44. 
Ovevvé 3052 10. 
Tlaxepxy 3046 1, 14, back. 

TTep{ 3052 7. 

TTrohepwatc (sc. “Oppov) 3052 10. 
Carvpov 3046 32 (C. erotik.) 3048 18, 21 (C. éroik. ?). 
Céverra 3013 introd, 
Cwapv 3013 introd. 
Codie 3048 16. 
CxoiBic 3047 18, 46. 
Taxéva [3052 11?] 3087 14. 
Tc 3061 10. 

Tuxuwver ric 3047 34, 45. 
Da(?) 3063 3. 
®DoBdov 3047 1, 47. 
XadSOic 3063 12. 

(c) TRIBEs AND DEMEs 
ANBareve see EvOnvodsdreioc 6 Kai A. 

Ap _[ (dvdAq) 3054 6. 

Adc see Zevc. 

Evénvoddrevoc 6 Kat AdBaeve 3053 g. 

Zedce (dvd7 Aidc) 3054 20. 
‘Pwpaia (or ‘Pwpiria?) (dvdj) 3054 13. 
Cepyia 3054 12? 

(d) MiscELLANEOUS 
AdeEdvipov (KAfpoc) 3046 32. 
Aptepidapov dwpea 3047 37. 

yupvaciov see croa Tod ¥y. 

dukactypioyv (Alexandria) 3019 6. 
*Emixparouc KAfpoc 3047 24. 
béarpov 3072 3. 
Kpnrixod (amphodon) 3034 2. 
Mevickov Kai .[,.,]raiov (KAffpoc) 3047 18 (paw- 

pap.). 

Mnvoddpov (KAjpoc) 3047 30. 
Movceiov 3047 3 3048 12. 
NetAoc 3066 17. 
otkoc Oedy Ovecrracvavot Kal Titov 3047 5, (8), 9, 

C 8788 

(11), 19, 24, 35, 37. 
mapeupody [3052 g?]. 
mapeuBorr Ayafoxhéove 3052 7. 
mrapeuBodfc amndubtov ySua 3046 16? 
medlov, TO avw 3074 6. 

mrepixwpa, TO Katw 3047 34; 76 pécov 3047 36. 
TTopevien (amphodon) (3033 introd.) [3077 10?]. 
ITodvveixou (KAjpoc) 3047 18. 
ceBacretov 3072 5. 
Cevexvarvy ovcia 3051 7. 

croa Tob yuuvaciov (Alexandria) 3018 5. 
Cwctpdrov (KAjpoc) 3046 15. 
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ayopavopety 3046 4 3051 2. 

dyopavopetov (3053 6) (3054 4). 

dvrapxvepevo 3026 i 19. 
apxepodoc 3058 11. 

dpyvepevc (Pontifex) 3020 1 i 1. 

dpxvepede peyicroc (Pontifex Max.) 3022 2. 

apxiepwevvyn [3072 22]. 

acyoAovpevoc aviv dyopavopetov (3053 6) (3054 4). 

addevria 3048 1 3050 11 18. 

abroxpdrwp 3021 i 8 3023 ii 8 [3073 7?] see also 

Index II. 
BaciAeve 3014 11. 

Bacuxdc ypapparede 3026 i 10, (15), (back 1) 

3030 (1), (2), (22), (23?) [3073 16?] 3074 5. 

BiBrAvo8jKy 3026 i 22. 
BiBrAvofvAa€ 3026 i 12. 
BiPrAvodtAak eyxrHcewv 3030 10. 

BovdevrHc 3028 20 (3048 13) 3049 A 1, 7, (B2, 9) 

3054 12, 21 (B. da aidvoc?) 3075 introd. 

yupva(cuapx-) 3034 14. 

yupvaccapyety 3048 13 3049 A 3, 6, (B 4, g) [3051 

2]. 
yupvactapxoc 3063 4. 
dexadapync 3028 12. 

Sexdmpwroc 3049 B g 3050 i 14, [157], [29°]. 

Snuwapyext e€oucia (tribunicia potestas) 3020 * 12 

[3022 3]. 
Snpdcior? 3054 23. 
Snpociov 3054 19. 
Sradoyicpioc (Tod vopod) 3033 7. 

Si€rwv Kat Ta wépyn THC Hyewoviac [3076 4, 9]. 

Sixavodocta [3050 i 387]. 

Sixaroddryc 3048 1, 11 [3050 i 31 ?] 3076 [4], 7. 

Scorxyntyc 3032 4. 
cicaywyevc 3062 15. 
éxatovrapyoc 3029 (1?), 4. 
éxdoyictyjc 3026 i 10, 14 3061 17, 19. 
évriwwc amoAvbeic 3076 10. 
eény( ) 3034 13. 
é€nyntyc 3020 11 12?, ut. 
é£oucia see Snuapxexy é&. 
errapyeia 3018 12. 
émapyoc 3014 11 3022 12. 
érapxoc Aiydrrov 3017 1 [3071 1]. 

émuckentnc 3057 31. 
émickepect, 6 mpoc tate 3032 5 3046 8. 
emuctaTyc etpyvnc 3035 2. 
émuctparny- 3050 11 8. 
émuctparnyoc 3025 3 3064 11. 

emitpom, 7 Tod ldiov Adyou 3026 [i 5], (back 2). 

éritporroc 3028 11 3064 5 3084 8. 

errirporoc Adetavdpetac 3031 1. 

éerirporoc ‘Enravoplac 3031 2. 

épnuodvaAat 3061 9. 

yenovevde 3033 6 [3077 6]. 

iyyewovla (of emperor) 3022 8; (prefecture) 3050 

ii 32 3076 9. 

nyepov 3016 1 3025 15 3042 5 3043 3 3048 6 

[3072 8?] 3076 11 3084 3. 

Hyovpevoc, 6 3082 8. 

{8coc Adyoc 3020! ii 6 3026 i [5], 9, back (2), [3?]. 

Kabodrukdc [3050 i 9? ]. 

xaicap 3019 5, [21?] 3020‘ ii 1 3023 [i 5], 1 4 

see also Index II. 
kapdpync 3035 2 3064 10. 
Kwpoypappatetc 3047 1. 
Noyicrnprov 3074 1, [2]. 
vopxoc 3015 16. 
Eevoxpityc 3016 4. 
*dnuratwp [3029 4]. 
opiodetxtnc 3050 1 17. 

mrapeuBorr 3014 4, 3052 7, 9?, 3046 16. 

mpoaypateta 3025 9. 

mpayparixdc 3025 3 3026 ii 20 [3050 123]. 

mpaktwp 3027 3, 4. 
mpecBeta [3020 ii 3]. 

mpécBuc 3019 10 30201 1 4, [11], ii2 30211 7, 9. 

mputravevew 3048 13. 
mpvravic 3035 1 3049 A 7, (B 9). 

ceBacréc 3021 i 8, 11 [3022 5] see also Index II. 

crexovAdtwp (3079 6). 
ctpatrnyetv 3026 back 1. 

crparnyéc 3018 13 30243 3025 1, (7) 3026115, 17 

3027 1 3029 2 3032 2 (3062 17) [(3067 17)] 

[3073 15] 3074 {1], [2], [4], 8 [ro]. 
ctpatnAdtyc 3077 5. 
ctpatimtyc [3028 12]. 
cupBovrAov 3019 8. 
cvpBovdoc 3015 11, [15]. 
cucrérne 3036 14 3037 16 3038 22 3039 12 

3040 9. 
rapetov 3026 i 20 3028 11, 25. 

Tapuelov 3048 9. 
dmatiKoc Cupiac 3076 2. 
traroc see Index II (Trajan), Index III. 
vrnpeTnc [3027 9?]. 

dvAa€ 3052 g 3055 3 3083 7. 
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avrapxvepevc 3026 i 19. Bede 3017 31? 3021i14 30226 30653 3069 20 
apxvepevc (Pontifex) 30201 i 1. see also Index II (Vespasian, Trajan, Hadrian). 
apxvepede ueyecroc (Pontifex Max.) 3022 2. (-)@vew 3072 5. 
apxrepwcvvn [3072 2?]. éepov 3021 i 15. 
“Eppfic see Index IV(b) s.v. Hepa ‘Eppod. iepoc 3073 6. 
Zed “Adc Capamc Nixaddpoc 3078 1. *Tovdatoc 3021 i [10?], 12. 
Zevdc see also Index VI(c). vixaddpoc see Zevc. 
“Hoc see Zede °H. Capamuc see Zevc. 
eioc 3076 9. ceBacreiov 3072 5. 
Bevdraroc 3023 ii 8. *xpyncavoc (1. Xpycriavdc?) 3035 4. 

IX. PROFESSIONS, TRADES, AND OCCUPATIONS 

avdAnryc 3058 18. ovnAdrync 3042 7. 
yewpyoc 3019 16? 3048 20. opvibac 3055 2. 
ypapparevc 3027 2, [10?] 3047 4, (43) 3055 1 mavavictyc 3018 6, 14. 

3058 8 3062 17, cf. cuyyp(auparev-?). matdaprov 3048 20. 
dovAn 3053 15. Tourny 3074 3. 
SodXoc 3054 13. mpaypareuTnc 3041 7 3048 15, 19. 
Epunvevc [3074 7?]. cxnvicdc 3024 12. 
tarpdc 3078 3. cuyyp(apparev-?) 3062 14. 
Karaujvioc 3048 20. cvodopBdc 3019 15. 
KuBepvirnc 3031 4 3079 [(1)?], 4, (5), 75 9. *rannrac 3044 5 3045 3. 
kupioc 3049 introd., A 4, Bs. rextwv 3066 14. 
Awévdoc 3086 5. teAdvnc 3087 4 (raA- pap.). 
Edyecpoc 3048 22. girdcodoc 3069 26. 
HupotwdAnc 3065 24, 26. fpovrictyc 3048 20. 
vavAnpoc 3049 A 12, B 16, (16 del.). ovAa€ see Index VII. 
vouxdc 3015 16. .L. Jpverje 3043 5? 
oixovepuoc 3051 1. 

xX. WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND MONEY 

(a) WEIGHTS AND MEAsuRES 
dpoupa (3046 21, 26, 28, 2qbis, 31) (3047 6 et | pérpov dyudciov FyuwaprdBrov 3049 A to, (B 14). 

passim) 3050112 (3051 6?). pve 3060 rr. 
apraBn [3031 5] (3048 16bis, 1 7¢er, 23) 3049 A 10, | crarip (3080 5). 

B 14, (14) (3058 18, 19, 21(del.?)) 3066 4 | yotné (3061 7). 
(3079 5, 7, 9) (3083 4, 6). jode JU80IA. 

(b) Monry 
dpyvpuov 3014 8 (3042 7) 3043 5 30445 30454 | 3042 7, (9) 3043 5, (6) 30446 (zp- pap.), (7) 

3051 8. 3045 4, (5) 3051 8, (8) 3060 16 (3085 6) 
Saveprov (3048 6). (3086 3) (3087 7). 
dpaxu7 3036 10, (11) 3037 12, (13), 29, (31) 3038 | pra 3058 12, 14(em.). 

15, (17) 3039 9, (10) 3040 6, (7) 3041 7, (8) | raAavrov 3086 2, (3). 
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Xl; TAXES 

apOpnricov tédecwa [3030 3 ?]. 

emixeparavov 3039 1 30401 30421 3044 10 30451. 

emixepdrauov 1éAewc 3036 1 30371 30381 3041 6 

3043 1. 

citikol popor 3028 19. 
aticov (6 To c.) 3058 12. 

réhecwa 3018 15 and see apiBpnrtikov T. 

XII. GENERAL INDEX OF WORDS 

aBpoxoc 3046 9 (3047 6 et passim). 
(-)ayayety 3050 ii 34. 
ayaboc 3057 22 3069 15. 
ayew 3033 3. 

(-)ayew 3031 6? 
ayvadoc 3060 5. 

dyvova 3014 16. 
ayopa 3074 2. 
ayopalew 3053 11 3054 g. 
dyopavopety, ayopavopetoy see Index VII. 

aypoc 3069 23. 
ayuia 3053 9, 19. 
*ayvorountoc 3047 5, 9, 19. 
aywyn [3031 4]. 
adeAdy 3067 3, 7. 
adeAddc [3031 9] 3033 5 3049 A 5,B8 30572, 

7, 12, 14, 31 3058 1 3059 1,6 3060 1, 17 
3062 2, 13 3065 4,18 30671, 15 3082 2, (13) 
3083 4. 

advaberoc 3014 1. 
adcxety [3074 8]. 
aljpwoc 3048 5. 
Aiytarioc see Index VI(a). 
afpety 3049 A 17, B 22 [3071 17?] see also éécBau. 

airia 3014 6. 

aitacBar 3027 4. 
aidy 3054 21? 3065 8. 
*dxatadnpntoc 3057 17. 
akatoc 3053 19. 
axodovbetv [3014 17]. 
axodovOia 3017 rr. 
axddovboc 3030 9. 
axorovwe 3042 3 3043 2 3044 13. 
axovew 3065 6? 
axvpoc 3015 20 3040 11. 

axwdvtwc 3018 9. 
Ande~avdpeve see Index VI(a). 
adn Onc 3023 ii 11 [3034 6]. 
add 3021 i [13?], 14 302817 3048 8 3050 ii 14 

3057 6, 28 3065 17 3069 12, 19. 
aMpréyyvor 3049 A 16, B at. 
adAnAwy 3067 13. 
a\doc 301413 301811 301913 3020115 302611 

24 304628 (3047 1,13) 3057 14 3059 5 30605 

3061 14 3063 15, 22 306917 3076 12. 

adoywe 3066 7 3085 3, 12. 
dAwvia 3028 13. 

dpa 3076 12? 
dpaprnwa 3014 5. 

apetBew 3057 9. 

apercty 3061 12. 

apeurTac 3086 4. 

apréAvov [3063 4.?]. 
duredoc (3047 6, 10, 32) 3063 13. 
audpdrepor [3014 15] 3015 7 (3077 3). 

dy 3028 11 3062 7 3063 23 3066 5? 3071 17? 

3082 6 see also éav. 
dv = éav 3057 22. 
avaPaivew 3058 3, 5, 6, 15. 
avaywacKew 3016 4. 
avayKaiwc 3067 4. 
avaykn 3061 16. 
dvaypadew (3047 6, 8, 10, 16, 22?, 22, 28). 

avatpety see avedetv. 
avaxadvrrew 3081 8. 
avakaprrew 3015 25. 
avaxowodcbar [3015 15]. 

avaAdap Pave 3014 7. 
avakwpa 3085 12. 
avarréurew 3035 3 3066 4. 

avatrAdew 3065 11. 
avatrAnpody 3026 11 28. 

avacracic 3028 8. 
(-)avacrpédeuy see (-)crpépev. 
avdpayabety 3069 13. 
aveicrpaxtoc [3018 15?]. 

avedety [3014 20]. 
avedbetv 3035 5 3064 13 3066 12 3082 9. 
avépxecbar see EpxecBa. 
avérousoc 3066 16. 

dvev 3049 A 14. 
avyjKcew 3026 i113 3030 7, 11, 13. 
avnp 3058 16?(em.) 3069 15. 
avOpwrodayia 3065 8, 17? 
avévat, averpevoc 3057 26. 

avixntoc see Index II (Augustus). 
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avotyew [3075 2]. 
avrapxvepevc see Index VII. 
avri 3063 19. 

avrvypdgew 3057 24 3063 7. 
avriypagov 30241 3025 4 3026 i 23, [ii 27] 3032 3 

(3048 introd., 10). 
avriAnpyuc [3020 1 ii 10?). 
Avrwoevc see Index VI(a). 
Avrwoxeve see Index VI(a). 
(-)avrAety [3066 18]. 
aview 3048 4. 

dvw 3053 16 see also Index VI(a) s.v. Kuvorodirne 
a., VI(d) s.v. aediov. 

afvoc 3069 10, 20. 

agvodv 3019 14. 

agiwac 3019 12. 

anayyéew 3062 9. 
amat- 3028 19. 

amairety 3058 13 3085 13. 
arairncuc 3028 2, 5, 11, [23], 26. 
amaprilew 3058 9. 
amac 3025 13. 

ameiAn or -\etvy 3028 16. 

ameNOeiy 3087 7? (arapOa for amf\Oa?). 
amréxew 3017 11? [3051 4?]. 

amnAwrnc 3046 16 see also Index VI(a). 
amé 3026 i 13, 19, 22, back 2, 3? 3028 11 (corr. in 

aut ex éri), 13bis 30313 30326 30332 3047 

5, 8, 9, 11, 19, 20, 24, 32, 34, 37, 39 3048 109, 
21 3049 B 20 3050 introd., ii 16 3053 17 
3054 6 3061 10 3064 2, 4 30747 3077 3 
3083 4 3085 g. 

atoypagew 3064 5 and see next. 
aroypagecbar (3046 10) 3047 4 3048 2, 7, 14 

3053 7, 20 3054 5. 

aroypady (3046 9) (3048 introd., 10) (3077 9). 
arod.devac [3020115] 306017 3065 24, [24], 

[(26)], (26) (3070 10). 
atrodvdpackewv 3071 5. 
amoxetcba 3081 2. 
aroxonre 3028 g. 
amoxpivecbar [3023 ii 8] 3074 9, [11], 12. 
atroXetrew 3074 12. 
amoAoyetcBar 3020 | ii 8. 

atoAvew see Index VII s.v. evtiuwe amoAvbeic. 
amopevey 3066 7. 
amoctéAAew [3031 5]. 
atopaivew 3027 5. 
amodacic 3016 4. 
amoxy 3036 17 3037 36 [3038 24?] 3040 12 

3049 A 13, B 1g. 
ampodacicrwe [3071 6]. 
*dpaodpuc 3054 16 (apeo- pap.). 
adpyupikdc 3051 5. 
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apyvpiov see Index X(b). 
apectoc 3057 23. 

apery 3069 18. 
apiOunrixdc see Index XI (dp. rédecua). 
apiOudc (3061 6). 
apucrepdc 3053 16. 
apketvy 3030 14. 
appolew 3028 5. 

apoupa see Index X(a). 
apcevixoc 3063 18. 

apcnv [3063 19]. 

apraBy see Index X(a). 
apxepodoc see Index VII, 
apxy [3020 ! ii 5?) [3071 8?]. 
apyiepevc, apxrepwcvvy see Index VII. 
acynjoc 3053 9. 

dcxycc 3069 9. 

acralecbat 3057 29 3062 16 3065 [18], 19 30676. 
achddeva 3015 24. 
acyoAeicba see Index VII s.v. dcyoXovpevoc. 
avbaiperoc 3014 6. 
avlevtia see Index VII. 
avAnric see Index IX. 
avpiov 3048 4. 

avrixa 3028 24. 

adtokpatwp see Index II, Index VII. 
atréc 3014 8?, 9 3015 2, 18, 23, 25, 26 3017 18 

3021115 30229 302411 3025 11b7s 3026i 21, 
114 3027 4 3028 3, 10, 13, 18, 22 3035 5 
3048 5 3049 introd.ter, A 4, 5,B 5, 7,8 3050 
116? 3053 11, 12 3054 obis, 25? 30579 3058 
3, 7 3060 12 30646, 7, 11 3065 14 3066 15 
3069 23 3071 3, 15 307411, 12 30828 3083 
5,9 3086 3 3087 13, 15, 16, 18. 

avroc, 6 3017 16 3026 i 15, back 1 3037 20, 2 
3047 8, 11, 12 3049 A 7, B (4), (9), 16(del.), 
18(del.), (20) 3053 17, 19 3054 19, 20, 23? 

adavic 3074 4. 
adAr€ 3033 introd. 3050 ii 37. 
agdiéevar 3065 17 3083 7. 

aducravar 3066 15 3069 9 3085 3. 
apopun 3057 19. 
ayvpov 3066 6. 

BapBapoc 3018 13. 
Bapdvew 3057 7. 
BaciAeve see Index VII. 
BacirKdc (3047 10, 15, 22, 28) see also Index VII 

(B. ypapparevc). 
Bavxadov 3061 5. 

Bia 3017 5. 
BuBAciscov 3017 3 [3027 2] 3076 3. 
BiBAvobyKy see Index VII. 
BuBAvopvAa€ see Index VII. 
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BiBpdicke 3063 11. 
BAarrew 3086 6. 
Brémew 3059 3, 4. 
Bonfeva [3050 11 16]. 
Boppac 3083 6. 

BovrccBar 3015 12, 25 3025 12 30636 3066 7 

3082 9. 
BovAevryc see Index VIT. 

yapety 3015 18. 

yap 3018 8 302411 302513 30485 3057 13, 15, 

18, 26 3059 5 3061 13 3063 13 3065 16 3067 

11, 12 3082 1o(del.) 3086 6. 
ye 3063 15. 
yerotoc 3057 24. 
yevnua 3049 A 8, (B11). 
yevvardraroc see Index II (Philippi). 
yévoc 3014 17 3053 15. 
yéepwv 3083 7. 

yewpyety 3051 6. 
yewpyoc see Index IX. 
yivecOar 3014 14, [19] 3019 17 3028 21 3030 9, 12, 

14. (3036 11) (3037 13, 31) (303817) (3039 10) 
(3041 8) (3042 9) (30436) (30447) (3046 29) 
(3047 6, 15bis, 17bis, 21, 22, 26, 2715, 28, 20, 

32, 35, 38) 3049 B (14), 18 (3051 8) 3053 12 
3054 10, 21 (30556) (3056 3) 3057 26 3058 
7,10 3063 7, 9, 23 3065 7bis,8 30746 3083 6, 
8 3084 4. 

ywockew 3048 7 3059 3. 
yvepysoc 3050 11 11. 
yovevc 3065 1. 
yovu 3053 17. 
ypdpya 3015 20 3049 introd. 3050 [i 37?], ii 22? 

3067 13 3069 3. 

ypapparedc see Index VII s.v. BactAukoc yp., Index 

IDES 
ypddew 3025 2 3026i11, 17, ii 19 30283 3049 

introd., A 18, B 24 3050 1136 3057 24 3061 14, 
19 3063 3, 23 30655 30675,9 30683 3082 7 

3084 6 3087 12, 15. 
(-)ypadey 3028 22. 
ypadetov 3065 13. 
yupvaccapxely, yupvactapxoc see Index VII. 
yupvdcov see Index VI(d) s.v. croa tod y. 

yuvatketoc 3060 9? 
yur} 3014 8 3015 17 [3023 i 9?]. 

Sardvyn 3049 A 13,B 17 3063 15. 
$é 3014 3, 9, 13, 15 3015 20 3020111 2?, 9 3026 

i 20, ii 24 3028 18 3030 12, 14 3048 16, 19 
3049 A 14,B 4 3050 ii 13, 36 3057 5, 7, 9, 12, 
24 3058 17, 19 30596 3063 15, 20, 21?, 22 

INDEXES 

3064 9 3065 6, 11, 12, 16 3082 5, 7,9 3086 3,5 

3087 7?, 14, 18. 
dein 3073 14. 
Setv 3014 18 3024 14? 3063 g. 
detpew 3070 7. 

deica 3066 11. 
delcOar [3020 ! ii g?]. 
Séxa 3017 7, (16) 3055 5 3056 3. 
Sexaddpyyc see Index VII. 
dexdmpwroc see Index VII. 
dexdrn 3026 i 6, back 2. 
SeAdaxvov 3061 3. 
deEvoc 3053 17. 

decardryc 3057 29. 
devrepoc 3015 24 3025 5. 

dijAoc 3025 g. 

Snrodv 3020117 3026 i 20, 24? 3028 3,6 3030 

8 3053 10 [3054 7] 3061 20 3063 18 3065 5, 

[ro] 3066 11 3082 4. 

Snuapxuxdc see Index VII (5. eovcia). 

dHuoc 3020 1 1 3. 

dnpocia 3025 4. 
Syudcuot, -ov see Index VII. 

Snpdcoc 3025 12 3048 4 3058 21 see also Index 

X(a) s.v. werpov. 

Synvdprov see Index X(b). 

Sud c. acc. 3019 16 3048 22 30577, 20, 28 3059 

4, ¢. gen. 3025 8, 10 3028 1, 10 3030 3 3040 
9 30473, 14,43 304813 3050113 3053 5, 10 
3054 3, 7, 19, 21?, 23? 3057 25 3058 5 
3061 3 3065 12 3066 4 3067 4,12 30747? 

Siaywadcrew 3017 15 3027 3. 

Svaypddew 3036 1 30371 30381 30391 30401 

3042 1 30431 304410 30451. 
didBecec 3022 10 3057 Io. 
dvabyKn 3075 2. 
diara 3069 6. 
Svaxdcior 3036 11 3037 13, 30 3038 17 3039 10 

3041 8 30436 3065 1307s. 
dvadoyrcoc see Index VII. 
dcapevery 3057 16. 
diarréurrew 3063 16 3067 5. 
dudpraBoc (3047 32, 39). 
Stacnudraroc (3042 5) 3043 3. 
dvatayyn 3066 8. 
didraypa 3017 6. 

Siara€vc 3050 11 20. 

dvararrew 3024 5?, 10 3025 5. 

dvareActy 3028 18. 

dvaribecbar 3015 [4], 12, 26. 

dcatpiBew 3069 23. 
dcadépew 3026 i 20 302817 3030 12. 
dcadbetpey 3048 23. 
dvadopa 3057 15. 
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diddvar 3014 7 3015 21 30173 [30186?] 3027 
9 3028 12 3048 19 3049 A 4,B5,6 30553 
3056 2 3057 19 63058 11, 13 3060 13(del.) 
3062 9 3070 4, 7 30785 3085 8 3087 11, 15. 

(-)dedovar 3050 i at. 

dueADety 3036 2 3037 2 3039 2 3040 2 3048 a1 
3049 A 9, (B11) 3053 13,17 (3077 7). 

dvérrew see Index VII s.v. due, 
duxalew 3017 12 [3071 2]. 
dixaodocia see Index VII. 
dixarodorety [3015 3]. 
dixaroddryc see Index VII. 
dixacov 3015 25 3022 9, 16 3050 ui 9. 
dikaroc 3028 5. 
dixaiwpa 3023 ii 6, 10. 
duxactypiov see Index VI(d). 
(-)déen 3050 ii 13? 
816 3065 14. 
diocxntyjc see Index VII. 
SimAode 3028 15? 
SimAwua 3053.12 30549 3061 9g. 
diccoc 3049 A 18, B 24. 
dicytAror 3044 6 3045 4. 
doxety 3020116 3063 4,15 3067 12. 
dovraywyta 3033 4. 
SovAn, dodAoc see Index IX. 
dpaxun see Index X(b). 
dvvacbar 3015 19 3057 9 3082 Io. 
duvatoc 3020 ! 11 4. 
dvo0 3066 4. 
dwdexatoc 3014 9. 
Swped see Index VI(d) s.v. Aprepidapov 4. 

édv 3014 3 3017 7, [15?] 3030 12 30487 3058 6, 
13 3061 14, 16, 17(del.), 19 3065 17 3070 7 

3083 5 see also av. 
édv = dv 3049 A 17, B17, 22 3065 12. 
éavtod 3069 10, 13. 

éBdopoc 3044 1. 
éyypadew 3017 14, 17. 

eyypadwe 3028 16. 
éyKetcbar 3028 17. 

éyernec see Index VII s.v. BiBAvoddAak eyerncewy. 

ey 3017 5 3020115, ii 7 3022 [7], 12 3023111, 

13, 14? 3024 14? 3025 2, 13 30261 10, 21 

3027 2 3028 1, 15, 22, 23, 25, 26 3030 8bis, 15 

30318 3033 introd., 3, 4 30409 3046 30 3047 

33, 43 3048 16 3050 ii 9?, 11 3051 9 3057 

8, 14, 18, 21bis, 24 3058 2, 4, 6 3059 3, 4 3060 

4, 13 3061 8, 11, 20 3062 8 306317 3065 4, 

14, 16,17, 18 3066 8, 11 30675, 7,9, 11 3071 

2 3076 11 3078 2, 4,5 30816, 7 3082 4 3084 

6, 7 3085 11 3087 3, 12, 16, 21 see also jpeic. 

é60c 3049 A 5,B 6, 7 3057 27. 

#05 

ef 3017 2 3025 8 3028 14 3030 14 3049 A 14 
3050 i 21? 30576 3058 11 (7 pap.) 3059 5 
3062 8 3063 11, 15 3066 11, 12 3070 4 (7 pap.) 
3071 10 3078 1 3087 11, 14. 

eidévac 3017 6, 17 3025 5 3026 ii 18 3030 14 
3049 introd. 3050i 29? 306113 306391 3064 
3 3083 3 30845 3087 18. 

eidot see Index IV(d). 
elAnpa 3060 6 (A- pap.). 
efvar 3015 2, 20 3017 19 30201 ii [12], 4 3023 ii 

11 3025 9 3026121 3028 [14], 22 30347 3040 
11? 3048 4 3049 A 16bis, B 20, 21 30501 
18? 3057 6, 17, 22, 23 3058 13, 17 3061 20 
3063 10, 11, 14,16 3065 8, 9?, 12,16 3066 16 

3067 11 3069 7, 10,18 30706 30744 3082 11 
3086 5. 

eimety [3019 21?] 302315, i114 [306411] 3066 8 

(3074 8). 
elpnveve 3057 19. 
eipivn 3022 14 see also Index VII s.v. émucraryc 

elpyvnec. 
eic 3014 18 3015 24 3017 18 30198 3020114 

3025 9 3028 9 3030 5 3033 4 3046 19, 23, 26, 
33 3047 5, 8, 9, 11, 12b%5, 14, 19, 24, 32, 34, 375 
39 3049 A 17,B 22 3050 ii 13 3051 4 3052 
abis, 3, [3], 4, 5015, 7, 9 3055 4 3056 2 3062 4 
3063 12, 13, 17 30646, 8 3067 4 3068 2, 3 
3071 17? 3072 3 30746 3081 6, 7 3083 6 
3087 8, 13, 17. 

etc 3015 23 3056 3. 
etcayew [3014 18]. 
cicaywyevc see Index VII. 
eiceADety 3021 1 4. 
etcevar (efur) 3045 2. 
eickadety 3019 10. 

etcrrpatrew 3017 12. 

elicw 3071 11. 
etra 3022 11 3052 gbis, 10ter, 11. 

éx 3014 13 3015 8, 23 3022 16 3028 26 3046 15, 
32 3047 18, 19, 24, 30, 34 3048 1, 22 3049 A 
17bis, B 22, 23 3053 16 305425? 30657 30769 

3087 11. 
éxacroc 3020! ii 4 3022 15 30501 26. 
éxatdvrapxoc see Index VII. 
éxarocry 3049 A 11, B 16, 

exdixety 3048 8. 
exe? 3072 3 3083 8. 
éexxdnrew 3047 10, 20 3063 3, 7bis, 8ter. 

éxréyecBou 3015 22. 
éxAoyucryjc see Index VII. 
éxrevcic 3049 A 17, B 22. 
exrivew 3049 A 15. 

éxtoc 3051 12. 
exddpiov 3051 5. 
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eAaia 3063 22. 
€Aaov 3048 23 (eAcov pap.) 3080 4. 
eAdttwv 3050 i 12 3063 21 (-cc-). 
€AécOax [3014 6] 3028 4. 
eectv 302011 4 3065 16. 
(-)eABety 3050 ii 15. 
“EXAnv, ‘EXAnvixoc see Index VI(a). 
eArric 3028 9. 
enavtod 3022 11. 
euBody 3082 11. 
ewoc 3024 13. 
éurrpocbev 3020117 3051 7. 
éudopoc 3047 7. 
év 3014 8 3018 5? 3019 4,6 3020117 3022 8? 

3025 12 3026122 30283, 22 30473, 6, 7, 10, 32 
3048 2bis, 16bis, 17ter, 18, 21 3049 A 8, B11, 13 

3053 5, 9, 13, 18, 19 3054 3, 10, 19, 22, 23 ? 3057 

16 3058 17, 19, 20?(del.?), 21 30606, 9 3061 6, 
7 3063 10, 12 3065 15 ?, 26? [3066 5] 3069 7, 21, 
23 30725 3082 11 30843 3085 5 3086 5, 6. 

évapxoc 3049 A 7, B g. 

evatoc 3044 1 (aw- pap.). 

eveykat 3083 7, 8. 
evexa 3057 14 3058 3 3060 14. 
evexev 3064 5, 12 3083 6. 
ev0a 3048 8. 
evade 3061 16 3065 6. 
evictavat 3030 5 3032 7 30383 3042 2 3046 11 

3047 4. 3053 7 3054 5. 
evoxrciv 3082 6. 
évtatda 3030 10. 
evreAXevy 3028 16. 
évred0ev 3067 10. 
evriwwe see Index VII (ev. amodAvéeic). 
evroAy 3020115 302515 3080 1. 
evtoc 3017 7, 15. 
evrvyxavew 3017 5, 9 [3033 5] 3050 [i 27], ii 7. 
e€dyew 3069 12. 
e€alpetoc [3022 5]. 

ééaxdcuor [3031 5] 3042 8. 
e€autic 3035 3 3083 7. 
e€eivar 3015 25. 

e€eralew 3026 ii 12? 

e€éracic 3025 14 3026 ii 21, [24?]. 
e€nyetcBar 3015 9. 
eényntyc see Index VII. 
efoucia 3015 12, 21 see also Index VII s.v. dyyap- 
xen e&. 

e€w 3065 15. 
erayew 3057 18. 
erraypuTv- 3028 15. 
érawetv 3069 to. 
érakorovbeiv 3049 B 18. 
éeravaykalew 3026 i 12. 

INDEXES 

éravrAciv (3046 10, 21, 25, 31) (3047 6bis, 11, 12, 

15, 17bis, 21, 23, 26, 27, 29, 31, 32) see also 
(-)avrAciv. 

erravtAncuoc 3063 12. 
érrapyeta, emapyxoc see Index VII. 
ered [3015 17?] 3023112 3026120 30582 3060 

12 3061 11 3069 23. 

ére’yew 3083 5. 

ére:ta 3067 8. 

erepxecbat 3057 28. 

érrepwrav 3049 A 20, B 26. 

érecOar 3049 A 11, B 16. 

éenéxew 3017 11 3027 5. 
ent 3015 [4], 13, 17, 27 3018 16 3026122 3028 

4, 7, 20 3033 7 3049 B 16(del.), 18(del.), 20 
3050 i 38 305317 305410 3061 10 3064 11 
3065 9? 3066 10 3082 6. 

em-, 7) 3066 17. 
émupadrew 3046 29 3047 33, 39. 
emywackew 3057 22 3058 11 3075 3. 

ervypapew 3049 introd. 
émud.dovat [3027 2] 3047 43 3053 10 3054 7. 
emuarety see emik(Anv). 

emuxapcvov 3060 4 3062 3. 
émuxeparavov see Index XI. 
émik(Anv) (or émux(adovpevoc)) 3038 14. 
éemxpatetv 3050 11 19? 
émueAdc 3025 14. 

émuckentnc see Index VII. 
émickepc see Index VII. 
erricraAuwa 3030 15. 
emucratyc see Index VII (é. efpyvyc). 
emcréAAew 3026 [i 21], 11 15?, 17, 22 3028 10, 22 

3030 5 3049 A 12, B15. 
émuctoAy 3017 4, 9 3025 11 (3026 ii 27) 3028 15 

3032 3 3057 3, 25 30636, 16 30654, 14 30858. 
emuctpaTny-, emictpatnyoc see Index VII. 
emratrew 3018 14. 
émtectv 3069 14. 

emtperey 3078 2 3087 9 (am- pap.), 16 (aiz7- 
pap.). 

emitpomn see Index VII. 
éeritpotroc 3048 14 see also Index VII. 
emupavecratoc see Index II (Philippi, Diocletian 

and Maximian). 

emupepew 3049 A 13, 19bis, B 19, 25, 26. 
érroixvov 3046 18, (32) (3048 21?). 
éxra 3018 10. 
éxraxociot 3051 8. 
epyalecbar 3066 13 3087 7, 13. 
épyov 3022 17 3028 7. 
epnuopvraé see Index VII. 
eptdcov 3060 11. 
éptov 3057 22. 
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épunvevc see Index IX. 
épxecbar 3066 5(or av-) 3087 17. 
écrrépa 3084 5. 

ecre 3082 6. 
érepoc [3015 14] 3027 3, 4 3030 11 3049 A 5, 

B 7 3057 20 3062 10. 
ére 3028 18 3048 21 3086 2. 
érousatew (eTouul[elja- pap.) 3066 15. 

érolpwc 3066 11. 

éroc (3015 6) 30162 (30185) 3020117? 30255 
(3026 i 7, 17, 22, 23, 26, back 2) (3027 6) 3030 
4, 5, (17) (3032 8) (3034 8) (3035 6) (3036 
3, 12ter) (3037 3, 14ter, 21bis, 22, 32bis, 33) 
(3038 3, 4bis, 18bis, 19) (3039 11) (3040 8) 
(3041 rter, gbis) (3042 2) (3043 7) 3044 1?, 
(2), 11, (11) (3045 gbis) (3046 11) (3047 4, 
6ter, 8, 1obis, 11, 13, 16bis, 20, 2ibis, 22, 23, 

a5bis, 26, 30, 31 quater, 32, 33, 35 bis) (3048 g, 24) 
(3049 A 9, 20) (3050 ii 35, 43) (3051 11) 3053 

1, (Q)s (14), (16), (18) 3054 (7?), (15), 20 
(3055 7) (3056 7) (3077 7) 3087 19. 

evdnAoc 3022 16. 
evepyecia 3022 6. 
edOnvia 3022 15. 
evpynciAroyia 3049 A 14. 
edpicxew 3048 7,8 3065 9 3066 12 3074 11. 
edceByc see Index II. 
edvcrabye 3022 14. 
edtuxetv 3065 22? 3084 7. 
edtuxéectatoc 3029 5. 
edruxnc see Index II. 
evdnpia 3072 6. 
edxyapictety 3059 5. 

edyecBar (3027 6) 3029 7 [3030 16] (3031 8) 

3057 16 3060 15 3062 12 3065 3, 21 3067 14 

3082 12 3083 9 30846 3086 7. 
evévupoc 3054 17. 
edimmeov [3060 2]. 

édictavar 3082 5. 

Zyew 3015 [27], 12 3018 4 30229 3047 4 3048 2, 

3, 15 3049 A 8, Bir 3057 15, 27 3059 5 

[3063 20?] 3066 5,12 3074 10bis 3076 8 3085 

4, 10 3087 20. 
€x9pdc 3074 10. 
ébew 3061 6. 
Zwc 3026 i 23, back 2 30326 3058 14 3063 23 

3066 5. 

Cedyoc 3063 12, 14. 
Cyprodv 3014 12. 
Cav 3065 17. 
Cnrety 3058 9. 
Cyrnevc 3050 1 13. 
Cwapaydwoc 3060 6. 
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9 30145, 11 30174 (« pap.), 5,9, 11, 12b%s 30201 
i 8(e pap.) 30355 305714 306012 3063 11 
3066 5 3069 16dis,17 3071 10 3083 8dzs. 

yetcBar 3025 10 see also Index VII s.v. Hyovpevoc. 
jyepovevew, nyepovia see Index VII. 
yyewovixoc 3014 19. 
ynyewwv see Index VII. 
7decBar 3069 4. 
757 3015 20 3019 17, 20? 3065 4 3085 10. 
mAvoc 3059 2, 3, 5. 
*yetc 30201 ii 2, 4 30486 3049 A 19, 16, 17, 18, 

B 17, 21, 22, 23 3057 10, 18 3058 4, 8, 10 3067 
8 3070 4,8 [3077 9] 3083 3 3086 5bis 3087 17 
see also byeic. 

juepa 3017 7, 16 3029 5 30537 30545 3065 11 
3071 11 3081 4 see also Index IV(b) s.v. 7p. 

‘Eppod. 
juerepoc 3069 5, see also bpérepoc. 
jyrapraBroc see Index X(a) s.v. wérpov. 
Huucuc 3014 13 (3046 29bis) (3047 8). 

jperpepric [3060 3, 4]. 
npepety 3057 28. 
jjpwe see Index II (Augustus). 
qttwv 3014 17. 

Gavpalev 3063 11. 
Oéarpov see Index VI(d). 
Oeioc, Peudraroc see Index VIII. 

Oédew 3057 7, 13 3063 19 3064 3, 13 3065 16. 

Oedc see Index VIII. 
beparreta 3078 3. 
Oeparrevey 3060 3. 

Anny 3080 6. 
OnAvKec 3063 [19], 20. 
Oncavpoc 3058 21. 
Opnckevew 3018 7. 
Opvoxoria 3066 9. 
Ovydrnp 3047 2 3048 12. 
(-)Ovew see Index VIII. 

iarpdoc see Index IX. 
{Soc 3015 22 3018 16 3022 10 3026 ii 18 3028 14 

3049 A 13, B17 see also Index VII s.v. i8. oyoc. 

Suwtixd (3047 6, 10, <16>, 20, <23>, <28>, 30). 

isov 3063 8 3087 19. 
icpdv, tepdc see Index VIII. 
fepdéraroc [3028 11?] 3048 o. 

ipatvov 3060 13. 
iwatodopic 3057 4. 

iva 3022 13 3025 5 3026 ii 18, 19, 22 3028 13 

3030 6? 3050i19 305717 306014 3065 24, 

26 3066 2, 16 30845 3085 12. 
> Tovdatoc see Index VIII. 
icoc 3085 9. 
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icroc 3062 3. 
icyac 3065 13. 
icwe 3028 15. 

xaew 3066 10. 
Kabapdc 3049 B 19. 
kabyxew 3071 10. 

xabilew 3019 5 3021 i 2 [3072 3?]. 

Kabicrdvar 3025 9, 13 3028 4. 

kaboAuxdc see Index VII. 
xabdc 3015 12 3087 3. 

Kal passim. 
xaivoc 3057 6 3060 6. 
kaworepoc 3015 17. 
kawoupyety 3018 8. 

xatcap see Index II, Index VII. 

kairo. 3066 7. 
kakoc 3065 15? 
kadapela 3087 5. 
kadety 3019 9. 
KdAdctoc 3015 2. 
kaddc 3057 5. 

Kardc 3015 4 3061 8 3070 5 3082 3 3085 3, 6. 

kapatpa 3060 10. 
kavicxiov 3060 7. 
kavov 3028 14. 
KaprodcBat 3017 10. 

Kdpvoy 3065 13 (Kapot- pap.). 

KacciTepwvoc 3060 8? (Kacit- pap.). 

xaré 3014 16 3015 13, 19 3018 7, 12 302011 10? 

3022 15 3028 2 30304 30466 3048 14 3049 

A5,15,B6 3050ii17 3053 12 3054 9, 18, 22 

3057 20 3058 16? 3076 12 [3077 3]. 

xkataAdauBavew 3062 5. 
karaAelmew 3015 26 [3065 12]. 

Kataprvoc see Index IX. 
karaveew 3074 4. 
KatamAouc 3053 17. 
katacropa 3066 9. 
karacracic [3025 3]. 
* xareumaretv 3021 1 16. 
karéyew 3015 19, 22. 

karouxixoc 3046 25 (3047 20, 26, 30, 38). 

Kara see Index VI(d) s.v. wepixwpa. 

xeicbar 3074 11. 

cedevew 3019 9 3025 4 3028 24 3042 4 3043 2 

3044 3, 13 (3046 6) 3048 15. 

xepduwov 3060 7 (3061 15?) 3063 22 3081 1. 

kehady [3074 13?]. 
KAeic 3057 13. 
KAn( ) 3047 36. 
KAnpovopety 3014 2, 15. 
KAnpovopoc 3015 23, 26. 

kAfjpoc 3047 24, (27). 

INDEXES 

xowédc 3019 12 3022 15. 
kowwvetv 3086 4. 

xowwvdc 3043 8 30448 30456 3058 2, 6. 

xolrn (3049 introd. ?). 
codalew 3014 5. 

xopilew 3057 3 [3059 7?] 3060 2, 10 3061 3 

3062 5 3063 21 3069 3. 

* kovddpic 3054 16. 
*xovrdpuc see prec. 
korpia [3014 20]. 
korrew 3063 11. 

* couxk[, JAoc (= cucullus) 3060 5. 

Kpafdrvov 3060 8 (xpaParny pap.). 

Kpdricroc 3025 2, 15 [3028 18] 3032 4 3046 7 

3048 1, (11) 3076 7 3084 3. 

xpeac 3061 5. 
Kpetrrov 3082 5. 

Kpby 3061 7. 
xpixoc [3080 8 ?]. 
xrjpa 3066 18. 

krqcac 3048 16. 
KuBepyyryc see Index IX. 
KbOpa 3061 5(del.). 
Kupia, # 3060 12 3065 14 3087 1. 

K¥pioc 3028 26 3049 A 18, B 24. 

kvpioc, 6 3021 i11 30249 30281 3031 8 3084 

6, 7 see also Index II, Index IX. 

Kwpdapync see Index VII. 

coun 3035 3 3046 14 (3047 1, 15, 28) 3049 B 13 

3064 2. 
Kwpnrnc 3064 7. 
Kwoypapparevc see Index VII. 

Aaytviov 3080 6. 

* Naduxnvov [3080 3 ?]. 
AapBdvew 3017 8, 21 302818 3048 5 3057 6, 22 

3063 5 3065 14 3066 2 3086 2. 
Adprev [3028 9?]. 
Aaprrpoc [3028 g?]. 
Aapporata 3077 6. 
Aaperporatoc 3048 6. 
héyew 3015 8, 16, 20 3017 2 3021i10 302315, 

[ii 42] 304619 3050 introd. 30639 3070 1 
3071 1 3084 3 see also eizeiv. 

Aeirrew 3058 22. 
Aecroupyla 3064 8, 12. 

* Névrvoc 3060 7. 
Aevxdc 3060 9, 14. 

AevKdxpouc 3054 15. 

Anyew 3030 4. 
Awovdoc see Index IX. 
Aoyuctyptov see Index VII. 
Aoyoc [3051 5, 9] 3057 12 see also Index VII s.v. 

id.oc 2. 
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Aowrac 3086 5. 
Aowrdc 3017 19 3069 14 3083 4 3086 3. 
AovecBar 3052 4, [5], 6, [77], 8. 
Aviv 3020 11 6. 
Adrwoc 3060 11 (Awd- pap.). 

peayevpoc see Index IX. 
pdAa 3028 24. 

peadicra 3069 4, 8. 

BbadXov 3028 18. 

peaptupety 3069 5. 
peyadevorync [3028 6]. 
peyectoc 3022 17 see also Index II, Index VII s.v. 

apxepede ju. 
preAicravar 3071 8. 

pcilwy 3014 5 3057 6. 
péAAew 3028 g 3065 [5], 10? 3067 3. 
pev 3014 12 3017 15 3022 11 3028 16, 23 3048 16 

3050 introd., ii 30 3058 17 3065 3 3067 6 
3082 3 3087 11. 

pévew [3014 14] [3018 9?] 3051 8 3052 5. 
pevrot 3017 13 3030 9 [3050 i 24?]. 
(-)wepilew 30201 1 3. 
wépoc 3014 12 3026 ii [18], 28 (3046 30) 3047 

33, 39 3076 9 [3077 10?]. 
* Mecorrorapnvoc see Index VI(a). 
eécoc see Index VI(a) s.v. pécn Tomapxia, VI(d) s.v. 

Teplxwpua. 
pera c. acc. 3015 14 30175 3019 13 302114 

3028 25 3066 17, c. gen. 30196 3022 [97], 13 
3025 14 3049 A 4, B 5 3063 9 3065 14 3066 
13. 

peraBadrAew 3085 6 3086 3. 
peradiatifecBar 3015 4. 
peradidovar 3026 i 23, ii 23 3030 13 3064 Io. 
peraxadety 3050 1 16. 

peraAapBavew 3022 19. 
pera€d 3050 i 18 see also peroev. 
peraréurrev 3067 3. 

perépxecbar 3014 3. 

petéwpa 3058 4. 
peroév 3027 4 3057 22. 

petpetv 3083 5. 
peérpov see Index X(a). 

péerwrov 3054 16. 
péxpe [3018 72] 3026 ii 14 303011 3087 5. 
py 3014 3, 18 3017 7 3026119 3028 5, 14, 20 

3030 14 3048 7 3049 introd., A115 3057 17, 
19 3058 13 3059 3, 4,5 3061 12, 16 3062 8 

3066 11, 14, 16 3069 8, 12, [15], 19 3070 6 
3071 13 30826 3085 10 3086 3. 

pndé 3017 20 3085 12. 
pndetc 3018 8 3027 5 3086 6. 
pyKere 3057 12. 
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pyv 3028 1 [3029 3] 3048 21 (3051 12) 3053 4 
3054 20. 

pnviatoc 3048 19. 
peATnp 3065 15, 24, 27 (3077 2) 3082 4. 
unxavy 3066 16. 
puxpoc 3061 11 3066 14 see also Index VI(a) s.v. 

Mixpa ” Oacic. 

puevnckecOar 3022 7. 
pucbody (3047 32, 39) 3087 8, 11. 
peva see Index X(a) and (b). 
povdpraBoc (3046 21, 25, 28, 30) (3047 11, 13, 15, 

16, 17, 23bis, 28, 29, 30, 32, 38). 

povoy 3048 8 3049 B 18. 
povoc 3057 g 3082 10 3083 3. 
* wovdywpoc, 7 3057 13. 
pedcxevoc 3061 5. 
jroucetov see Index VI(d). 
peupraxic 3063 3. 
peupotra@Ane see Index IX. 

vavKAnpoc see Index IX. 
vadAov (3011 introd.). 
vewtepoc 3080 7. 

vuxnddpoc (vixaddpoc) see Index VIII s.v. Zevc. 
vouy 3050 11 42. 
vopiew [3022 18?] 3057 10. 
vopukoc see Index VII. 
vopysoc 3017 11. 
voprpwtatoc 3028 23. 
voudc 3026 i 16, 11 4.?, 20, back 1 [3029 2] 3030 11, 

13 3033 7 3048 2 3064 4. 
vopoc 3015 2?, 3, 10, 20 3049 A 15. 

(-)vonoc 3050 11 28. 
vov [3018 7?] 3021113 3030 12 3063 10 3065 8, 

g 3069 23. 

Eevixoc 3080 4. 
Eevoxpiryc see Index VII. 
EvAov (3011 introd.). 

dd 3030 7. 
6d0c 3028 23. 
ddvpecBar 3028 8. 
(-)ouxety 3018 14? 
oikta 3048 8 3055 5 3058 17, 19. 
oikoyernc 3054 25? 
olxovomety 3015 at. 
oixovopia [3030 6]. 
otkovopjoc see Index IX. 
oixdrredov 3050 11 2. 
otxoc 3081 6, 7 see also Index VI(d). 
otoc 3065 7. 
éxrw 3060 16. 
dXr/yoc 3063 13. 
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dAdKAnpoc 3028 19, 26. 
oroc 3014 13. 

oprvdew 3034 3. 

opo.oc 3014 6 3057 17. 
dpotwc 3047 (11bis), (12), 21, 22, (25), 

3060 4.. 
opodroyeiv 3049 A 8, 20, B 10, 27. 

opovoety 3065 22. 
opovora 3057 15. 

ovndAdrne see Index IX. 
évoua 3025 10 3036 9 3037 10, 18, 28 3038 13 

3039 8 [(3040 6)] 3041 6 3043 3 3044 3 
3053 15 305413 3057 27 3065 11, 19. 

* Omuwiatwp see Index VII. 
6mwc 3027 3 3066 10. 
opav 3061 12 3067 13. 
opilew 3017 16 3048 6. 
opiodetxryc see Index VII. 
dpiov 3087 4, 13, 14, 20. 
opvildc see Index IX. 
dpvidiov 3056 3. 
6c 3014 18 3015 4, 17, 19,27 3020113, 12?, i114? 

3022 7, 16 3025 5, 8,11, 14 [3027 4] 3028 1, 
gbis, 10, 21, 22 3030 12 3031 4 3047 4 3048 6, 
15 3049 A 12, 17, B17, 22 30516 3053 1oter 
3054 7, [8] 3057 21, 25 3059 7 3063 7, 9, 17, 
18 3065 11, [12], 12 3067 10 3069 4,6 3071 
17? 3085 9. 

écoc 3030 9 ©=3048 2. 
ocrrep 3084 5. 
> Ocponvoc see Index VI(a). 
octic 3048 4 see also orv0dv. 
érav 3014 2 3057 26 3063 10. 
6rt 3017 7 3048 7 30643 30655, 15 3069 11, 12 

3070 3 3087 19. 
otvobv 3017 10. 
od 3015 2? 30201 118 3025 10 3048 7 3057 5bis, 7, 

9, 13, 27 3058 5 3059 5 3060 10 3061 11, 15 
3063 13 3065 8,17 3069 11 30706 3074 [10], 
11 308210 30836 30853 30865 3087 9, 
12, 16. 

ovdé 3026 ii 14. 
ovoeic 3017 18 [3026 1 20] 3069 18, 10. 
ovdémote 3065 7. 
ovKére 3070 6. 

ovKour (ovKour or odK«odv) 3015 23. 
ovAy (3053 16) 3054 16. 
ovv 3057 20 3058 6, 14 3061 12 3066 11, 15 3069 

10, 13 3083 5,8 30856 3086 3. 
Ovpavia (boat ensign?) 3053 19. 
-oupyla 3018 4. 
ovcia (Cevexravy) 3051 7. 
ove 3015 17, 18 3017 10 3028 7 3083 7. 
odtoc 3015 20 3017 4,6 3018 7? 3020! ii 1? 

(26) 
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302113, 4 3022 9, 17? [3023 11 10] 3028 7, 17 
3030 7, 11bis 3033 5 3049 A 13, B15, 19 3050 
i 23,115 3057 21,27 30585 [3063 18?] 3066 
10? 3067 4, 11 3069 11 307113 3078 4, 5 3082 

7 3086 6 3087 20. 
ovrw 3050 i 19. 
ovrwc 3017 20 [3076 8]. 
opeiAew 3027 5 302825 30519 307114 3083 3. 
odelAnpa 3017 13. 
opedoc [3069 18]. 
odbarprav 3058 4. 

6dbarpoc 3078 4. 

odpoc 3054 17. 

mavavictyc see Index IX. 
mavoapvov see Index IX. 
mavouxoc 3060 10. 

maic 3015 26 3060 4. 
mara 3086 2. 

maAavoc 3057 6 3061 15. 

maAaoTrnc 3048 22. 
madw 3063 5. 

maAdov [3060 9 ?]. 

* raympaciov (mavipacwov pap.) 3015 21, 27. 
mavoixel (3084 7). 

ravraxy 3049 A 19, B 25. 

mavtwe 3062 6. 

mavu 3069 4. 

mapa 3030 6 3032 1 3033 introd., 2 (3035 1) 
3036 16? 30472 (3048 11) 3049 A 16, B at 
3051 4 3053 14 3054 11, 20? (3055 1) (3056 1) 
3057 23 3058 20 3060 2, 16 3063 23 (3065 25, 
27) 3066 3, 5, 13, (20) (3067 16) 3069 27 
3076 6 (3077 1) 3081 3,5 (3082 13). 

TmapayyeAAew 3024 4? 3050 ii 10. 
mapayivecba (3061 17). 

mapadexecBar 3057 25. 

mapadiddvar 3049 A 12,B 15 3064 7. 
mapabecic 3049 A 8, Bit. 

mapabykn 3049 A 15. 
mapakadety 3057 11. 
mapatinrew 3015 24. 

mapactpapoc 3054 17. 

mapatiévar 3022 10 3026 i 24, ii 13. 
mapatutoc 3080 5. 
Tapapepe see TapeveyKat. 

mapetvat [3020 ' 11 8?] 305727 306919 [30751]. 
mapeuBorn 3014 4. see also Index VI(d). 
mapevéyKat 3026 i 12. 

mapéexev 3022 7 3061 12. 

TrapicOura 3068 1. 

mapicrdvat 3057 11. 
mapopicudc 3050 i 7, 11. 

mac 3018 15 302117 3022 13 30255 3026 ii 19 
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3028 6 3049 A 14, 18, 19, B 20, 23, 25 3057 30 
3060 6 3062 10 30643 3065 3, 20. 

matyp 3015 18 [3022 6] 3051 6, 9, 10 3059 7. 
matpioc 3047 33, 39. 

(-)mavew 3050 i 20. 
medioy see Index VI(d). 
meiBew 3025 12 3071 13. 
metpa 3057 18. 

teipav 3057 20. 

méutrew 3020114 3027 3 3028 12 3059 7 3060 12 
3061 8, 15 30627 3065 12 30662 3068 3 
3069 22 3083 8. 

mepa(-) 3050 i 13. 

mept 3015 10 3019 15 3023 1 14? 3025 3 3026 i 
12,19, 21 302826 30469, [14],31 3047 4 3048 
16 3050111, 1127 3057 12 3061 19 3065 3, 
6 3067 9 30696 3082 4, 7. 

mepiapwa 3068 1. 

mepretvar 3015 18. 

mepieAbety 3074 2. 

meprexew 3068 4. 
mepuctavat 3061 16 3063 13. 

meptodoc [3030 5]. 
mepiccoc 3025 10 3063 14. 

mepixwpa see Index VI(d). 
méradov 3068 2. 
mucreve 3023 11 g. 
mtraxov 3068 3. 
mAéew 3065 5. 

(-)Aéevy 3065 10. 

mAectakic 3063 8. 
mAeicroc 3082 2. 
mAéov 3065 15? 3082 6. 
mAnpyn< 3057 23. 

rAnpody 3071 g. 
m\otov 3031 3 3053 18 3079 1, 3, 5, 6, 8. 
mAodroc 3069 16. 
mo0ev 3074 8. 
movety 3015 23, 27 3025 11 3026 ii 21 3028 20 

3053 11 [3054 8] 3057 12, 21 30618 3067 11 
3069 7, 11 3082 3, 5 3085 4, 6, 11. 

mouiny see Index IX. 
moAepnoc 3065 8. 
roduc 30201 11 7 3022 4 3048 2, 3, 22 3049 A 7, 

(B 9) 3054 19, 23 30646 3065 6, 9, 16, 17 see 
also Index VI(a) s.vv. Avtwoéwy 1., “Epyod 7., 
?O€. m., Index XI s.v. émxedddAaov méAEwc. 

moXreia [3014 19] 3071 [7], 15. 

moAvc 3031 9 3050 ii 31 3062 16 3065 2, 4, 20, 21 
3086 2,5 3087 21. 

ropdupa 3080 5. 

mopdupodc 3060 5. 
mocéc 3049 B 14. 
morepov 3063 18. 
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maya 3015 10 3069 8. 
mpayywareia see Index VII. 
mpaypwareuTyc see Index IX. 
mpaypwarikec see Index VII. 
mpakrwp see Index VII. 
mpagéic 3049 A 16, B 20. 

mpaccew [3014 11] [3017 20?] 3027 5 3030 3. 
mpecBela, mpécBuc see Index VII. 
mpecBvrepoc 3029 6 [3033 4]. 
mplv 3028 9g. 

mpo 3017 5 3018 10 3019 3 3065 3 3086 2. 
mpoayew 3028 6. 
mpoayopev- 3071 6. 

mpoatpecuc 3057 7, 10. 
mpoypaupa (3048 introd.). 

mpoypade 3034 7 3051 4, 6, 10. 
mpoetvar 3021 i 12. 
mpol€ [3014 8?]. 

mpoucravat [3074 3?]. 

tmpoicyecbar 3071 4. 
mpoxetcbar [3048 19] 3053 21 3072 2. 
mpovoety 3022 13. 
mpotreTac 3028 7. 
mpoc 3015 [3], 7, [14] 3017 10 3019 18 [3020115] 

3022 5, [10] 3023 ii 5? 3026117, 21 30308 
30315 30325 30467, 10 30471, 4 3058 7, 
tobis 3063 3, 7,17 306411 3065 [16],19 3068 
1 3074 1,2 3078 3 30801 3086 4. 

mpoc(-) 3026 1 23 3028 17. 

mpocdéxecOau 3069 21. 
mpoceABetvy 3023 18? 3064 4. 
mpoceveykar 3028 2. 
mpocnxev 3025 14 3027 4. 
mpocraypa 3014 11. 
* rpocuvadAdccew or *mpocum- 3048 21? 
mpocpepery See TpoceveyKaL. 
tmpocpwvncic 3026 1 12, 22. 
mpocwmov [3050 ii 27?). 
arpdrepov [3020118] 3028 13 (3046 22) (3047 36). 
mporepoc 3015 24 3040 11 3057 25. 
mporbévar 3018 10 3025 4, 8, 12 3050 i 27 [3071 

16)E4 
mporpéerew 3057 18 3067 8. 

tmpohepew 3019 12. 
mpvravevew, mpvravic see Index VII. 
mpownyv [3022 8?]. 
apa@rov 3022 11 3067 6. 
mp@roc 3022 8 3081 4. 
moyilew 3070 5, 8 (aovy- pap.). 
muvOdvecbar 3015 9 3063 6. 
mupéc 3048 8, 15 3049 A 8, (B11) 3058 17, (18), 

(20 ?(del.?)). 

paBdoc 3060 10. 
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‘Pwpaia see Index VI(a) and (c). 
‘Pwpatoc see Index VI(a). 
povvdvar 3026 ii 25 30276 303015 30318 3057 

30 3058 15 306015 3061 18 3062 11, 12 3063 
24, (26) [3065 21] 3066 19 3067 14 3069 24, 
25, 3070 8, 9 3082 12 30839 30846 3085 14 
3086 7 3087 21. 

caxkoc 3066 2. 
* caddd.ov 3060 9. 
ceBacrevov see Index VI(d). 
ceBactéc see Index II, Index VII. 

Cevervavoc see Index VI(d) (C. odcta). 

cnpaivery 3026 1 20 3030 9. 
cnuevodv 3027 3, (10) (3034 13, 14) (3036 15) 

(3037 17, 35) (3038 23) 3039 13 3040 10 
(3041 11) (3042 10) 3043 9 30448 3045 7. 

cywepov 3063 6. 
cycapov 3066 3. 
caywv 3054 17. 
citetcbar 3047 3 3048 12. 

curixdc see Index XI (c. dopor, cuTiKdv). 
ciroc 3048 2 3060 14. 
* cnaddmpwpoc 3031 3. 
(-)cKémew 3047 7? 
cknvixdc see Index IX. 
ckvddKvov 3069 22. 
cxvAXAew 3085 11? 
chapaydwwoc see Cuapdydwoc. 
coc 3057 27, 30 3069 24. 
Crravéc see Index VI(a). 
crretpey 3063 9g. 
crexovAdrwp see Index VII. 
crrovd7 3086 6. 
ctarnp see Index X(a). 
crepetv 3021 i 13. 
ctoa see Index VI(d) (c. rod yupvactov). 
ctpatnyetv, crparnyoc see Index VII. 
ctpatnAdrnc see Index VII. 

cTparidityc see Index VII. 
(-)erpépew (ava-?) 3050 1 4. 

c¥ 3020 ' ii g 3021 i 11 3024 14? 3025 12 
3027 3, 6 3028 2,6 3030 5, 6, [14] 3031 5 
3048 15 3049 A 8, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20, B 11, 18, 

19, 20, 26, 27 3050 11 15, 16 3051 4, 6?, 10 

3057 7, 11, 12, 23, 24, 29 3058 147, 16 3059 

4,5, 6, 7 3060 15 3061 15 3062 7, 10 bis,12, 
16 3063 5, 15, 23 3065 11, 12, 16, 19 3066 2, 
5, 8, 13 3067 6, 10, 14 3069 4, 6, [15], 21 
3070 6, 7 3082 12 3083 8,9 3084 6bis 3085 
8, 13 3086 7 see also dpetc. 

cuyyernc [3014 2]. 
cuyyp(apparev-?) see Index IX. 
cvyKabAcar 3021 i 3? 
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cuyKcop.oy [3019 19]. 

cuyywpety 3014 10 3018 g 3049 introd. 3087 3. 

cuxdpwoc (3011 introd.). 
cvAdadetv 3015 11, [15]. 
* cy BovAov, cUuBovdoc see Index VII. 

cuppéepew 3078 4. 
cuppwvety 3015 17. 
cuopgwvia 3015 19. 
cv 3033 3 304718 3049 A11,B16 3058 3,7 

3061 9, 17 3069 24 3080 6. 
cuovecActv [3063 17 ?]. 

cuveAbetv 3014 16. 
covexync 3057 8. 

cWvbecic 3060 3. 
cvvraéic 3048 19. 
cuvréreva 3017 12. 
cuvrpipew 3074 13. 
cvopopBoc see Index IX. 
copuyé 3057 5 (cuvp- pap.). 
cucrarye see Index VII. 
* charpodjxv0oc 3080 8? (chfaipo- pap ?). 

chpayic 3075 4. 
caéCew 3065 5 3069 20. 

cwrnpia 3065 3 3067 9. 

tdaAavrov see Index X(b). 
Tapelov, tapuetov see Index VII. 

tagic 3047 7. 
*rannrac see Index IX. 
tapaccev 3069 16 3086 3. 
tapixtov 3060 7 (trapay- pap.). 
taccew 3058 2. 

taxa 3065 6. 
re 3018 13 [3020115] 3032 4 3048 19 3049 A 16, 

B 21 3050i 11, 29?, ii 31 30679 3072 5. 
rexvov 3014 17 3015 22. 
textawv see Index IX. 
téAevoc 3080 3. 
teAecodv 3030 6 3054 IQ. 
téAecua see Index XI. 

tedeuTav 3014 1 3015 5. 
teAwvyc see Index IX. 
téraptoc 3014 12. 
tetpaetnpic 3030 3. 
terpaxocior 3044 7 3045 5. 

typetv [3086 5]. 
TWévar 3028 24. 
Tiuy 3048 6 3060 14. 3063 14 3085 5. 
tyuwdtatoc 3057 30 3083 2 3084 2. 
mic 3014 11 301517 3017 2 3048 7 3049 introd. 

3050i [21 ?],24 30576, 15 3061 14, 19 [3069 17] 
3071 10 3075 rdis. 

tic 3023 11 4? 3063 6. 
toivuy 3085 10. 
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tovodroc 3017 14. 3065 7 3069 7, 17. 

torrapxia 3050 115 3074 3 see also Index VI(a) 
S.vv. annAudrnv, ApaBia, pécn. 

Tomoc 3025 12 30261 22, 24? 
tocovroc 3086 4. 
tpaynua 3065 12. 

Tpetc 3049 A 2, (B 3) 3058 12 30608? 3063 11. 
tpidkovta 3087 19. 

Tprakocuot [3040 7]. 
TpicxiAror 3043 6. 

tpomoc 3017 4. 

tpody 3048 3 3063 15. 
tuyxavew 3017 3, 6 [3050 i 22?] 3058 4. 

vBpic 3061 11. 
vedodc 3060 7 3080 6. 
vide 3015 18 3033 introd., 4 304715 3061 1, 21 

3064 9 3065 25 3067 7. 
dete 30201 15,6 3022 [4?] (n- pap.), 7, 10 (n- 

pap.), 11, 14, [18?] 3026 ii [13], 15, 22, 25 
[3029 7] 3035 5 3057 14, 16, 19, 20 3062 6 
3064 3 3065 4, 5, 20, 21. 

vperepoc 3020 1 1 8 (a)u- pap.). 

dmdpxew 3014 7 3048 5 3049 A 17, B23 3053 11 
3054 8, 25? 3071 3 3077 9. 

bmatiKoc see Index VII (ta. Cupiac). 
vmatoc see Index II (Trajan), Index III. 
trép 3020! ii [4°], 5, 6, 7 3029 3 3036 1, 9 

3037 1, 10, 18, 28 3038 1, 12 (30391) (3040 1) 

3041 5 3042 1 3043 1 3044 10,11 30451 
3048 3 3049 introd., A 19, B 26. 

brrep(-) 3050 ii 34. 
brrépbecic 3049 A 14. 
tanpecia 3055 4 3056 2. 
omnperetv 3060 13. 
bmnpernc see Index VII. 
to 3014 g 3025 2,13 3026118, 21 [3027 2] 

3030 8, [13] 3033 4 30424 30432 30443 
3046 6 3048 1557s 3049 A 20, B 27 [3051 10] 
3053 12 30549, 18 3059 4 3067 4 3069 13 
3079 [3], 5, 6, 8 3087 9g. 

troypadew (3029 2). 
vroypady 3017 2, 8, 14,17 [3050 i 22?]. 
vrroAapBavew 3025 13. 
broAoyoc 3047 7 (3049 introd. ?). 
brropuuvyckew 3023 1 11? 
drroprnpa [30231137] 3028 21 

3071 12. 
brropyvnpaticoc (3016 1) 3025 8. 

brrovoety 3074 g. 
bromAatumpocwroc 3054 15. 

wmocxecic 3028 20. 
troraccew [3016 12?] 3028 21 3058 16. 
vroTiévar 3060 13. 

3053 10 30548 
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brodepe 3057 28. 
Ucrepov 3054 14? 
dduicravar 3050 ii 12. 

dayety 3060 14. 

daivew 3086 7. 

dawoAnc 3057 4, 5. 
d¢avar 3015 11, [16] 3028 ro. 
davepoc 3025 11 3030 12, 14. 

pepe see eveyKar. 
* bikic 3070 ad 5. 
piradAnria 3057 16. 
g¢iravOpwria 3057 8. 
direty 3065 20. 
didckoc 3057 10. 
piroc 3019 7 3022 12 3059 8 3069 28 3080 2 

3086 7. 
dirdcodoc see Index IX. 
diAraroc 3026 i 16 3030 6, (16) 3063 1, 24 3070 

3, 10 3085 1 3086 1. 
dovoc [3014 5]. 
optwoc 3050 introd. 
ddpoc 3051 5 (ddpor apyupixot) see also Index XI. 

doptixkoc 3028 14. 
dpovtic 3022 13. 
dpovrictyc sce Index IX. 
¢poddoc 3069 19. 
dvy7n 3014 6. 
dvAa€ see Index VII. 
dudaccew 3018 4 (-rrew) 3063 23. 
gvdA7 3054 6, 13, 22. 

yatpe 3018 14. 3020113 30257 3026116 30271 
3031 2 3049 A 7, B10 3050135 30552 [3056 
1] 30572 30581 30592 30601 30612 30622 
3063 2 30642 3065 2, 15(med.) 3066 1 30672 
3069 2 3082 2 3083 2 30842 30852 30861 
3087 2. 

xapilecbar 3057 21 [3067 12]. 

xapryc 3061 6. 

xetAoc 3053 16. 
xelAwpua 3061 7. 
xelp 3058 20 ?(del.?). 
xepoypad- 3076 12. 
xerpoypadia 3053 11 3054 8. 

xerpoypadov 3049 A 18, B 24. 
xualew 3057 3. 
xiAvor 3036 11 3037 12, 30 3038 16 3039 9 

3040 7 3041 8 3042 8. 
xita@viov 3060 5, 9. 
xotwé see Index X(a). 
xoupidiov 3085 5. 
xoproc 3063 robis. 
xovc see Index X(a). 
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xpela 3048 4 3063 11, 16, 20. 
xpewcretv [3076 11 ?]. 

xpn(-) 3018 7. 
xpnCew 3061 14 3067 10. 
xpnuatilew 3043 4 3048 12, 14. 

xphv 3060 16. 
xpjvat 3050 ii 30. 
xpHicba 3078 2. 
*ypyncuavoc see Index VIII. 
xpHcyoc 3017 18. 
xpectiavec see Index VIII s.v. xpycvavoc. 
xpdvoc 3031 9 3051 7 3065 21 3086 4 3087 21. 
xpucotc 3068 2. 
xUtpa see KvOpa. 
x@ua [3046 17 ?]. 

yab- 3061 4. 
uxn 3057 26. 
ywAy 3070 ad 2. 

dpoc 3074 13. 
GvetcBar (3047 13bis, 21, 25, 30, 35, 38) 3054 18. 

wv} 3053 6 3054 4, 18, 23. 
wov 3055 5, 6 3056 3. 
dpa 3069 16. 
dic 3015 20, 25 3023 ii11 3025 4, 13 3028 5, 7, 

10, 11, 23 3043 4 3048 12, 14 3053 9, 16, 21 

3054 7,15 3057 5 30625 3063 4, 14 3068 4 

3069 15,17 3072 2 3074 11. 

dcre 3055 4, 3064 10. 

XIII. LATIN (3016) 

adve[ 14. 
agere 13. 
de 13. 
et 14? 
is 14? 
libertina 15. 

mulier 13. 
non 17. 
quis 13. 
(-)serv- 18. 
videre 7,20 
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